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ABSTRACT 

This PhD investigates deaf-led businesses, an emerging phenomenon in Denmark between 

2000-2017. The data consists of interviews with nine deaf business owners, supported by 

observations made on visits to the businesses and interviews with three employees. The 

businesses fall into two groups: those oriented towards hearing, private customers, and those 

oriented towards deaf customers for whom the services receive public funding. This study 

employs Bourdieu’s theoretical framework regarding how people navigate their social contexts 

based on their habitus and forms of capital. 

The study demonstrates the ways in which deaf business owners’ life experiences in Denmark 

are influenced by structures of inequality. Research into disabled people’s work experiences 

has shown that the labour market rests on ableist values. Ableist values encompass audist 

values, whereby hearing and speaking are privileged; deaf people are, therefore, disadvantaged 

by not fitting the template of ‘ideal worker’. Deaf people set up businesses so as to become 

their own boss and pursue professional interests; this study also reveals that direct or indirect 

discrimination may motivate them to seek alternatives to traditional employment in the 

‘hearing’ labour market.  

Secondly, the study explains how deaf people strategically navigate their hearing surroundings 

as business owners. Owners of businesses oriented towards the hearing market use adaptive 

strategies to ‘pass’ as business owners, undertaking significant invisible labour to expand their 

‘hearing’ cultural and social capital. Those with businesses aimed at deaf customers show the 

opposite approach, using strategic isolationism (e.g. avoiding social contact with hearing 

people; preferring to employ deaf people) to oppose the audist values of the surrounding labour 

market. Being seen as deaf creates the expectation of ‘deaf cultural and social capital’, e.g. sign 

language skills, understanding deaf customers’ needs, and the ability to navigate deaf contexts.  

Thirdly, the study shows that the emergence of deaf business ownership has created new 

opportunities for deaf people in the labour market and a professional context where deaf skills 

can be capitalised on and where deaf people’s social networks, behaviours and values are 

advantages rather than disadvantages. However, deaf-led businesses provide a limited number 

of new jobs, and deaf people still face challenges in the broader labour market. 

This study contributes theoretically to the body of research concerning minority-led businesses, 

and also to the disciplines of Deaf Studies and Disability Studies in general. 
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 INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Introduction 

This study reports on qualitative research into the experiences of a group of  highly skilled, 

signing deaf people in Denmark who have experience of setting up businesses or being self-

employed in Denmark between 2000 and 2017. In contemporary Denmark, there are 

approximately 4000 signing deaf people (Bech Larsen et al., 2014); the number of deaf people 

in employment (excluding those in supported or subsidised employment programmes) is 38%, 

with 12% of those either in management positions, self-employed or business owners (ibid.). 

This 12% is likely to be highly skilled, i.e. they hold a higher or further education qualification 

(see Section 1.6.1), and have gained qualifications and experiences within their profession. 

Setting up one’s own business is a strategy for entering the labour market for many people who 

belong to a minority, or who are minoritised in the context of employment. This includes 

immigrants or those from ethnic minorities, women (Hughes, 2003; Peris-Ortiz et al., 2012), 

those from sexual minorities (Galloway, 2011) and disabled people (Adams et al., 2019; 

Anderson and Galloway, 2012). Little is known about the types of employment taken up by 

deaf people and other disabled people; however, the tendency of deaf people to set up their 

own businesses has been documented in both Europe and North America (Atkins, 2011, 2013; 

Deaf Enterprise, n.d.). Entrepreneurship/business ownership (and maintaining these 

businesses) requires that minority business owners have certain forms of cultural, social, and 

economic capital; these concepts, as well as the related concept of habitus, will be defined and 

discussed in Chapter Three.  

This PhD study examines deaf business ownership on both an individual level – that is, 

focusing on business owners’ agency and navigation strategies – and as functioning within the 

surrounding structures, which are socio-culturally stratified. This chapter seeks to contextualise 

the current study, before giving an overview of the structure of the thesis 

1.1.1 Contextualising this study 

At the beginning of the 2000s, several groups of deaf people set up sign language interpreting 

agencies in Denmark. Many of them had graduated from high school, achieved academic 

degrees or other further education, belonged to the middle class and were (and remain) visible 

leading figures in the deaf communities in Denmark. However, this emergent deaf-led business 

ownership within the deaf-related market (specifically the sign language interpreting market) 
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created ambivalences. Whereas in the traditional, hearing-led labour market, businesses 

function without any personal need for, or relationship with, interpreting services, in this 

instance deaf business owners were making money based on deaf people’s needs, including 

their own and those of their deaf employees. Deaf people, including myself, did not always 

respond positively to this phenomenon. According to traditional Deaf Studies, one of the 

defining characteristics of deaf people and deaf communities is a sense of collectivist, 

egalitarian values, values which emerged because deaf people were an oppressed linguistic and 

cultural minority and traditionally belonged to a very small population group within the same 

social class (De Meulder, 2017; Ladd, 2003a; Widell, 1988). As deaf people achieved better 

educational opportunities, studied in further and higher education institutions, and gained 

white-collar jobs, these emerging deaf professionals’ positionality, experiences and 

relationships with other deaf people started to change (De Meulder, 2017; Kusters, 2017; Ladd, 

2003). These changing socio-economic dynamics in work contexts have led to the development 

of my broader research interests: what do deaf-led businesses mean for the social construction 

of deafness by highly skilled, signing deaf people? What does the increasing number of highly 

skilled deaf people setting up their own businesses say about deaf people’s navigation of the 

labour market and opportunities for deaf people?  

This study aims to expand the understanding of the field of deaf business ownership, both 

within the context of sign language interpreting services and general mainstream markets in 

Denmark, by examining them through the lenses of Organisational/Entrepreneurship Studies, 

Disability and Deaf Studies, and Bourdieusian conceptual frameworks.  

Before introducing the core research aim and questions, in the following section (1.1.2) I define 

some of the central concepts used in the current study.  

1.1.2 Definitions/Terminologies 

Since many of the concepts used in this study are ‘grand’ concepts borrowed from both Deaf 

Studies and Disability Studies which are not (yet) very widespread in majority society, I 

provide short definitions of them here. A further elaboration on the conceptualisation(s) of 

deafness (and disability) is provided in Section 1.5. (Minority) business 

ownership/entrepreneurship will be further discussed in Section 2.2, and audism and ableism 

in Sections 3.2 and 3.3. 
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Ableism 
Ableism, as defined by the Disability Studies scholar Campbell (2008), is used in this study as 

a concept that goes beyond the focus on dichotomies between disabled people and able-bodied 

people and examines underlying power structures to which everyone is subject. Thesestructural 

forms of power are related to the expectation of no impairment; such expectations 

disproportionately, but not exclusively, affect disabled people. Ableism has a different focus 

than, for example, disablism, which focuses on the social construction of disability as a 

negative state of being. Scholars of ableism focus on the consequences of society’s 

expectations of the perfect body, i.e. a body without impairments, and how disabled people 

live with the effects of this in their everyday practices (for example, through internalised 

ableism – see Section 3.3.2). 

Audism  

Audism is a Deaf Studies concept that covers the oppression of deaf people. Audism is 

engrained in every society that is structured around hearing and speaking, as the deeply 

embedded expectation is that each member of that society will automatically be hearing and 

speaking. Consequently, most contemporary, westernised societies believe that those who are 

deaf and do not speak are inferior, and that deafness needs to be fixed/cured before deaf people 

can live a fulfilled life (Humphries, 1976; Bauman, 2004). Audism is defined as a belief system 

about what standard bodies should be like; for deaf people, this also includes an embedded, 

problematic belief that language is intrinsically linked to speech and not signing (Bauman, 

2004; see Section 3.2). This belief system has had and continues to have a severe impact on 

various aspects of deaf people’s everyday practices and lives, in which they have been denied 

access to sign languages and other rights in society (see Section 1.5, and Section 3.2).  

Similarly to ableism (see above), audism is not always a visible form of oppression, but rather 

(power) structures which continually privilege people who are hearing and speaking in their 

everyday lives and which often go unexamined. Audism as concept is presented and discussed 

further in Section 3.2. 

Business ownership/entrepreneurship  
Business ownership is here used synonymously with entrepreneurship and self-employment. 

Business ownership is defined broadly, covers many different kinds of business, and focuses 

not only on the experience of starting up the business but also on lived experiences as a business 

owner. Minority business ownership is described in more details in Section 2.2. 

Deaf with small d or D?  
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While Deaf Studies has historically advocated for the use of capital ‘D’ in labelling those who 

identify themselves as ‘culturally’ deaf (Padden and Humphries, 1988; Woodward, 1972), 

there has been a turn towards the use of lowercase ‘d’ within recent Deaf Studies literature. 

The turn to small ‘d’ does not reject cultural aspects of deaf people’s experience, but allows 

for a diverse range of experiences. 

 

The capital ‘D’ will only be used when referring to the discipline of Deaf Studies, Deaf Eco-

systems, and in quotations from other studies that use the capital ‘D’. This study focuses on 

signing deaf people, meaning deaf people who sign. Some other deaf people, including hard of 

hearing people, might not use sign languages; they are not this study’s focus.  

Disability/disabled people 
This study understands disability/disabled people as a social construct in a social relational lens 

(see Section 1.5.4)– that both is affected by the person’s physical differences and because of 

society’s response towards certain physical differences (but not others). Being disabled is a 

relational process and includes type of context, that includes political, emotional, material, 

economic, structural and personal dimensions (Thomas, 2004; Sang et al., 2016:2) which need 

to be included.  

1.2  Research aim and research questions 

This section presents the current study’s research aim and research questions. The overarching 

aim is to examine the ways in which deafness is constructed and experienced in the new types 

of deaf-owned businesses and organisations set up by highly skilled, signing deaf people in the 

Danish context, as outlined above. 

The specific research questions addressed in this study are: 

1. In which ways do audist normative structures influence the motivations of a group of 

highly skilled, signing deaf business owners in Denmark when setting up their own 

businesses or becoming self-employed?  

2. What strategies do these highly skilled, signing deaf business owners use to navigate 

an audist normative structured labour market?  

3. How does establishing and running deaf-led businesses affect these highly 

skilled, signing deaf business owners’ constructions of deafness?  
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4. What perceptions do these highly skilled, signing deaf business owners have regarding 

the implications of deaf-led businesses for deaf people’s opportunities in an otherwise 

ableist/audist labour market in Denmark?  

1.3  Deaf business ownership 

This study focuses solely on deaf businesses that are owned, led and run by highly skilled, 

signing deaf people. However, there are also businesses which could be called ‘sign language 

businesses’, corresponding to the national sign language of the country in question, but which 

are owned and run by hearing people who sign, albeit with many deaf employees (e.g. in the 

United Kingdom, a British Sign Language businesses such as “Signvideo”, 2020). In the 

context of the current study, there is an important distinction to be made between hearing 

people who sign and signing deaf people, due to their different embodied life experiences: 

‘Whilst deaf and hearing people can sign together, it is only the deaf who can be deaf’ (Kusters, 

2011). Deafness itself plays a crucial role in deaf people’s epistemologies and ontologies, and 

hence in deaf people’s experiences, strategies and navigation as business owners. 

 

1.3.1  Deaf-led businesses worldwide 

Even before increasing industrialisation, many deaf people in Denmark and other Western 

countries are known to have set up their own businesses. For example, in Denmark, there is 

evidence of highly skilled deaf people setting up their own business as shoemakers and tailors. 

This was common until the 1930s (personal communication with Bent Brøndum who had deaf 

grandparents who owned a business, 16 October 2018). 

Today, there is evidence of an increasing number of deaf people running businesses worldwide. 

These deaf businesses can be either sole traders (self-employed without employees) or 

businesses with several employees. In the U.S., it was estimated that in 2017 there were over 

1,000 deaf-owned businesses (Weber, 2017). In the U.K., the organisation Deaf Business 

Academy compiled in 2018 the contact details of around 200 deaf people who owned a 

business. The organisation estimates that there are around 400 deaf business owners, 70-80% 

being sole traders (personal communication with Dionne Thomas, CEO, Deaf Business 

Academy, 2 March 2018). Across Europe, there seems to be an increasing number of deaf 

people becoming business owners in various areas (Deaf Enterprise, n.d.). These businesses 

may be typical of traditional deaf-owned businesses, such as handcrafts and small shops 

(Widell, 1988), but more recent trends have led to the setting up of businesses in the hospitality 
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sector (e.g. cafes, bars and restaurants). On the other hand, there are deaf businesses targeting 

deaf markets, such as sign language interpreting services, sign language training, media and IT 

(Atkins, 2011; Gertz and Boudreault, 2016; Harris, 1989).  

1.3.2  Deaf entrepreneurship in Denmark within sign language interpreting services 

Between 2000 and 2017, several deaf people set up and ran their own businesses in Denmark 

providing deaf-related services such as sign language interpreting (SLI) or translation services 

(Bertelsen, 2017a, 2017b; Young, 2017). By estimate, there were up to fifteen deaf-owned sign 

language and deaf-related businesses in this period that relied primarily on public funding 

allocated for deaf people’s access to the workplace. This phenomenon requires some 

explanation. 

Denmark has passed legislation to ensure that employed and self-employed deaf people’s 

access needs are met, which is similar to the British Government’s ‘publicly funded 

employment support programme that aims to help more disabled people start or stay in work’ 

(gov.uk), known as Access to Work (ATW); for clarity, the term ATW will be used throughout 

this thesis. Before 2017, Denmark’s ATW provision stated that, if an employed deaf person 

had a justified need for an interpreter, the municipality would pay for up to 20 hours of 

interpreting per week (Visualis, 2012). For interpreters, this is considered equivalent to full-

time employment, due to aspects of their profession such as travel between assignments. The 

ATW-approved rates of pay were set to allow overheads covering administration, sick leave, 

etc., and the service could be provided to eligible deaf people either by individual self-

employed interpreters or by companies who employed interpreters. In most cases, the salary 

paid by these companies to the interpreter amounted to less than the total received from the 

municipality through ATW, as sick pay, administration costs, expenses, etc. would be covered 

in-house. The SLI company would need to ensure that their employee interpreters had enough 

assignments (ATW-funded or otherwise) to cover the cost of their monthly salary; any 

additional assignments would be profit for the business. 

The implications of ATW were significant for deaf owners of SLI businesses during this 

period. As members of the workforce, they were entitled to claim up to 20 hours of interpreting 

through ATW; ATW rules also allowed the deaf person’s own SLI company to provide that 

service. Thus, the SLI company would receive work based on its owner’s interpreting needs, 

paid for by the municipality, and any profit on this would go into the business and, eventually, 

to the deaf business owner themselves. Moreover, if the business hired other deaf people as 
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employees, then their respective ATW provision could be covered by the same company, 

creating further profit. Tenders for interpreting services set very high hourly prices for SLI, 

creating an incentive for SLI businesses to hire deaf people; from 2010 onwards, the profit 

from providing the deaf person with an interpreter could cover the cost of hiring that same 

person as an employee (Visualis, 2012).  

Unsurprisingly, this system was easy to abuse. In 2017, a few Danish SLI agencies owners 

(both deaf and hearing) and sign language interpreters were revealed to be engaging in 

fraudulent activity regarding ATW, for example by claiming for more interpreting hours than 

were needed or used (Bertelsen, 2017a; Døvefilm, 2018; Kjeldtoft 2018 a,b,c; see copies of 

newspaper articles in Appendix 7). Awareness of this issue has led to politicians placing 

increased controls on funding for SLI services, resulting in a rapid reduction in the number of 

deaf-led businesses with large numbers of employees, as ATW funding can no longer be used 

to pay an interpreter from the same company. Additionally, the SLI market has become 

increasingly subject to tender rounds, through which prices have been constantly pushed down. 

Because of the increased pressure on SLI businesses since 2017, this study looks beyond this 

sector to include the owners of other types of businesses, as well as self-employed people and 

those previously in self-employment, in order to broaden the insights into deaf business 

ownership and experiences in the Danish context. The other types of deaf-led businesses in 

Denmark include those within the crafting, media, design, physiotherapy, photography, and IT 

sectors, as well as other kinds of private businesses, for example, running a dog kennel or 

working as a self-employed hairdresser (see Appendix 1). In the sample of deaf-owned 

businesses examined in the current study, one point in common is that all the deaf owners are  

highly skilled and hold a higher or further education qualifications (see Section 1.6.1). 

1.4  Deaf business ownership and social media discourse in Denmark and world-wide 

While there are few academic studies of deaf business ownership, there is much commentary 

and discourse around the subject on social media. Terms such as deaf-led or deaf-owned 

businesses and Deaf Ecosystems (see Section 7.3.3) were used increasingly on social media 

and in the popular media during the period of my data collection in 2018. The discourse around 

deaf-owned businesses in the media is affected by the reality of the labour market, which at 

present makes it difficult for deaf people to find work opportunities and jobs.  

Debates and comments on social media reveal that deaf people in Denmark might be giving up 

trying to get a job in the wider labour market and also in deaf-related workplaces because the 
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organisations often prefer to hire hearing people. A recent example comes from an 

academically-educated Danish deaf woman whose job contract was about to expire. This is 

what she shared on her Facebook page when considering the next step in her career:  

For most people, applying for a new job would probably be the next safe move. I’ve been 

thinking about this. Imagine getting a fat, steady monthly income so I could spend the 

money on nice things. Put a little into the savings. Privilege! BUT I’ve had my fingers 

burned before. I have experienced how notoriously closed the current job search is to me 

as a deaf person. (…) Also, jobs in the sign language environments can be hard to find 

or get because many places even ALSO prioritise hiring hearing people. (Bertelsen, 2021 

- own translation from Danish to English) 

These conditions might push some deaf people into self-employment. Other examples of 

discourse on social media in both Danish and international contexts reveal that (a) more deaf 

people are setting up their own businesses, and (b) there is a lot of discussion about why they 

are doing so, and what it means that deaf people set up their own businesses. But until the 

current study, there has not been any systematic, empirical research into deaf people setting up 

their own businesses in the Danish context. 

To provide further contextualisation, the following section describes the different frameworks 

for conceptualising deaf people from Deaf Studies and Disability Studies. 

1.5  Deaf people and different frameworks  

This section first describes deaf people’s social contexts throughout history in modern Western 

societies, including in Denmark. Several socio-historical factors show why Deaf Studies has 

predominantly foregrounded the concept of deaf people as a cultural and linguistic minority, 

thereby distanced from frameworks belonging to Disability Studies. Subsequently, this section 

describes how Deaf Studies has evolved to develop a more nuanced understanding of deaf 

people’s experiences and positions. Finally, this section presents the social-relational approach 

to disabled people’s experiences. 

1.5.1  Deaf people as a cultural and linguistic minority group 

Much of Deaf Studies literature describes deaf people as an oppressed cultural and linguistic 

minority, which is particularly seen as a result of the exclusion of both sign languages and deaf 

people in the education of deaf children.  
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Historically, Deaf Studies scholars’ predominant focus on linguistic and cultural minority 

group identity was a result of considering deaf people’s lived experiences in their wider 

historical and social context, with a stated desire to advocate for deaf people’s cultural and 

linguistic rights (Kusters et al., 2017; Murray, 2015: 385). Hearing people working with deaf 

people have for decades typically ignored deaf history, culture and language, and have 

controlled the deaf educational system without the involvement of deaf people (Eckert and 

Rowley, 2013; Gertz, 2003, 2008; Ladd, 2003). Deaf people have been regulated and subjected 

to attempts to ‘fix’ them by hearing professionals (e.g. audiologists, psychologists and 

teachers), who have continually perceived deaf people as less intelligent and lazy inferiors 

(Lane, 1992). 

Deaf people cannot hear, yet the educational system pursued pure ‘oral’ methods in Denmark 

from the end of the 1800s until the 1970s. The oralist approach focused on training deaf 

children in speech and lipreading, ignoring sign language (Widell, 1988). This approach 

emerged at the end of the 19th Century, when perspectives on sign languages as being inferior 

languages became entrenched; signing methods of deaf education were rejected from most 

Western countries for many years, and still are (De Meulder and Murray, 2017). As a result of 

the marginalisation of sign languages in deaf education, many deaf people were illiterate, had 

poor educational outcomes, and mental health issues (Hindley and Kitson, 2000). 

In the 1970s, there was an increasing awareness in most Western countries, including Denmark, 

of sign languages having been proven to be real languages through academic and linguistic 

documentation, as well as there being generally more acceptance of sign languages and 

improved attitudes towards disabled people, including deaf people, in wider society (Ladd, 

2003; Widell, 1988; Bergmann, 2015; Murray, 2015). Attitudes towards deafness have changed 

since the 1970s, with some improvements for deaf people and securing of certain rights, such 

as increasing recognition of sign languages as languages and the greater recognition of deaf 

individuals as full, rather than impaired, human beings (Bauman, 2004; De Meulder and 

Murray, 2017).  

 In Denmark in the 1980s, it likewise became important to understand that ‘deaf people are 

also a minority group that fights for many the same things as other linguistic minorities. (...) 

[W]e began to see ourselves, our deaf parents and deaf grandparents undergoing oppression 

that had deep roots in the world of deaf and hard of hearing people’ (Bergmann and Bergmann, 

1985: 101). In Denmark from 1970s deaf people could work as professionals in the deaf sector, 
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as teachers of deaf children or sign language teachers (Bergmann, 2015). However, audism 

prevails, and discrimination against deaf people continues to happen at different levels, 

including for deaf professionals (Hauser et al., 2016; Turner, 2006; see Section 3.2.1).  

The next section describes the model of deafness/disability that emerged from Disability 

Studies – the social model – and why Deaf Studies did not adopt this approach. 

1.5.2  Disability Studies’ social model and Deaf Studies 

The social model of disability belongs to the social constructionist approach (Anastasiou and 

Kauffman, 2011) and has been advocated by some – hearing – Disability Studies scholars in 

Britain (Oliver, 1986; Shakespeare, 2006). Following this model, disability is understood as a 

social construct that occurs in interaction with the surrounding society, and is separate from the 

impairment of physical parts of the body. The social model was experienced as an ‘aha-

moment’ for many disabled people in the U.K. (Goodley, 2014: xi). 

Deaf Studies scholars have critiqued the social model approach as unfit for understanding deaf 

people’s experience. As described in Section 1.5.1, deaf people's experiences of oppression 

and discrimination have been heavily linked to the oppression of sign languages, with deaf 

communities having been ignored by politicians, medicinal professionals, audiologists and 

educational specialists (De Meulder and Murray, 2017). The Deaf Studies scholar Paddy Ladd 

(2003) argues that ‘the social model of disability also presents us with obstacles to research. It 

has failed to realise the extent to which it is still medically constructed’ (p. 268). Another 

weakness of the social model is that it is ‘conceived around the tenets of individualism – that 

is, the social, political barriers facing individual disabled people in their attempts to gain full 

access to society’ (p. 268).  

Deaf Studies distanced itself from Disability Studies, mainly because Deaf Studies scholars 

rejected the premise that deaf people could be assimilated into hearing society. It was more 

important, they argued, to foreground that deaf people had their own cultures and languages 

that differ from mainstream society. As shown in the quotation above, Ladd argues that deaf 

communities should be investigated based on deaf people’s collectivist life experiences and 

thus be constructed around a cultural-linguistic model. Therefore, the patterns of deaf 

experience and oppression are more similar to, and should be classified with, those of other 

linguistic minorities. Ladd argued that there is an urgent need to explore deaf people and 

communities via (cross-)cultural perspectives, as:  
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conflicts are often caused by a lack of awareness that it is Deaf cultural principles which 

they are encountering, and that hearing-Deaf exchanges should be more properly 

viewed as cross-cultural encounters. (Ladd, 2003: 269) 

Furthermore, Disability Studies has weaknesses in relation to the frameworks set out by Deaf 

Studies. Disability Studies has not included deaf people’s language experiences as part of its 

perspective on disabling practices. Certain practical differences between deaf people and other 

disabled people has influenced the relationship between Deaf and Disability Studies, due to 

Disability Studies scholars’ hearing and speaking bias – which failed to address deaf people’s 

linguistic oppression (Kafer and Burch, 2010). Kafer and Burch (2010) write that Disability 

Studies:  

 has failed to address language use in its analyses of normalisation and disability 

oppression. Indeed, most Disability Studies scholars in the West have overlooked, 

omitted, or only superficially acknowledged culturally deaf people and Deaf Studies 

research in their work, rarely recognising how Deaf Studies might illuminate 

conceptualisations of disability. Moreover, most hearing/not-deaf people—including 

people with disabilities—do not know any sign languages, a fact that certainly makes 

cross-movement and coalition work more difficult and may also lead to resentment. (p. 

xvii) 

1.5.3  Critique of the cultural-linguistic model 

Deaf Studies’ framework defining deaf people’s position as a cultural and linguistic minority 

group has made it possible to deconstruct simplistic, medical understandings of deaf people. 

This was ground-breaking because mainstream society and general academic research did not 

– and frequently still does not – understand deaf people as a linguistic and cultural minority, 

but primarily as people with ‘hearing loss’ who need to be fixed. The lack of documentation 

of deaf culture caused several researchers from the Deaf Studies field to identify stronger 

parallels with other linguistic and cultural minority groups (Murray, 2008), as well as with 

Multicultural Studies, and to find counter-narratives to dominant conceptualisations of 

minority groups (Lane ,1992; Wright, 1998; Ladd, 2003). For example, Deaf Studies scholars 

have drawn on the postcolonial lens, trying to find parallels with the conceptual frameworks of 

ethno-cultural minority groups (Ladd and Lane, 2013; Lane, 2005).  
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However, the traditional Deaf Studies critical deconstruction of deafness obscured other power 

differentials, such as the field being dominated by white Northern American native signing 

deaf scholars (Friedner and Kusters, 2014, 2015).  

Similar critiques can also been found in Disability Studies, directed towards the social model 

– for instance, that the model leaves little room for understanding race, gender, age and class 

in the experience of disability (Oliver, 2013). While the social model has been beneficial for 

the disability movement, which advocated for improved environmental accessibility and 

attitudes toward disabled people, it excluded focus on disabled people’s diversity and their 

‘private’ experiences of, for example, pain. 

1.5.4  Social relational understanding of disability 

Recently, Disability Studies scholars have challenged the understanding of disability as either 

an individual medical/biological statement or as a social status designated by the surrounding 

environment, instead proposing a social-relational model (Sang et al., 2016; Thomas, 2004). 

In this approach, the social model is extended to include political, emotional, material, 

economic, structural and personal dimensions (Thomas, 2004; Sang et al., 2016:2). Social 

relational aspects of disability experience also include multiple aspects of the body, such as 

gender, class and ethnicity, all of which have been underexamined (Mik-Meyer, 2016; Sang et 

al., 2016). The social-relational model encourages scholars to understand disability through 

everyday practices that are contextual (Sang et al., 2016; Williams and Mavin, 2012). Both 

dis/ability and other social categories such as deaf/hearing, wo/men are not separable, but 

relational, and are a product of working practices (Sang et al., 2016; Goodley, 2014). 

Importantly, disability is related to discrimination and prejudice (Sang et al., 2021; Watson, 

2002).  

1.5.4.1  The social-relational lens on deaf people 
By drawing on the social-relational model in the study of deaf people’s experience, the cultural-

linguistic approach to deaf people’s lived experience can be further developed in two ways. 

Firstly, it must address the fact that deafness as a biological statement and disability has been 

considered taboo and ignored in Deaf Studies (Burch and Kafer, 2010; Friedner, 2017). 

Secondly, it invites the following question: if deaf people often navigate their work lives 

‘alone’, then how do they experience their disability in work contexts and relationships with 

other people? The social-relational model in disability research allows a move beyond 

individualistic models towards approaches which allow us to understand how disability is 

constructed in employment contexts (Sang et al., 2019; Williams and Mavin, 2012). Thus, the 
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current study breaks new ground in re-contextualising research on deaf people at work by 

examining the issue at the intersection of both Deaf Studies and Disability Studies. 

Deaf peoples’ experiences in the employment field in Denmark are described in the next 

section. 

1.6  Deaf people and employment in Denmark - an overview 

Quantitative studies have documented a significantly lower employment rate among the deaf 

population (38%) compared with the mainstream Danish population (68%), which has 

remained unchanged since 2006 (Bech Larsen et al., 2014; Epinion, 2006). Furthermore, deaf 

people who hold a job often experience discrimination and barriers in the labour market (ibid.) 

and encounter negative attitudes towards deaf people’s employability (Hagelund et al., 2015). 

A Danish survey has explored attitudes towards disabled people in employment contexts, 

including 7,643 randomly selected individuals from the Danish population. It shows that 

among three types of disabilities (deaf people, people with Attention Deficit Hyperactivity 

Disorder and wheelchair users), deaf people were the most exposed to prejudice from the 

surrounding community. 60% of the Danish population responded that a deaf person could not 

take over their job, even if their backgrounds, skills and experiences were similar and the deaf 

person in question underwent a training period at the workplace (ibid.). 

1.6.1 Education as significant factor 

Education is often foregrounded as a significant factor in preventing disabled and deaf people 

from getting a job (Epinion, 2006; Larsen et al., 2014). Deaf people in Denmark have a lower 

rate of education, and this could have an impact on job opportunities. A recent survey found 

that 34% of signing deaf people have completed an education (either short, middle or long-

term), while among hearing people the rate of those with an education is 50% (Larsen et al. 

2014). In their survey of deaf people’s employment trends, Larsen et al. (2014) found that those 

who have received an education – are significantly more likely to have a job: 59% are in work, 

compared to 38% across the whole deaf population. However, as if we look exclusively at 

deafened and deaf people who have been through higher education, only 3-4% more are in 

work than those deaf people without a higher education. This finding suggests that the level of 

education does not have a particularly positive effect on the target group’s employment rate (p. 

142). However, recent studies have shown that deaf people in Denmark who have achieved a 

high level of education tend to work in deaf-related work organisations.  
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1.6.1.1  Highly skilled deaf people and employment in Denmark 
A Danish survey by Epinion (2006) found that most highly educated deaf people choose to 

work in deaf-related fields such as deaf media, deaf organisations, the training of sign language 

interpreters, deaf schools and social care for deaf people, rather than using their education in 

the wider labour market. Similarly, Larsen et al. (2014) suggested that well-educated deaf 

people were predominantly working within the field of deaf education and nursery care, 

professions which were very much sought after during the 1990s and subsidised by the state. 

Many deaf people took the route towards gaining educational qualifications due to this 

opportunity to work within deaf education and the field of pedagogy. 

With the introduction of Cochlear Implants in the 2000s – that is, a surgery which implants a 

device that can give the recipient some degree of hearing – came a push for the inclusion of 

deaf children in mainstream schools, and therefore, a reduction in sign language-based teaching 

and care (Bauman and Murray, 2014). The closure of deaf schools and nurseries and deaf 

children being increasingly mainstreamed in hearing schools meant that there was less need for 

deaf teachers and nursery workers, leading to less funding for the promotion of deaf education 

and interpreter training. The consequence of this was a rapidly changing work context in deaf-

related work organisations in Denmark (Larsen et al., 2014).  

The current study includes consideration of this changing socio-cultural context for deaf 

people’s employment opportunities in the period of 2000-2017, i.e. that highly skilled and well-

educated deaf people also set up their own businesses rather than working in traditional and 

well-established deaf-related work organisations. The following Section 1.7 presents my 

positionality as a highly-educated deaf person and how it shaped this study. 

1.7  My positionality as a Danish highly-educated female deaf PhD researcher 

This section positions myself as a deaf researcher in relation to this study, in order to show 

how my position influenced the research ontologies and epistemologies (see Section 4.2). In 

addition to my deafness, my lived experience and social position within the Danish context 

shape my relationship to both the research participants sampled for this study and my data 

collection, analysis and results. 

A person’s experience of deaf education in general and which deaf school(s) they attended in 

particular play a huge part in the majority of deaf people’s lived experience, status and identity 

(Widell, 1988; Ladd, 2003; Padden and Humpries, 1988). Other socio-economic factors 

including family and class background also have an obvious impact. I grew up in a time where 
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deaf schools and parents in Denmark were increasingly accepting a signing bilingual approach 

to deaf education, and where I did not have to go to a deaf boarding school during my 

childhood. In addition, I shared a classroom with other deaf children who had parents from a 

similar socio-economic background. Many were academically qualified, recognised Danish 

Sign Language as a proper language, and fought to prove that it did not inhibit our educational 

attainments. Demonstrating that sign bilingual education was the right way to educate deaf 

children was an important part of their shared political goal. One way to prove this was to 

expect us to achieve typical middle-class outcomes, such as graduating from high school and 

attainting further educational qualifications and good jobs (Bergman, 2015). 

Furthermore, we had a deaf teacher, and almost all of our teachers had a high level of signing 

ability and disseminated knowledge and curriculum in fluent Danish Sign Language. Thus, I 

had the privilege of going through deaf education in Denmark at a time when sign language 

was embedded in it, deaf people worked as qualified deaf teachers, all of my hearing family 

members in my home used sign language, and I had access to Danish Sign Language in almost 

all the areas of my everyday life. After attending this first deaf school, I then joined the 

Fortsættelsesskolen for deaf people (a national boarding school for deaf people between 15 

and 19 years old) in Nyborg, where there were another hundred deaf pupils in my peer group. 

We have maintained close relationships and know each other well, and through each other’s 

local and family networks, we continue to meet other older and younger deaf people. 

Danish deaf social, cultural, and linguistic values are embedded in me, stemming from growing 

up with sign language, socialising with other deaf peers and with signing hearing people for 

most of my life. But it is also important to note that my experiences and values are 

predominantly those of a specific selection of the deaf population in Denmark, i.e. middle-class 

highly educated deaf people growing up in a time where sign language was accepted, and high 

expectations of educational outcomes were placed on us.  

Furthermore, during my MSc studies at Copenhagen University, I got a job at the Danish Deaf 

Association as an advocacy consultant and thus became a ‘deaf professional’. As such I 

mobilised my own existing deaf forms of social and cultural capital into my professional 

contexts, which was as an employee within a traditional, well-established deaf organisation.  

It is important to recognise that my lived experiences, including my close relationship with 

many deaf business owners and employees who share a similar middle-class, deaf-specific 

background to mine, may not only influence my research interests, but also impact on the 
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process and outcomes of the current study. This is discussed further in Sections 4.3 and 4.4, 

and its limitations are discussed in 9.4.  

My positionality in relation to the context of the current study as a PhD researcher has changed 

my relationships and attitudes in relation to the field of deaf business ownership in the Danish 

context (see Section 1.1.). For example, over the course of the study, I changed or developed 

my previously sceptical attitudes towards deaf business owners, because I started to listen and 

observe their experiences and stories. I started to understand their position as business owners 

within a more critical framework, recognising the audist and ableist structures of the labour 

market and not solely focusing on the critique of taking profit from a publicly-funded sign 

language interpreting service. I recognised that deaf people are also situated within a capitalist 

labour market and thus have intersectional experiences and positionalities that go beyond our 

shared deaf experiences.  

1.8  Structure of the Thesis 

Chapter Two reviews literature concerning entrepreneurship and motivations among minority 

groups. It also reviews strategies used to navigate the labour market from a minority position, 

including research from Deaf Studies into deaf people working in deaf-related work 

organisations.  

Chapter Three presents the theoretical frameworks applied to this study’s data analysis. I 

combine audism and ableism frameworks with Bourdieusian theoretical and conceptual 

frameworks through which to investigate people’s positioning, navigation and mobilisation of 

social, cultural and economic capital.  

Chapter Four describes the study’s methodological approach. Philosophically, the study has a 

social constructionist starting point; it uses qualitative methods including both semi-structured 

interviews and observations. This chapter also describes the analytical strategy applied to the 

study (i.e. the template analytical approach of the thematic analysis) and discusses how my 

positionality influenced the data design, collection and analysis. 

Chapter Five is the first part of the analysis and presents the findings related to deaf business 

owners’ motivations for setting up their own business or become self-employed, discussing 

these findings in relation to the audism framework.  
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Chapter Six is the second part of the analysis and presents the findings related to how deaf 

business owners strategically navigate the audist market and what types of strategies they have 

developed over time from their positions as business owners.  

Chapter Seven is the final part of the analysis and focuses on deaf business owners who run 

their businesses in the field of sign language interpreting services, with a focus on what they 

perceive as ‘deaf capital’ and how they construct deafness from their positions as business 

owners in a deaf-related field. 

Chapter Eight complements and compares the existing literature and the findings, discusses 

differences and similarities, and points out theory developments based on the findings.  

Chapter Nine concludes with a summary and overview of the main theoretical contributions of 

this study. It discusses the study’s limitations and identifies further research areas related to 

deaf businesses and employment. 
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 LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter reviews relevant literature from Deaf Studies, Disability Studies and 

Organisational/Entrepreneurship studies that will support the understanding of deaf-led 

businesses in Denmark. As the study of deaf businesses is a niche field, the chapter asks more 

broadly what motivates minorities to start businesses, what strategies different marginalised 

groups employ to navigate the labour market from a disadvantaged position, and how the social 

construction of deafness and disability intersects with positions of leadership and privilege. It 

will also integrate key notions from Feminist Studies, Disability Studies and other Minority 

Studies to develop the analysis of deaf-led businesses. Finally, it looks at recent developments 

in Deaf Studies that focus on deaf professionals working in deaf-related sectors, and how 

professionalisation is impacting on deaf people’s opportunities and experiences. 

2.2  Entrepreneurship and Motivation 

Entrepreneurship is widely perceived as being motivated by a sense of innovation, creativity, 

leadership and a desire for independence and economic growth (Galloway et al., 2015; 

Williams and Nadin, 2013). Furthermore, entrepreneurial values are associated with masculine 

attributes, such as being confident, independent, strong, tough and fierce, leading to an image 

of the ideal entrepreneur as a masculine man (Ahl, 2006; Calás et al., 2009; Galloway et al., 

2015). Hence, entrepreneurship research is often associated with the pursuit of capitalist, 

neoliberalist values and excludes the diversity of business ownership that is present in the 

labour market. 

The diversity and complexity of experiences of minority business ownership remains 

underexplored in an academic contexts (Ahl, 2006; Calás et al., 2009; Galloway et al., 2015). 

Research into minority business ownership is often related to women, ethnic minorities and 

migrants (Al Ariss et al., 2013; Goffee et al., 1982; Inal et al., 2013; Joy et al., 2018; Patterson 

and Mavin, 2009) but little attention has so far been paid to disabled business owners.  

2.2.1 Marginalised groups pushed into self-employment 

In the cases where business ownership appears in Disability Studies literature, it is often framed 

by the assumption that business ownership (including self-employment) is the last means to 

create employment opportunities for marginalised groups, including disabled people 
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(Anderson and Galloway, 2012). Minorities experience difficulties accessing the labour market 

due to prejudice, stigma or impairments, and so are pushed into self-employment and business 

ownership. While studies into business ownership and self-employment among disadvantaged 

groups are increasing, the field of disability and deaf business ownership remains broadly 

excluded from Employment and Organisational Studies. 

Compared with the general population, disabled people are more at risk of poverty and have 

fewer opportunities to access the labour market (Adams et al., 2019; Anderson and Galloway, 

2012). In Denmark, recent statistics show that only 38% of the deaf population are employed 

compared with 68% of the hearing population (Bech Larsen et al., 2014). There is also evidence 

that deaf people struggle in their everyday work contexts and experience various barriers to 

career progression (Bech Larsen et al., 2014; Epinion, 2006; Hansen and Wittendorff, 2010). 

In addition, in Denmark there is a lack of structural obligation for employers to hire disabled 

workers, keep them employed, and support and promote their career progression (Amby, 2014; 

Bredgaard and Salado-Rasmussen, 2020; Ventegodt Liisbjerg, 2011).  

The Danish labour market follows the model of flexicurity. This approach means that the 

market is regulated by a high degree of flexibility and freedom for employers, and by high 

levels of social security for workers, including active labour market policies (e.g. free 

educational training for everyone). However, this high degree of flexibility means that 

employers can avoid employing certain demographics, including disabled people, and easily 

lay employees off. It can be assumed that this lack of obligation for and regulation of 

employers, combined with structural ableism, influences disabled and deaf people’s navigation 

of the Danish labour market, including decisions as to whether to become self-employed or a 

business owner. However, it should be recognised that disabled and deaf people are not 

disproportionately self-employed or business owners – the numbers are at the same level as 

those of the hearing population, a fact that is under-reported and under-researched (Bech 

Larsen et al., 2014; Larsen et al., 2019).  

Several research participants in the current study are well-educated professionals running 

businesses with several employees and high incomes. Thus, a solely negative perception of 

their path to entrepreneurship as being forced upon them by circumstance risks overlooking 

the positive motivations that may also be present and the individuals’ privileges that might help 

explain their success. Two studies that have added a more nuanced understanding of the factors 

that lead members of minority demographics to start a business are Galloway’s study of gay 
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businessmen in the UK (2011), and Atkins’ study of Deaf businesses in the U.S.A. (2011); 

these influential studies will be considered in the following sections.  

2.2.2 Positive motivations to start a minority business 

There are several pull factors that motivate minority business ownership, many of which are 

intrinsically linked to the possibility of creating a work environment that suits the individual’s 

specific needs. One well-examined scenario is that of women with caring duties who choose 

self-employment to achieve a better work-life balance (García and Welter, 2011; Goffee et al., 

1982; Patterson and Mavin, 2009). Another example is cultural minorities who choose to set 

up a business to define their own work environment, for example in which their values and/or 

socio-cultural and linguistic background are dominant. This motivation for entrepreneurship is 

particularly relevant to Deaf Studies, which views deaf people as cultural and linguistic 

minority as much as a disabled group (see Section 1.5).  

In her study of gay male business owners in the U.K., Galloway interviewed 11 business 

owners about their motivations for and experience of entrepreneurship. She found that many 

of them did not mention experiencing direct harassment or difficulties finding employment as 

their main motivation to set up business. Rather, they saw entrepreneurship as an opportunity 

to create a business that was ‘conducive to diversity generally’ (Galloway, 2011: 900) and that 

would allow them a more pleasant work environment where they did not have to conform to 

majority normative values, e.g. heteronormativity, and would not experience homophobia. This 

desire to define one’s own work environment and professional ideals corresponds with studies 

that have shown that well-educated signing deaf people tend to choose to work in deaf-related 

work organisations, even in positions for which they may be over-qualified, because they find 

these to be more accessible and comfortable environments for them (see 2.3.)  

In her study Galloway positions entrepreneurship in the context of a society that is known to 

be stratified and gendered, and so contributes to a broader understanding of entrepreneurship 

in which entrepreneurs seek more than just economic gain. The subjects of the study were not 

excluded from work or discriminated against directly but were dissatisfied working within a 

culture that did not value their own cultural affiliation or identity and so sought to create 

alternative, ‘diverse’ spaces. The study does not answer whether the diversity that the gay male 

business owners sought was in terms of race, class, disability and gender, or whether it was in 

fact a way of describing a work environment peopled by colleagues with a similar minority 

status as the owner. If the latter, the resulting business environment only challenges one aspect 
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of inequality, while to outsiders the owners may still present themselves as part of the majority, 

i.e. white, able-bodied males. 

This study aims to examine whether deaf people are motivated to set up their businesses 

because of direct discrimination and audism, or if it is the wish to create a deaf-centred 

workspace where they can avoid even subtle manifestations of structural audism which are not 

necessarily related to direct experiences of discrimination. In this way, the present study echoes 

that of Galloway. However, a key difference is that none of the subjects in Galloway’s study 

were selling to the gay market specifically, whereas several of this current study’s participants 

have deaf people as their main customer base and are government-funded.  

2.3 Motivations for deaf businesses – strategic isolationism 

2.3.1 Comparative advantages 

In Minority Entrepreneurship Studies, it has been argued that ethnic minorities and migrants 

position themselves strategically in fields where they can maximise the value of their native 

capital, including social networks and languages (Joy et al., 2018; Inal et al., 2013). While their 

education or skills do not necessarily translate to their new country, their migrant capital may 

give access to work in the minority culture (see the following chapter). In Deaf Studies research 

from the U.S.A. and Denmark, there is evidence that highly skilled deaf professionals often 

choose to work in jobs unrelated to their degrees, so as to be in the deaf sector where their 

language skills and cultural understanding are more valued and their job opportunities are 

better (Watson, 2016; Epinion, 2006).  

Similarly, deaf entrepreneurs might choose their type of business in order to use their capital 

as a competitive advantage. This remains a largely unresearched area, but Atkins’ qualitative 

study on deaf businesses in America covers topics relevant to this topic. In his study, Atkins 

conducted interviews with 14 signing, deaf business owners who were successful 

entrepreneurs, meaning they had been running their business for at least two years. The 

interviewees’ motivations for starting a business were typically reported as being ‘personal 

motivations’, ‘passion’ and ‘lifelong dreams’, which reflect traditional entrepreneurship values 

rather than deaf business ownership being predominantly motivated by marginalisation 

(Atkins, 2011).  

Deaf people, like other disabled people, undoubtedly experience barriers in an audist labour 

market. While these feature less prominently in the study, Atkins’ research participants do also 

reveal experiences of hitting the ‘glass ceiling’, getting fatigue from coping with negative 
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attitudes towards deafness, and seeking opportunities to work/set up a business in the deaf 

sector where their knowledge, networks and capital are more valuable.  

2.3.2 Underexamination of class and privilege within deaf/disabled groups 

Methodologically, Atkins’ study is based on interviews and aims to describe deaf business 

owners’ experiences. However, it is purely descriptive and does not challenge the business 

owners’ statements or the position from which they speak. Some subjects have family that own 

businesses and may have access to skills, knowledge and economic capital that gives them an 

unacknowledged advantage as a business owner. Other privileges like class, race and gender 

are also not interrogated by Atkins, but these inevitably impact business owners in a labour 

market which sees the ideal entrepreneur as a well-educated, white, able-bodied male.  

In Denmark in 2017, three out of every four new businesses were started by men (Juul Egedesø 

et al., 2018). Yet studies into these gender disparities have not examined how gender might 

also intersect with disability in business ownership. Deaf people's position as disabled/deaf 

intersects with a host of other potential disadvantages and privileges that determine their 

opportunities in the labour market (Sang et al., 2016). This deserves to be further researched.  

Deaf Studies highlights certain experiential similarities shared by deaf people around the 

world; for example, it has been noted that deaf people can often identify with another deaf 

person’s sensory experiences and ways of physically orientating themselves, and that deaf 

people often sympathise with other deaf people across national boundaries (Murray, 2008). 

However, it is also worth noting the differences between employment opportunities for deaf 

people in the U.S. and in Denmark. Socio-cultural factors play a significant role in explaining 

why more and more deaf people are setting up their businesses or working as self-employed in 

the U.S.: it has a larger deaf population, more deaf professionals and a wider range of deaf role 

models to identify with, giving an increasing number of deaf people the confidence to start a 

business (Atkins, 2011; Weber, 2017). At a day-to-day level, better technology and the 

provision of Video Relay Services have also given deaf people in the U.S. access to remote 

sign language interpreting services 24 hours a day; this too positively affects entrepreneurial 

opportunities.  

In Denmark, deaf people do not have access to remote sign language interpreting services 24 

hours a day, and the deaf population in Denmark is very small compared with that of the U.S. 

It is assumed that in many ways deaf Americans are privileged compared to deaf Danes 

regarding deaf population size, technological advancements and communicative accessibility.  
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2.4  Adaptation strategies  

Seeking work in a niche field where one can utilise native capital is a prominent strategy for 

members of marginalised groups to gain access to employment in a labour market modelled on 

white, able-bodied, male workers (Joy et al., 2018). Such strategic isolationism is also a way 

of avoiding the dominant expectations. This section presents some of the strategies used by 

minority group members to adapt to the majority labour market, thus trying to fit in or hide 

their difference. These strategies may be used by deaf business owners who engage in strategic 

isolatonism while still being obliged to engage with the majority labour market, as well as by 

deaf people who do not work in a deaf-related sector. 

For deaf people, barriers and issues faced at work are not solely in relation to communication 

breakdown, language barriers and access to network,but also managing the negative attitudes 

towards disability/deafness that result in lower expectations of them compared with the 

expectations placed on their able-bodied/hearing peers. This means that deaf people must 

develop strategies to manage the communication and network issues they face and to challenge 

the surrounding world’s perception of their assumed low level of productivity and stigmatised 

position (Goffman, 1963; Goffman et al., 2014; Young et al., 2019). 

The concept of ‘strategies’ in this study centres on individual responses to barriers and 

challenges. As argued by Jammaers et al. (2016) and Sang et al. (2016), disabled people and 

others in disadvantaged minority positions do not relate passively to the negative attitudes and 

discourses about their disability or minority position. While strategies are related to individual 

agency, developing and considering strategies involves additional invisible acts of labour on 

the part of the person attempting to adapt to the behaviour of hearing people and to audist and 

ableist normative structures – i.e. the expectation that everyone speaks/hears (see Section 3.2). 

This section presents some of the different types of strategies identified in other studies of 

minority business owners and in the Disability and Deaf Studies literature. It critically 

discusses the inherent additional labour that lies in the process of adapting to normative 

structures for minorities. 

Research into minority business owners has shown how owners develop strategies to adapt to 

the surrounding society’s expectations in order to sustain their businesses. For instance, female 

business owners may find ways to cope with the expectation that conceptualises entrepreneurs 

as masculine, male, white, able-bodied, and without caring/family duties. A female business 

owner might choose to bring a male partner with her to meetings with bank managers, due to 
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concern that the bank would not view her as a credible business owner and so would not give 

her a loan (Goffee et al., 1982; Garcias et al., 2011). Another example of adapting is to hide 

one’s minority status. 

2.4.1 Do not mention the minority position 

An example of minority business owners hiding their minority position is the strategy of 

avoiding mentioning it, where possible. Galloway (2011) found in her interviews with gay 

business owners that some would not disclose their gay identity to their customers, preferring 

to avoid marking their business as ‘a gay firm’ because they considered their sexuality 

irrelevant to their businesses. Sexuality might be perceived as an identity that is easier to hide 

than other visible minority positions, such as gender, race or visible disabilities. However, 

hiding one’s minority identity can cause stress and anxiety and lead to job dissatisfaction and 

reduced performance; evidence of this is found in studies of gay people’s work experience 

(Day and Schoenrade, 2000; Galloway, 2011). This is a critical aspect of hiding one’s minority 

position which the current study aims to investigate. 

While there are no studies that specifically examine disabled people’s adapting strategies in 

terms of presenting themselves and their disability in the context of business ownership, there 

is evidence revealing that disabled people’s experiences in the workplace frequently include 

considerations about disclosing their impairment. This is described in the following section.  

2.4.1.1  Hiding disability in the work context 
Research shows that people with an invisible disability may omit to disclose their impairment 

at work so as to avoid stigma, which may lead to changing relations with their managers and 

colleagues (Olowookere, 2017; Sang et al., 2016). They know that if they disclose their 

disability, other people are likely to change their attitudes towards them, which will affect their 

everyday experience and relationships – as well as opportunities within the work organisation. 

Hiding disability is particularly difficult for persons with physically visible disabilities. They 

may choose to avoid face-to-face meetings and to communicate over the phone, so as to display 

a ‘virtual able-bodied identity’ (Church et al., 2007:7). 

In Church et al.’s report (2007) on disabled employees’ experiences within the financial sector 

in Canada, the researchers found that hiding disability was considered akin to a second job: 
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Practicing concealment is a “second job” layered onto their work. Concealing can be 

elaborate, a choreography of invisible micro-decisions within each transactional 

workplace moment.’ (p. 7)  

Such evidence reveals some of the intricate invisible work that disabled bank employees are 

engaged in every day. Church et al.’s findings are comparable to Atkins’ study of deaf business 

owners’ experiences of engaging with customers, whether potential or existing, whereby deaf 

business owners take advantage of the option to make video phone calls through a remote 

interpreting Video Relay Service (VRS). Some participants in Atkins’ study would 

intentionally avoid revealing that they are deaf, and would speak over the phone to customers 

through a remote sign language interpreter, so as to hide their disability. Their motivation was 

to make customers see them as a credible business owner, instead of focusing on their disability 

and perceived deficiencies. Such evidence exposes how much customers’ attitudes impact on 

deaf owners’ practices, and that deaf business owners may strategise to ‘hide’ their deafness in 

order to pass as competitive business owners. 

While deaf people can, in some situations, hide their deafness and display a ‘virtual able-bodied 

identity’ (Church et al., 2007: 7), they cannot conceal deafness in the long term if they meet 

able-bodied/hearing people face-to-face – as they will inevitably have cause to do, especially 

in the business owner/seller position. Studies have not investigated strategies related to this – 

for example, how deaf people choose to disclose the disability and how they experience the 

attitudes of colleagues and customers. In face-to-face situations, they cannot hide their deafness 

and different communication modalities; the disability becomes necessarily visible in 

communication and networking with non-signing hearing people. Some deaf people might 

work with an interpreter, whereas others choose to speak (Napier et al., 2019). 

2.4.2 Speaking strategy 

Some signing deaf people who can speak might choose to speak to ensure that they are 

understood and to assert authority in the work context (Napier et al., 2019). In their article, 

Napier et al. base their analysis on interviews with three signing deaf participants who drew 

on their speaking abilities in their professional careers because they could not control for how 

convincingly the interpreter would get across their tone and meaning. While speaking is often 

experienced as a personal burden for signing deaf people (Napier et al., 2019: 64), Napier et 

al. (2019) describe how deaf professionals who can speak may choose to do so in order to show 

authority and to be certain that their key points are being accurately delivered. One participant 
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described how using an interpreter did not work out well, because the participant felt that they 

became invisible when using an interpreter during interactions at meetings:  

“When I speak people look at me. When the interpreter speaks [because I am signing] 

they look at them ... I feel like saying ‘hello! I’m still here!’ I’m trying to chair a 

meeting, but I don’t have people looking [at me].” (Napier et al., 2019: 109). 

 

Napier et al. (2019) do not mention that this decision not to sign might be related to a strategy 

to hide their deafness, through demonstrating the ability to speak. The conclusions drawn in 

other studies regarding how, for example, female or gay business owners might conceal or 

downplay their minority position suggest that deaf people choosing to speak at work could 

similarly be related to a strategy to downplay their status as deaf and, by extension, disabled, 

thus both adapting to ableist practices and themselves participating in ableist practices. While 

speaking deaf people might choose to speak themselves and can thus hide their deafness to 

some extent, Napier et al. (2019) did not focus on what alternative strategies might be 

employed by deaf business owners who do not, choose not to, or cannot speak and may 

therefore rely on the interpreter. There is a need to examine how signing deaf people 

strategically present their positions as deaf in multiple ways, for instance, through aesthetic 

labour (see the next section) or the interpreter; this will be expanded on in the current study. 

2.4.3 Aesthetic labour  

Another aspect of the strategies used by disabled and deaf people and members of other 

marginalised groups to navigate in the labour market is the concept of aesthetic labour 

(Warhurst and Nickson, 2007). Aesthetic work is especially prevelant among people in the 

growing interactive service sector. Those in the service sector need to control their appearance, 

as being well-dressed and showing positivity and confidence are a crucial part of the service 

they are selling to customers and are thus valued by many employers. Warhurst and Nickson 

describe aesthetic labour as ‘the employment of workers with desired corporeal dispositions’, 

going on to say that:  

With this labour, employers intentionally use the embodied attributes and capacities of 

employees as a source of competitive advantage. These dispositions are, to an extent, 

possessed by workers at the point of entry to employment. (p. 106).  

Warhurst and Nickson’s study is based on five focus groups with students in the U.K. who 

worked as interactive service employees in the retail and hospitality industries. They found that 
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some students could quickly get a job at a bar by showing up in person, because ‘doing so 

enables employers to screen for aesthetic attributes and capacities’ (Warhurst and Nickson, 

2007: 110). In this way, aesthetic labour plays a substantial role in interactions with customers 

and is a labour performed by the workers so as to attract customers.  

Disability Studies scholarship has recently discussed this form of labour among disabled 

people, for instance in Butler’s (2014) study of men with speech impediments (see Section 

2.5.3 for more details of Butler’s study). Butler extends the concept of aesthetic labour to 

include disabled employees’ experiences outside of interactive service work (i.e. work 

involving interaction with customers), by examining how male stammerers perform aesthetic 

labour in relation to their able-bodied colleagues within a work organisation. Butler (2014) 

argues that, for the men with speech impediments:  

Aesthetic labour is an embodied emotional labour: representing the effort between what 

is said and how it is said. Their sometime inability to sound right saw the men seek to 

enhance their knowledge or emphasise other communication attributes, such as 

listening. (p. 718) 

This form of aesthetic labour relates to these disabled men’s self-presentation in work contexts, 

in which they try to foreground other communication skills; this is described further in relation 

to the construction of disability as ‘gain’ in Section 2.5.3. While Butler focused on 

communication work done by men with speech impedients, the current study will look into the 

the meaning of aesthetic labour (appearance, dress, confidence) performed by deaf business 

owners encountering hearing customers. 

 

The next section examines how studies have documented the ways in which people in 

disadvantaged minorities resist and challenge the negative attitudes and beliefs held about them 

(e.g. that they are less productive in organisational contexts) by downplaying their minority 

position. 

2.4.4 Downplaying one’s minority status to pass as professional 

One strategy for ‘passing’ as a professional despite existing in a ‘different’ body is to downplay 

one’s difference by modifying behaviour. For instance, female business owners may modify 

their ways of behaving by downplaying their femininity, behaving more confidently, showing 

confidence and an attitude of assertiveness, and talking more directly (Fernandes and Leite, 
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2016; García and Welter, 2011; Patterson and Mavin, 2009). This ‘downplaying’ strategy is 

not about hiding the physical evidence of one’s minority position or disability, but about 

attempting to behave in ways that are believed to be aligned to the dominant idea of what a 

business owner should be.  

In line with this, Atkins’ findings show that in order to be successful some deaf business owners 

experienced pressure to downplay their deafness by getting rid of or distancing themselves 

from deaf ways of behaving and deaf values and norms. Some participants in his study reported 

that they deliberately left deaf habits and behaviour behind when they started as business 

owners. One participant, who has a deaf family and went to a deaf school, stressed that he as a 

business owner aimed to act ‘not deaf’ in business contexts: as an owner, he dissociated himself 

from the deaf community and, in this way, did not have “tethers or anchors by expectations, 

values, customs, and the traditions of the deaf community. I free myself from all of that, cut 

myself off and just keep going” (Atkins, 2011: 75). 

Atkins does not explain directly or in detail what ‘acting hearing’ or ‘acting deaf’ means; 

however, this is examined in other Deaf Studies literature (see Section 2.6). Nevertheless, his 

study indicates that one may feel the need to act in more individualist ways in order to be a 

successful business owner, for example through being profit-oriented, pushy, and assertive. 

His conclusions suggest that acting deaf in the business context is not associated with being a 

productive or successful entrepreneur. This corresponds with studies of female business 

owners, who experience the need to prove their credibility by working twice as hard (Garcia et 

al., 2011). The strategy of working extra hard is discussed in the following section as an 

‘overachieving strategy’ which is frequently found in studies of disadvantaged minority groups’ 

experience in work organisations. 

2.4.5 Overachieving strategy 

Disadvantaged minorities, for example, female business owners working in male-dominated 

sectors, often experience the need to work extra hard (Garcia et al., 2011). Disabled people, 

similarly, experience they need to ‘prove’ their abilities and credibility in organisational 

contexts (Jammaers et al., 2016). In Jammaers et al.’s study, they interviewed 30 disabled 

professionals in Belgium with different impairments; this included hard of hearing and deaf 

professionals, although the researchers did not record how many. In their study, they analysed 

how disabled professionals created positive workplace identities and resisted discourses that 

framed disability as less productive. They identified three types of strategies used to create 
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positive workplace identities: (i) contesting the discourses of lower productivity, (ii) redefining 

productivity, and (iii) affirming the discourse of lower productivity yet refusing to take 

individual responsibility for it, instead linking it to workplaces being inaccessible.  

The following subsection describes the first of Jammaers et al.’s three strategy types, i.e. 

contesting the discourse of lower productivity, and discusses how this strategy applies to deaf 

experiences of work. This is supported by other studies of deaf experiences of employment. 

The second type of strategy, redefining productivity, is discussed in Section 2.5.3 in relation to 

how disabled professionals may construct disability as both positive and productive. The third 

type is considered less relevant to the study of deaf business owners, who have greater control 

over the accessibility measures in their workplace and are more likely to employ overachieving 

strategies. The first two of Jammaers et al.’s strategy types correspond with the overachieving 

strategies outlined below. 

2.4.5.1  Overachieving strategies to contest the discourse of lower productivity 
The first type of strategy from Jammaers et al.’s study is used to contest the discourse of 

disabled workers having lower levels of productivity. Examples of this strategy include 

working extra hard and ensuring that no mistakes are made in their work, so as to show equal 

productivity with their able-bodied colleagues. One example given in the study was of a blind 

professional who made it his aim to never use blindness as an ‘excuse’ for not seeing a typo 

and thus worked hard to avoid them (Jammaers et al., 2016). Disabled professionals who make 

use of this strategy are taking control of their work conditions and are confident that they do 

not have a ‘productivity loss’ (Jammaers et al., 2016: 1374).  

Many deaf people in various professions use overachieving strategies as a means for them to 

prove their capability and competencies to their hearing colleagues and managers (Hauser et 

al., 2016). In their qualitative study involving interviews with ten highly skilled deaf 

professionals working in different jobs in Rochester, U.S.A., Hauser et al. (2016) suggest that 

working harder can be a coping mechanism used in response to the negative attitudes held by 

hearing colleagues towards deaf people. One participant who works as a doctor explained that 

his compulsion to work extra hard is also associated with his type of profession. He explained:  

“The science and medical community looks down on Deaf people, so you’ve got to fight 

harder to be seen as an equal.” (p. 95)  
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As deaf professionals, the interviewees felt the need to do additional work to ensure that they 

display themselves as competent by demonstrating that they have professional knowledge and 

credibility.  

Similarly to Hauser et al. (2016), Atkins (2011) found that an integral part of deaf business 

owners’ experience was to work extra hard to show their capacity. Atkins’ findings differ from 

those of Hauser et al. (2016) in that Atkins’ study focused on deaf people working as business 

owners, in which context the perceived need to work extra hard was seen as an indication of 

positive entrepreneurial drive and ambition. In Atkins’ study, deaf business owners’ positive 

attitudes towards working extra hard corresponds with the general motivation and drive held 

in common among entrepreneurs; indeed, working hard can be perceived as part of 

entrepreneurial culture (see Section 2.2). Atkins’ (2011) finding that deaf entrepreneurs saw 

the strategic need to work extra hard as helpful for them confirms the Entrepreneurship Studies’ 

ideal model of the entrepreneur as a strong, confident, able-bodied man who is always 

available.  

Neither Hauser et al. (2016) nor Atkins (2011) consider how some of their informants might 

struggle with such an organising principle; nor do they discuss the potential implications of 

this overachieving strategy for disabled people, such as its psycho-emotional consequences. In 

the long term, the burden of expectation about high productivity affects disabled people’s 

psycho-emotional experiences and their social and economic outcomes (Thomas, 1999), with 

the result that disabled people may be compelled to implement ‘self-imposed task restriction’ 

(Sang et al., 2016). This term was used in Sang et al.’s study of disabled people working in a 

male-dominated sector (this study is described further in Section 2.5.2), where it was found 

that disabled employees might not let their bosses know that they were able to do more, because 

they knew that, due to doubts about their capacity, having additional work responsibilities 

would also mean additional labour for them to show their capacity and mitigate against these 

doubts. Another form of self-imposed task restriction is that disabled employees may avoid 

sociality with other colleagues. Sociality and engagement with colleagues often provide 

opportunities for promotion and career progression; however, for some disabled people, such 

engagement requires vast amounts of additional work. For example, in the case of people with 

autism who might not be confident in interacting with other people, a consequence of self-

imposed task restriction is that they stay in an underemployed position. In the same way, 

Hauser et al. (2016) show that deaf people might avoid socialising with non-signing colleagues 

because of the additional labour of working with interpreters (see also Section 2.4) 
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The current study aims to examine what type of strategies deaf business owners draw on in 

their interactions with hearing people in order to show themselves to be productive business 

owners. However, this study will also critically examine the types of strategies used by deaf 

business owners to adapt to the audist/ableist organising principle of business ownership, 

recognising that these strategies involve additional invisible labour. 

The next strategy under discussion focuses on how deaf people build professional networks, 

which has been examined in the Deaf Studies literature.  

2.4.6 Professional networking strategies  

The current study’s focus on networking strategies does not examine the ways in which deaf 

people linguistically communicate with hearing people – for example, by using an interpreter 

or writing and gesturing (Kusters, 2017a) or choosing to speak if they can (Napier et al., 2019). 

Instead, it focuses on how signing deaf people get involved in building relationships and 

creating a professional network with hearing people, and their objectives in doing so. This is 

relevant to this study because, as Atkins (2011) writes, networking and acquiring new 

customers is an essential part of deaf business owners’ work. 

Deaf Studies research has mainly focused on how deaf people distance themselves from 

hearing people and prioritise sociality with other deaf people, building shared ‘resilience’ 

(Hauser et al., 2016; Listman and Kurz, 2020). Still, deaf people also engage ‘outside’ of deaf 

circles, and thus use different strategies to network with hearing professionals and to acquire 

hearing customers.  

Networking with non-signing hearing people in work contexts poses a central barrier for deaf 

people’s career developments in Western countries. Hauser et al. (2016) revealed several of 

the challenges for deaf professionals in the U.S. in terms of networking, and their impact on 

career progression even within the deaf sector. One of their participants, who worked in a deaf-

related workplace, experienced barriers in networking with hearing colleagues and managers. 

She explained:  

“Many of us are not moving into those higher positions. We’ve flatlined, and I think 

that has to do with a lack of access to networking. Lack of networking hurts us a lot.” 

(p. 93) 

However, deaf people may develop various strategies to aid in networking and creating 

relationships with hearing people. In the context of deaf business ownership, alternative 
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communicative methods have been foregrounded as relevant for business owners, because the 

nature of this role involves ‘selling oneself’. For example, deaf business owners may develop 

relationships with non-signing hearing people by making personal visits to stakeholders 

(Atkins 2011). Furthermore, deaf business owners frequently invest time and resources (e.g. 

energy and money) in teaching their non-deaf employees how to communicate with deaf people 

(Atkins, 2011; Napier et al., 2020) and can therefore use their employees’ ‘hearingness’ to their 

advantage in pursuing networks. In Atkins’ study, a deaf business owner spoke of how he 

taught his hearing employees how to think strategically and win a bid because he could not do 

it in person himself:  

“Because I am unable to speak myself, I have to teach my employees how to think, and 

how to strategise, how to get the appropriate information, and not to make an offer until 

you have all good information. Most people quote for a bid by talking with large 

organisations like hospitals.” (Atkins, 2011: 94)  

While Atkins (2011) did not describe further what was meant by ‘talking’, it is assumed that 

this refers to informal networking and being able to do small talk so as to get additional 

information about a potential client or tender. In a study by Kavin and Brown-Kurz (2008), 

deaf people’s career mobility and networking strategies and experience were examined using 

interviews with 11 deaf professionals working as supervisors (line managers) in deaf-related 

educational and social services in the U.S. Their study documented similar findings to Atkins’, 

namely that it was hugely beneficial to have hearing friends or ‘allies’ at their workplace who 

would support them in gaining information through informal channels. Furthermore, Kavin 

and Brown-Kurz (2008) show how a deaf professional took the initiative in meeting his 

colleagues at a pub despite not having been invited, and paid for a round of drinks in order to 

make the other colleagues comfortable: 

While he found group communication a challenge, it was a beneficial networking event. 

From that point on, he received invitations to attend their gatherings. (Kavin and 

Brown-Kurz 2008: 45) 

Although both Atkins (2011) and Kavin and Brown-Kurz (2008) mention some important 

examples of how deaf people develop various communication and networking strategies, their 

work is not fully compatible with this current study because they focus mainly on describing 

experience and not, for example, on interrogating how such strategies might intersect with their 

other privileges, such as gender.  
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2.4.7 Strategies as additional labour for disabled people in work contexts 

This section has shown that minority business owners need to develop adapting strategies to 

‘pass’ as productive sellers, e.g. by hiding or downplaying their minority position or by 

working extra hard to demonstrate ability and equal capacity as the able-bodied white male 

entrepreneurial ideal. For deaf people in particular, communication and networking are 

significant barriers, and they need to develop alternative, creative strategies to build 

relationships with non-signing hearing partners, employees and customers. All of this shows 

how deaf people undertake complex additional labour in their everyday lives due to their 

disadvantaged minority position. 

The next section turns the focus to how Disability Studies literature has examined the 

construction of disability in the context of employment. 

2.5  Constructions of disability as negative  

This section examines how constructions of – and attitudes and beliefs towards – disability are 

presented in the Disability Studies literature in an organisational context. It is relevant to the 

current study because it informs one of the central aims, i.e. to examine how deaf people 

construct deafness from the position of a business owner. 

2.5.1 Disability and employment research in Denmark 

There are only a few academic studies involving qualitative research into the ways in which 

disability is constructed in Danish work contexts. In Mik-Meyer’s study (2016a), she examined 

able-bodied workers’ attitudes towards and ‘othering’ of their disabled colleagues. The study 

is based on interviews with 13 male employees (from 13 different work organisations), each 

with cerebral palsy (CP), as well as 44 colleagues and 19 managers. Furthermore, the study 

also involved fieldwork at two of these 13 organisations. Mik-Meyer focuses on how disabled 

co-workers are othered and constructed negatively by their able-bodied colleagues – for 

example, their colleagues conceive of disabled people’s relationships with themselves and 

others as being comparable to care-based or parent-child relationships (2016a). Furthermore, 

in another article based on the same dataset, Mik-Meyer examined how disabled men with CP 

experienced being feminised – for example, by being perceived as weak, in need of help, and 

not fully as men (2016b).  

Remarkably, Mik-Meyer (2016b) found that, in the one organisation that was a disability-

related workplace, neither the colleagues, managers nor the disabled emplyeee feminised the 
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disabled employee in the way that those in other workplaces had done. She explains this as 

being related to the type of organisation:  

The reason for this deviation was probably that this particular employee worked in an 

institution for children with impairments, which is why his own impairments in this 

context were considered ‘normal’ and hence did not automatically result in a 

stereotypically feminized evaluation of him or his work performance. (Mik-Meyer 

2016b: 585)  

Disability was perceived as a normal feature in the everyday context of the disability-related 

work organisation; however, Mik-Meyer (2016b) does not examine further how disability is 

constructed in these work contexts. The current study addresses this oversight by including 

consideration of deaf people who work in a context where deafness is the norm, and examining 

how this affects constructions of deafness. It is vital to be aware of this context because it 

inevitably influences attitudes towards and constructions of the disability. The current study 

includes examination of businesses that provide services for deaf people and have deaf and 

hearing (but signing) employees, where constructions of deafness, including constructions of 

the differences between deaf and hearing, may be complemented with gendered inequalities, 

for example.  

Although Mik-Meyer (2016b, 2016b) provides some important findings about how able-bodied 

people construct disability, she focuses on able-bodied people’s continuing negative 

constructions of disability and disabled people as ‘the other’ in relation to able-bodied workers. 

Her study does not account for the social construction or the lived experiences of disabled 

employees (Sang et al., 2016). The emphasis on the construction of disabled colleagues as the 

‘other’ corresponds with the dominant representations and perceptions of disabled people by 

able-bodied people in wider society, both in Denmark (Hagelund et al., 2015) and other 

Western capitalist countries (Robinson, 2010). Disabled people’s work experiences have been 

widely examined in relation to barriers and discrimination in employment, with a focus on 

disability as a constructed difference (Williams and Mavin, 2012) that is related to stigma 

(Friedner, 2013, 2014; Robinson, 2010).  

The focus on negative constructions of disability is de-emphasised in the current study, which 

aims instead to focus on deaf people’s own experience and their complex constructions of 

deafness. This is in line with the emerging trend towards examining experiences of disability 
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in work contexts using a social relational approach (Section 0). This approach focuses on the 

experience of disability as complex. Constructions of disability and deafness are more complex 

than being reduced to dichotomies of deaf versus hearing and disability versus no disability 

(Goodley, 2016; Thomas, 2004; Sang et al., 2016). 

2.5.2 Lived experiences as gendered 

As Acker (2012: 220) has stated, most research on inequality in organisations focuses on only 

one inequality regime (for example, gender); as long as there are not any established research 

questions that relate to the intersections of gender, race and class, these will remain invisible. 

This gap in the literature on intersectional experiences in organisations informs the current 

study’s methodological considerations, because it indicates a general lack of awareness within 

the field of the meanings and impacts of other identities than the one which is most visible or 

considered predominant.  

There are, however, some notable examples of studies that have considered how several factors 

may influence disabled people’s experiences and constructions of disability in work. One 

example is the work of Hansen and Wittendorf (2010), who evaluated a project in which a 

Danish social enterprise in the hospitality sector trained deaf people to become chefs who were 

employable in ‘an average workplace’ (p. 6). Hansen and Wittendorf completed the evaluation 

by conducting interviews and observations at the work organisation. Their study documented 

that the experiences of the deaf trainees in the project were not only influenced by the 

dichotomy of deaf-hearing, but also by hierarchical relationships, gender and the organisational 

or work culture of the hospitality sector. The evaluation’s findings were concentrated on 

everyday issues, such as the use of technology to give information from the trainers to the 

trainees, and the use of interpreters, direct communication, and humour (p. 80). Although not 

described in detail, the humour was found to be very ‘masculine’, and the study noted 

that among the different identity positions negotiated in the workplace, there existed a 

‘masculine culture’ that was a critical part of the chefs’ professional identity. 

Some deaf trainees identified the profession of chef as masculine due to its association 

with ‘very hard work’, ‘macho jokes’, and ‘being thick-skinned’. As one of the trainees 

described:  

“Well if there only are men at the workplace, often such masculine jokes happen … Oh 

boy I am just not this kind person... ehm... Macho jokes, I would say, but... I do not 
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know. Maybe it is just my friends and my circles, who are different...” (ibid.; my 

translation from Danish) 

This evidence suggests that some deaf men might not be comfortable with the masculine 

humour related to certain types of profession, while other deaf men might be comfortable with 

it. In relation to the current study, such evidence is interesting because it suggests that the 

experiences and constructions of disability should not be expected to stand alone, but should 

include consideration of gender and the type of work organisations under study.  

Similarly, in their study, Sang et al. (2016) documented disabled people’s experiences within 

a male-dominated work context. The study’s participants were disabled people working in a 

British male-dominated sector, transport industry, and Sang et al. (2016) conducted seven 

focus groups with 44 informants as well as 22 interviews. All informants were employees with 

hidden impairments (e.g. dyslexia or ‘mild’ autism). The study focused on these employees’ 

everyday experiences in the work context and their career progression, and found that their 

experience of disability was affected in different ways by the role of (masculine) 

homosociality, a public-private divide, and changing work practices within the organisation. 

Studies of men’s work experience have documented that social networks and homosociality 

are among the invisible factors that maintain gender inequality regimes in work organisations 

(Acker, 2006; Sang et al., 2016). By drawing on social-relational aspects of the work context, 

Sang et al. (2016) were able to argue that some disabled men took advantage of masculine 

homosociality in their career progressions in male-dominated work organisations – that is, that 

some of the invisibly disabled men tended to be excluded from homosociality, whereas other 

invisibly disabled men were permitted to experience homosociality with other men, who would 

then encourage them to apply for jobs. This opportunity was especially available for older 

disabled men, who had experience of work before bureaucratic recruitment processes were 

developed, and had thus relied more on social networking and developed lasting relationships 

with former workmates. For example, some of the participants in the study reported they could 

‘mobilise their social and work networks with other men to find jobs’ (p. 9), and one male 

participant with dyslexia explained how he had informally drawn on his social networks with 

other men within the industry to get a job:  

“I thought, oh, I’ll just ring up a friend of mine who I used to work with and have a 

chat. He said, ‘Oh, we’re desperate. We want a guy like you. Why don’t you apply? 
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There’s a job going here.’ ‘Yeah.’ I said it’s not really me. He said, ‘Don’t worry. Apply 

for it’. (p. 9) 

This example suggests that disabled men might also hold privileges on account of their gender 

and capacity to network with other men. This is an interesting layer of intersectionality among 

the group of (invisibly) disabled men, since different opportunities are available for older 

versus younger disabled employees due to certain structural frameworks such as formalised 

recruitment processes. It should be noted, however, that the study’s participants’ positive 

experiences of masculine homosociality might have been influenced by the invisible nature of 

their disability; the experiences of people whose bodies have a visible stigma are likely to be 

different (Goffman, 1963).  

In addition, Sang et al. (2016) argue that workplace humour and behaviour are likely to have 

ableist and sexist aspects that affect disabled employees. For example, autistic people may 

experience humour as difficult to join in with, which may exclude them. The authors emphasise 

that humour, which is usually viewed as a positive and influential part of social interaction in 

the workplace, seems to promote not only gendering but also disabling practices. The authors 

suggest that organisations must be aware of the culture of the workplace, how to use humour 

and language in everyday situations at work to maintain an informal sociality without 

marginalising certain groups, for example by creating guidelines/policies/behavioural 

standards about how not to exclude people through humour. 

Concerning the current study, Sang et al.’s use of social-relational models of both disability 

and gender demonstrates the need to pay attention to the underlying gendered and ableist 

subtexts when explored in relation to deaf employees’ experiences. Methodologically, it is 

interesting that Sang et al. (2016), and similarly Hansen and Wittendorf (2010), have focused 

on male-dominated workplaces, which are already assumed to have gendered structures in their 

organising processes. This current study aims to consider the kind of context both regarding 

entrepreneurship and business ownership as inherently able-bodied and masculine. 

Neither Sang et al.’s nor Hansen and Wittendorf’s work is fully comparable to this study, since 

they focus mainly on disabled employees who work in organisations led by able-bodied people 

where they are the only ones with an impairment. None of the studies presented above have 

focused on how disabled people (or able-bodied people) might construct disability as ‘gain’ for 

the work organisation. Constructions of disability as positive are often generated by the 
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disabled individual (i.e. they construct it as being beneficial in creating positive workplace 

experiences), but employers can also see disability as beneficial. 

2.5.3 Constructing disability as ‘gain’ 

In her study of cafes in India, Friedner (2013) found that employing deaf people adds value to 

the cafes because employing deaf/disabled people appeals to the ‘affective economy’. 

Customers are pleased to see disabled workers because they feel that they have supported a 

company with a meaningful purpose. Whilst her study focused on cafes and restaurants that 

able-bodied hearing people in India own, the affective economy would conceivably benefit 

some deaf-owned businesses in a similar way. As argued by Friedner, there is a need to study 

disability in work contexts beyond the focus on stigmatisation, and to examine their social 

constructions and experiences of disability in the workplace. The current study contributes to 

this shift in focus by examining deafness from this perspective, going beyond stigma in work 

contexts and revealing the experiences of deaf people who hold the position of owner of and 

employer in a business. 

Recently, Disability Studies research has examined how disabled professionals construct their 

disability as something that confers extraordinary skills upon them – skills that are beneficial 

in the work context. Disabled employees emphasise that, as disabled people, they have more 

empathy, a better understanding of other people, more concentration, superior handling of 

repetitive tasks, and outstanding verbal skills that are beneficial for the work organisation 

(Jammaers et al., 2016: 1373; Butler, 2014). This is broadly defined as ‘gain’. 

By way of explanation, we return to the work of Butler (2014) (see Section 2.4.1). Although it 

was found that male workers with a speech impediment were often excluded from important 

meetings and customers interactions because they did not meet perceived standards of 

speaking, Butler argues that they also constructed their position as disabled in favourable terms. 

When the interviewees could not sound ‘right’, they foregrounded their other senses, such as 

their enhanced ability to listen (or ‘listening capital’). Butler argues that this construction of 

disability as gain is also a response that ‘offer[s] the men a way of gaining back some self-

esteem and providing them with a valued communicative identity’ (p. 24).  

Similarly, ‘Deaf Gain’ (as defined by Bauman and Murray, 2014) can be understood both as a 

way to create a positive work identity for the individual, and/or as a contribution to the work 

context. For example, Jammaers et al. (2016) show how one deaf research participant 

experienced challenges in her search for an administrative job. The participant recounted that, 
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because employers want employees to be able to take phone calls, and because of their attitudes 

towards deaf people, “they doubt very quickly whether you will be able to do the job.” She 

then went on to argue that she, as deaf person, has certain additional values – for example, to 

be able to work through auditive disruptions such as ringing phones. The authors write that 

such a strategy, i.e. associating disability with better productivity in some regards, downplays 

the agency of the disabled person, since disability becomes ‘natural manifestations of one’s 

impairment with a strong self-essentialising effect’ (p. 1377). By claiming that their 

impairment bestows ‘better productivity’, the impairment becomes essentialised – with 

ramifications for the expectations placed on others with the same impairment. An example of 

this is the assumption often made about autistic people having excellent IT skill, as though this 

were intrinsic to their condition and not the attribute of an individual. 

A key question here is whether this means of arguing for Deaf Gain is one which really confers 

a positive work identity on the individual, or whether it is an example of an anxious attempt to 

try to fit into oppressive, audist structures. The obscuring of negative experience is one of the 

weaknesses in Jammaers et al.’s (2016) discussion. The very discriminatory experience of 

struggling to get a job might, in the event, not support a positive work identity. 

The ways in which disabled employees discursively construct their impairment/disability as 

gain – and do so as a strategy to present their disability in a positive light – is interesting in 

relation to the current study. The recent Deaf Studies’ Deaf Gain concept suggests that Deaf 

Gain is both about what deaf people contribute to human diversity, and how they benefit society 

(Bauman and Murray, 2014 2009; Morton, 2014). Since this study focuses on deaf-owned 

businesses in both the hearing and deaf sectors, there may be different ways of ‘selling’ Deaf 

Gain in each of those sectors – that is, in relation to hearing customers and in relation to deaf 

people.  

2.5.4 Deaf Gain in work contexts  

Most studies that engage with deaf people’s work experiences are concerned with how deafness 

is seen as gain for the employer; very few relate to how deaf people themselves strategically 

frame deafness as conferring extraordinary skills.  

For example, Morton (2014) has documented historical examples of Deaf Gain in the context 

of work, recording that, in the 1940s, hearing companies and employers in Ohio, U.S.A. saw 

deaf people as particularly hard-working; for example, deaf women were seen as less chatty 

than hearing women and, therefore, more attractive for employers. But how do employers 
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construct disability/disabled people if the employer is themselves disabled too? The position 

of being both disabled and the employer is largely unexamined in the literature, due to the low 

level of representation of disabled people in employer/leadership positions and very few studies 

of their experiences (this is similar more generally for women, see Sang et al. 2016). Disabled 

people are less likely to occupy senior positions compared to their non-disabled counterparts 

(Danieli, 2006; Jammaers et al., 2016; Roulstone and Williams, n.d.). Instead, the typical role 

of disabled people in employment contexts is ‘marginalised’, i.e. on the periphery (Roulstone 

and Williams, 2014).  

Since this study includes deaf business owners who are also employers, the following section 

considers how studies of other minority business owners have examined the minority owners’ 

constructions of and attitudes towards others who share their minority positions. Specifically, 

the attitudes of female business owners towards female employees will be considered. 

2.5.5 Female owners’ negative constructions of women and femininity 

Some studies on female business owners have examined how, as women, they are ‘constrained 

by gender discourses that define the entrepreneur as masculine and position them as the “other” 

in the entrepreneurial context’ (Ahl, 2006; Fernandes and Leite, 2016), whereas as business 

owners/employers they are also ‘subjects with power in relation to their subordinates’ 

(Fernandes and Leite, 2016: 45). In one study, Edley conducted a six month ethnographic 

observation at one female-owned business in the U.S. with ten female employees and three 

male employees. The study aimed to examine the day-to-day communication within the 

workplace, and asked: ‘are organisational practices different in a woman-owned business than 

they are in a male-owned business? How are power relations produced and reproduced in a 

woman-owned business?’ (Edley, 2000: 274). The study documented how this particular 

business essentialised both ‘womanness’ and the company as ‘woman-owned’, idealising the 

company as positive for women – for example, by being flexible and tolerant in relation to 

family life and caring duties, and by encouraging open talk about periods. In this manner, the 

female owners and female employees ‘constructed the organisation as a unique, special, and 

positive work environment, all of which they attributed to their essential womanness’ (p. 288). 

However, Edley’s study suggested that, in practice, this woman-led organisation also 

reproduced the gendered inequality regime of society at large. The owners expressed negative 

attitudes towards and intolerance for working mothers’ need to balance family and work 

responsibilities, and were found to not want to employ women who planned to 

become pregnant (p. 290). 
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Similar findings about how women in the position of business owners might reproduce gender 

inequality regimes in their practices were recorded in Fernandes et al.’s study of female 

business owners in Portugal (2016). Their study differed from Edley’s, because they did not 

do ethnographic observation but conducted two focus groups with a total of 14 women and 

analysed how they talked about their female subordinates. The study of their discourse 

identified two opposing manners in which they spoke about their female employees: they 

discussed their appearance, working behaviour, competence and maternity in both positive and 

negative ways. The negative constructions of female workers were related to the female body’s 

perceived inadequacy in the work context, where instead the female business owners idealised 

and essentialised masculine forms of work etiquette. For example, the female subordinates 

were perceived as talking too much, being noisy and gossiping too much, or wearing the wrong 

clothes. These studies suggest that gender discrimination also happens in female-owned 

businesses, revealing how hierarchical relations within minority groups can influence the 

construction of femininity and female employees as being negative.  

Deaf business owners are, as Edley (2000) would put it, subjects of power (i.e. managers, 

employers and company owners) and thus have to negotiate this position in relation to the 

perceptions and discourses around ‘the ideal worker’ in which deafness/disability is 

constructed as a feature of subjects with less power and less productivity in the employment 

context (Jammaers et al., 2016). Furthermore, deaf business owners are also gendered. While 

the studies mentioned above are not about disability, disabled people are also gendered and 

this dynamic should be taken into account. This study aims to examine constructions of 

deafness in the social-relational model by understanding how deaf business owners hold 

‘superior’ positions, both as owner and in terms of gender (all but one participant were male).  

2.6  Deaf Studies perspectives on the Deaf business sector  

This section reviews the recent Deaf Studies research that has begun to critically examine deaf 

professionals’ experiences of working in deaf-related work organisations. 

The Deaf Studies research provides insights into deaf people’s experiences in a work context 

with a focus on deaf ontologies (see also Section 4.2.3), considering how they in their positions 

as professionals may be balancing the professional paradigms of their workplace context and 
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their relationships to deaf communities and DEAF SAME1 values (De Meulder, 2017; Kusters, 

2017b; O’Brien, 2020; O’Brien and Crawley, 2020). ‘DEAF SAME’, or ‘DEAF DEAF SAME’ 

(Kusters and Friedner, 2014), is a concept from recent Deaf Studies scholarship that articulates 

the sense of kinship and shared experience between deaf people who meet across, for example, 

geographical boundaries. A key example is in the tourism context, where deaf people from the 

Global North travel to countries in the Global South and, despite their radically different 

backgrounds, experience a near-immediate identification with other deaf people (Kusters and 

Friedner 2014; Kusters and Friedner, 2015). The new thing about DEAF SAME in relation to 

the older Deaf Studies concepts such as deaf culture, is that DEAF SAME is descriptive of 

what happens when deaf people meet across age, geographical boundaries, class, etc. but does 

not claim that there is an essentialist deaf culture and deaf community that excludes other power 

dynamics and differences in positionalities (see also 2.6.2 for examples of DEAF SAME in 

work contexts).  

The studies reviewed in this section are all undertaken by Deaf Studies scholars who have a 

similar professional background (academic education) to their study participants, and who are 

deaf themselves. They examine the ontologies of deaf people from a deaf-centred position; 

these deaf-centred insights contribute to the more complex layers of deaf people’s experiences 

of being professionals within the deaf sector, and how they, being deaf, they share experiences 

with and are closely associated with deaf communities.  

The increase in this form of research can be seen as a result of rising numbers of deaf people 

themselves undertaking academic education or professional training, and thus experiencing in 

their own bodies what it is to be ‘professionalised’ while at the same time retaining a strong 

connection to other deaf people and their own lifelong experience of being deaf/disabled 

(Kusters et al., 2017). The current study follows this research trajectory, as it examines several 

deaf business owners who are highly skilled, active in the Danish deaf community/ies, and 

work with services targeted at deaf people such as sign language interpreting services. The 

current study’s focus on deaf ontologies is crucially related to my own positionality as a deaf 

researcher in the discipline of Deaf Studies who is investigating deaf-led businesses, including 

those set up within deaf-related services. 

 
1 Sign languages do not have written language, but sign linguists use glossing by transcribing signs into written 
language. ‘DEAF SAME’ (or ‘DEAF DEAF SAME’ ) is glossed direct from how it often is expressed in sign 
languages 
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2.6.1 Deaf-related work contexts as new opportunities for deaf people  

Historically, deaf people had predominantly been in blue-collar jobs (Section1.6. Since the 

1970s, however, and across most Western societies (including in Denmark), the increased 

attention given to sign languages and the provision of more legal rights for deaf people has 

given some signing deaf people increased opportunities to find work in more professional, 

qualified positions, and thus achieve upward social mobility (Widell, 1988; Bergmann, 2015; 

Ladd, 2003). As deaf people began to undertake long-term academic education, they were 

better able to secure jobs in white-collar workplaces and to climb the career ladder both in 

mainstream work sectors (such as engineering and accountancy) and in deaf-related sectors, 

including social work for deaf clients, deaf education and sign language tuition (Widell, 1988; 

Bergmann, 2015). 

However, studies have shown that deaf people working as professionals still struggle with 

accessibility and feelings of belonging in their workplaces – for example, those working as 

academic staff within higher educational institutes (HEI) and, presumably, within deaf/sign 

language related departments (O’Brien, 2020). In O’Brien’s study, he conducted a walking 

interview with five deaf people who all work as academic staff in the U.K., so as to examine 

how they navigate the physical environment in their everyday work life. He suggests that deaf 

academics experience audist physical barriers within the university buildings: narrow corridors 

do not provide enough space for signing deaf people to have a conversation while walking; the 

absence of windows in doors blocks deaf people from seeing the response of colleagues or 

bosses to their knock on the door. Such physical barriers affected their ‘feelings of belonging 

or access to their home HEI’ (p. 1). As a result, deaf staff members ‘have their own ways of 

subverting the spatial expectations of the HEI to create their own pockets of lived, deaf space’ 

(p. 1). For example, some of the respondents reported that they refurnished their offices so that 

they did not have their back to the door and therefore had more visual control of their physical 

space. They also displayed signals of deaf space by having ‘posters, flags, white gloves and 

other symbols of deaf culture and sign language rights activism around the office space’ (p. 

14).  

O’Brien’s findings provide a point of comparison with the current study’s focus on the ways 

in which deaf business owners ensure an accessible workspace for themselves in the everyday 

context of a deaf-led work organisation. O’Brien does not, however, discuss how deaf 

academic staff strategically navigate the HEI’s social spaces in order to seek, for example, 
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better positions. The current study has a broader scope, as it aims to address the strategies that 

deaf business owners employ so as to achieve success with their businesses.  

In deaf-related work contexts, deaf people experience greater ease in communication in their 

everyday work lives, and are able to more effectively use both their professional knowledge 

and the lived knowledge drawn from their lives and networks as deaf people (Kusters, 2017b). 

These networks, experiences and forms of knowledge that deaf professionals may employ in 

their professional contexts are linked to Bourdieu’s concept of cultural and social capital (see 

3.4.1). The next section, 2.6.2, discusses how deaf professionals employ their social and 

cultural capital within deaf-related work organisations.  

2.6.2 Transferring social and cultural capital in the deaf-related workplace 

Through interviews undertaken with five qualified deaf teachers who work at Belgian deaf 

schools with deaf children, Kusters (2017b) investigated how they experience their roles and 

responsibilities. She documented that deaf teachers overall felt a strong sense of 

‘intergenerational responsibility’ towards deaf pupils and transmitted their deaf-specific forms 

of social and cultural capital to deaf pupils (see 3.3.4.1 for in-depth definitions of these terms). 

This ‘responsibility’ was argued by Kusters to be an important part of ‘deaf ontologies’, which 

is a central concept in recent Deaf Studies scholarship. She observes that deaf people 

experience DEAF SAME towards other deaf people, and that this feeling of DEAF SAME 

informs their incentive to teach (p. 241). For example, deaf teachers can share their specific 

forms of deaf knowledge and experience (their ‘deaf capital’, Section 3.5.2) with deaf pupils 

and thus teach them about navigating through an audist world, interacting with hearing people, 

and understanding different ways of communicating such as ‘direct talk’ versus ‘formal talk’ 

(Kusters et al., 2017). These are examined further in the next section. 

2.6.2.1  Direct talk 
As has been recurringly highlighted in the Deaf Studies literature on ‘deaf cultures’ (Holcomb, 

2013; Kahne, 2013; Lane, 1992; Mindess et al., 1999), deaf people tend to ask ‘direct and open 

questions, in ways that are not always experienced as appropriate by hearing persons’ (Kusters, 

2017b: 256). In the deaf-led classroom, ‘the teacher explains how the questions could be 

formulated in a different way, in order to comply with expectations within majority society’ 

(ibid.). 

Deaf ways of communication and behaviour are often referred to as ‘straight talk’ in the Deaf 

Studies literature (Holcomb, 2013; Mindess et al., 1999; Nunn, 2017). For example, in her 
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book on intercultural communication between deaf and hearing people aimed at sign language 

interpreters and students, Mindess (1999) describes deaf people’s straight talk with examples 

like saying direct things about one’s physical appearance e.g.: “Wow you are getting bald so 

fast”, “you are getting fat” and so on (Mindess, 1999: 91). Kusters (2017b) shows that deaf 

teachers can guide deaf children towards better navigating different types of socio-cultural 

contexts, both with other deaf people and with hearing people. 

2.6.2.2  Transferring deaf capitals into economic capital 
The evidence from Kusters (2017b) suggests positive examples of how deaf professionals can 

transfer their deaf lived experiences (deaf ontologies) in certain work contexts, and how deaf 

ontologies thus benefit the work context as a whole. Having the feeling of intergenerational 

responsibility to share their lived experiences with deaf children, and to show them positive 

ways of navigating audist society, are aspects of deaf teachers’ cultural and social capital. 

However, Kusters (2017b) does not discuss how deaf social and cultural capital may be 

transferred into economic capital. This might be because the type of work context described in 

her study (i.e. the public educational sector) differs from this study’s work context of 

entrepreneurship and business ownership; here, the role of economic capital becomes more 

obvious and directly significant and thus these considerations are central. 

 

One of the aims of the current study to examine how opportunities for working in a deaf-related 

service and making money based on deaf people’s needs affect deaf people’s experience and 

constructions of deafness. Literature related to this is discussed in the following section.  

2.6.3 Deaf values and norms 

First of all, it must be acknowledged that deaf values, deaf ways, deaf norms are complex. They 

are closely related to – even rooted in – the legacy of historical ‘oppression’ of deaf people and 

sign languages, both in the education system and throughout society in America and Western 

Europe (Section 1.5). Deaf people in Western Europe have often been weak in reading and 

writing skills, due to the enforced absence of sign languages within deaf education and the 

focus on forcing deaf pupils not to sign but to learn to speak and lipread (Widell, 1988; Ladd, 

2003). As a result of the poor outcomes resulting from deaf education, the acquisition of 

educational qualifications was – for example in the U.K. – seen by the majority of deaf people 

as something that ‘could be used to show hearing people one’s worth, something which was 

not perceived to be necessary and/or socially acceptable among deaf people’ (De Meulder 

2017: 118). In this manner, educational qualification was seen as a ‘hearing label’ because it 
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was something ‘highly valued in hearing society but with virtually no significance in the deaf 

community’ (ibid.). 

In his study, Ladd (2003) describes the social-historic conditions for deaf people based on 

narratives collected from deaf people in the U.K. in the period between 1900 and 1960, arguing 

that, as a consequence of the oppression of and barriers against deaf people in hearing societies, 

one of the fundamental deaf values was that people in deaf communities should support each 

other by, for instance, sharing their talents and skills. Deaf people who could read and write 

would support other deaf people in writing letters, conceptualised as ‘ghost writing’ (Adam et 

al., 2011), while other deaf people would cook and bring food for deaf social events (Ladd 

2003). Ladd (2003) has labelled such practices as ‘deaf gelt’ (‘gelt’ meaning ‘money’ in 

German), defined as ‘a talent, ability or behavioural quality which could be used to benefit the 

whole community’ and has been a strong characteristic of deaf communities (Ladd 2003: 340). 

Whether themselves deaf or hearing, people with connections to deaf communities who did not 

follow deaf norms or deaf ways were seen as having a bad attitude. In traditional Deaf Studies 

literature from the 1990s, this bad attitude is identified when some deaf people distance 

themselves from other deaf people and reject the values of deaf communities – for example, 

when a deaf person ‘tries to follow the ways of hearing majority’ (Ladd 2003: 109). One of the 

key Deaf Studies scholars from this era wrote that ‘deaf people who adapt hearing values and 

look down on other deaf people are regarded as traitors’ (Lane 1992: 17) . Yet while distancing 

oneself from deaf values has been labelled as ‘acting’ hearing, it might also be interrelated with 

class (i.e. socio-economic positions), which is described in the following section. 

2.6.4 Professionalised deaf people 

In De Meulder’s study (2007; subsequently published in 2017), she interviewed four deaf 

professionals working as academics in an English Deaf Studies department in the early 2000s. 

Her findings reveal that deaf professionals experience tension between their deaf values and 

the values within the professional work organisation, such as the high regard for educational 

qualifications. Deaf professionals struggle with the tension between the upward mobility of 

climbing the career ladder and taking more leading positions as members of an ‘elite’, and 

continuing to relate to other deaf people (De Meulder, 2017; Ladd, 2003).  

Many of the deaf people who were among the first to become professional within the deaf 

sector ‘have been the victims of “tall poppy treatment”’ (De Meulder, 2017: 107). They 

experienced pressure to not ‘stick out’ from other deaf people. Such issues were identified as 
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major stress factors for deaf professionals, because they wanted to continue to maintain their 

close relationship to other deaf people and continue to invest time and energy in the community 

by participating in deaf clubs, volunteer work and organisation work (De Meulder, 2017; Ladd, 

2001). Yet once certain deaf people started sticking out and working as professionals in the 

deaf sector, a key shift occurred: now, when they shared their talents with deaf communities, 

they got paid for it. This resulted in contradictory feelings for deaf professionals (De Meulder, 

2017; Ladd, 2003). To this day, some deaf professionals deliberately try to avoid adopting the 

elitist attitudes and behaviours of their professional sector (O’Brien and Crawley, 2020), which 

can be seen as a class betrayal of other deaf people (Ladd, 2003). 

As De Meulder found, contemporary deaf professionals are still expected – both by other deaf 

people and themselves – to ‘give back’ to deaf communities. For example, one of the 

respondents in De Meulder’s study was a deaf academic staff member also working as a deaf 

interpreter, who felt that performing her interpreting job was her way of giving back to deaf 

people. In contrast, she felt that, for hearing interpreters, it was seen solely as a professional 

job (De Meulder, 2017: 113). However, even as she held this view, as a deaf professional she 

was also being paid for her work. There is inherent ambiguity in the practice of professionals 

‘giving back’ and their discourse on it, which involves both collectivist and individualist values 

such as economic interest.  

The point of the above scholarship is that responsibility for and solidarity with other deaf 

people – and the related perception that a deaf person should share what they have with other 

deaf people – are orientations and values that are crucial parts of deaf ontologies. All this stems 

from the fact that deaf communities are small, everyone knows everyone or has someone in 

common, and, until comparatively recently, everyone was in the same ‘class’ socio-

economically (Ladd, 2003; De Meulder 2017). 

2.6.5 Deaf business owners’ positionality and deaf values in the Danish context  

As De Meulder points out, her U.K. study was conducted during the period where the 

experience of working as a professional in the deaf sector was ‘new’ (i.e. the early 2000s). She 

writes that, in the more recent present (i.e. 2017), the number of younger deaf people achieving 

educational qualifications and professional positions has increased. New types of experiences 

as deaf professionals and relationships to other deaf people might occur. 

In relation to this study, the position of being a deaf business owner in the Danish context is 

still a new phenomenon – especially within the deaf sector such as sign language interpreter 
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services. Here, deaf people must act as professional business owners, compete with their 

counterparts, and make sufficient money in their domain, while at the same time being deaf 

themselves and having an inevitably strong connection to the very small and interconnected 

deaf community in Denmark (approximately 3-4000 deaf people). The current study aims to 

examine both the benefits of being deaf in the business context, and the types of challenges 

deaf people experience as deaf business owners and members of the deaf community in 

Denmark. 

As an extension of De Meulder’s 2007 study, the current study also aims to examine how 

contemporary deaf business owners practice ‘giving back’ reciprocity with deaf people and 

communities, especially within the deaf sector. In the present time, such discourse tends to be 

more individualistic and capitalist (De Meulder, 2017). Furthermore, the current study links 

the reciprocity to the economic interests of businesses. The influence of particular business 

contexts on the development of the values of deaf people who make money from other deaf 

people might be more pronounced in the U.S. where there is a huge deaf community and an 

unregulated free market; it has not been examined in another socio-cultural contexts, such as 

that of Denmark where there is a robust welfare state and a small deaf population. 

Another frequent focus of research into deaf professionals’ experience of working in a deaf-

related organisation is communication and language. While the current study does not aim to 

focus on the details of linguistic aspects of the workplace, it does focus on how deaf people as 

employers/leaders might experience issues relating to language within their own businesses. 

Therefore, the following section describes why language becomes a sensitive issue for many 

deaf professionals when their hearing colleagues speak without signing. Speaking becomes an 

indicator of ‘attitude’ for deaf people.  

2.6.6 Hearing colleagues who speak without signing  

Deaf Studies researchers have frequently foregrounded how the attitudes and behaviours of 

hearing professionals working in deaf fields is vital, and that speaking and hearing practices 

influence deaf professionals’ everyday experiences of deaf-related workplaces (Bauman, 2004; 

Hauser et al., 2016; Kusters, 2017b; O’Brien and Emery, 2014; Punch et al., 2007).  

Hauser et al. (2016; see Section 0 for details of this study) documented how deaf professionals 

working in deaf-related workplaces in the U.S. experience audism (Section 3.2) through 

hearing colleagues who can sign choosing not to do so in the workplace. As expressed by one 

of their respondents who works at a deaf college:  
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“Many [hearing] people [who can sign] don’t always sign, it makes me feel like I’m 

not there, makes me feel invisible and discouraged.” (p. 92)  

Deaf professionals experienced hearing colleagues speaking as an act of oppression and 

discrimination, because ‘access was possible but not provided’ (ibid.). 

Deaf professionals’ emotional reactions when hearing people speak is related to deaf people’s 

wider lived experience (deaf ontology) of being excluded in communicative situations, distilled 

into the term ‘dinner table syndrome’ (Friedner, 2016; Hauser et al., 2010). Dinner table 

syndrome describes conditions where deaf people are outside social conversations and are 

merely watching other people speaking with each other without understanding what they are 

speaking about. Deaf people often grow up in hearing, non-signing families and do not have 

access to information divulged in conversations that often happen over the dinner table, hence 

the term (Hauser et al., 2010: 488; Listman and Kurz, 2020). This experience of dinner table 

syndrome continues in deaf people’s lives outside of childhood. Deaf people experience 

exclusion from the social life of education and in work and in various other spheres of social 

interaction and relationship with hearing people, continuing into and through their adult lives. 

While studies have provided important insights into deaf people’s communication-based 

issues, only a few have documented how deaf people navigate such situations. One example of 

a strategy used by deaf professionals is to meet up with their deaf friends who also work as 

professionals after work. In this way, deaf people develop ‘resilience strategies’ (Hauser et al., 

2010; Listman and Kurz, 2020) by socialising with other deaf professionals and sharing their 

frustrations. 

Another example of resisting the perceived poor attitude of hearing professionals is for deaf 

professionals to assert control over who is permitted to enter the deaf field. For example, in 

Breivik’s anthropological study of deaf communities and identities in Norway (Breivik, 2005), 

one of his deaf participants explained his experience of working in a deaf workplace where he 

had the role of deciding who could become students at the interpreting training programme. 

This participant explained how he selected the most suitable hearing people to become 

interpreters based on his assessment of their ‘attitude’: 

“I asked why a person had applied, and the answer was ‘I want to help the deaf.’ Well, 

I couldn’t really go for that. Another one answered, ‘I love languages and sign language 

is challenging.’ Now, that’s what I am looking for, that attitude.” (p. 152) 
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The deaf professionals become gatekeepers and can better control attitudes among their 

hearing colleagues and in particular prevent ‘helping syndrome’ as expressed by this 

participant in Breivik’s study:  

“The helping syndrome still haunts the field, not only in schools and as a motivation 

for becoming interpreters. Institutions owned and run by deaf people are also 

somehow infused.” (p153) 

The literature shows strong evidence of deaf professionals’ experience of audist situations 

related to attitude, whereby their hearing colleagues can sign but choose to speak. However, 

no studies have examined how deaf-led businesses might influence everyday practices around 

linguistic issues. This is a knowledge gap which this current study aims to go some way towards 

resolving. 

2.7  Summary 

This chapter has reviewed literature from Deaf Studies, Disability Studies and 

Entrepreneurship Studies to highlight concepts and perspectives that are relevant to researching 

deaf people’s experiences of business ownership in Denmark.  

It shows that the decision to undertake business ownership among minorities and disabled 

people often depends on both push and pull factors, and that the owner’s motivations are 

complex and affected both by individual positions in terms of gender, class, race and privilege, 

and by structural inequality regimes. In Deaf Studies particularly, there is so far too little 

nuance in the understanding of what has, over the last decades, motivated so many more deaf 

people into business ownership.  

Research on minority business owners shows several examples of adaptation strategies used to 

navigate and ‘fit in’ with the labour market from a disadvantaged position. These are useful to 

understand deaf people’s experiences of navigating an audist labour market and, in particular, 

the challenges faced by deaf business owners who do not fit the image of an ‘ideal’ (masculine, 

white, able-bodied) entrepreneur. The strategies span from ‘passing’ by hiding the minority 

status to strategically re-positioning oneself in relation to a field where one’s social and cultural 

capital can be a competitive advantage. However, academic literature too often presents such 

strategies as examples of agency, acted out on the individual level. This study will highlight 

how such strategising is also part of the additional labour forced upon disabled people in a 

labour market and a society that is structured around able-bodied and audist norms. 
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Because the structure of the labour market is ableist, Disability Studies often views the social 

construction of disability in the labour market as negative. More recent literature shows that 

disabled people construct disability in complex ways related to lived experiences and privileges 

such as gender and race. The workplace may also be home to several inequality processes that 

intersect disability, gender, race, etc.; a minority position may thus become a majority position 

depending on the context and hierarchy of the workplace. However, in a study of a woman-

owned businesses, a surprising finding was that female managers may contribute to a negative 

construction of female employees and thus do little to change the dominant ideology of the 

wider labour market. This current study explores similar issues in a deaf-led business context. 

Deaf Studies has historically understood deaf people as a cultural and linguistic minority and 

highlighted the deaf community as a place where deaf values and deaf ways are dominant. 

Because the number of deaf professionals has risen in recent decades, a shift is occurring in 

Deaf Studies; the last section of this chapter focused on new deaf-led research into the benefits 

and tensions that arise between ‘professional’ and ‘deaf’ values in the deaf sector, as a result 

of professionalisation. The number of examples from schools, universities and organisations 

working with and for deaf people also highlight the need for further research into deaf-led 

private businesses.  

The next chapter presents the theoretical framework of this study, focusing especially on deaf 

business owners’ mobilisation of their various capitals in an audist/ableist labour market. 
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 AUDIST AND ABLEIST NORMATIVE STRUCTURES 

AND BOURDIEU’S CAPITAL 

 

3.1  Introduction 

This chapter presents the theoretical concepts which this study applies to the investigation of 

deaf business owners’ motivations, experiences, strategies and constructions of deafness.  

Firstly, it presents in some detail the Deaf Studies concept of ‘audism’, so as to provide a 

framework for this study’s use of the term (3.2). Secondly, it describes Disability Studies’ 

theory of ableism to show that deaf people’s experience is influenced by expectations of able-

bodiedness, hyper-normality and productivity in a capitalist, neoliberalist market (3.3). 

Thirdly, it presents Bourdieu’s central thinking tools, capital-habitus-field (3.4). This section 

includes a review of Migrant Studies’ application of a Bourdieusian lens on migrants’ 

navigation of work contexts. Finally, this chapter considers the study’s use of Bourdieusian 

central concepts, particularly deaf and hearing capital concerning previous studies that have 

applied Bourdieusian lens on deaf experience.  

3.2  Audism 

This section presents how Deaf Studies defines the concept of audism, including a focus on the 

dominance of hearing and speaking (hearing privileges) which exist even within professions 

and organisations that belong to the deaf sector.  

3.2.1 Hearing normative structures 

Deaf people’s experiences cannot be separated from audism: ‘Deaf epistemology cannot be 

comprehended without the recognition of the pervasiveness of audism and the impact it has on 

deaf individuals’ (Hauser et al., 2010:490). The American Deaf Studies scholar Tom 

Humphries coined the term and sociological concept of audism in 1977, during a period where 

concepts such as racism and sexism were gaining attention (Eckert and Rowley, 2013: 102). 

Audism is when someone discriminates against someone based on their deafness; Humphries 

defines it as ‘the notion that one is superior based on one’s ability to hear or behave in the 

manner of one who hears’ (1977: 12).  

Audism is an endemic concept that is comparabale to other forms of oppression, such as racism, 

ableism, sexism and homophobia. It is practised on micro, meso and macro levels (Hauser et 

al., 2010; Stapleton, 2014). In the same way as racism and ableism, audism is not always a 
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visible form of oppression but rather a system of structures and power – often unexamined – 

which continually privilege people who are hearing and speaking in their every day lives. As 

argued by Bauman (2004), audism is a ‘deeply rooted belief system’ in Western countries 

based on ideologies about what a standard body should look and be like, including the belief 

that language exclusively occurs through speech and not through signing. Audism is deeply 

rooted to the extent that deaf people (who incidentally do not hear and might not speak) are 

across the board considered less intelligent, less capable, and less human (Bauman, 2004; 

Hauser 2010; Lane 1992), and denied many forms of rights. As expressed by Bauman:  

Whether being denied rights to own property, to have children, or to drive a car, Deaf 

people have rarely been treated with the dignity that should come with being human. 

(Bauman, 2004: p. 239)  

Deaf Studies scholars have applied audism as a label for deaf experiences across time, for 

instance where deaf people have been oppressed in the past across Western societies, including 

in Danish society (see for example Lane, 1992; Ladd, 2003, Bauman, 2004; Widell, 1988; 

Bergman, 2015). For example, as described in Section 1.5, deaf education in most Western 

countries has since the mid-to-late 19th Centuries rejected (and continues to reject) sign 

languages as a medium of instruction, and has instead aimed to teach deaf children solely 

through speech (Eckert and Rowley, 2013; O’Connell, 2021) – this is due to the audist belief 

system.  

Deaf Studies has continued to apply this concept to deaf people’s experiences in present-day 

Western societies (Rowley and Eckert, 2013; Myers and Fernandes, 2010; Gertz, 2003, 2008; 

Stapleton, 2014, 2016). As argued by Eckert and Rowley (2013), audism works both in overt 

and covert forms. Overt audism is the direct and obvious ‘dehumanising’ oppression of deaf 

people, for example via policies or behaviours that discriminate against, marginalise and 

exclude deaf people without legal consequences, and which are accepted and normalised in the 

society. Covert audism happens less obviously and is a hidden form of audism involving 

practices which are disguised and more difficult to identify, for example in the hiring process 

within work organisations (Eckert and Rowley, 2013).  

3.2.2 Hearing privilege 

Deaf people have long been aware that to be hearing is to have certain, often unexamined 

privileges. In his article, O’Connell (2021) suggests that we need to examine and understand 

hearing privilege within the field of Deaf Studies, as most people who are trained in Deaf 
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Studies and who do research on deaf people are hearing (see also Kusters et al., 2017; Emery 

and O’Brien, 2014). O’Connell (2021) defines hearing privilege as ‘the unearned advantages, 

benefits and entitlements reserved for hearing people that are not based on talent or effort but 

rather on (hearing) ability status and their membership to the “normal” social group’ (p. 2). 

Hearing privilege is the sum of the uncountable micro-privileges experienced as part of the 

hearing people’s everyday lives, in which they never need to worry about being discriminated 

against based on their hearing status. Hearing privilege and audism are interrelated, but the 

focus within Deaf Studies is predominantly on how deaf people are oppressed, and less on ‘the 

advantages enjoyed by hearing people as a result of that oppression. The workings of hearing 

privilege are rarely problematised in Deaf Studies teaching and research because it is invisible, 

normalised and structurally embedded’ (O’Connell, 2021: 1). 

With the privilege of hearing, overt and covert audism are exercised both consciously and 

unconsciously. Hearing privilege is not typically recognised by hearing people themselves 

(Bauman, 2004). Most people would see hearing/speaking as the norm and therefore consider 

that any privilege that hearing/speaking confers makes sense: ‘after all, Deaf individuals make 

up a minuscule fraction of the world’s population’ (Bauman, 2004: 241). Furthermore, Bauman 

points out that hearing privilege is especially invisible within the deaf-related organisations:  

Audism becomes most prevalent in the institutions that “serve” deaf populations, 

especially in medicine and education. (Bauman, 2004: 241)  

This is also true in professional jobs in the deaf sector, as described in Section 2.6.6. 

Recently, social media hashtags on hearing privilege have appeared, and several deaf 

professionals working within deaf-related fields have shared narratives about hearing privilege, 

for example:  

“For me, ‘hearing privilege’ means encountering people who wish to profit from some 

kind of affiliation with me that gives their activities more credibility, while they 

simultaneously ignore my perspectives and opinions about important subjects.” (Dr. 

Kristin Snoddon posting on Facebook, cited by Kusters, 2020:n.p.) 

It is not enough for hearing professionals to be able to sign, to have ‘a good attitude’ and to 

work with deaf professionals. Deaf professionals also experience how their hearing colleagues 

and peers take advantage of the privileges that are automatically conferred by their hearing and 

speaking abilities, and consequently reproduce audism in structural , covert forms that affect 
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their deaf colleague. The majority of deaf-related workplaces or services are hearing-led and 

situated within broader hearing-led structures and language environments (Kusters, 2017b; 

Trowler and Turner, 2002), which privilege hearing and speaking abilities and do not recognise 

the ‘sensorial asymmetries’ (De Meulder et al., 2019) experienced by deaf people, regardless 

of how well-qualified or experienced they are in their work. 

3.2.3 Internalised audism 

Forms of audism can be internalised by deaf people, in similar ways as everyone is susceptible 

to internalised ableism (see 3.3). Based on her study of deaf individuals who were born into 

deaf families, Gertz (2008) identifies ‘dysconscious audism’ as having been internalised and 

reproduced by deaf individuals. This form of audism focuses on how deaf people internalise 

audist structures and accept the dominance of hearing and speaking, as well as hearing norms 

and privilege. Many of her participants ‘did not realise that they had internalised audist values 

and that these values had altered their perception’ (Gertz, 2008: 230). As a consequence of 

internalised audism, many deaf people accept as true negative attitudes towards deafness and 

sign language. Gertz shows that internalised audism also means that deaf people fear to 

challenge ‘hearing people’s authority’ (ibid.).  

The Deaf Studies scholars that have examined the concept of audism have gone on to discuss 

methods of resisting it. For instance, Hauser et al. (2010: xx) have foregrounded their position 

that, ‘if deaf individuals want to experience life as deaf individuals or visually oriented beings, 

this means they must diverge from the hearing ideology’. Hauser et al. (2010) examine how 

deaf people develop resistance against audism, and point out that deaf people learn from other 

deaf people how to ‘cope with audism and navigate an auditorily oriented world’ (p. 490).  

Strategies used to navigate audist structures in work contexts are examined in Section 2.4. 

3.2.4 Critique of audism  

It should be noted that, despite its centrality to Deaf Studies scholarship, audism as a concept 

is also problematic because, while deaf people’s experience cannot be separated from audism 

(as discussed at the start of this section), the deaf experience is also more extensive than 

audism. By focusing on audism, scholarship excludes aspects of deaf people experiences as a 

diverse heterogeneous group. Fernandes and Myers (2010) have criticised the concept as old-

fashioned and maintaining boundaries regarding what it means to be deaf and what types of 

deaf experience are accepted as deaf. For instance, the deaf ‘ideal’ is a white native deaf signer 

who rejects assimilation into hearing ways and is resistant to audism.  
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The scholarship has started to engage with the complexity of deaf people experiences in 

society, and that deaf people’s experiences of oppression are not always by definition audism 

or internalised audism. Deaf people are also gendered and racialised; some are born into 

hearing families, others into deaf families; some are mainstreamed while others go to deaf 

schools. Therefore, the audism concept has some limitations and there is a risk of simplifying 

the experiences of deaf people to fit its perimeters.  

Stapleton (2014; 2017) examined deaf black university alumni experiences and resolved one 

of the criticisms against audism by intersecting both audism and racism frameworks. An 

interesting conclusion from Stapleton’s study is that it can be hard to know if oppression 

happens because of racism or audism, and that they are often inextricably linked. For instance, 

one of the respondents experienced a white, hearing teacher repeatedly ignoring her; the student 

was not sure whether this behaviour was due to her race or deafness (Stapleton, 2014: 158). 

In this way Stapleton’s study shown that audism does not stand alone but is intersecting with 

racism. Stapleton’s purpose in intersecting audism and racism was ‘not to prove if racism and 

audism are real, but the frameworks are used as justification that racism and audism are real, 

historically rooted, and have systemic impacts’ (Stapleton, 2014: 110). Similarly, the current 

study aims to examine the ways in which audism in Danish society impacts on deaf business 

owners’ navigation and strategies within the Danish context.  

The next section presents the concept of ableism, and then discusses how the current study 

draws on both the audism and ableism concepts. 

3.3  Ableism 

This study is specifically looking at signing deaf people, but there is a much broader ableist 

context. This section defines ableism and describes how ableism as a framework is relevant to 

understanding the experiences of deaf people in the context of the labour market. First, the 

section discusses ableism as a part of the structural inequality embedded in the labour market. 

Second, I discuss how ableism is internalised by disabled people, and what this means for them 

when navigating the labour market. Third, I outline how the current study benefits from 

drawing on ableism as conceptual framework. 

3.3.1 Ableism: understanding one of the structural inequality regimes 

As foregrounded by Acker (2008), the labour market is influenced by powerful inequality 

regimes that continually reproduce inequalities such as gender, race and class. Ableism is 
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another deeply embedded inequality regime that remains underexamined and often ignored by 

organisational studies (Foster and Wass, 2013).  

Ableism as a conceptual framework can help Deaf Studies scholarship to move on from solely 

focusing on hearing people as subjects, and instead to consider more structural forms of 

ableism such as these powerful inequality regimes within the society which are deeply 

underpinned by able-bodied ideologies. Assumptions of able-bodiedness in the labour market 

are interrelated with expectations of ideal workers who put work first and are able to work long 

hours (Foster and Williams, 2014), without chronic illness, impairments or caring duties; this 

has wider impact than solely on deaf people. As argued by Campbell (2008), ableism gives 

another conceptual framework than disablism does:  

These two words render radically different understandings of the status of disability to 

the norm. Disablism relates to the production of disability and fits well into a social 

constructionist understanding of disability. Whereas ableism can be associated with the 

production of ableness, the perfectible body. (p. 152-153) 

With the concept of ableism, Campbell encourages a shift in focus for researchers away from 

disability as negative status (Dolmage, 2017), towards being focused on able-bodiedness and 

how ableism is internalised within social structures and thus in everyday practices. By using 

ableism in this way, Campbell attempts to ‘theorise about the way disabled people live with 

ableism, in particular internalised ableism’ (p. 151). 

Campbell’s aim in using the ableism concept is not to create an “explanatory ‘grand narrative’, 

a universalised and systematised conception of disability oppression” (p. 153). Instead of 

emphasising how the dominant side of the able-bodied versus disabled dichotomy oppressed 

the other side (i.e. able-bodied oppression of disabled people), the ableism concept asserts that 

we all are trapped inside a power system, its social processes and opportunities. Thus, everyone 

is a part of the overall structure. As Campbell explains it, ableism is not (only) about direct 

oppression and direct discrimination because of disability; instead, ‘within ableism, the 

existence of disability is tolerated rather than celebrated as a part of human diversification’ 

(2008: 155).  

3.3.2 Internalised ableism 

Social inequalities are often neither obvious nor visible. They are internalised and seen as 

acceptable practices, and part of the natural order of things (Webb et al., 2002; Powell and 
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Sang 2012). An example is racism, where one of the consequences of racism is that it is 

internalised: ‘an adaptive response to racism, compliance and resistance which in their own 

ways reproduce or replicate racism are interrelated processes’ (Pyke and Dang, 2003: 151, in 

Campbell 2008: 154). An important point regarding the notion of internalised ableism is that it 

is not internalised as the result of one single event or site of impact, but internalised over a 

series of repeating events of ableism. As with racism, internalised ableism ‘occurs through the 

accumulative, residual and reoccurring experiences’ (ibid.) of structural oppression. 

Throughout their lives, disabled people internalise an (unconscious) habit of following the 

ableist norm so as to get accepted as much as possible within society. Whereas some disabled 

people have ‘refused the assimilationist imperative by resisting any mitigation of their 

impairment and spoken otherwise about disability (through new disability histories, cultures 

and the arts), significant numbers of disabled people still adopt culturally valued roles to blend 

into society’ (Campbell, 2008: 152). Within the workplace, disabled people are predominantly 

constructed as less capable and less productive than their able-bodied counterparts (Jammaers, 

et al., 2016; Foster and Wass, 2013). This leads to disabled people trying to deploy different 

strategies to navigate such audist/ableist structures (see 2.4), for example by distancing 

themselves from being disabled or trying to construct their condition as not being a disability 

(Robinson, 2010).  

Robinson (2010) shows how deaf people can also reproduce able-bodiedness in his research 

into how deaf middle-class men who were deaf leaders in the late nineteenth century 

strategically constructed themselves as able-bodied and represented their deaf bodies as 

especially productive within the American capitalist society:  

By the late nineteenth century, many community elites [deaf leaders] shared this 

sentiment [i.e. that deaf people were not disabled], explicitly resisting notions of deaf 

people’s defectiveness while accepting ableist ideas about other people with 

disabilities. Deaf leaders often responded to ableist discrimination by internalising then 

applying ableist values onto other deaf and disabled people. (Robinson, 2010: 5) 

 
Such examples reveal forms of internalised ableism that disabled people also reproduce, 

because of the perspective that ‘disability is cast as a diminished state of being human’ 

(Campbell, 2001: 44, in Campbell, 2008: 153).  
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3.3.3 Benefits of ableism as a conceptual framework for this study 

Acker’s concept of inequality regimes is enhanced by considering the implications of ableist 

structures on disabled people (see Foster and Wass, 2013). Disabled people adopt various 

strategies to navigate within these inequality regimes so as to display productivity (Section 

2.4.4). Such ableist values and norms, embedded within both society and labour market, might 

also affect deaf business owners and influence their attitudes towards deafness in their position 

as an employer (see Section 1.6).  

While ableism provides a new language to describe how discriminatory structures affect 

everyday practices, in reality disabled people are a complex, heterogeneous group and hold 

specific individuated experiences. It can seem to be an essentialist trap to claim that disabled 

people need a collective consciousness, identity and culture. Campbell (2008) writes that she 

does not argue that subjects have a ‘true or real essence’, but that ‘disabled people often feel 

compelled to fabricate ‘who’ they are – to adopt postures and comportments that are additional 

to self’ (p. 157). At the same time, ableism has some limitations theoretically. For example, as 

explained by Goodley (2014), ability is a diffuse concept: who, exactly, is ‘able’? While it is 

easy to categorise disability, ability is often uncategorisable, which can probably be explained 

by the fact that total ability is idealised and unattainable.  

Campbell’s arguments for moving the focus away from disablism towards able-bodiedness and 

ableism is relevant for the current study in two areas: firstly, regarding how deaf people 

experience their opportunities in the labour market as structures (including their internalised 

ableism/audism); and secondly, how they as agents navigate and cope in their everyday life 

within a hearing normative society with expectations of able-bodiedness.  

The next section presents Bourdieu’s conceptual tools of capital-habitus-field and discusses 

how they are related to how deaf people navigate in an audist, ableist society.  

3.4  Bourdieu’s concepts of capital, habitus and field 

The literature presented thus far has suggested that deaf people have to navigate audist and 

ableist society as part of their daily lives. Bourdieu’s thinking tools of capital, habitus and field 

can be a useful way of understanding how marginalised people navigate different social 

contexts in which they face disadvantage. Bourdieu developed these sociological concepts so 

as to understand social inequalities and power hierarchies in a more complex way than previous 

sociological theories allowed. For example, Marx’s classic concepts of class were solely 

focused on structural and economic relationships (i.e. pertaining to financial capital) between 
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social classes (Grenfell, 2012). Bourdieu developed theoretical tools to examine the individual 

and structural interrelationship that goes beyond economic relationships (Al Ariss et al., 2013).  

This section first presents some of Bourdieu’s central conceptual frameworks adopted by this 

study: the concept of capitals, habitus and field. As Bourdieu points out, his conceptual 

framework is a thinking tool to be applied to a specific research field where it consists of ‘open 

concepts designed to guide empirical work’ (Bourdieu, 1990: 107) and can be quite open to 

interpretation in terms of how it is used. 

Since only a limited number of scholars have applied Bourdieusian theory to deaf people’s 

experience of and navigation within the work context (Kusters, 2017b: 201; O’Brien, 2012; 

O’Brien and Emery, 2014; O’Brien, 2021), this section (3.4) reviews how his theoretical 

frameworks have been applied to the study of other minorities (particularly in migration 

research) and used to examine their experience of and navigation within the labour market 

while holding a minority position. Section 3.5 then reviews how Deaf Studies scholarship has 

applied Bourdieusian concepts to deaf people’s experiences and considers how this study 

further operationalises Bourdieusian concepts.  

3.4.1  Forms of capital 

Bourdieu’s concept of capital was ground-breaking, because he understood that power and 

social inequality should not be seen as solely economic. They are also maintained and 

reproduced socially and structurally: 

People are at once founded and legitimised to enter the field by possessing a definite 

configuration of properties. One of the goals of research is to identify ( …) these forms 

of specific capitals. (Bourdieu and Wacquant, 1992: 107-108) 

He introduced three key forms of capital in addition to economic: social, cultural and symbolic 

capital, all of which are mutually convertible (Bourdieu, 1986). For Bourdieu, capitals are the 

basis for power, where possession of particular capitals places actors in social hierarchies. 

Specific forms of capital only have value if they are valued and recognised within a particular 

field and are convertible into other capital (e.g. into economic capital). Specific forms of capital 

might only be useful in certain fields and might not be convertible outside of the field. In the 

following subsections, I briefly describe how Bourdieu understands each form of capital; I 

subsequently present his concepts of habitus and field.  
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Economic capital: Economic capital includes all financial resources (income, property, 

material possessions and savings), and is the kind of capital that is visible and easiest to convert 

to positions, power and symbolic capital (Bourdieu, 1977). 

Social capital: Social capital refers to the benefits that people/agents attain through the social 

networks they are part of (Bourdieu, 1986: 51). Social capital can be legitimised and 

institutionalised by, for example, family, class and group memberships. As Bourdieu (1986) 

has shown, social networks are especially useful when they provide access to those who have 

resources or knowledge that can be used to assist one’s navigation in various fields: 

In other words, the network of relationships is the product of investment strategies (…) 

that are useable in the short or long term, i.e. transforming contingent relations (…) into 

relationships that are at once necessary and elective. (Bourdieu, 1986: 249) 

Bourdieu uses this concept to examine, for example, how members of certain professions 

secure their own (and their children’s) positions through investments in social networks 

(Bourdieu, 1973; Wilken, 2011). Accumulating social capital takes time and energy, as ‘the 

reproduction of social capital presupposes an unceasing effort of sociality, a continuous series 

of exchanges in which recognition is endlessly affirmed and reaffirmed’ (Bourdieu, 1986: 249). 

Social capital is widely applied in the employment literature and is seen as crucial to career 

progression and the accrual of work experiences (Thondhlana et al., 2016).  

Cultural capital: Cultural capital is a yet more complex concept than social capital. Bourdieu 

developed this concept throughout his research into different kinds of fields (e.g. in his study 

of the academic field) and developed it by separating the concept further into three subdivided 

forms: institutionalised (e.g. academic qualifications), objectified (e.g. in materials such as arts, 

books, food and clothing) and embodied (past work experience, lived experiences within a 

particular society, language proficiency). This embodied cultural capital is an integral part of 

habitus (see Section 3.4.1) and is, therefore, an integral part of a person, unlike objectified and 

institutional forms that exist outside of the person. The embodied form of cultural capital is 

most applicable to the current study. This study focuses on how deaf business owners 

strategically navigate within a society structured as audist normative, and what it means to hold 

deaf and hearing cultural capital in term of their experience and cultural knowledge of their 

surrounding social worlds. Embodied forms of cultural capital represent cultural knowledge 

including the understanding of how to behave and present oneself, which comes from 

incidental learning. However, incidental learning is insufficient, as Bourdieu makes clear, ‘the 
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work of acquisition is work on oneself (self-improvement), an effort that presupposes a 

personal cost (…), an investment, above all of time (…)’ (Bourdieu, 1986: 244). Besides, 

accumulating cultural capital is also related to how much time is spent or invested within a 

given field. 

Symbolic capital: Symbolic capital is the symbolic effect of capital (Bourdieu, 2000). Symbolic 

status is gained by the individual through the mobilisation of their economic, social and cultural 

capital, as manifested in social ranking and class position, both in the macrostructures of 

society but also on a smaller scale, e.g. in specific social fields. For example, businesses that 

invest in social responsibility can gain moral recognition (Wilken, 2011) and attain symbolic 

value that might also confer economic benefits in the end.  

3.4.2  Habitus and field 

Bourdieu defines habitus as dispositions that are both individual and structural (Bourdieu and 

Wacquant, 1992: 139). A person’s habitus is developed from early childhood, where objective 

structures are internalised through experience rather than explanation. We learn from our social 

environments how to stand and walk, how to sit, how loudly to speak. We acquire an 

understanding of what is good and bad, right and wrong. We develop knowledge of 

conventions and behaviours that are acceptable and imitate other people’s actions (Wilken, 

2011). This primary habitus acquired in childhood develops in connection with early 

socialisation and is adapted and changed throughout life, in education and in work. Individuals’ 

navigation of their surroundings is structured by their habitus, yet they are also active agents 

that structure. As such, Bourdieu defines habitus as a ‘structuring and structured structure’ 

which is an inherent property of individuals, institutions and groups (Bourdieu, 1990: 170; 

Maton, 2012: 50). Since habitus is interrelated with the social environment that the person 

grows up in, Bourdieu develops the concept of field as another crucial analytical tool for 

understanding how people navigate within different contexts. 

The notion of field is an analytical term used to separate smaller units within society and to 

explain particular social contexts. Bourdieu understands field as a social context or space which 

functions as a game, whereby agents play by shared rules or norms. The game contains specific 

frameworks, rules and logics, which themselves structure the game. This game metaphor helps 

to understand how power is structured within different fields and how people (agents) may play 

strategically within given fields. Because the agents in the field are interested in gaining 

influence and expanding relevant capital, they accept the rules of the game, and there are 
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mechanisms (doxa) that ensure that players who do not accept the rules or cannot live up to the 

rules are excluded (Wilken, 2011: 64-65). An important point regarding Bourdieu’s concept of 

field is that multiple fields coexist in a broader social context, e.g. legal, educational, 

professional and organisational fields coexist within society (Reed-Danahay, 2020). The 

respective fields’ rules may reinforce or contradict each other, which affects the value of 

individuals’ capitals in complex ways. People learn, in various ways, to understand the ‘field’ 

and its game rules in which they are active participants (Maton, 2012). A crucial element of 

Bourdieu’s framework is that, like the concept of capital, habitus is not independent of the field 

(social context), as shown in the following diagram (Bourdieu, 1984: 101): 

 

The following section, 3.4.3, describes Bourdieu’s point of mismatch between habitus and field 

as an explanatory model for how people who do not know the rules (doxa) of the field enter it, 

for example migrants who move into a new host country and try to enter a the labour market. 

3.4.3  (Mis)match between habitus and field 

On the one hand, the field has its own doxa such as its history, power hierarchy and rules of 

the game. On the other hand, the field is also influenced by the agents who enter it. Agents 

learn over time how to behave appropriately in the field. Bourdieu’s point is that learning how 

to act appropriately in a given field is complex and related to the agents’ habitus. If an agent’s 

habitus matches the field, the agent feels like a ‘fish in water’ within the field: ‘it does not feel 

the weight of the water, and it takes the world about itself for granted’ (Bourdieu and 

Wacquant, 1992: 127).  

The ways that individuals learn to behave, speak and act become so habitual that they know 

instinctively what to expect in the field, for example the type of character, behaviour and 

attitudes of others (Maton, 2012: 48). When the agent’s habitus does not match the field, the 

agent might exhibit behaviour that is inappropriate to the field and inappropriate behaviour can 

result in an inability to benefit from opportunities within the field (Bourdieu, 1986). 

However, this perspective ignores individual agency. People with less relevant forms of capital 

within a given field might still strategically navigate the field and attempt to utilise their 

capitals. For example, Migrant Studies has foregrounded that migrants do not respond 

passively to the devaluation of their migrant capital in the new host country’s labour market. 
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Rather, they may draw on their own migrant networks (Erel, 2010) to develop their migrant 

capital in the new host country. Studies have shown that migrants’ career strategies are related 

to their habitus; by being able to alter their habitus, they might be motivated to accumulate 

certain forms of capital in the new country (Thondhlana et al., 2016). Hence, Migrant Studies 

research which applies Bourdieusian tools does not only focus on barriers but also on 

navigation and agency (Al Ariss et al., 2013).  

Structural oppression and inequality are a central focus of Bourdieu’s theoretical tools, and he 

uses the concept of symbolic violence to explain how and why some people continue to 

maintain their more powerful positions within a given field and have an easy time entering the 

field. For example, people whose parents have academic degrees are unlikely to find entry to 

university challenging, because of their socio-economic background; conversely, other people 

will not have equal access to enter the academic field because they come from working class 

families. 

3.4.4  Symbolic violence 

An important aspect of Bourdieu’s thinking tool is that agents do not always see structures as 

producing disadvantages for some people. Bourdieu calls this form of inequality ‘symbolic 

violence’ and defines it as ‘the violence which is exercised upon a social agent with his or her 

complicity’ (Bourdieu, 1992: 167; see also Webb et al., 2020). For example, agents can be 

denied some resources, treated as inferior, and ‘limited in their social mobility and aspirations’ 

but they do not see this as inequality but rather as a part of ‘a natural order of things’ (Webb et 

al., 2002: 25). Bourdieu saw gender, nationality, age and religion as obvious examples of areas 

in which such symbolic violence has been committed and is still often not recognised – for 

example, female bodies were and are still seen as weak, soft, unfit for work and unable to take 

pressure (Webb et al., 2002: 25), and some ethnic minorities have only limited opportunities 

for employment (such as within the fruit and vegetable trade) in some Western countries (Ariss 

et al., 2013). Similarly, deaf people might be limited in their work opportunities, but this can 

be difficult to recognise because the ways that the inequality works against deaf people are 

often structural and accepted as a part of the natural order within the audist society.  

3.5  Deaf/hearing capital and habitus and this study  

This section first describes how the current study applies Bourdieu’s concept of capital in terms 

of deaf and hearing forms of capital so as to examine business owners’ experiences of and 
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strategies used to navigate the audist labour market. Secondly, this section describes how the 

habitus concept is applied to this study.  

3.5.1  Application of capital in this study  

In the current study, one key focus is the strategies which deaf business owners use in their 

mobilisation of their capital, whether to adapt to hearing norms in some everyday situations or 

to stick to deaf norms. For example, it considers how they exploit their positions as deaf 

business owners within the deaf-related field, what they understand and reproduce as deaf 

norms, and what deaf norms mean within the professional deaf-related field. 

The study takes the notions of social and cultural capital and further divides them into deaf and 

hearing social and cultural capital, to investigate how deaf business owners mobilise some 

forms of capital so as to ‘pass’ as business owners in the ableist/audist labour market. 

The implications of operationalising the concept of capital into deaf and hearing capital is 

expanded on in Section 9.3.2, including how they are reproduced by numerous social factors 

including gender and class. 

3.5.2  Deaf capital 

Both O’Brien (2012; 2021) and Richardson (2019) argue that signing deaf people have specific 

forms of deaf capital including, for example, linguistic capital such as fluency in sign 

language(s) that is valued in deaf social contexts. In addition to the language, the deaf field has 

a long history of oppression both in educational contexts and across wider society, which gives 

several shared experiences and discourses to those within the deaf field (Section 1.5.1); 

understanding these is another form of deaf capital. As argued by Richardson (2019) and 

O’Brien (2012), forms of deaf capital are always field-specific, not only related to ‘deaf field’, 

because fields consist of numerous overlapping contexts including the surrounding socio-

cultural, economic, and political contexts.  

The current study focuses specifically on business ownership in Denmark within two fields: 

the field of the general market, and the field of the deaf-related market. Regarding deaf capital, 

this study focuses on what forms of deaf capital are transferred into businesses that work in 

deaf contexts, such as sign language interpreting services. The section presents the ways in 

which other studies have shown that deaf professionals mobilise their deaf capital in work 

contexts within the deaf sector.  
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Studies have shown that deaf professionals working within the deaf field can employ their deaf 

capital to professional ends. For instance, as presented in Section 2.6.2, deaf teachers can 

transmit forms of their deaf capital in their professional context, and deaf teachers and deaf 

children mutually benefit from this transmission (Kusters, 2017).  

However, deaf professionals might still struggle to convert forms of deaf capital into symbolic 

or economic value in the broader hearing normative context (Emery and O’Brien, 2014). 

O’Brien and Emery (2014) draw on Bourdieusian concepts to explain why deaf people who 

work in Deaf Studies departments in (hearing normative structured) universities typically do 

not hold as powerful positions as their hearing colleagues. For example, they suggest that deaf 

people’s opportunities to acquire habitus from hearing environments might be limited because 

of their deafness:  

This lack of fit can result in behaviours, values, and practices that are inappropriate or 

not suited to the field in question, which can lead to conflict between an individual and 

their colleagues within a field, or a simple lack of conformity to the expected rules and 

behaviours inherent to the field. (O’Brien and Emery, 2014: 33) 

As argued by Emery and O’Brien (2014) deaf people who work in Deaf Studies departments 

experience limitations due to lack of fit to the wider hearing environments, and while they did 

not use deaf and hearing forms of cultural and social capital, as concept, the current study aims 

at exploring how deaf people still might strategically navigate in the broader hearing normative 

context. 

Correspondingly with Erel’s findings regarding migrants’ use of cultural capital (2010; see 

3.4.3), deaf people might mobilise their deaf capital both in negotiation with dominant 

institutions and by engaging with their deaf networks. Erel (2010) shows how some migrants 

strategically draw on the cultural and social capital derived from their originating countries 

when negotiating the new host country’s ‘national capital’, i.e. language proficiency, 

education, knowledge and behaviour. But these aspects of national capital are not essentialist, 

as migrants might define for themselves, intra-group, what a valued national capital consists 

of, and who they recognise as having valuable national capital. They constantly negotiate 

among themselves which migrants are seen as ‘good enough’ (i.e. possessing relevant forms 

of recognised migrant capital) to enter specific intercultural jobs that work with migrants or 

ethnic minorities, such as social work.  
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However, as foregrounded by Erel (2010) in her study of migrants’ cultural capital, migrant 

capital should not be reduced to ethnic capital because it is also reproduced by class, gender, 

cultural resources and networks. In this way, Erel (2010) shows that migrants exercise agency 

by creating new forms of migration-specific cultural capital (e.g. knowledge of community 

languages and norms) and continue to negotiate the value of migrant cultural capital within 

their networks in the new host country. Similarly, the current study does not understand deaf 

capital as ‘essentialist’; rather, it is about the negotiation of boundaries within the deaf group 

and the reproduction of various social categories such as gender and class. 

3.5.3  Hearing capital 

This study investigates how deaf business owners try to develop or expand their hearing capital 

in their business context so as to ‘fit in’ – both socially and culturally – with hearing people. 

As foregrounded by Hauser et al. (2010), O’Brien (2021), and Emery and O’Brien (2014), deaf 

people navigate the hearing world differently than hearing people do, and might struggle to 

acquire cultural and social capital among hearing people. However, deaf people can still 

develop strategies to expand their accrual of forms of hearing capital that benefit them in the 

business context, e.g. in terms of their career progression and development of their business.  

 

As explained in Section 3.5.2, Deaf Studies literature has described the concept of deaf capital 

as being synonymous with deaf networks, sign language fluency, knowledge of the socio-

historical context of their own (deaf) community considered significant for deaf people, and 

the embodied experiences of being a visually-orientated, signing deaf person (O’Brien, 2014; 

Richardson, 2019; O’Brien, 2021; O’Brien and Emery, 2014). Some recent studies have 

applied deaf capital to the work context – for example, deaf teachers working in deaf schools 

where they transmit their social and cultural capital to deaf pupils (see section 2.6.2; Kusters, 

2017b). Another example of the application of Bourdieu’s capital and habitus concepts in 

studies of deaf employment concerns deaf people working as academics, where their limited 

career prospects compared with those of their hearing colleagues is attributed to their not 

having a hearing habitus (O’Brien and Emery, 2014, see Section 2.4.6). 

 

While Deaf Studies literature has not applied the specific concept of ‘hearing capital’ to deaf 

people’s navigation of their work contexts, it has discussed how deaf people draw on various 

strategies to aid their career progression. For example, deaf people might engage in the work 

of finding hearing allies (Kavin-Brown, 2008) or to detach themselves from deaf values 
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(Atkins, 2011). Other studies have examined how signing deaf people communicate with 

hearing people; for example, some Indian deaf people know how to communicate with hearing 

sellers in markets by using gestures (Kusters et al., 2017a), whereas some deaf people who can 

do so might choose to speak to attract hearing people (Napier et al., 2019; see Section 2.4.2). 

Recognising the range of experiences and knowledge of how to navigate in various social 

contexts is crucial when examining what deaf people in various work contexts understand as 

ways to interact with hearing and speaking people, and how they consider approaching hearing 

people from their various positions as deaf people (e.g. some deaf people can speak, others 

cannot).  

 

Bourdieu uses a game metaphor to explain the importance of understanding the social rules 

(doxa) of a given field for one’s navigation of the field. For example, within a chess game, if 

the player has sufficient chess capital that has been accumulated over years of actively learning 

the rules, practising, and experiencing the game, the player can play more strategically and 

predict what happens next within a given game (see Section 3.4.2). An essential point in this 

game metaphor is that, because the agents in the game are motivated and interested in gaining 

influence and expanding the relevant capital, they accept the game's rules. By developing an 

understanding of the game rules in the hearing context of their businesses, deaf business owners 

are, by extension, accepting audist normative rules, i.e. the expectation of hearing and speaking 

practices. By accumulating hearing capital within the business context, they can better predict 

what works best to attract hearing people. As pointed out by Bourdieu, a field never stands 

alone, as the field coexists with multiple fields in a broader social context (legal, educational, 

professional, organisational and so on; see Section 3.4.2); while this study focuses on hearing 

capital in contexts with hearing and speaking people, it does not mean that there are pure, 

essentialist ‘hearing contexts’, as these always coexist with multiple other social contexts. 

 

The point of including hearing capital as a concept in this study is to show how deaf people 

can possess forms of social and cultural capital that are useful in hearing and speaking contexts, 

and can draw on various strategies to continue to expand their hearing capital (i.e. through 

social networks and learning how to adopt behaviours that will help them to ‘pass’ as business 

owners). These strategies might not come naturally to many deaf people because of the vast 

barriers they experience in hearing contexts; it takes time, confidence, hard work and energy 

to expand hearing capital for these participants. Furthermore, deaf people might adopt such 

strategies – intended to advance them as individuals – that ultimately might be to their own 
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detriment by perpetuating audist norms. Trying to emulate hearingness in the workplace in 

order to fit in means that there is a continued stigma around deafness. 

 

By including hearing capital as a conceptual framework in this study, I focus on how this 

study’s sample of participants, all highly skilled deaf business owners who have grown up with 

sign language and socialised with signing deaf people most of their lives, have learned about 

developing strategies to build hearing capital so as to be better able to navigate in hearing 

contexts and attract hearing customers or hearing employees. In this way, the study does not 

solely focus on barriers but on agency, just as recent scholarship in Migrant Studies encourages 

a focus on navigation and agency instead of solely on barriers faced by migrants in the new 

host country (Section 3.4.3).  

 

This study focuses on how the participants speak of expanding their hearing networks and other 

skills when navigating hearing contexts, e.g. their communication and language-use in 

encounters with hearing people, and their behaviour, attitudes and strategic attempts to ‘fit’ 

and adapt to audist normative contexts (see Section 3.2). While deaf people can network with 

hearing people and have social connections with hearing people, this study focuses on how 

they do it and what motivates them to adapt to hearing people and thereby audist norms (i.e. 

the expectation of hearing and speaking and associated behaviours). It is also an essential point 

that some deaf people might not be motivated to engage in expanding certain forms of hearing 

capital. As Joy et al. (2018) argue, migrants navigate in the new host country in various ways. 

While some migrants opt out of the new host country’s labour market, others choose to engage 

in the accumulation of the new host country’s capital, such as language proficiency, acquiring 

new educational qualifications, trying to find a job, and expanding their social networks from 

it (see Section 3.5.4).  

 

3.5.4  Habitus  

Bourdieu based agents’ strategies for mobilising their capital in their habitus; for example, the 

motivation to expand one’s forms of capital also requires possession of sufficient capital to 

expand and a habitus that is prepared for the mobilisation of capital. Bourdieu spoke of how 

habitus is crucial to understand how people accept or struggle with structural changes in their 

society. 
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O’Brien (2012) argued that deaf people have a different process in developing their habitus 

than do hearing people, because of their deaf bodies which require different ways of ‘listening’ 

than those of the majority of their families who are hearing. As a consequence, deaf people’s 

development of habitus differs from hearing people’s, and affects their ‘fit’ in different social 

contexts. In his study, O’Brien (2012) focused on a group of young deaf people who were 

growing up being mainstreamed in hearing educational settings and therefore had a ‘larger 

hearing habitus’; he examined how the young deaf people changed their habitus as they 

accepted their position as deaf and their membership of a cultural and linguistic minority group. 

The current study looks at the reverse way of adopting habitus: how deaf business owners, 

whose primary habitus is deaf, may develop a more hearing habitus in the context of business 

ownership. Since habitus is influenced by different social contexts (e.g. the deaf versus the 

hearing market), the social context and its ‘game rules’ (doxa) in turn affect their attitudes and 

actions. 

How deaf business owners respond to their environment is also based on their ‘repertoire’ of 

habitus: they can adapt their habitus to change their attitude towards deafness, socialise with 

hearing people, adopt hearing norms, and develop strategies to adapt to or to resist these norms 

in the same way that migrants do, e.g. either by accepting lower positions in the labour market, 

opting out of the labour market altogether, or strategically using their capital to position 

themselves within contexts where they can gain advantage from their already existing migrant 

capital (Joy et al., 2018). 

As shown in Section 3.4.2, agents’ habitus continues to develop over time and adapt to their 

environments if possible. Studies have examined how minority groups might struggle in 

adapting to majority contexts (e.g. deaf people in hearing mainstream educational settings, 

O’Brien 2012; migrants who have to navigate a new social context with different values and 

languages, Erel, 2010).  

3.6 Summary of the chapter 

The current study examines business owners’ experiences from the starting point that audism 

and deaf experience is inseparable. It examines the ways in which it becomes evident that 

audism influences how deaf business owners develop strategies to navigate within structures 

where hearing and speaking is the norm.  
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The current study combines a focus on audism with able-bodied structures. Able-bodied 

structures influence deaf people’s navigation of the Danish labour market. The privilege of 

able-bodiedness includes the expectation that people will be hyper normal and productive. Deaf 

people are, therefore, often at a disadvantage within these able-bodied structures, because they 

do not fit the template for an ideal worker. However, deaf people’s experiences are neither 

essentialist nor homogenous; rather, they depend on context, socio-cultural factors and 

personality. By drawing on the Bourdieusian conceptual framework of capital-habitus-field, 

this study examines how deaf business owners in different business contexts (i.e. the deaf 

versus hearing markets) mobilise their deaf/hearing forms of capital.  

This study sees deaf capital as something that signing deaf business owners already possess 

and actively reproduce as valuable, and this study operationalises the concept in relation to 

how they exploit it in the business context. Hearing capital is operationalised as a conceptual 

tool to elicit how deaf business owners navigate the hearing normative market and, over time, 

learn how to fit audist norms into their own contexts.  

With Bourdieu’s conceptual tools, this study focuses on:  

 How deaf business owners navigate within their fields (markets);  

 How they adapt to hearing normative (audist and ableist) structures; 

 How they mobilise their already existing capital;  

 How they accumulate cultural and social capital in business contexts (among deaf people 

and hearing people);  

 How they challenge or change the game rules (doxa) and values within the fields. 
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 METHODOLOGY 

 

4.1  Introduction 

This chapter is set out in two parts. First, I begin with methodological considerations 

concerning the theory of knowledge that has guided this research on deaf people’s experiences 

(Section 4.2). I discuss the challenges in conducting a study on deaf people, drawing on critical 

Disability Studies and more recent Deaf Studies led by deaf scholars. Second, I shift discussion 

to the practical concerns regarding the qualitative research methods used in this study. In this 

part, I present and discuss the qualitative research approaches adopted in this study, including 

non-participant observations and interviews, and review the implications of this approach for 

both data collection and analysis (Sections 4.3-4.9). As part of this, I discuss the ethical 

considerations and implications of the study of what is, in some ways, a marginalised 

community (Section 4.6). 

4.2  Research philosophy and epistemologies 

As presented in Section 1.2, the current study examines the following research questions: 

1. In which ways do audist normative structures influence the motivations of a group of 

highly skilled, signing deaf business owners in Denmark when setting up their own 

businesses or becoming self-employed?  

2. What strategies do these highly skilled, signing deaf business owners use to navigate 

an audist normative structured labour market?  

3. How does establishing and running deaf-led businesses affect these highly 

skilled, signing deaf business owners’ constructions of deafness?  

4. What perceptions do these highly skilled, signing deaf business owners have regarding 

the implications of deaf-led businesses for deaf people’s opportunities in an otherwise 

ableist/audist labour market in Denmark?  

To engage with these research questions, the study adopts a social constructionist approach to 

deaf people’s experiences, an approach which asserts that there are multiple social realities 

(Berger and Luckmann, 1991). The study does not focus on whether participants’ descriptions 

and narratives of their experiences were ‘true’; rather, it aims to explore the social realities 

constructed through deaf business owners’ accounts of their experience of deafness, both in 

business contexts and in broader societal contexts. Thus, this study neither assesses nor 
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evaluates the quality of service provided by deaf businesses, nor does it consider how 

customers experience the service. This study’s social constructionist approach has a theoretical 

and philosophical research orientation drawn from Disability Studies and Deaf Studies, which 

is concerned with the researcher’s biases, values and power. 

4.2.1   Social constructionist approach 

This study centres deafness and being deaf, in a similar way to how feminist research has 

centred gender and Disability Studies has centred disability (Harding, 2004; Wendell, 1996). 

The social constructionist approach to disability argues that ‘disability is simply a social 

construction’ (Anastasiou and Kauffman, 2011: 371), and that disability as an identity and a 

position are ‘never a fixed entity lying somewhere inside people’s head which the researcher 

must find’ (Silverman, 2013: 240). Social constructionists argue that disabilities are largely 

defined and labelled by ‘public policy and professionals (Hahn, 1985) or [are] products of 

thinking influenced by the capitalist mode of production and an oppressive system of social 

relations’ (Antastica et al., 2011: 372); as such, they need to be deconstructed.  

This social constructionist orientation advocates that it is vital to be aware that it is not solely 

the individual who is responsible for their relationship to knowledge and understanding of the 

social world. Rather, it is happening through relational constructions:  

While still deeply interested in what is going on, constructionist sensibilities also raise 

questions about the processes through which social realities are constructed and 

sustained. The analytic focus is not so much on the dynamics within social realities as 

it is on the construction of social realities in the first place. (Silverman, 2013: 106-107)  

In her study of black deaf alumni in the U.S., Stapleton describes how the participants’ accounts 

included a situated knowledge that ‘may share partial truths and realities that have been 

informed by historical happenings, oppression, and interactions with others’ (2014: 105). Black 

deaf alumni’s experiences were examined as situated within racist and audist frameworks in 

the U.S. context (see Section 3.2 for a definition of audist frameworks). This framing supports 

the deconstruction of the hearing-led norms and whiteness underpinning the educational 

system. In the same way, the current study explores how deaf people (including myself) make 

meaning of their realities, and considers how these constructions and experiences are impacted 

by the historical and cultural context and permeated by power, privilege and social injustice 

(Stapleton, 2014: 104). The study explores the constructions of deafness that emerge in 

business contexts and perceives these as unstable and changeable concepts, not as essentialist. 
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4.2.2   Disability epistemologies 

Another important aspect of the current study’s research philosophy is the question of how to 

examine disabled people’s knowledge and ways of knowing (epistemologies), and how 

disability epistemologies construct meaning. While disabled people do not necessarily share 

one single experience of disability, disabled people’s knowledge and ways of knowing are 

often ignored in the research or solely understood as negative and stigmatised.  

Inspired by debates among feminist scholars on feminist standpoint epistemologies (Harding, 

2003), this section discusses disability standpoint epistemologies and links it to deaf 

epistemologies. In the debate surrounding feminist standpoint epistemologies, it has been 

argued that feminist researchers who study women’s experiences have an epistemology that is 

beneficial to the research because of the shared experiences of researcher and research subject, 

who are both positioned as women subordinated to the dominant masculine structures. As 

expressed by Harding (1986): 

[B]ecause men are in the master’s position vis-à-vis women, women's social experience 

– conceptualized through the lens of feminist theory – can provide the grounds for a 

less distorted understanding of the world around us. (p. 191) 

Similarly, the feminist Disability Studies scholar, Wendell (1999) discusses the question of 

standpoint epistemology in relation to disabled people, particularly concerning whether being 

disabled gives ‘a person access to a less distorted and more complete perspective on certain 

issues’ (p. 8). Disabled people’s knowledge provides valuable insight into the world around us 

and broadens the understanding of disability to go beyond stigma. For example, when a 

disabled adult needs help to do something, often this is seen as a weakness and that ‘help’ is 

only needed for this particular disabled person; however, this reaction also exposes ‘how the 

same culture promotes the self-deception that ‘independent’ adults do not need each other’s 

help, that we are not all profoundly dependent on one another’ (Wendell, 1999: 69). 

However, as Wendell points out, it is important to avoid mistakes in drawing on standpoint 

epistemologies. The postmodernist critique of feminism (including feminist standpoint 

epistemologies) has identified the exclusion of other social positions, and this essentialism of 

the feminist standpoint ‘ignored and made invisible differences among women, including 

differences of race, class, sexual identity, age, ethnicity, and (dis)ability, often falsely 

universalizing the social positions and experiences of small groups of relatively privileged 
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women’ (Wendell, 1999: 70). Similarly, living with disabilities is different for people with 

different disabilities, and even within one disabled group; for example, deaf people have 

various experiences of their deafness. Deconstructing disability cannot be achieved by 

consulting ‘a few token disabled representatives’(Wendell, 1999: 46): 

A person with a disability is not likely to see all the obstacles to people with disabilities 

different from her/his own, although s/he is likely to be more aware of potential 

inaccessibility. Moreover, people with disabilities are not always aware of the obstacles in 

our environment as obstacles, even when they affect us. (ibid.)  

Hence, while the researcher might be disabled, there are still different experiences and contexts 

to take into account. The emergent literature reveals that deaf people are diverse in terms of 

gender, races, identities (Fernandes and Myers, 2010; Friedner and Kusters, 2014; Stapleton, 

2014).  

4.2.3   Deaf epistemologies 

Deaf epistemology is a knowledge construction derived from the ‘Deaf way or ways of thinking 

or viewing the world’ (Moores et al., 2012: 201). However, the term ‘deaf ways’ does not mean 

there is only one way of seeing the world as a deaf person, and deaf ways should not be 

understood as frozen epistemologies (Friedner, 2017). Hauser et al. (2010) suggest that deaf 

epistemology constitutes ‘the nature and extent of the knowledge that deaf individuals acquire 

growing up in a society that relies primarily on audition to navigate life’ (p. 1). The authors 

emphasise a distinction between two perspectives of deaf epistemology, those of biological 

deafness and of cultural/social deafhood. While biological deafness and cultural/social 

deafhood are distinct, they are overlapping. Because of biological deafness, the perspectives of 

deaf epistemology are developed through and in deaf bodies: deaf people rely on the visual 

modality, such as orientating themselves visually and communicating visually. Deaf people’s 

beings and accrual of knowledge are also affected by the many shared experiences of social 

inequality, such as limited access to dominant forms of communication and poor education 

(Friedner, 2016; Hauser et al., 2010). These experiences of being deaf within a surrounding 

hearing society shape some shared deaf epistemologies. Hauser et al. (2010) emphasise that 

while ‘deafness’ means a status of not being able to hear, ‘deafhood’ provides a more positive 

understanding of how deaf people ‘learn, resist audism, stay healthy, and navigate the world’ 

(p. 486). They draw parallels from feminist epistemology, where it is argued that the 

individual’s body or biology:  
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needs to be taken into consideration when the nature of knowledge is discussed. 

Societies give individuals the knowledge of how to live in their bodies, how to show 

capacities unique to one’s sex, and how to experience their bodies. Similarly, the way 

a society interacts with deaf infants, children, and adults has an impact on what these 

deaf individuals learn and know, and consequently on their attitudes, interests, and 

values. (ibid.)  

As described in Chapter 3, Deaf Studies scholarship has revealed how deaf people navigate a 

hearing and speaking-led world and struggle to ‘understand the world around them, to access 

information to enable them to make their own informed choices, and to control their own lives 

in the face of the hearing people’s stigma of deafness’ (Valentine and Skelton, 2007: 110).  

However, in exploring deaf epistemologies, it is also important to reject homogeneity and to 

understand that deaf people are a diverse population. Deaf ways of knowing and experiencing 

depends on context; for example, Kusters (2018) shows how gender and deafness shape deaf 

women’s mobility when they travel by train in India. In Bombay, the intimacy and nearness of 

other people in public trains – and the physical spaces of the train carriages – shape deaf 

women’s decisions about which identities are most important to them and when: they can 

decide to board either disabled-only train carriages, or women-only carriages. If there are many 

disabled men in the disabled carriage, most deaf women prefer to board the female carriage. 

Kusters’ (2018) study shows how deaf epistemologies are also shaped and constructed by 

different contexts and the social structures in specific locations. In a similar way, this study 

aims to understand how the contexts and situations deaf business owners are navigating 

influence their constructions, experiences and strategies. 

4.3  Research Design 

This section describes the reasons for the current study’s qualitative research approach and use 

of semi-structured interviews and observation. It discusses what this qualitative approach 

means for the data collection, and considers how the researcher’s positionality and reflexivity 

have influenced the research design. 

4.3.1  Qualitative research 

This study adopted qualitative research methods rather than quantitative approaches because, 

as outlined in 4.2, these methods are appropriate when the focus is on deaf people’s experiences 

and social constructions. Quantitative research has roots in positivist approaches and involves 
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collecting data and comparing statistics and figures with the aim of defining a situation 

objectively. The positivist approach argues that data must be comparative and repeatable; 

conversely, the aim of quantitative research is to test theory and to generalise results based on 

a random population sample (Bryman, 2008; Creswell, 2015).  

Qualitative research was therefore deemed more suitable for the current study because it 

enables examination of the meanings that people attach to their lives, and uses descriptions of 

people, surroundings and ways of life to understand people’s experiences of their everyday 

lives. Qualitative research aims to build a theory based on the data collected during the study. 

The first step is to observe the phenomena through, for example, interviews and observations, 

noting patterns and then creating a tentative central focus or hypothesis from which to theorise 

the patterns (Bryman, 2008). Qualitative research approaches allow the researcher to examine 

complex issues from the point of view of people who are marginalised (Creswell, 2007; 

O’Connell, 2013); the approach recognises multiple realities, which is compatible with a social 

constructionist approach to the data (see Section 4.2.1).  

Within studies of disabled people’s everyday experience of work, qualitative research methods 

play an essential role, as they give multi-layered insights into disabled people’s work practices, 

experience and relationships to managers and employees – areas that are underexplored. Most 

of the studies that were reviewed in Chapter 2 used qualitative semi-structured interviews to 

collect data (Hauser et al., 2016; Kusters et al., 2017; Kusters, 2017b); some used focus groups 

(Sang et al., 2016) and observations (Mik-Meyer, 2016a, 2016b), and, for one study of female 

employees in a woman-led business, long-term ethnographic observation was used in order to 

gain an understanding of the power and discourse embedded in everyday practices (Edley, 

2000). The qualitative approaches used in these studies enable a theory-building analysis of 

people who hold a minority position.  

As presented in Section 1.2, the overall research aim of this current study is to explore the 

everyday lived experiences, strategies and constructions of social positions within a small and 

specific section of the Danish population, i.e. signing deaf people. It was therefore relevant to 

use qualitative research methods that could support the development of theory around deaf 

business owners’ experiences, positions and constructions in an organisational context. 

Furthermore, the adoption of the qualitative inductive approach provided a flexibility in 

developing the research questions and using different research techniques in order to elicit an 

in-depth understanding of the field. This flexibility was beneficial for this study, as the topic 
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of deaf people as business owners is underexplored, and I needed to develop knowledge and 

understanding of this group’s experiences. Most of the deaf-led businesses in Denmark were, 

at the time that I started to study the field, undergoing rapid changes due to various reasons 

such as the increased regulation of funding for sign language interpreting services (see Section 

1.3.2). 

So far, this section has discussed differences between quantitative and qualitative research 

approaches, and why qualitative was considered appropriate for the current study. Before 

describing in more detail the qualitative research techniques adopted in this study, I first 

describe the role of the researcher and reflexivity in relation to research design and process, 

since this is a vital part of qualitative research. 

4.3.2   Reflexivity and the role of the researcher in qualitative research 

In line with the social constructionist perspective on data collection whereby the researcher’s 

own worldviews and constructions are recognised as having considerable influence on the 

research, consideration of positionality and reflexivity is important to include in both the 

research design and during the data collection. 

Positionality refers here to the stance of the researcher in relation to the social and political 

context of the study, whether that be their race, gender, sexuality, class or ability – states which 

all influence how one understands the social world and one’s values, personal views and 

attitudes:  

Positionality is vital because it forces us to acknowledge our own power, privilege, and 

biases just as we are denouncing the power structures that surround our subjects. 

(Madison, 2012: 8) 

In other words, research can never be value-free and objective (Young and Ackerman, 2001); 

reflexivity is a way to account for the implications of one’s positionality, including one’s values 

and subjectivity. In qualitative research, the researcher is themselves a research tool, drawing 

on their own feelings, assumptions and prejudices (Fog, 1998: 110). Reflexivity is a crucial 

part of the analytical process and should be captured similarly to other data (e.g. in fieldnotes, 

see Section 4.3.3). 

The following subsections discuss the implications of the positionality of the researcher within 

both Disability and Deaf Studies research, and the positionality of myself as a deaf researcher 

in terms of DEAF SAME. 
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4.3.2.1  Disability Studies research and the increasing awareness of positionality 
The positionality of the researcher within Disability Studies and Deaf Studies is important to 

discuss, because it is a field where historically most of the researchers have been non-disabled 

themselves and have not considered the impact of their positionalities in relation to data design, 

collection and results. Since the 1990s, Disability Studies scholars have begun to question who 

should set the research agenda; without disabled people leading the research agenda, it has 

been argued that some studies have little relevance to the lives of disabled people (Barnes, 

1996; Oliver and Barnes, 1997; Shakespeare, 1996) and may reach conclusions that leave 

disabling barriers unchallenged, whether personal, political, or practical (Moore et al., 1998, 

in Young and Ackerman, 2001:179). 

However, despite this move, it remains the case that few studies into disabled people’s lives 

discuss and reflect on the researcher’s positionality concerning their dis/ability status or the 

epistemological dimensions of the research processes as concerns the broader social and 

political structures. For instance, Mik-Meyer et al. (2014; 2016; see Section 2.5.2) conducted 

a qualitative study in Denmark of visibly disabled people’s (i.e. those with cerebral palsy) 

relationships with non-disabled colleagues and theorised the relationship through a carer-child 

lens. Yet how and why the authors chose this theoretical underpinning was, in fact, an 

epistemological question influenced by their own worldviews, experiences and attitudes. While 

the authors described how their observations and interviews led them to be aware of this carer-

child relationship towards disabled colleagues, they did not consider how their own lack of 

experience of being disabled could have influenced their research methodologies – probably in 

negative ways, such as in reproducing perspectives of disabled people as children and ‘other’ 

and perpetuating infantilising practices. Following this interpretivist approach, the researcher’s 

bias and value-base influence the theoretical underpinnings of the research and their 

relationship to the research participants.  

This does not mean that non-disabled people cannot research disabled people’s experiences. 

However, researchers conducting studies of minority people’s experiences should be highly 

aware of sensitivity and vulnerability issues related to power and oppression that occur in 

relationships between the researcher, as a non-disabled, non-linguistic minority member and 

the researched subjects; equally, they should consider how these issues impact the reproduction 

of disability. 
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4.3.2.2  Deaf Studies and insider research 
O’Connell (2014) writes that he, as a deaf researcher examining sites within the deaf Irish 

community and Irish Sign Language, is an insider researcher. He locates himself in a position 

of having gained critical insights and experiences as a deaf person that enable him to include 

them in his research ‘by playing a part in the re-articulation of Deaf experience in education’ 

(p. 163). However, as a deaf researcher researching in other deaf people’s lived experiences, it 

is also vital to highlight differences. 

Kusters and Friedner (2015) describe how, as white deaf anthropologists from the Global 

North, they travelled to the Global South to investigate deaf experiences and experienced that 

DEAF SAME benefitted them when gaining access the social sites and deaf people. However, 

they warn that there can also be the risk of overlooking significant differences, for instance the 

meanings of disability and deafness in the respective socio-cultural and economic contexts. 

Haualand (2017) similarly described the benefits of being a deaf insider researcher and having 

easy access to other deaf people’s experiences. However, Haualand also described issues 

related to being a deaf researcher in the Norwegian research community, which has, until 

recently, been dominated by able-bodied, hearing researchers, and reflects on her insider 

positionality as a deaf researcher researching other deaf people surrounded by hearing, able-

bodied academics. As one of the first deaf PhD student in Norway, she relates that some of her 

co-researchers ‘warned me against the danger of becoming “my own informant” and suggested 

that I would not be able to stay objective because I was “too deaf”’ (p. 328). Haualand felt that 

her positionality as a deaf researcher, and as a Norwegian researcher, gave her the position of 

‘cyborg’, a concept developed by Haraway (1991). For Haualand, Haraway’s cyborg 

represented a metaphor where the researcher ‘demands a double gaze – to see simultaneously 

what is unitary and what is different, what is specific and what is general’ (p. 330). In 

Haualand’s positionality as deaf researcher, she had double position as ‘both deaf and a 

researcher’ which ‘made me able to direct the focus toward categories and perceptions I (…) 

perhaps more or less took for granted’ (p. 331).  

In similar way, I aim to be aware of my ‘double position’, being both a deaf person (see Section 

1.7 for a description of my positionality in the Danish context) and a researcher by trying to 

reflect on the categories and constructions that I might take for granted. Before establishing the 

different stages in the data collection undertaken and my own reflexivity in relation to these 

(Section 4.4), I describe the two overall qualitative tools which I used to gather data: interviews 

and observation. 
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4.3.3   Qualitative methods 

4.3.3.1  Semi-structured interviews 

For this study, I adopted interviews as the central method for collecting data. Qualitative 

interviewing is a relevant method when studying research participants’ experiences and 

constructions of their realities and positions; indeed, this is one of the most used tools in 

qualitative research (King, 2004). The qualitative interview can help the researcher to 

understand a particular reality and to tell things from the point of view of a particular social 

group (Silverman, 2013: 201). As pointed out by Silverman, interviews do not necessarily 

mean a direct access to experiences and feelings, as interviews also include ‘actively 

constructed narratives involving activities which themselves demand analysis’ (Silverman, 

2013: 202). The aim of using qualitative interviews in this study was not to explore each 

interviewee’s reality in a naturalistic way, but to examine how deaf business owners in 

Denmark experience and think about their realities. The conversation that occurs in the 

interview is understood in this study as a (co)construction of reality (Järvinen, 2005), where 

the narratives are built up in interaction with the interviewer and the wider geopolitical and 

historical context. An important dimension of qualitative interviews is that they do not aim to 

reduce the influence from the interviewer. Indeed, the relationship is an inherent part of the 

research process, not a distraction from it:  

The interviewee is seen as a ‘participant’ in the research, actively shaping the course of 

the interview rather than passively responding to the interviewer’s pre-set questions. 

(Cassell and Symon, 2004: 11) 

As such, my role and positionality impacted the construction of realities in the interviews, as 

did the surrounding context; this is described in Section 4.5.2.  

Interviews do not stand alone, and my reflections on my visits to each business, my many 

informal talks with both the owner and employees, and my short-term non-participant 

observations are also included in the data collection and analysis. Observation is defined in the 

following subsection. 

4.3.3.2 Observation 

Beside the interviews, observation was a suitable supporting method to guide both my 

interviews and data analysis (Silverman, 2013: 210). Short-term non-participant observation is 

typically used in order to observe the social setting first-hand and to attain insights into 

everyday contexts which interviews cannot always can provide (Hammersley and Atkinson, 
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2007). As discussed by Kusters (2011), her research participants in a deaf village in Ghana 

often gave ambiguous information in interview that revealed complexities in explaining one’s 

own views and experiences. Indeed, the narratives and understandings of subjects’ positions as 

deaf should be understood as complex and not essentialist, and any ambiguous information is 

an important part of the complexity of lived experience and the development of strategies in 

everyday contexts. By being there, rather than just by interviewing those who are there, the 

researcher can better capture those complexities. 

Observation as method has multiple approaches ranging from long-term participatory 

observation to short-term non-participatory observation, which is the selectively focused 

observation of a specific situation (Waddington, 2004). Non-participatory observation means 

that researchers do not engage in the participants’ everyday practices. The role of non-

participant observer is also linked to the fact that the researcher might not be familiar enough 

with the research site to participate:  

The nonparticipant observer is an “outsider” who sits on the periphery or some 

advantageous place (e.g., the back of the classroom) to watch and record the 

phenomenon under study. (Creswell, 2015: 213) 

Participant observation happens when the researcher is involved in the practices and 

interactions within the research site. Cresswell suggests that researchers undergo a shift in their 

role, from their initial position as observing ‘outsider’ to a later position as participating 

‘insider’ (Creswell, 2015: 212). In this study, non-participatory observation used was a 

‘specific observation and delimited observation’, in order to support the eliciting of data and 

to answer the research questions (Luker, 2008). However, as described in Section 4.5.1, I did 

become involved at times in some of the everyday practices of the businesses I visited. 

While the interviews were video recorded, the observations made for this study were never 

recorded; instead, I relied on fieldnotes.  

Creswell (2015) suggests making a slow entry into the research site, as this helps to build 

rapport with the participants and to get a sense of the site:  

Ease into the site slowly by looking around, getting a general sense of the site, and 

taking limited notes, at least initially. (p. 214)  
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Besides this, a slow entry into the research site also supports the development of fieldnotes, 

detailing ‘who or what to observe, and how long to observe’ (ibid.). A way to decide what and 

who to observe is to use gatekeepers as guides, as they can plan potential sites for observation, 

identify who to observe, and determine the role of the researcher (e.g. as participant or non-

participant). To develop the observation, the researcher can undertake ‘broad observation at 

first, noting the general landscape of activities and events. As you become familiar with the 

setting, you can begin to narrow your observations to specific aspects’ (Creswell, 2015: 214). 

The fieldnotes include both descriptive and reflective notes. Creswell also encourages the 

researcher to consider how to withdraw from the site and how to provide the participants a 

summary of research findings.  

The next sections (4.4, 4.5 and 4.6) describe in detail the preparation of the current study’s data 

collection: finding the participants and research sites, obtaining consent and other ethical 

considerations, and then structuring the interview and testing it (pilot). 

4.4  Sampling research sites and participants 

I decided to use purposive sampling and to select participants strategically – for example, by 

drawing on my own social networks, knowing that these individuals would be willing to share 

their reflections and experiences. Qualitative research often utilises purposive sampling, where 

the goal is ‘to sample cases/participants in a strategic way, so that those sampled are relevant 

to the research question that are being posed’ (Bryman, 2008: 415). The selection of both the 

research site and the participants is necessarily linked to the research questions and the aim of 

the study (Silverman, 2013); for example, in Swain’s study (Swain, 2004), which aimed to 

examine how different socio-economic backgrounds influence constructions of masculinity in 

schools, Swain specifically targeted schools whose pupils had a range of socio-economic 

backgrounds. Similarly, I decided to include both a range of businesses that marketed 

themselves towards private, mainstream customers, and those that provided deaf services; in 

doing so, I could focus on the impact of these different contexts on the complexities of business 

owners’ experiences, narratives and constructions of deaf ownership. 

The businesses I included varied in size, sector and target market (i.e. deaf-related or 

mainstream), which could help me to elicit the ways in which the owners’ respective business 

backgrounds influence their strategies and constructions of and attitudes towards being deaf 

and other deaf people. Furthermore, by featuring a diverse range of companies, I would 

probably get a variety of views and, thus, broader findings.  
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As mentioned above, I used my own social networks to recruit initial participants as, due to the 

small scale of the community, I know a large proportion of the deaf business owners in 

Denmark. As Silverman (2013: 215) has noted, it is not uncommon for qualitative researchers 

to use their existing relationships and contacts to find participants, as it simplifies access to 

draw on an existing circle of contacts. Trying to enter a new field can be time consuming and 

requires more effort in negotiation. As Listman and Kurz write of their study of deaf 

professionals’ experiences, as deaf researchers themselves with networks that include other 

deaf professionals, they knew in advance who ‘could offer unique and valuable information’ 

and so could easily undertake purposive sampling (Listman and Kurz, 2020: 3). Similarly, both 

O’Connell (2014) and Ladd (2003) have sampled from personal networks, with O’Connell 

stating that ‘selecting known participants has added advantage in that they are easily identified 

for their level of awareness of the political, historical and cultural dimensions of [the research 

topic]’ (2012: 171). 

The subsequent recruitment of research participants was partly achieved through snowball 

sampling. For example, when the first deaf business owner I interviewed, who co-owned a 

business with other deaf owners, left the business shortly after our first interview, another 

employee contacted me and helped me to gain further access to the office and to other potential 

research participants (such as employees), thus becoming a gatekeeper to the site. Additionally, 

other owners and employees frequently gave me the names of other deaf business owners and 

sole traders to approach. 

4.4.1  Selecting participants 

I decided to do this research in Denmark because of my insider knowledge and networks there, 

and because of the limited amount of qualitative research undertaken into deaf people and their 

employment experience in the Danish context (Section 1.1; 1.6. I selected as participants deaf 

people who socialise with other signing deaf people and who are, or have experience of being, 

business owners. In the early stages, I focused on deaf-owned sign language interpreting (SLI) 

agencies with several employees. During the data collection, however, I decided to broaden the 

sample to include deaf business owners whose focus is on the general market, as well as sole 

traders and former business owners and self-employed individuals. My initial plan of focusing 

on deaf-owned SLI businesses changed because many of them were about to close (see Section 

1.3), so a sampling of only current deaf owners of SLI agencies would be too small for this 

study.  
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I first made contact with many of the deaf business owners when I participated in a Nordic 

Deaf Cultural Festival which took place in Copenhagen during Summer 2018. At the time, I 

had decided to focus on deaf business owners’ experience in Denmark, and took the 

opportunity to talk to some of them and check whether they were interested in talking about 

their experiences. All of those who were already in my social circle were interested, and several 

shared some interesting information with me which I noted in my fieldnotes and used to create 

a plan for developing the data collection. 

4.4.2  Challenges in data collection 

For this study, purposive sampling was found to be beneficial for gaining information-rich 

data. However, my experience of gaining access to those business owners I knew personally 

was markedly different to accessing those whom I did not know or did not have someone in 

common with, i.e. a friend of a friend. I could quickly find and contact the owners I knew 

personally, whether through email or by meeting them during social events. Conversely, my 

attempts to contact three business owners, whom I did not know in advance and had found 

through a Facebook contact list, was unsuccessful. I did not get a response from any of them 

after a few attempts at online contact and, when I went physically to one of the businesses (a 

shop), I was told that they were too busy to be involved in this research. Such challenges in 

gaining access to deaf-owned businesses may be due to one of several explanations: although 

some of the owners might indeed be too busy, in other cases their reluctance could be related 

to the crisis within the Danish deaf-related work sector, whereby several deaf-owned 

businesses had been found to be involved in fraud. My experience of being rejected or ignored 

by potential research participants confirms that the idea of DEAF SAME does not always 

support deaf researchers’ attempts to get deaf research participants.  

4.5  Participants’ backgrounds 

The nine business owners who participated in this study were all native Danish signing deaf 

people. Eight of them were male, and one was female. This gender discrepancy, as well as 

socio-economic imbalances and the implications of these, are discussed in Section 9.6. 

All participants grew up within deaf educational settings in Denmark and have continued their 

involvement with other deaf people and communities throughout their lives. All had been 

through further or higher education, and all were competent in both Danish (reading and 

writing) and Danish Sign Language. They are all visible leading figures within deaf 

communities in Denmark. They had all worked or continued to have jobs within deaf 
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workplaces (e.g. for those SLI businesses who also are ‘deaf workplace’. Deaf people working 

as professionals are often highlighted as ‘elitist’, leading figures with high degrees of education 

(De Meulder, 2017; Epinion, 2006; Ladd, 2003a); the question of how these positions have 

privileges within them is an underlying integrative theme throughout this analysis.  

The businesses themselves fall into two groups: those oriented towards private customers, and 

those oriented towards deaf customers in a context where public bodies fund their services. 

Most of the owners have had many years’ experience of business ownership (i.e. more than 

five years); only two of them had had fewer years’ experience as business owners, and both of 

these businesses had closed down a few years before the interviews. All of the names given are 

pseudonyms. 
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In the analysis, I include the data of the fieldnotes made during my observations of and visits 

to each business.  

In addition, I completed semi-structured interviews with three employees from two different 

sign language interpreting agencies with which to underpin the analysis. All these interviewees 

are female and aged between 30-50 years old. One of them is hearing; all of them are signing. 
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Having described the process of data collection, I turn next to a discussion of the research ethics 

of this study.  

4.6  Consent and ethical considerations  

This section considers questions of consent and ethics in the current study. First, I discuss what 

I had to consider when explaining the project to potential research participants and how I 

approached this. I then discuss how to protect my research participants’ identities, which is a 

particular concern within a small population.  

Following Heriot-Watt University’s ethics procedures, I submitted a proposal for my research 

methodology including a template consent letter (Appendix 2) and received full approval. 

Young and Temple (2014) argue that one of the central methodological issues to be considered 

when undertaking research concerned with deaf people and their experiences is ‘how we 

define, understand and represent what it is to be d/Deaf’ (p. 103). This means that researchers 

need to consider whom they include in the research and it is carried out, and which people and 

knowledge will not be included in the research; such decisions have ethical and political 

dimensions. In the current study, I was focusing predominantly on highly skilled deaf people 

(i.e. well-educated and holding a high profile within their deaf communities; see Section 4.5) 

who had set up their own business; this does present some limitations to and consequences for 

the results of this study (see Section 9.6). 

4.6.1 Informed consent 

The consent form was translated into Danish and attached to the email sent to the business 

owners and employees whom I was interviewing. I also explained the form in Danish Sign 

Language before the interview started (see 4.6.2). An important ethical aspect to successfully 

accessing the research sites is ‘what people are told about the research in the process of 

negotiating access, both as regards its purpose and what it will involve for them, including 

possible consequences stemming from the publication of findings’ (Hammersley and Atkinson, 

2007: 42). Thus, I needed to consider how best to inform the participants about the PhD project 

and how to protect them from any potential backlash.  

In qualitative research that includes ethnographic work, such as fieldwork and observation, 

informal conversations often take place in which a fully informed consent is not possible to 

attain. As Hammersley and Atkinson (2007) observe:  
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Fully informed consent is often neither possible nor desirable in ethnographic (or, for 

that matter, other) research. However, this does not mean that issues of consent and the 

provision of information are unimportant. (p. 57) 

I could not inform the participants of what exactly I was observing, nor what the outcomes 

from this study would be; these would depend on my subsequent analysis. I decided to describe 

the project broadly, as too many details might influence the behaviour of the participants 

(ibid.). In Roulstone and Williams’ call for participants in their study of disabled managers 

(2014), the aim of their research was described broadly, which avoided the research being seen 

to ‘guide its focus and findings towards say workplace barriers or successes and allowed all 

facets of disabled manager’s workplace experiences to be documented’ (p. 21). In the same 

way, I wanted the deaf business owners and employees to talk freely and broadly about their 

experiences and constructions of deaf-led businesses. I explain how I informed the research 

participants about the aims of this study in the next subsection, 4.6.2 

4.6.2 Being informative and giving back to the research participants 

As a part of the introduction to each interview, I provided the consent form in written Danish, 

and another form with some background questions such as the kind of business they owned, 

the position they held in the company, their own educational background, the maximum 

number of employees they had retained, and their main source of income (see Appendix xx). 

Through this, I could focus in the interview on their experiences as owners and entrepreneurs, 

and keep their background information retained in written form. This introductory process also 

emerged as a useful entry point into the interview – an especially valuable transition period 

given that I, as deaf and Danish myself, often know the research participants personally. It gave 

me an opportunity to get the social aspect out of the way while giving my interviewees time to 

fill out the consent form and record background information on the paper. Completion of the 

forms signalled the start of the more formalised interview format. I also informed the 

participants that, if they wanted, I would send them the current study when it was written up. 

However, people often do not have time to read detailed research outlines, and especially not 

Danish deaf business owners who are likely to be unfamiliar with English academic language. 

Instead, I chose to visit and/or write emails to my participants to discuss some of my 

interpretations of specific quotations from the data. During the analysis of the data, there were 

some instances where I was not certain what the interviewee meant; at this point, I contacted 

the interviewee and discussed the meaning of their specific quotations. After my final analysis 
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and write up of the thesis, I sent the participants a short summary of findings and key points, 

produced both in written Danish and in Danish Sign Language. In addition, and in cooperation 

with one of the larger deaf-owned businesses, I delivered a presentation and workshop based 

on my preliminary findings; this was also disseminated online. 

4.6.3 Anonymity 

The analysis of this study contains material that in some respects could be perceived as radical; 

this has ramifications in a context where the deaf population is very small. In Denmark, there 

are only 25 deaf people who own or have owned businesses, and people who are members of 

the Danish deaf communities might recognise who said what. Therefore, I decided to attempt 

to obscure the participants’ identities to the best of my ability. I informed the research 

participants about my intention to anonymise them and to occlude their businesses’ identities. 

Writing the dissertation in English and in a UK institution also gives protective distance.  

 In my assessment, the topic of deaf business ownership and the experiences, attitudes and 

constructions of deaf owners could be sensitive in relation to their employees, sign language 

interpreters, and other deaf people. Anonymity was a concern for most of the deaf business 

owners in this study, as they shared some very critical opinions and attitudes. I experienced 

some ethical discomfort when certain research participants told me something very private 

which was not suitable for them to talk about in a professional context. During some of the 

interviews, participants expressed concerns about whether some of the more critical or personal 

parts of their narratives would be transcribed, and we discussed anonymity. Thus, I have 

decided to include all quotations in anonymous form, using pseudonyms for the interviewees 

and not revealing which business each belongs to but only its sector (e.g. SLI agency) and 

whether it targets a deaf or hearing market, as this impacted on the analysis. 

In her dissertation, Haj Brade researched her own colleagues’ experiences within academia, 

also a relatively small field in the Danish context. Knowing many from her social circle might 

recognise – or think they recognised – her participants from their testimony, she made the 

following request to her readers:  

[If,] despite these actions [of obscuring the participants’ identities], [you] should still 

recognize one or more of the participants, please respect the anonymity they were 

intended for - and perhaps also doubt your recognition a bit? For perhaps many of the 

emerging gurus are recognizable because they actually share traits with many of the 
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people who live in these contexts and have been created through the same discourses 

and conditions. (Haj Brade, 2017: 96) 

Similarly, I acknowledge that the field of deaf business ownership in Denmark is small, and I 

know from my own experience the likelihood that some readers will somewhat recognise the 

research participants. This, I would in the same way ask the reader to respect the attempt at 

anonymity, and that what they recognise might in fact be more broadly familiar history, 

discourses and conditions, rather than specific to the individual.  

In the next section (4.7) I describe the kind of information I was seeking and how I planned to 

ask the participants about their experiences of business ownership.  

4.7  Structure of the interviews 

One of the decisions to make when using interviews as a tool is the level of structure of the 

interview. Unstructured interviews typically aim at narrative enquiry: they are often life story 

interviews where the role of the interviewer is minimal and the interview itself is time 

consuming. Structured interviews aim to follow a detailed interview guide whose structure 

should be followed question by question; this is beneficial when the analysis aims to be 

comparative (Bryman, 2008; Kvale, 2007). My study utilised semi-structured interviews, 

which are in the middle ground between the potential chaos of unstructured and the rigidity of 

overly structured interviews.  

A semi-structured interview allows room for the interviewer to create a more relaxing 

conversation, and to be more focused on following what the participants are saying than on 

following questions rigidly. The questions in a semi-structured interview are thematic and more 

broadly formulated. As interviewer, I wanted to hold some degree of control, but I also wanted 

to allow a flexible conversation to occur in the interview, and for my research participant to 

talk about his/her experiences related to the question. With the semi-structured interview, I 

aimed to create a kind of conversational interviewing form (Silverman, 2013: 206), whereby I 

could encourage my participants to speak personally at a length about their lives as deaf people 

and business owners. Furthermore, a benefit of using semi-structured interviews is that I could 

ask more open questions than in a structured interview, and therefore get information on 

matters that I might not have thought of beforehand (ibid.). 

I developed four main thematic areas, each containing questions that could be addressed in any 

order; these are outlined below (Section 4.7.1). This model would allow my participants to talk 
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about what he or she felt to be important. The questions were written in simple key words to 

be used by me as prompts, as the conversations themselves took place in Danish Sign 

Language, the structure of which differs from written languages (see Section 4.7.2). The 

themes for the interviews addressed the research questions and are described in the following 

subsection. 

4.7.1  The four main areas of the interview questions 

The interview schedule included key questions derived from my research interests and 

literature review, which were intended to guide me during the interviews. These key questions 

were divided into four groups and modified after the different interview situation (see 

Appendix 3). 

The first group of questions focused on the participant’s history of setting up the business: why 

and how they started it; who supported them; how many employees they had, etc.  

The second part moved towards questions concerning their own attitudes towards deaf people 

and experiences of being a deaf business owner: what kinds of experiences, incidents and 

encounters have they had with their employees? Do they see any differences between their deaf 

and hearing staff? Why? What are their experiences of being a business owner? How do they 

perceive deaf-owned businesses in general? What challenges do they experience as deaf 

business owners?  

The third area of the interview guide focused on networking and communication. I was 

interested in how and where the interviewees were inspired to engage with the wider labour 

market, and what strategies they made use of in their contact with the outside world. 

Finally, I made use of the keywords ‘barriers’ and ‘challenges’ to ask more open questions 

about the barriers they experienced as deaf business owners.  

In each interview, I ensured that all keywords were covered. However, in the course of the 

interviews with each different owner, I came to recognise that each interviewee had main 

themes that they were themselves interested in focusing on. Some of them were keen to talk a 

lot about language policies within their respective businesses, whereas others were merely 

interested in describing how the crisis within the interpreting market had affected their 

business. This demonstrates that the semi-structured interview guide allowed flexibility and 

for the researcher to pursue the issues that the deaf owner brought up in the interview. 
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4.7.2 Pilot study 

Piloting an interview allows the researcher to try out the interview guide, to practise taking on 

the role of interviewer, and to ascertain the feasibility of the field of study and the topics of 

interest (Silverman, 2013: 204; Hammersley and Atkinson, 2007). Thus, I used my own 

networks in Denmark to check the situation, suitability, and feasibility of the field, having 

established a direct line of contact to one of the deaf-led business owners through emails, Skype 

chats and informal, private, face-to-face meetings.  

In Summer 2018, while I was in Denmark, I agreed with this deaf business owner that I could 

visit his business premises in order to realistically determine how to do the research project in 

relation to the space, time and resources available within the business. In addition, I used the 

opportunity to get a sense of whether my research design could be completed as planned, for 

example where my observation could be conducted and whether there would enough space for 

me to sit in the office alongside the other employees. I also conducted an initial semi-structured 

interview with the business owner. 

This particular business was selected as a site for a pilot study because of this owner’s over ten 

years of experience as an owner of an SLI agency, and because he had encouraged me to come 

and visit his business during our informal conversation at the Nordic Deaf Cultural Festival 

(see Section 4.4.1). He was an ideal pilot interviewee as he was very open about the current 

crisis in the SLI sector (see Section 1.3) and gave rich and informative narratives containing 

many of his reflections.  

4.7.2.1  First visit at a deaf-led business in Denmark 

My first visit at this deaf business had a duration of three hours and included a semi-structured 

interview and a guided tour within the building to meet the employees. The semi-structured 

interview with the deaf business owner was video recorded. From this interview, I observed 

how the owner seemed to appreciate the opportunity to speak openly about the SLI services 

crisis and his own experiences and dilemmas as a business owner. I found that I could follow 

the established interview guide, and established that setting up interviews and visits to the 

businesses was a good method for building rapport with the business owners (Silverman, 2013: 

208). 

From this visit, I gained extra information. While the owner was guiding me around the 

building, he talked about the business’s placement within a greater business collective, where 

approximately twenty emerging hearing-led businesses also were placed. He told me about the 
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relationships and networks between the businesses, and explained why he wanted his business 

to be placed in this business collective. This is further discussed in Section 6.4 as a part of the 

participants’ hearing networking strategies. 

At this deaf-led business, I also learned that there was only one very small office where all six 

employees sat very close to each other. There was a small extra space for the in-house 

interpreter. I realised that I needed to be flexible about how and what I could observe. During 

the pilot study, I had decided not to film during the observation and instead to only capture my 

observations as fieldnotes (Emerson et al., 1995). Prior to the pilot interview, I had noted that 

the interviewee and I were relaxed and that conversation felt informal; however, this dynamic 

had quickly disappeared as soon as I started to record. Even the potentially relaxed minutes 

before the semi-structured interview started properly had evidently changed into a more formal 

conversation, due to the presence of the camera. Thus, I decided not to film during my 

subsequent observations and informal conversations, so as to maintain the flow of the 

interaction. 

The pilot interview allowed me to consider whether I was going to get interesting and 

substantial data from the deaf business owners in Denmark (see Appendix 4 and 5 for further 

details of this first visit and overview of the data collection). This was especially pertinent 

considering the situation whereby SLI service provision was being more tightly controlled by 

municipalities, meaning that many SLI agencies were closing down during the data collection 

(see Section 1.3). The pilot visit led to the decision to do both interviews and short-term, non-

participant observation. Furthermore, the pilot study allowed me to hone my field of enquiry. 

After this first pilot study, I contacted the other deaf business owners with whom I had also 

interacted during the festival and who had been willing to be contacted by me.  

 

4.8  Data collection and reflexivity 

This section describes the process of data collection, my visits at the businesses to observe, and 

the semi-structured interviews undertaken with nine business owners and three employees. It 

documents the impact of my own positionality on the data collection process, including during 

the interviews. It also describes the processes of transcription and translation of the data and a 

template analysis. 
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4.8.1  Observations 

This section describes the process of observation conducted with three of the deaf-owned SLI 

agencies with several employees. These three SLI agencies were selected as sites to observe 

because they all had several employees; one of the remaining two SLI agency owners was 

retired, and another’s business did not have employees present when I visited the site. Besides 

the visits to and observations of these three businesses, I conducted a one-day observation with 

a deaf sole trader who worked in the hearing-oriented market (see Figure 1, Section 4.5 for an 

overview of all participants), and observed how he engaged in networking with non-signing 

hearing people both when he participated in a business networking meeting and in an 

interaction with a potential business partner or customer. However, since I spent the most 

number of hours observing the deaf-owned SLI businesses, in which I had several experiences 

of issues and dilemmas, this section mainly focuses on these sites.  

Between Summer 2018 and Spring 2019, I travelled to Denmark from Scotland (where I had 

come to live for the duration of my PhD studies) for one to two weeks each month, during 

which time I undertook to get interviews done, visit the businesses and interact with deaf 

business owners (including taking coffee with them). I visited and observed three different 

deaf-led SLI agencies’ offices, in which there were predominantly deaf people and only a few 

hearing people. Most hearing people were working out of the office as interpreters. I visited 

and observed the three SLI businesses for between 3-7 days each (see Figure 1 in Section 4.6).  

During these visits to the deaf-led SLI agencies, I mostly sat in their offices at an available 

table and worked on my own laptop. This way I had access to the informal conversations 

between both those I interviewed and other employees who were in the office. The observations 

were captured in form of fieldnotes (see Section 4.3.3.2). My role as observer was prepared as 

mainly non-participatory observer, but I had changing observational roles (Creswell, 2015: 

212) which are described below (see Section 4.8.1.2).  

As one of the business owners was on long-term sick leave, a hearing manager of the business 

contacted me in advance of my visit and informed me about the situation. The number of 

employees had been reduced to only two persons, and the first day of my visit was to be the 

last day at the business for one of them. I was warned that there would not be much to observe, 

but I thought that it would still be a useful step in getting connected with those in the field and 

to develop a network with deaf employees at a deaf-led business. I was anxious about how my 

presence could potentially be disruptive and perceived negatively by the employees, whose 
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work situation was under pressure. However, in the event, both employees welcomed me 

and were very open about the situation, explaining key details and their experience of the 

development of this deaf-led business in particular. I took notes as soon as I got an opportunity 

and wrote as much as I could, making both descriptive and reflective notes. 

4.8.1.1  Taking fieldnotes 

In September 2018, I revisited the business at which I had undertaken a pilot study to start my 

observation. As described in Section 4.7.2, my pilot study had convinced me not to film my 

observations but to rely instead on fieldnotes. However, as Emerson et al. (1995) have 

observed, writing notes openly can still provoke a sense of social distance and distraction from 

the environment, so I was concerned with how to make fieldnotes while people were talking. 

In the early stages of the observation, I did not make notes while they talked, and then 

subsequently rushed to write up my notes without drawing too much attention to what I was 

doing. Later in the week, I got more confident in the surroundings and learned that it was 

acceptable for me to take notes while people were talking; I thus felt able to write my notes 

more openly while the people concerned were present and talking around me. 

4.8.1.2  Observing more formalised settings 

During my observations of the different deaf-owned businesses, both the owners and 

employees suggested that I attend staff meetings, in which they would, for example, talk about 

language policy, where I could look at how they communicate with each other and examine 

their ‘attitudes’ towards sign language. In total, I observed two staff meetings at two different 

SLI businesses, and one meeting between a deaf employee and a hearing Access to Work 

(ATW) advisor. I also followed one of the sole traders who worked in the hearing market during 

a business network meeting and a meeting with a potential business customer. 

At these more formalised situations, I took on the role of non-participatory observer. However, 

I often took a participatory role after the meetings. At the meeting, the ATW worker asked the 

deaf employee to detail every hour to the minute that she uses an interpreter in a month, and to 

cap the use of the in-house interpreter at just four hours a week. This would make it impossible 

for the employee to use telephone. As a deaf professional myself, I felt empathy based on my 

own experiences. While I was a non-participatory observer during this meeting, it was quite 

difficult for me to maintain impartiality after the meeting. I became engaged in discussion with 

the employees in which we built up arguments to show that this was discriminatory. 
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In the context of the fieldwork, if I behaved ‘too formally’ or attempted to be ‘too objective’, 

it might be perceived as sceptical to the deaf participants because I was an insider-researcher 

and had close affiliation to the participants, by which I mean sympathy and shared experiences 

with them (see the description of my positionality in Section 1.7). Thus, I aimed to be 

perpetually aware of and open about my roles as observer and an active deaf community 

member, and to make it obvious to my participants my approach to their experiences, 

knowledge and perspectives. I made sure to note all those experiences in my fieldnotes, which 

helped me to develop analytical frameworks. Furthermore, I discussed such experiences from 

my observations with supervisors who had a Disability Studies and Feminist perspective. 

Audism (Section 3.2) became a way to deaf people’s experience in everyday life, and which 

were also influenced by my own ontology and epistemology as a deaf person who had grown 

up in Danish society. For deaf people, inaccessible communication and work arrangements 

create disability. 

4.8.1.3  Disturbing hearing and speaking spaces in deaf-owned businesses 

As described above, being an insider researcher can give easier access to research sites, and be 

a less disruptive presence within them. In my data collection at deaf-led SLI agencies where 

many deaf employees worked, and where everyone signed and were very open towards me, 

my presence seemed not to be particularly disruptive (this is discussed further below). 

However, during my data collection, I experienced that this was not always the case, as deaf-

owned businesses also include hearing and speaking spaces. An example of a hearing and 

speaking space in which my presence was disruptive, and where I experienced a dilemma in 

my role as observer, was when one manager (who was not the business owner herself) invited 

me to observe a staff meeting in which they were to deal with some of the challenges the 

business was facing due to a reduction in the number of hearing interpreters.  

In the meeting, it was obviously the case that the hearing employees (i.e. the interpreters) had 

a great deal of emotional frustration due to their job situation. When we had a break, I quickly 

sensed that they were not comfortable with my presence for two reasons. Firstly, the fact that 

I was deaf was an issue, due to the sensitive nature of the meeting’s topic. They wanted to 

discuss it with each other in spoken language. One of them asked me politely to leave and 

accept that they wanted to speak together in private, because there were difficult issues at stake. 

I told them I completely understood the situation and that I had enough notes from the first part 

of the meeting and would leave rest of the meeting to themselves.  
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The lesson I learned from this observation was how important it is to get consent from people 

other than the gatekeepers (e.g. the business owner, or the manager). Wider consent could be 

acquired in a form of email introducing myself and my project. As Hammersley and Atkinson 

have noted, research participants are ‘often more concerned with what kind of person the 

researcher is than with the research itself’ (1983: 78). This small episode, however, stood in 

contrast to what I experienced from deaf staff who were in similar situation in terms of job 

insecurity and ignorance about the future: instead, they were comfortable with me being there 

and even invited me to a small farewell gathering for one of the deaf members of staff. A 

possible explanation for this difference in behaviour is that the deaf staff members trusted me, 

both because I was deaf researcher and because they knew me personally, and expected that I 

would want the best for deaf people. This is similar to what Ferguson-Coleman (2016) 

describes as the positive experience of being a deaf researcher interviewing deaf people: there 

is a shared desire to improve deaf people’s situations. 

4.8.1.4   Observing deaf people using Skype calls and not phone calls 

An example of the effect of my positionality as a deaf researcher sharing similar barriers to 

those of other deaf people is related to phone calls. Making phone calls to hearing people is 

often a tricky job for deaf people in Denmark; unlike in the U.S., there is limited access to 

Video Relay Services (VRS) with which a deaf person can make phone calls via a video phone 

call to an interpreting service (Haualand, 2014; see Section Error! Reference source not 

found.). Instead, deaf people in Denmark have to book an interpreter in advance to make a 

phone call. Spontaneous phone calls, both from the deaf person and to the deaf person, become 

a barrier.  

When I visited those deaf-led businesses that had several employees, all employees could sign. 

In these settings, employees used Skype a lot for remote conversations and I never saw deaf 

employees using the phone through a pre-booked interpreter. This was not anything new to me: 

I do the same in my own workplace, never or very seldom using the phone myself as I work 

with other signing people. This is an acknowledged challenge for an observer who knows the 

setting and practices under observation so well; it is easy to ‘overlook what to the outside 

observer would seem quite strange’ (Luker, 2008: 157). In the course of my observation, I 

realised that I needed to think about why the employees were doing this, why they were not 

using the phone, and why the hearing people in the office were predominantly signing and not 

speaking, rather than accepting the behaviour as natural and taking it for granted. It transpired 

that the employees had particular reasons for – and stories about – why they would not use the 
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phone and only sign in their workplace; these are discussed in Section 5.5.3. This was thus an 

important reminder to me to ask questions about the everyday activities and situations during 

the fieldwork (Pole and Hillyard, 2016: 9), despite many of the everyday practices witnessed 

at first hand would look natural to me.  

4.8.2  Interviews 

The study’s data includes semi-structured interviews with nine business owners and three 

employees; see Table 1, in Section 4.5, for the participants’ details. All interviews were video 

recorded except for one; this was because the video recorder failed. Each interview had a 

duration of 45-90 minutes. The following subsection examines the impact of my positionality 

on the interview process. 

4.8.2.1  “What do you think?” 

An example of the ambivalence of being an insider researcher is the dilemma of, in my case, 

being personally close to some of the informants and sharing aspects of our socio-cultural 

backgrounds with many more, e.g. having hearing parents while being deaf ourselves. For 

example, when one research participant explained how he felt he had learned that he should be 

cautious about interacting with hearing people and not be too direct with them, I asked how he 

had learned to be cautious. He suggested a reason, then asked me for corroboration:  

M:  How do you know that such things cannot be said to hearing people? 

Jens: Maybe because I grew up with hearing parents. I do not know, what do you 

think? 

M:  Uh, I don’t know? 

Jens:  I was often told what not to say when I was growing up.  

My response (“Uh, I don’t know”) was because I did not want to influence this informant’s 

narrative; however, this could potentially have given a negative effect, creating a distance 

between us and implying an artificial passivity to shared experiences. Besides, later in the 

analysis process, I realised that some of the narratives I collected from participants during the 

interviews might have been influenced by my political views with which they are familiar; see 

Section 6.2.2 for an example of how my positionality might have affected certain interactions.  
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4.9  Transcription and translation  

This section describes the process of transcribing the interviews, which by necessity includes 

translation from Danish Sign Language (DSL) into the written languages of Danish and 

English. It discusses the linguistic and socio-cultural aspects of this processes.  

4.9.1 Transcription of my data 

As mentioned previously, all the interviews except one were video recorded because all 

participants used Danish Sign Language (DSL). For the interview that was not recorded due to 

technical errors, I have relied on my own notes taken during the interview and immediately 

after the interview.  

Since I wanted to let the interviews’ themes continue to emerge and evolve over the course of 

the analysis of the data (the template analytical approach, Section 0), I translated the interviews 

into written text. This allowed me to read and code them at a later point. 

All the interviews were transcribed predominantly into my preferred written language, Danish, 

as this was quicker for me to do while watching the videos. All of the interviews were 

transcribed using the Apple app Transcription, which provides automatic time registration 

coding, i.e. giving time codes for where the text corresponds to the video. This makes it quicker 

to recall data in sign languages.  

4.9.2  Translating research interviews from DSL to written languages 

The process of translating and transcribing interviews undertaken in sign languages into written 

languages can be challenging. Sign languages are visual languages and do not have written 

forms. They also have completely different grammatical structures from spoken/written 

languages, with multiple physical and spatial dimensions including signs, pointing, facial 

expressions and mouthings that function as grammatical features and form the visual modality 

of communication. For an example of the different syntactic structure, the following sentence 

in English – ‘a man walks over the bridge’ – comprises only three signs, glossed as ‘BRIDGE 

MAN WALK’. Despite this appearing to have a simpler grammatical form than the sentence 

in English, sign languages’ grammatical structure includes movements of the face and body, 

as well as the grammatical use of space; thus, a signer can use these to simultaneously include 

information about direction, size, speed, manner and more, so as to create a grammatically 

complex utterance that is not reflected in the basic gloss above. Furthermore, some types of 

signing can be particularly challenging to translate – for example, very visually motivated 

signing with more distance from spoken language (Kusters and Tester, 2021). Hearing Deaf 
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Studies scholars have written extensively about the challenges of capturing these visual aspects 

of sign languages in writing (Stone and West, 2012; Temple and Young, 2004), and this kind 

of transcription and translation is recognised as being both a cross-language and cross-cultural 

process (Ferguson-Coleman et al., 2014; Temple and Young, 2004). 

For the current study, the process of transcription included translation across three languages: 

from DSL into Danish, and then from Danish into English. Because of the visual structures of 

the original sign language, transcription required me to watch the video in chunks and to write 

down the translation afterwards. Often, I stopped after one sentence (or 2-3 if there was some 

irrelevant information), and then wrote down in a gloss or note form what was said in the 

sentence, subsequently translating my notes into more accurate Danish and English sentences. 

Furthermore, the process of transcription includes consideration of how to give ‘voice’ to the 

research participants (Temple and Young, 2004). By translating from DSL, I am necessarily 

interpreting what I think people mean and making word choices that the informants themselves 

might not use in Danish or, indeed, English. The act of transcription also has some 

epistemological and ontological issues which need to be expanded upon and explained in 

relation to deaf epistemologies. 

Young and Ackerman (2001), a deaf and a hearing researcher working together, recognise 

epistemological and ontological differences in how they perceived the utterings as expressed 

by their research participants:  

The Deaf researcher would explain to the hearing researcher why a concept such as “to 

be involved” (arising from the Deaf informants’ data) did not have quite the same 

meaning as its English language translation. Roughly paraphrased, the BSL/Deaf 

emphasis of the term involved was strongly associated with language and communication 

and it arose from Deaf people’s usual experience of the world as a linguistically 

excluding environment. (Young and Ackerman, 2001: 183). 

As I was an insider native deaf Danish researcher and fluent in DSL myself (see Section 1.7), 

I was confident in my understanding of their key points and meaning (O’Connell, 2013). I had 

a “cultural familiarity with the history, context and everyday lives of Deaf people to appreciate 

the meanings and their resonances present in both the ‘what’ and the ‘how’ of Deaf people’s 

narratives” (Coleman et al., 2014: 65). An example of a deaf narrative that is known to deaf 

people but might not be familiar to most outsider readers is the sign ‘INEQUALITY’, which 

uses metaphorical space to indicate what or who is in the dominant and subordinate position. 
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This was a sign frequently used in my interviews. Many of the interviewees who used this sign 

placed themselves (and, by extension, all deaf people) in the spatially subordinate position in 

relation to what they were describing; conversely, the sign ‘HEARING’ (whether in terms of 

hearing people or hearing systems) was placed as dominant within the signing space. Such a 

concept of being personally subordinated is difficult to translate into English, as it is a powerful 

concept, expressing resistance against hearing structures and hearing hegemony and part of 

shared deaf experience and ontologies (Friedner, 2016). A challenge for me as a deaf insider 

researcher was to consider whether the key points of the content are clear for the outsider 

reader, the group that Temple and Young (2004: 162) describe as readers that belong to the 

‘largely non-culturally Deaf readership’. When the deaf informant signs something, the 

meaning might be clear to me as interviewer because we share similar deaf experiences in the 

Danish context, but which need further explanation to make comprehensible to outsider 

readers. To this end, I sometimes had to add additional information in parentheses during my 

transcription of the data.  

Another cultural consideration which was important for me to be to be aware of during the 

transcribing process is the insider status I have as deaf interviewer. Participants often talked to 

me as a friend, an insider within their social network and someone who shared their knowledge 

of deaf people’s everyday experiences. During the interviews, many participants signed “YOU-

KNOW” because they knew I shared their experience of, for example, being a deaf student in 

mainstream hearing settings during both high school and university. One participant, Robert, 

said:  

“During my studies, you know, being deaf means you are picked last in team selection 

and I ended up there too.”  

I did know what he meant: when one is the only deaf person in a group, it is overwhelmingly 

the case that one is selected last, after all the hearing people present. This happens throughout 

one’s life, whether in nursery, school, a sport clubs, even within one’s own hearing family. 

This is one aspect of our deaf ontologies. However, our shared first-hand experiences had 

limitations in the interview context, because the interviewee did not feel the need to talk more 

about this experience or to elaborate on details such as how often he had and/or did experience 

exclusion from his hearing peers, and in what kinds of contexts.  
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4.9.3  Back translation 

While confident in my understanding of the signing and my interpretation of its meaning in my 

interviews, I was not confident in expressing this using written languages, especially English. 

As a solution, after the transcription, coding and write-up of the analysis using selected 

quotations, I did a ‘back-translation’ (Nunn, 2018) by working with an interpreter to check 

whether the quotations I’d translated into English represented the key points I wanted to present 

in the text. This to make sure that what I had written would be understood by the outsider reader 

and remain faithful to what the interviewees had expressed. 

To protect the anonymity my research participants, I decided not to undertake the back-

translation with a Danish Sign Language (DSL)/English interpreter who would view the 

original interview footage, but instead to go through the text with a fluent British Sign 

Language/English interpreter and to explain to them in BSL what the research participants’ 

points and key messages had been when expressed in DSL. The interpreter then read my 

English translations to ensure accuracy and readability in English. The first phase of the 

translation process also served my own analytical process, as I reviewed both the videoed DSL 

footage and my own written Danish and/or English translations in order to relay them to the 

interpreter.  

Some of the expressions used by my interviewees were visually motivated and/or based in 

Danish language use; my translations of these into English reflect their origins. For example, 

“having elbows on” is a literal translation of a Danish phrase (which also appears in DSL) 

which in English means to push oneself forward. In the text, the sentence appears as: 

 “Hearing people have more elbows on (sic) [have a me-first, no-holds barred approach].”  

When expressions such as these were kept in the text, I wrote (sic) to indicate that it is a literal 

translation from Danish and/or DSL into English, followed by an explanation of the meaning 

either in parenthesis or in the text.  

4.9.4  Validation  

Being aware of my position as a PhD research student with a fixed allocation of time for reading 

and translating my data, I did not ask the informants to read the transcriptions as I was aware 

that they did not have the time that I did to spend on the task. Rather, I talked to the informants 

both during the interviews and at my visits to their offices, to make sure I had properly 

understood the issues, challenges and positive experiences they talked about. On occasion, I 
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emailed them to ask if I had understood their points correctly and included short, transcribed 

quotations where necessary. 

The next section describes the coding process of the data from the interviews and observations. 

4.10  Data analysis  

After collecting and transcribing the data from my semi-structured interviews and observations, 

I analysed the data by following a thematic analysis approach (Braun and Clarke, 2006). More 

specifically, I used the template analytical guidance provided by King (Brooks and King, 2014; 

King, 2004; King et al., 2018). The template approach includes similar initial phases as in 

thematic analysis, i.e. familiarising oneself with and coding the data (Braun and Clarke, 2006); 

however, it has some notable distinctions. In the following subsections, I describe what the 

template approach entails, how I developed my template, and how I conducted this study’s 

template analysis. 

4.10.1  The template analysis approach 

The template approach is a generic form of thematic analysis and not a methodology-specific 

analysis (King et al., 2018). Generic forms of thematic analysis differ from methodology-

specific approaches, such as the Grounded Theory approach or Interpretative 

Phenomenological Approach, which guide the whole methodology and research philosophy, 

providing a set of assumptions and expectations of what the researcher does from the start to 

the end of the research process (Braun and Clarke, 2006; Brooks and King, 2014). Conversely, 

template analysis does not contain philosophical assumptions and are not wedded to any 

particular ontological or epistemological position; neither does it have strong guidance. This 

approach assumes that there are multiple interpretations and that they depend on the position 

of the researcher and the specific social context of the research (Brooks and King, 2014: 5). 

Using a generic thematic analysis requires a specific clarification of research philosophies and 

epistemologies by the researcher (see Section 4.3). 

My approach to the analysis was influenced by my literature review, theoretical frameworks 

and practical concerns. As King and Brooks (2018) argue, it is impossible for themes to emerge 

purely from data, because the eyes that read the data are always are influenced by the 

researcher’s positionalities, relationships and knowledge about this field. Based on my 

literature review and practical concerns, early in the analytical stage I was able to narrow down 

and focus on creating a template including some ‘a priori codes’. A priori codes can be hard 

or soft: hard a priori codes are driven from theoretical or conceptual frameworks, while soft 
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codes are more about practical concerns. The template method intends to be adaptive to the 

whole data set. The researcher can build up a template early during the coding phase of selected 

interviews; there is no need to code all interviews first. If some new interesting codes or themes 

come up while coding other interviews, the template can be modified, re-thought and re-applied 

to the previous data. Like different thematic analytic approaches, the template analysis provides 

an iterative process (ibid.). The template analysis includes different level themes, such as top-

level codes and sub-level codes. See Figure 2 in Section 4.10.2.1 for an example of my first 

stage template.  

As described in Section 4.2 this study has theoretical and epistemological frameworks 

grounded in Deaf Studies’ and Disability Studies’ critical conceptual frameworks, such as 

audism and ableism, which are combined with a social constructionist approach. These 

theoretical frameworks shaped both my research design, data collection and approach to the 

analysis. The following section describes this current study’s analytical process, including the 

development of codes and themes. 

4.10.2 Template analysis in this study 

While I had developed research questions during the literature review, I also allowed the data 

collection process to influence my research interests and noted ideas and reflections about 

themes as I went along. When the data collection and transcription were done and I was more 

familiar with the data, I created a template that could support me in starting the data analysis. 

4.10.2.1 The first template 

To develop the first template, I selected the following interview as I considered it to be the 

most informative. Peter had owned a sign language interpreting agency with up to 115 

employees for fifteen years; the interview included rich information with many reflections and 

experiences. I re-watched and re-read my translation of this interview with Peter and noted key 

points of interest.  

The a priori codes included, for example, disabling experiences of the wider labour market, 

deaf owners’ strategies to cope with audism, and construction of ‘being deaf/deafness’. I wrote 

a summary of each theme to guide the analysis (Brooks and King, 2014: 11); an example of a 

summary of ‘Coping strategies’ is as follows:  

This concept is based on a recurring theme in studies of disabled people and employment, 

how they cope with barriers, challenges and stigma. Overall strategies can be hiding, 
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resisting, overachieving, adapting – check different types of sub-strategies and types of 

situations.  

‘Communication/networking strategies’ were noted as a subtheme, as they were found in the 

literature to be a significant barrier to many deaf people in employment contexts. Thus, I was 

interested in which strategies my participants used, how they related to deaf and to hearing 

people, how they communicated and networked with whom and in which contexts. The initial 

template and summaries helped me to seek out what kinds of strategies deaf business owners 

described, and to determine in which situations they developed specific strategies, both during 

the interviews and observations. 

I coded this particular interview in detail using NVivo 12, a software developed for qualitative 

analysis. Coding in NVivo means dividing the data material into larger or smaller text passages 

and grouping them with other quotations with similar themes (Mik-Meyer et al., 2014). The 

benefit of the approach provided by NVivo is that when a theme such as ‘Coping strategies’ is 

about to be analysed, all text passages that could possibly belong to this theme can be accessed 

at once. It makes it easy to compare, organise and reorganise the codes and themes. 

The following figure shows an example of my initial template. 
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To further refine these preliminary themes, King recommends contrasting diverse points in the 

dataset, selecting interviewees that have notably different viewpoints and different contexts:  

The more diverse the perspectives in your data, the more likely you are to need to 

produce new template versions sooner rather than later. (King et al., 2018: 191). 

To test this initial template and modify it, I picked as my second interview the one with John, 

a sole trader working in the general market who had different views and experiences to Peter. 

This helped me to address any tension between my template and the specifics of each 

participant, their type of business and the dynamics of each interview. 

From coding John’s interview, I found diverse types of strategies and that, as a business owner 

working in a hearing market, he was particularly concerned with how to appear towards non-

signing hearing customers and potential partners. Using this, I revised the template: 
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John’s constructions of deafness were also completely different from those of the owners 

working in the deaf market. This later led me to revise the initial template further, so that one 

of the top-level themes concerned the kind of market this business was targeting (i.e. a general 

market versus a deaf market); see Figure 4 below. 

During the template analysis, I discussed the possible themes with my supervisors and other 

colleagues to get different perspectives on how the data could be understood and categorised. 

Some initial a priori theoretical themes, such as audism, DEAF SAME, othering, and 

Bourdieu’s concepts of capital (e.g. deaf and hearing capital) were added and later used as 

subthemes. 

After having coded six interviews – two sole traders and four SLI agency owners – I realised 

that sole traders had different themes. For example, one of the sole traders (Robert) talked a lot 

about smiling at and looking pleasant towards hearing customers. It made me aware that this 

was a part of their behaviour strategies. 

After coding all interviews, I developed a final template and looked for more data through 

closed analysis.  

4.10.2.2   The final stage: Bourdieusian analysis 

Bourdieu’s conceptual tools are generative; using them, I examined what forms of social and 

cultural capital were experienced as being valuable and developed by the business owners. 

Bourdieusian concepts were operationalised to investigate how the participants developed their 

businesses in deaf or hearing social contexts, as values, norms and different constructions of 

deafness depend on the social context (i.e. a social-relational model of disability). During the 

final revision of my template, I decided to add Bourdieu’s concept of capital (Section 3.4.1) as 

an integrative theme (see further description below).  

Moreover, I realised that ‘audist structures’ was too broad to use as a top-level theme with 

which to code the data. Instead, I coded each instance into a narrower category or theme such 

as ‘barriers’ and ‘challenges’ under push factors. 
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After the processes of coding of all interviews, I ended up with three overall (first level) themes: 

 

Here integrative subthemes were focused on social capital (i.e. analysing business owners’ 

networks and strategies used to expand their social/business networks, both among deaf people 

(3.1, 3.3) and hearing people (2.1)) and their cultural capital (norms, values, beliefs, behaviour, 

communication, and forms of complex additional labour; 2.1 and 3.1). 

Audism (see Section 3.2for a definition of audism) was another integrative theme, relevant to 

all the overall themes: I looked at how audism affects deaf business owners’ motivations (1.1), 

and how they developed strategies to fit into or resist audist structures (2.1).  

Constructions of deafness was the third integrative theme covering the different kind of 

business contexts (hearing versus deaf markets under themes 2. and 3.). This way, I modified 

the template where some of the themes now became subthemes. For example, hearing capital 

became a subtheme under ‘Developing a business in a hearing context’ (2), and deaf capital 

became a subtheme linked to the businesses that work in deaf contexts (3).  

The following three chapters present the analysis. Chapter 5 presents the first part of the 

analysis which is concerned the first theme: ‘Motivations in setting up one’s own business, 

with focus on Audism’. Chapter 6 focuses on the second theme: ‘Developing a business in a 

hearing context’; finally, Chapter 7 focuses on the third theme: ‘developing a business in a deaf 

context’.  
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 EXPERIENCES OF AUDISM AND MOTIVATIONS IN 

SETTING UP OWN BUSINESSES 

 

5.1  Introduction 

The findings of the study are presented in the next three chapters (5, 6 and 7) and respond to 

the following four research questions: 

1. In which ways do audist normative structures influence the motivations of a group of 

highly skilled, signing deaf business owners in Denmark when setting up their own 

businesses or becoming self-employed?  

2. What strategies do these highly skilled, signing deaf business owners use to navigate 

an audist normative structured labour market?  

3. How does establishing and running deaf-led businesses affect these highly 

skilled, signing deaf business owners’ constructions of deafness?  

4. What perceptions do these highly skilled, signing deaf business owners have regarding 

the implications of deaf-led businesses for deaf people’s opportunities in an otherwise 

ableist/audist labour market in Denmark?  

 

Chapter 5 specifically explores research question one, and is split into three parts. Firstly, 

Section 5.1 determines from the research participants’ narratives the degree to which the 

structure of the Danish labour market may be considered audist and ableist. It explores how 

able-bodied normative structures with expectations about the ‘ideal worker’ link to deaf 

business owners’ experiences and navigation of the Danish labour market. Secondly, Section 

5.3 investigates in which ways the research participants’ experience of opportunities and 

barriers influence their motivations in starting up their own business. Thirdly, Section 5.4 

investigates the ways in which the participants who set up their businesses in the deaf market 

continue to experience barriers. The focus on the deaf market is due to the fact that 

governmental bodies provide funding to businesses in this sector which, during the data 

collection period, was cut or reduced with more controls put in place, which impacted in 

various ways on deaf-led businesses in this sector. Conversely, the participants whose 

businesses were targeting the mainstream (i.e. hearing) market, and especially those who had 

succeeded as sole traders in hearing business contexts, did not talk about having experienced 

barriers and frustrations as disabling. They instead spoke of adapting strategies and changing 
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their habitus, which is presented in Chapter 6. 

 

5.2  Experiences of ableist and audist structures  

This section examines how the research participants’ experience of discrimination throughout 

their lives underpins this study’s exploration of the extent to which the labour market is ableist 

and thus also audist (see Sections 3.2 and 3.3 for definitions of audism and ableism).  

Participants’ experience of discrimination and audist structures is critical to examine because 

it can shed light on both their whole perception of being deaf within the surrounding hearing 

society, and how this impacts on their navigation in the field of work and their career decisions. 

This focus is the first step towards addressing the ways in which audist structures influence 

deaf individuals’ motivations in setting up their own businesses (see Section 5.3). As examined 

in Section 3.3 the findings of academic research into disabled people’s work experiences 

indicate that the labour market, and wider society, is founded on ableist values (Campbell, 

2008; Sang et al., 2016; Jammaers et al., 2016; Foster and Wass, 2013). These are often 

invisible, and impact disabled people’s psycho-emotional experiences and economic outcomes 

(Thomas, 2004).  

Section 5.2.1 explores some of the participants’ experiences of attitudinal barriers and curtailed 

opportunities, which are not always direct or overt forms of discrimination. Section 5.2.2 looks 

at the ways in which internalised audism affect the participants’ experiences. 

5.2.1 Attitudinal barriers and limited opportunities  

Most of the participants had experienced attitudinal barriers and limited opportunities as a 

result of being deaf. These were manifested throughout their educational and training 

experiences and in their social relations with hearing people. The following account provides 

an insight into one participant’s experiences of barriers to sociality with hearing people during 

his education.  

Allan is hard of hearing, can speak and attended a deaf primary school with other deaf children. 

During his high school education at a mainstream school, he gave some consideration to 

whether he ‘belonged’ in the deaf world or the hearing world, and decided to engage socially 

with hearing pupils to find out:  

“I got involved with hearing people [at the high school]. I wanted to find out how I 

felt about them, and if I could create a relationship with them. It was also to find out 
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about my identity, who I really am, am I most me among deaf people, or among both 

deaf and hearing people or was I most me among hearing people.” (Allan, SLI agency 

owner) 

At high school, Allan experienced barriers in sociality with hearing people. This experience 

led him to limit the amount of time he invested in networking among hearing people in his 

further studies:  

“When I started at the university, I had already found out that I didn’t get a lot out of 

spending time with hearing people. I got more out of being with people who used sign 

language.” (Allan, SLI agency owner) 

Allan conveyed that the obstacles he experienced when interacting with hearing people might 

not have been the result of direct discrimination against him, but nonetheless motivated him to 

seek sociality with deaf people and to work in deaf contexts. This experience is suggestive of 

a constant expenditure of energy in everyday life, which leads to fatigue and a gravitation 

towards deaf, signing social settings where this additional labour is not required. Section 5.3.4 

further explores this desire to stick to deaf contexts. 

While Allan’s experience of social barriers was not as the result of direct discrimination, the 

following example illustrates the experience of another participant, John, of direct audist 

discrimination and the impact of this on his opportunities as a business owner. During an 

apprenticeship, John was told that he was not allowed to interact with hearing customers: 

“When I was in the apprenticeship, I did not have an interpreter, so my manager did not 

think I should work in customer contact but rather in the back room and sort out the 

things. The hearing apprentice could talk to the customer and learn what it was like to 

sell to and communicate with customers. I missed that. But I hadn’t thought of that gap 

before I became self-employed.” (John, sole trader) 

Having been actively discouraged – even prevented – from developing experience of customer 

contact became a significant barrier for John in his further progression as a self-employed 

professional. He did not gain valuable experience and knowledge of meeting customers and, at 

the time, did not realise how relevant those skills would be for his professional career. John 

was disadvantaged by this lack of preparation when he later established his business. As the 

literature shows, the lack of experience of social interactions with customers is a recurring issue 

for deaf people in their career progression (Listman and Kurz, 2020; Section 2.4.6). Deaf 
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people may have formal educational qualifications (institutionalised cultural capital), yet they 

may lack social capital and the experience of navigating their professional fields in a way that 

leverages this capital effectively. These professional settings may have established social rules 

or norms of which the deaf person is unaware (Trowler and Turner, 2002). This additional layer 

of disadvantage for deaf people in certain professional settings can result from the lack of 

opportunities to learn how to navigate these norms in their position as a deaf person. 

Participants displayed awareness of a negative relationship between deafness and job 

opportunities. This awareness reflected the experiences of the participants in the labour market, 

which represented an unequal playing field for them before they had even entered it. One 

participant, Kim, told how he experienced barriers to getting a job due to his deafness while he 

was abroad as a backpacker; he felt he was being assessed against hearing people without any 

allowances made: 

 “In [one country], my friend and I were looking for work [at farms], but it was 

impossible because there were many hearing backpackers who were also looking for 

jobs (…). So, it was tough and being deaf made it worse.” (Kim, former sole trader) 

Kim’s narrative is suggestive of a recurring experience of attitudinal barriers for deaf people. 

He described it as impossible to find a job because of the competition they faced from hearing 

peers and, while he may not have experienced direct harassment or rejection that was explicitly 

due to his deafness, his perception was that the rejection happened because of it. This kind of 

experience indicates that the normative structures of the labour market are based on able-

bodied, audist expectations of an ideal worker. That expectation is subsequently internalised 

by the disabled person (Campbell, 2008; Hauser et al., 2010). This could suggest that deaf 

experiences are throughout their lives housed within an ‘audist’ structure where the pervasive, 

iterative message is of deafness being of less value. 

Participants’ experiences that were suggestive of internalised audism is investigated further in 

section 5.2.2, with focus on the ways in which this impacts on their self-esteem and their social 

engagement with hearing people. 

5.2.2 Internalised audism  

This section investigates the negative experiences that participants related, for instance the 

negative attitudes they had experienced being directed towards deaf people and how these 

attitudes affected them. As examined in section 3.3.2, the surrounding society’s attitude 
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towards deaf people is internalised on the individual level. However, the extent of internalised 

audism varies and is experienced in different ways depending on specific socio-cultural 

contexts. Only one participant, Catherine, spoke of there being negative consequences for her 

personally. In the following extract, Catherine describes how she felt that negative attitudes 

towards deaf people as less knowledgeable influenced her self-esteem throughout her life. 

“From childhood, I learned that hearing people knew better. I was told I should try to 

behave like hearing people, be able to talk, use hearing aids. As a result, I am a little 

damaged. (…) I often give up too quickly.” (Catherine, former sole trader)  

Catherine’s testimony shows how she has perceived hearing people throughout her life, i.e. 

that they knew better than her, which resulted in her perpetuating negative attitudes towards 

deaf people, including herself. She internalised a negative view of deafness and deaf people as 

‘inferiors’, an ideology that she felt affected her opportunities in work. 

Spending one’s formative years in the company of people who exhibited limiting expectations 

of deaf people’s capacity and capabilities might be instrumental in the development of the 

normative ideals internalised by deaf people (Listman and Kurz, 2020; Hauser et al., 2010). As 

Thomas (2004) argues in her theory of psycho-emotional disablism (see Section 3.3.2), social 

barriers do more than place concrete obstacles in front of disabled people; they also can 

undermine the confidence and self-esteem of disabled people (Foster and Wass, 2013). The 

undermining of confidence is evident in Catherine’s narrative above. 

Remarkably, other participants did not give similar accounts of feeling that they had low self-

esteem because of audism. This could be explained by their more confident personalities and 

navigational habitus. Additionally, the other participants are all male, and most of them are 

younger than Catherine and grew up in a time of better awareness of deaf people and sign 

languages (Bergmann, 2015; Widell, 1988). The one deaf business owner who was older than 

Catherine had several generations of deaf family members, many of whom were self-employed 

and believed that deaf people could do it; Catherine did not have similar role models. 

However, many participants were aware of similar experiences as a more general part of deaf 

experience and deaf habitus (O’Brien, 2012; see Section 3.5). They emphasised that, while 

they themselves were resourceful and privileged, they know that not all deaf people are equally 

so, especially regarding their ability to navigate audist environments, such as the labour market 

and interactions with, for example, the authorities which controlling the provision of the 
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accessibility services to which they were entitled. One participant, Jens, explained how he, as 

a deaf business owner, often argued with the municipalities about his right to access a publicly-

funded interpreter: 

“Finally, I won and got the interpreter. But I think I have some agency. The strongest 

ones get something extra because we can argue and express ourselves well, we know 

the rules and our rights. What about the weaker deaf people? They would not be able 

to argue in the same way. It is unfair.” (Jens, SLI agency owner) 

Jens did experience barriers and challenges as a deaf person, for instance in getting workplace 

accommodations as a business owner; however, he was aware that he managed to resolve these 

issues because of his extraordinary resources, such as having the necessary knowledge and 

language to navigate the field. Deaf people share a common struggle in navigating hearing 

society; for example, they are not always able to access the incidental learning that their hearing 

counterparts can (Listman and Kurz, 2020: 6; see Section 3.5.3). This shared experience 

becomes a part of deaf cultural capital, which may affect their values and decision-making as 

business owners. For example, they may have increased motivation and desire to promote a 

deaf workforce (Section 7.3.3) and to improve services for deaf people (Section 7.2.1.1). 

The participants’ narratives show several adverse events and discriminatory experiences that 

have occurred in their social relations with hearing people. However, it is the ‘invisible’ forms 

of audism (Section 3.2) – invisible because there is neither physical violence nor directly 

discriminatory acts (Bourdieu, 1992; Powell and Sang, 2015; Webb et al., 2020; see Section 

3.4.4) that are most difficult to recognise. It is therefore often accepted that ‘this is just the way 

things are’, an internalised audism that also shaped the research participants’ orientation in and 

navigation of the labour market – for example, avoiding hearing people and having low self-

esteem. While only a few participants spoke of internalised audism, others were aware of many 

deaf people struggle with this. 

The following section examines the elements that supported the participants’ motivation to 

become self-employed or a business owner, and the ways in which they are related to their 

experiences of audist structures.  
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5.3  Push and pull factors for deaf people to set up a business 

This section investigates the link between the research participants’ experiences as deaf people 

being denied opportunities and encountering barriers in the workplace and wider society, and 

their motivations for establishing their own businesses. As described in Section 2.3, minority 

business owners might experience overlapping push and pull factors when setting up their own 

businesses. For example, some female business owners experience being excluded in male-

dominated work organisations as a push factor; however, by setting up their own businesses, 

they were equally being pulled by positive motivations such as the opportunity to create their 

own space (Goffee et al., 1982; Patterson and Mavin, 2009).  

In this section, I first examine elements from the research participants’ narratives which are 

related to structural factors that pushed them into self-employment and business ownership, 

such as changing work contexts – a detail that is especially salient within the deaf-related sector 

(Section 5.3.1). Second, I examine how some participants were pulled into business ownership 

by the social context at the time, whereby entrepreneurship was encouraged in Denmark 

(Section 5.3.2). Third, I examine the participants’ motivations in setting up businesses targeting 

a deaf market, which in Denmark is predominantly linked to the interpreting sector (Section 

5.3.3). Fourth, I examine how participants who set up businesses within the interpreting sector 

still experience audism (Section 5.3.4). 

5.3.1 The changing work context for deaf professionals 

One of the significant push factors motivating some of the participants to set up their own 

businesses was changes in their previous work context. This was the case for one participant 

who had worked in the print industry and lost his job due to technological advances, and also 

for several of the participants who had formerly had a position within a deaf-related workplace 

(i.e. the deaf sector). Thus, I see this changing work context for deaf professionals as having a 

significant impact on their decisions to become business owners or self-employed, and whether 

to remain in the deaf market or to try to infiltrate the mainstream market to pursue their interests 

further. 

Some participants pointed to jobs declining in, for instance, the fields of sign language training, 

deaf schools and nurseries, social work, care provision and deaf organisations. These roles are 

declining because of austerity policies, technological developments and fewer deaf children 

enrolling in deaf schools, where deaf people often work (Section 1.6). These limited 
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opportunities for acquiring a job within the deaf market affected my participants’ decision to 

start on the path towards being self-employed.  

One participant who worked in a deaf-related field, Catherine, experienced cuts in her 

workplace. In her narrative, she saw being laid off from deaf jobs as a structural problem for 

deaf people because they had significantly fewer alternatives compared to their hearing peers:  

“They [her employer] did not have enough funding for more jobs, and also ended up 

having to lay off deaf employees. It was pretty nasty, as deaf people are struggling to 

find a job. [Names a deaf-sector workplace] did not take into account deaf people’s lack 

of opportunities in general.” (Catherine, former sole trader) 

Catherine felt that, as a deaf person losing a job, she had extra challenges to face because it 

was becoming more difficult to find a job within the deaf field. Furthermore, there remain few 

alternatives for deaf people because they tend to have a poor chance of getting other jobs at 

similar levels within hearing contexts, such as in hearing schools, organisations and caring 

occupations. This becomes self-perpetuating: as their CVs detail positions predominantly in 

deaf settings, potential employers may consider these experiences as too narrow to equip them 

for hearing contexts (Bristoll, 2009). Catherine’s experience reflects what Galloway et al 

(2016) discuss concerning how self-employment in the U.K. can intersect with poor 

employment opportunities in the labour market. 

The reduced number of opportunities for deaf professionals to get a job within deaf workplaces 

can mean that deaf people feel pushed into seeking opportunities in the broader labour market. 

This was illustrated by another participant, John: 

 J: I believe that, in the future, we will be more in society and we will not stick to 

ourselves.  

 M:  Is it because of opportunities? 

J:  Yes, there will be fewer opportunities in the deaf world. (John, sole trader) 

Taking jobs in deaf-sector workplaces, and working alongside colleagues who sign, has 

provided a kind of security for deaf professionals. However, some participants commented that 

working in a deaf-related workplace in Denmark limited their opportunities for career 

progression. These limited opportunities to climb the career ladder in a deaf workplace was 
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specifically mentioned by the two participants who had subsequently set up businesses 

targeting hearing customers; this will be expanded on in Section 5.3.2. 

5.3.2 Comparisons with earlier opportunities  

Reduced job opportunities in the deaf job market means that deaf people increasingly need to 

navigate non-signing, hearing work contexts to pursue their professional interests. The same 

participant, John, commented: 

J: In the old days, I think deaf people used the deaf association to create a common, 

shared representation of deaf people in politics and society. That’s fine, but society 

has changed, and we have to be more focused on individuals’ differences. We have 

got better opportunities for education and to get interpreters. There are also more 

and more people using technical aids such as cochlear implants. They represent 

themselves as deaf people in different ways in society compared with before. 

M:  OK, you mean that you want to become more a part of society? 

J:  No, I don’t want to. I just need to. (John, sole trader) 

This narrative indicates that, on the one hand, deaf people as a social group has become more 

diverse. Over the last thirty years in Denmark, deaf people have got better opportunities, e.g. 

better access to educational training and jobs because of the provision of interpreting services, 

readier access to better technologies (Bergmann, 2015; Widell, 1988; see Section 1.6). Because 

of these better opportunities, deaf people are better equipped to pursue their specific 

professional interests, including setting up their own businesses (Atkins, 2011). On the other 

hand, John demonstrated his belief that deaf people have an increasingly individualised 

responsibility to navigate the broader labour market. The narrative exposes the fact that he has 

had to change his understanding of his chances to succeed in the context of the labour market. 

He felt that, as a deaf person, he has needed to accept that he must fit in and be a part of ‘wider 

society’. I discuss these experiences as one aspect of participants’ adapting strategies in 

Chapter 6. 

The next section focuses on key parts of the narratives collected from participants who could 

be described as more ‘entrepreneurial’, because they are highly motivated in various ways to 

develop their businesses and to become successful. 
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5.3.3 The deaf world is not challenging enough  

As shown in 5.3.1, changing work contexts for deaf professionals in deaf jobs caused some 

participants to speak about the need to move on to a different work context and find other 

opportunities than in the deaf job market. 

An essential point to understand is that being pushed into self-employment is not necessarily 

experienced negatively (Section 2.2.2). While the initial shift may have started with a push, 

one participant described the positive aspects of having to reconsider his job situation: 

“I’ve always wanted to be independent, but I was afraid to jump into it. So, I’ve always 

had the safety of having a steady job and just ran the business on the side. So, when I 

lost my job, I was pushed into it. When one door closes, another one opens. That’s what 

happened to me.” (John, sole trader) 

John was trained in the media industry, but had gone on to work in the deaf job market (i.e. not 

in the same industry) for many years. When he was eventually laid off from a deaf workplace, 

the situation allowed him to start his own business within the media industry and pursue his 

professional interests.  

In particular, he and the other male sole trader who had been successful in marketing towards 

hearing customers stated that they were motivated to develop their social and business 

networks and, with this, their professional careers in mainstream markets. Their motivation 

and desire to become self-employed overlapped with their increasingly limited opportunities 

to develop their career in the deaf-related sector (see Section 5.3.1), and with their aspirations 

to meet new people. The other relevant participant, Robert, told how he experienced working 

in deaf contexts as monotonous: 

“I had a job within a deaf organisation, and the customers were the same every week… 

it got too boring for me. Everything was the same over and over again. So, after two 

years, I became self-employed. I like meeting new people, different people. [My former 

deaf workplace] was very monotonous, with a fixed schedule.” (Robert, sole-trader) 

Robert linked his motivation to become self-employed to his desire to expand his social 

network and experience greater challenges in his professional life, as he was not challenged 

enough in the deaf workplace. John expressed a similar dissatisfaction at the limited 
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opportunities to meet new people in the deaf-related workplace he had worked in before 

becoming a full-time business owner:  

J: The good thing about owning your own business is meeting a lot of different people. 

I think that is so exciting. 

M:  When you worked in [the deaf-related workplace], in the deaf community, did you 

also feel you met a lot of new people? 

J:  I grew up in the deaf world, which means, of course, fewer people and you meet 

the same ones over and over. When I worked at the [deaf-related workplace], the 

same people came again and again. There were not so many meetings with new 

people. (John, sole trader) 

This narrative is compelling because both the sole traders who are aiming at hearing markets 

mentioned meeting new people as a motivation, whereas only one participant among the 

interpreting agency owners said the same. Section 6.4 explores experiences of social 

networking with hearing people in more depth. 

The next section (5.3.4) examines how participants also followed a more general trend in 

Denmark, whereby entrepreneurship had been encouraged both at the state level and as part of 

some participants’ social networking with other deaf business owners. 

5.3.4 Following a (deaf) trend in Denmark  

This section elucidates how some of the participants became pulled into self-employment or 

business ownership as part of a wider societal trend during the period under review, where 

entrepreneurship was generally encouraged and appreciated across the Danish labour market. 

This pro-entrepreneurial spirit was also found in the participants’ social networks with other 

deaf businessmen. Several research participants spoke of how they were inspired to try business 

ownership due to their social networks with other deaf business owners. As one participant 

described: 

“When I worked at [a deaf workplace], I met a [deaf man] who also worked at the 

company. He said he had set up his own company, and that caught my interest. I thought 

about my own experiences [of being a user of interpreting services]. It turned something 

on in me. It seemed exciting and motivated me. This made me want to try to implement 

my ideas.” (Allan, SLI agency owner)  
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This narrative reveals that having social capital that includes relationships with other deaf 

owners is a significant pull factor regarding becoming a business owner oneself. Deaf people 

may tend towards making particular employment choices based on witnessing the paths being 

followed by other deaf people and being inspired to do the same. Several studies have shown 

that, in common across various historical, social and geographic socio-cultural contexts, deaf 

people tend to be in the same type of employment as other deaf people (often perceiving 

specific jobs as being particularly suitable to deaf people; see Section 1.6) and/or hold the same 

educational and class backgrounds (Widell, 1988; Ladd, 2003). Similarly, the deaf people in 

the current study experienced being encouraged by other deaf owners, showing that deaf people 

can possess the necessary positive attitudes towards their own and other deaf people’s abilities 

and potential opportunities (Section 7.3.3). Furthermore, as expressed by a participant below, 

the fact that entrepreneurship was also very appreciated across Danish society was inspiring: 

“Starting a company was free as long as the turnover was below 50,000 DKK. It was 

at that time that Denmark encouraged a lot of IVS [the Danish abbreviation for 

entrepreneurship]. I felt inspired.” (Kim, former sole trader)  

Entrepreneurship was so popular among deaf people in Denmark in this period (2000-2017) 

that a fingerspelled abbreviation based on the Danish word for entrepreneurship had emerged 

for it in Danish Sign Language, as demonstrated by Kim in this interview. However, Kim told 

me that while he initially identified himself as entrepreneurial, he later realised what he was 

not really focused on being an entrepreneur, but rather on being a freelancer. He said that he 

made this claim to entrepreneurship because the ideal of being an entrepreneur was strongly 

reinforced in Denmark during this period, and popular among his social network with other 

deaf people.  

A third participant, Sam, spoke of being pulled into business ownership while he was working 

for a deaf friend’s business. Sam was suddenly asked to become co-owner of the company: 

S: That year, I also had a [professional] connection with [a deaf business owner] 

because I was working at his business. Then I became a co-owner. 

M:  How did you become an owner?  
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S:  (Laughing) It’s a funny story. While I was working with them, they reached a point 

where they were short of money. They knew I had savings, so they asked me if I 

was interested in becoming a co-owner. (Sam, SLI agency owner) 

Besides demonstrating that Sam had social capital including networks involving other deaf 

business owners, this narrative also reveals that economic capital had a significant impact on 

his becoming a business owner. Additional forms of capital may be needed to supplement to 

the social capital of having a network with other deaf owners. 

The next section (5.4) investigates further the motivations for setting up businesses within the 

sign language interpreting market. Most of the participants in this study were SLI agency 

owners, i.e. a total of five participants. 

5.4  Reasons for setting up a business in the deaf / interpreting market 

As examined in Section 5.3.3, many participants were inspired by other deaf owners to set up 

their businesses; this motivation was evident among most of the participants who had set up 

interpreting agencies. In this section, I examine more closely why they were motivated to set 

up their business within the sign language interpreting market.  

Apart from being inspired by the owners of other deaf interpreting agencies, two other reasons 

were identifiable in the participants’ interviews. First, they spoke of a desire to resist and amend 

the deficiencies of hearing-led interpreting services. Second, they were conscious that their 

deaf capital would be an advantageous in this market (see Section 3.5.2 for the definition of 

deaf capital), and that targeting this market with their entrepreneurship would, as deaf business 

owners, make their everyday lives easier.  

5.4.1 Resisting deficient hearing-led interpreting services 

Several participants spoke of the challenges they had personally faced in dealing with hearing-

led SLI services. Often this took place within an educational context: SLI agencies had been 

unable to keep up with the frequent changes to the curriculum and weekly schedules. The deaf 

service users felt that the attitude of the SLI providers had not been supportive, and that they 

were resistant to changing their established practices. The lack of a suitable SLI service is an 

example of a typical barrier faced by deaf people when they commit themselves to navigating 

hearing contexts, in which they will need SLI services (Burke, 2017; De Meulder and 

Haualand, 2019; Napier et al., 2020). One participant told that this led him to resist these 

deficient services by setting up his own interpreting agency: 
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“I thought there were many problems [with existing interpreting services] that could be 

resolved rather than just complaining. That’s why I decided to start my own business.” 

(Peter, SLI agency owner) 

The above excerpt is an example of a participant mobilising their agency to change the situation 

for fellow deaf people and themselves in the process. Agency is understood as ‘an individual’s 

power and influence to affect changes in their lives and work’ (Al Ariss et al., 2013: 1236). 

The participant, Peter, felt he could solve the issue of poor services by setting up an interpreting 

agency himself, with a service user’s perspective, and thus provide a better service. The claim 

that deaf people will automatically provide a better service is, however, not necessarily valid. 

It is analysed as a part of the participants’ constructions of being deaf and having deaf capital 

in Sections 7.2 and 7.3.  

Having experienced hearing-led SLI services as deficient, and also as being run by hearing 

people with a poor attitude towards and/or ignorance of deaf clients’ need for flexibility and 

for decent and direct communication, were frequently mentioned and discussed during the 

observations and interviews with both the SLI agency owners and employees. Often, they 

indicated that the hearing-led businesses had not prioritised improving the service for deaf 

people. This is especially problematic nowadays, because many more deaf people are trained 

professionals in various fields and thus need interpreters to work in more flexible ways (Haug 

et al., 2017; Hauser et al., 2008; Napier et al., 2020). Sections 7.2 and 7.3 examine how 

participants felt that having deaf-led SLI businesses improved the interpreting service overall.  

The narratives concerning the barriers that led the participants to set up their own interpreting 

agencies show examples of positive outlook, agency and taking the initiative to change a 

problematic situation. Participants had seen the opportunity to build a business that would be 

sustainable because of the availability of funding from governmental bodies (Section 1.3) and 

would also mean better services for other deaf people. 

The next section (5.4.2) looks at the other motivation shared by SLI business owners, which is 

linked to them taking advantage of some specific forms of deaf capital within the deaf market. 

 

5.4.2 Taking advantage of deaf capital in the business context 

In this section, I examine the ways in which participants were motivated to set up a SLI due to 

their awareness that they could take advantage of their deaf capital in this market.  
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As shown in Section 5.2.1, participants often spoke of their awareness of their limited 

opportunities in the labour market as a deaf person. Some of the participants emphasised that 

their experiences of limited opportunities and barriers within hearing surroundings meant that 

they had been attracted by the possibility to set up a business within the sign language 

interpreting market, rather than within the mainstream hearing market: 

“If I were in another industry with employees who do not sign, I would have many 

additional challenges. Starting a business is already a big challenge. Perhaps this is one 

reason why many deaf people have chosen to set up a business within this sector.” 

(Allan, SLI agency owner) 

As Allan emphasised above, if he had set up a business in a mainstream sector, i.e. one that is 

not deaf-related, he would have experienced many additional challenges – for instance, 

communication issues with employees who could not sign. Being disadvantaged in the broader 

labour market means that deaf entrepreneurs strategically consider which sector would give 

them the best chances to become successful (see Section 2.3 for discussion of strategic 

isolationism). In the same way, business owners who hold other minority statuses, such as 

women (Goffee and Scase, 1982) or gay men (Galloway, 2011), may also desire to create a 

work environment that is experienced as more positive than mainstream environments (see 

Section 2.2.2). Strategic isolationism, and the implications of deaf-led businesses for deaf 

people’s opportunities in an audist labour market, will be discussed further in Section 8.5. 

Another participant, Jens, underlined that the opportunity to work in a signing environment 

was a key factor that attracted him to set up an interpreting agency: 

M: Why did you choose to establish a sign language interpreting business? 

J: (thinking) Firstly, while training as an office clerk, I worked at [a deaf-led 

interpreting business]. It was exciting. Also, because I could work in a sign 

language environment, and within a company where I had a great responsibility, it 

attracted me. So, after that, I started a business together with other deaf partners.  

M: OK, so you’ve been working within the field of sign language interpreting services 

since your education? 

J:  Yes, and my thesis was about the sign language interpreting market.  

 (Jens, SLI agency owner) 
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Both Allan and Jens highlighted that they, during their educational training, were interested in 

the field of SLI services. They had experienced working within deaf-related organisations, 

which gave them a further motivation to set up a business where they could maintain the 

opportunity to conduct their everyday business using sign language. In this way, they combine 

their experience of navigating the labour market, their education and their desire to build up 

their careers in the long term. Within the interpreting market, they saw the opportunity to 

develop their desire to have responsibility, to be a leader and to pursue their entrepreneurial 

interests within a signing environment. Jens felt that he could better run a business in the deaf 

market than the hearing market because it is easier for him to take a leadership role and to 

manage employees who can all use sign language: 

M:  If you were the manager of a business in a hearing environment and were to manage 

a meeting, how would it work? 

J:  Yes, where would my authority be? Some interpreters might have a cold, weak 

voice. I am privileged. I can communicate directly in my situation; I know everyone 

does not have the same opportunity. I could not set up a business in the mainstream 

sector. So, I feel both privileged and lucky. Now we’re all deaf employees in this 

office and can sign directly to each other. (Jens, SLI agency owner) 

Jens explained that he considered himself privileged because he has had the opportunity to 

work in a signing environment. Working in the deaf market, he has not needed to rely on an 

interpreter and can create his situation. The participants appeared to have strategically sought 

to avoid situations where they would risk being disadvantaged, preferring to work in fields 

where deaf capital is valued. Section 7.2 expands further on the forms of deaf capital that are 

valued in this market and how this market has given the participants new opportunities to 

mobilise their deaf capital. 

Deaf entrepreneurs may find it more comfortable – and accessible – to set up a business within 

the interpreting market compared to the mainstream market which assumes predominantly 

hearing customers. Nevertheless, the interpreting market requires specific forms of knowledge 

of the game rules (doxa) within its field – for example, the rules governing interactions with 

the authorities. The next section (5.4.3) examines how the field requires that the individual 

gains experience of running a business within this sector, being persistent and working within 

the field many years.  
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5.4.3  The interpreting market as surrounded by hearing norms and audist structures 

Participants who set up businesses in the interpreting market did so from a desire for strategic 

isolationism, to avoid and resist hearing norms (see Section 5.4.1). However, participants also 

spoke of the importance of understanding the regulations and requirements stipulated by the 

(hearing) authorities, so as to be able to run and maintain their businesses. It is the 

governmental bodies that regulate, approve and finance the SLI service; they do this through 

the actual customers – the deaf end users – to whom the business must market and sell their 

services.  

The interpreting market thus relies on the existence of funding from governmental bodies, 

making this market different to certain other minority markets. For example, gay-run 

businesses (Schofield and Schmidt, 2005) or companies run by a members of particular ethnic 

group (Hitchcock and Wesner, 2009) market to their target groups as direct customers who use 

their own income to pay for services, rather than a government grant which could be withdrawn 

if regulations are not followed by the service provider. As underlined by Allan below, there are 

rules to be learned in order to successfully navigate the interpreting market: 

“We have a lot of work to do to understand the rules, regulations and requirements from 

the authorities. There is a lot of dialogue with the authorities. In these situations, 

understanding language, understanding how the rules work is important.” (Allan, SLI 

agency owner) 

Having deaf capital does not stand alone. SLI agency owners must be able to interact with and 

follow the requirements of the authorities. Allan emphasised that he had carefully learned how 

to run his business over time and learned how to cooperate with the authorities and understand 

their rules. However, this was not without experiences of audist barriers; this will be elucidated 

in the following section.  

5.5  Experiences of audism within the deaf market 

Section 5.4 shows that some of the reasons shared by participants for setting up a business 

within the deaf market were related to their desire to avoid being disadvantaged in the hearing 

market. However, as Section 5.4.3 reveals, running a business within the interpreting market 

does not mean that deaf business owners could avoid interaction with the (hearing) authorities, 

as they must follow governmental bodies’ regulation and rules. In communicating with the 

administrators responsible for overseeing the allocation of public funds to SLI services, they 
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faced some disabling experiences. Firstly, they had to compete with hearing peers (Section 

5.5.1); secondly, they experienced being held in suspicion by the governmental bodies (Section 

5.5.2); finally, there were changes in the regulations surrounding the provision of 

accommodations like SLI services which impacted on deaf SLI agency owners and their 

employees (Section 5.5.3). These experiences resulted in participants reporting being burnt out 

and overwhelmed, and having limited opportunities to grow their businesses. This was not only 

reported among those who ran SLI agencies, but also for example Catherine who had tried to 

run a business that provided sign language teaching for hearing people. 

5.5.1  Competition with hearing peers 

Catherine, who had been self-employed in the deaf sector as a provider of sign language 

teaching for hearing people, felt that she could not compete against her hearing peers. She 

explained that hearing competitors had the benefit of being able to provide multiple services: 

both interpreting services (they were often trained interpreters) and sign language tuition. Their 

diverse income streams meant that the hearing competitors could offer lower prices. In 

Denmark, agencies must tender to provide SLI and other services linked to sign language 

training in work contexts, and provide prices; governmental bodies typically prioritise low 

prices over the quality of service provided (this is examined further in Section 7.4). They also 

tend not to prioritise deaf people’s opportunities to get work. This participant eventually gave 

up this business: 

“When [the Danish authority] put out new invitations to tender, pushing prices down, 

businesses with hearing teachers got the tasks. I was sick and tired of businesses with 

hearing teachers getting the work.” (Catherine, former sole trader)  

This participant’s narrative reveals how, in the context of dealing with the Danish authorities 

seeking the lowest prices, deaf people have a disadvantage compared with hearing interpreters. 

This narrative about the challenges of competing with hearing providers is suggestive of subtle 

patterns of exclusion for deaf owners within deaf markets. Furthermore, the authorities’ 

attitudes towards deaf people affected the participants’ opportunities to grow and maintain their 

businesses, especially following the crisis within the interpreting market where fraudulent use 

of public funds was discovered. The next section 5.5.2 examines this. 
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5.5.2 Suspicious attitudes towards deaf people due to crisis in the sector 

The interpreting market in Denmark had been in crisis since 2017 due to some incidences of 

fraud and misuse of public funds (Section 1.3). One of the types of fraud uncovered was related 

to certain deaf people who had employed deaf employees and obtained public funding through 

their Access to Work (ATW) provision. Thus the participants in the current study who run SLI 

agencies experienced the crisis in the sector as additionally and personally problematic: as deaf 

people with deaf employees themselves, they were treated with increased suspicion by the local 

authorities. These suspicious attitudes led to increased controls placed on the deaf business 

owners requesting funding from the authorities, as expressed by Jens: 

M:  You told how you feel that deaf interpreting agencies are more subject to control 

by the authorities? 

J:  Yes, I feel there is mistrust towards us. The situation is now better, but suspicion is 

still there (...) We have to work hard [to convince them that we are not misusing the 

public funds]. (Jens, SLI agency owner)  

This participant experienced talking to the authorities as challenging and later told how he had 

to go to their offices in person and demand action on outstanding invoices for SLI services be 

paid. While hearing-led SLI agencies also experienced issues with and challenges from the 

authorities after the fraud was revealed, deaf owners felt that they were being treated with more 

suspicion. Another consequence of the revelations of fraud in the SLI sector – and one that 

demonstrates that deaf business owners were hit harder than their hearing counterparts – was 

that their own ATW funding (i.e. their personal allocation of interpreting in the workplace) got 

cut off. The authorities reduced, for example, the number of hours in which they could book 

an in-house interpreter (Section 5.5.3). In this way, hearing competitors have some advantages 

over deaf business owners, because they do not need accommodation in the same way. 

5.5.3 Consequences of cutting off the use of in-house interpreters 

In having their access to in-house interpreters reduced, the participants and their deaf 

employees felt that they had been disabled, i.e. that the government had actively disabled them. 

In the following quotation, one participant emphasised that in-house interpreters play a crucial 

role in his everyday work life, including making phone calls, interacting, socialising and even 

making small talk with the other (hearing) entrepreneurs in the building within which his office 

is located: 
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M:  How do you interact with hearing people [in this building]?  

P:  In-house interpreter! We always have an in-house interpreter. They are available 

for short talks. There MUST be an in-house interpreter. Nobody can be bothered to 

write [notes to each other to communicate]. It’s awkward to write. (Peter, SLI 

agency owner)  

In Peter’s case, he relied on access to interpreters to be able to build up a relationship with 

hearing people. However, his opportunities to interact with other hearing entrepreneurs had 

been impacted due to the reduction of his ATW. The authorities wanted to cut off their hours 

with the in-house interpreters, an issue which is linked to a recurring topic in Disability Studies 

scholarship relating to employment. Often disabled employees have to describe in detail their 

‘special needs’, meaning that they are forced to perform additional and recurring labour in 

explaining and arguing for the validity of their requirements when asking for support from 

governmental bodies. This was the case for the employees I observed, who had to record: 

“How many minutes, of what kind of support, what you don’t need support for, what 

kind of work you can do independently when can you work independently.” (Expressed 

by a visiting ATW worker to deaf staff members; Fieldnotes, 10 Sept 2018) 

Deaf workers were being requested to identify how many minutes per day they had an actual 

need for the interpreter – a problematic question because it is not possible to accurately predict 

this. During my visits to the office building, there were often situations in which the deaf owner 

and deaf employees (and, by extension, myself) were excluded from information and short 

talks with the hearing entrepreneurs who worked in the same building. At my first visit to this 

business, I noted what it was like to be in this building, and that sometimes hearing people 

came in and out of other offices but none of the deaf people present had any idea what they 

were doing:  

Suddenly, there was a smell from the entrepreneurial laboratory next to them. We did 

not know what or why there was this smell, and a [unknown hearing] man was coming 

into their office saying something. But the deaf employees said they did not understand, 

then this hearing man left. No communication. (Fieldnotes, 10 September 2018.). 
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The lack of in-house interpreters impacted on their experience of many small everyday 

interactions with other hearing people; moreover, deaf people were excluded from accessing 

information about what was happening around the building.  

There were several critical consequences of the reduction in ATW hours with an interpreter. 

Without a regular in-house interpreter, not only did Peter lose opportunities for engaging in 

small talk and spontaneously socialising and networking with the other entrepreneurs, but the 

overall quality of interpreting was affected in the long term (Hauser et al., 2008). Peter felt that 

the in-house interpreters had come to know him, his everyday life and his language, the context 

of what he would say and his style of signing; they could therefore more easily interpret his 

ideas and personality into spoken words. Peter described a specific situation – a conference 

with the Minister of Employment – for which he had booked a well-known interpreter who had 

the reputation of being one of the most qualified interpreters in Denmark. Still, when he came 

to make some comments, the interpreter failed to accurately translate him:  

“The problem was that I couldn’t get the message through because of the interpreter. It 

was not our in-house interpreter, but if it were, the in-house interpreter [who knows me] 

would have understood what I had said immediately.” (Peter, SLI agency owner) 

Having an interpreter who did not know him resulted in extra communicative barriers and 

additional frustration for him as a deaf business owner. It is widely acknowledged among deaf 

people that relying on interpreters is exhausting, and the problems arising from cutting off 

access to the in-house interpreter makes it more tiring to try to run a business.  

Additionally, participants experienced the phone as another barrier without the in-house 

interpreter on hand. The difficulty of phone calls with hearing people is a recurring theme in 

the interviews with the deaf owners and employees. One of the employees explained that not 

being able to take phone calls because access to the in-house interpreter had been cut off caused 

them to feel more isolated: 

“Now we feel we are isolated. We cannot develop ourselves. We cannot take the phone 

when it is ringing because we don’t have an in-house interpreter. We have to email and 

use other ways of communicating, but it is slow, and people don’t always have patience. 

We don’t have hearing employees here in the office. (...) If we had 

hearing employees, we would probably survive.” (Fieldnotes, 10 September 2018) 
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Participants spoke of trying to use alternatives to the phone, such as emails. However, one of 

the hearing employees explained to me that they consider phone calls to be particularly 

persuasive, that a phone conversation can better convince other hearing people that there is an 

issue that needs to be solved than emails (Fieldnotes, 18 September 2018). She told me that 

deaf people thinking that emails can compensate for the lack of phone calls is problematic, 

giving the following example: 

“The deaf owner, whom she worked for, had emailed someone and his request got 

rejected. When she called the same person on the phone, this request was accepted. This 

reveals a shortage of awareness of the meaning of direct talk, phone calls rather than 

emails.” (Fieldnotes, 18 September 2018) 

The problem of the phone is a key example of how a deaf person is disabled due to the societal 

structures in Denmark, where there is not provision for interpreting phone calls through, for 

instance, video relay services. Other countries such as the U.S.A. have fully accessible video 

relay services for deaf people to make phone calls (see Section 2.4.1). This is another example 

of symbolic violence and structural discrimination, that often goes unrecognised. 

5.6  Summary 

In this chapter, I examined the ways in which ways the Danish labour market is audist and 

ableist, based on my participants’ narratives. Although such structures of inequality are often 

invisible rather than experienced as direct harassment against them, they have influenced some 

of the participants’ navigation of the labour market and their career progression.  

Some of the participants learned that they wanted to work in a signing environment to avoid 

additional labour and the barriers to sociality with hearing people. However, changing work 

contexts has meant that opportunities for more traditional jobs in deaf workplaces have become 

limited. Changing work contexts have led some of the participants to attempt self-employment.  

The more positive constructions of the participants’ start-ups did not mean that they had not 

experienced push factors. Some of them associated their start-ups with them being deaf, for 

example drawing on their experiences of using deficient SLI services during their educational 

training. They constructed these experiences in ways that reflected a kind of resistance against 

hearing-led structures and organisations. 
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Deaf business owners encouraged and inspired each other to set up their own businesses. This 

should also be understood as a reflection of the ways in which the structures of the labour 

market reproduce and maintain inequality for deaf people – and for other minority groups. 

People from these groups are often not directly encouraged into the broader labour market by 

employers; instead, the support comes from within the group. 

Disabled people and people from disadvantaged groups who set up their own businesses still 

face more inequality in terms of their opportunities, not least by facing additional labour. In 

the next chapter, I explore how the participants present themselves with agency and tackle 

adverse treatment in different ways. 
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 ADAPTING STRATEGIES TO NAVIGATE AUDIST 

MARKET VALUES 

 

6.1  Introduction 

This chapter investigates the following research question: ‘What strategies do these highly 

skilled, signing deaf business owners use to navigate an audist normative structured labour 

market?’ The aim is to unpack the kinds of strategies used to navigate an audist and ableist 

structured labour market, and to elicit some of the complex, invisible labour deaf owners 

undergo as business owners. 

First, in Section 6.2, I investigate the awareness of the participants of the ways that they as deaf 

people do not fit in within an ableist labour market, and how they have worked to actively 

change their behaviours and habitus and to develop strategies to achieve success and stay in 

business. This section focuses on how the participants act cautiously and distance themselves 

from a deaf activist agenda so as to fit the expectations of their hearing customers and 

employees. Second, I examine in Section 6.3 how some of the participants felt that ‘hiding 

deafness’ would, in particular situations such as during phone calls, give them a better chance 

to acquire customers. Third, I explore in Section 6.4 the strategies the participants have used 

to network with hearing people. Finally, I investigate how they have used their deafness as a 

‘unique selling point’ as part of their strategy to win success in their business (Section 6.5). 

The understanding of how, as a deaf person, one can navigate and relate to audist norms is, in 

this study, recognised as being part of deaf people’s hearing capital. I conceptualise ‘hearing 

capital’ as a combination of Bourdieu’s generative cultural and social capital concepts (Section 

3.4). The focus in this chapter is on deaf business owners’ interpretations of what it means 

socially and culturally to adapt to hearing people and audism in hearing business contexts. It 

should be noted here that there is a broader question around what it means to be ‘hearing’ and 

that there are many ways of being hearing, in the same way that there are many ways to be deaf 

(see Section 1.5.2). By examining the strategies used by deaf owners to adapt to their hearing 

surroundings, we can elicit what they perceive to be part of audist and hearing ways, and the 

strategies they experience as useful in navigating these. 

6.2  Cautiousness strategy 

All the participants in this study have been and continue to be actively involved in deaf social 

contexts. Throughout their lives, they have direct experience of various deaf social settings in 
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Denmark, both personally and professionally, and have developed an understanding of how to 

engage in these. However, as business owners, they have been obliged to learn how to adapt to 

hearing, speaking people and the audist norms related their business contexts. They must 

understand how to act in these contexts so as to have success with their business, and consider, 

for instance, how to develop communication strategies (Atkins, 2011; see Section 2.4.6); they 

must also learn how to strategically present themselves in audist contexts, where there are 

expectations of hearing and speaking abilities (Section 3.2). 

Several participants spoke of changing their ways of behaving and their attitudes as business 

owners so as to adapt to their hearing surroundings – specifically, being cautious about 

upsetting hearing people. The term ‘cautiousness’ was used recurrently by the participants in 

relation to this approach, i.e. of trying to act according to hearing cultural and social norms. 

Their use of this term reflects that they had not merely been attempting to adapt to majority 

norms, but had also undertaken additional emotional labour in worrying about causing upset. 

There were several examples of participants using a cautiousness strategy when interacting 

with hearing customers and hearing employees, both regarding their behaviour but also 

regarding hearing people’s expectations about sign language.  

6.2.1 Downplaying deaf activism to avoid hearing people’s discomfort 

One participant, John, has had a long history of activism in the deaf world. He formerly worked 

as a deaf professional in deaf-related organisations, and formulated very strong opinions on 

deaf political issues such as access to sign language in schools and the requirement for hearing 

colleagues to use sign language in mixed workplaces. He has previously been very vocal and 

visible in these debates. However, since setting up his own business within a creative industry 

aimed at the mainstream market, John had toned down his activism because he feared that 

emphasis on his deaf activist identity could put off future clients in hearing contexts:  

M: Yes you talked about it being mentally hard work, so what are your strategies? 

J:  Hmm, you have to behave properly. For example I was very active in the deaf 

movement, very active. But now I’m much less active. I have to consider how 

I present myself. (John, sole trader) 

In this case, John had made the conscious decision to change his attitude and behaviour, for 

example by becoming less activist and demanding about deaf people’s treatment, to ensure that 

he did not upset potential hearing customers by being perceived as a critical, angry, deaf person. 
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However, as a business owner setting up in a new context (i.e. the hearing world), he found it 

difficult to be authentically himself in some ways, in comparison to what he had been used to 

when working in deaf-related work organisations.  

Similarly, other participants were conscious of attempting to fit in with their hearing 

surroundings. Thus, they strategically tried to adjust their ‘values’ so as to act in ways that 

would not scare off hearing people – for example, by not becoming angry or demanding when 

experiencing social injustice or situations in which they are not fully included. 

 As foregrounded by John, he accepted being on the periphery rather in the centre and not 

always having full access to his surroundings:  

“There was someone who said something interesting about having no problem 

standing behind the window [i.e. being excluded] looking at people in front of the 

window. I remember that at first I did not understand him, I thought we deaf people 

should always have an interpreter. But over time I can see that sometimes you just 

have to accept it. Accept that you have to adapt, because you get benefits in other 

areas.” (John, sole trader)  

In his previous work, John would always have demanded a sign language interpreter for 

interactions with hearing people. As described in Section 1.6, deaf people in work (including 

business owners) are entitled to up to twenty hours of sign language interpreting services per 

week. When John became business owner, he began to accept different ways of socialising to 

get commercial utility. 

Another participant, Robert, explained that many deaf people still act and behave in deaf ways 

that can scare hearing people: 

“I can sometimes get tired of seeing deaf people put suggestions on Facebook about 

how to use an interpreter for job interviews and saying that ‘the interviewer should 

remember to look directly at me [not at the interpreter]’. Having an angry tone, 

demanding tone [in their signing and facial expression] does not work.” (Robert, sole 

trader) 

Robert had learned that deaf ways of demanding of deaf rights (e.g. the presence of an 

interpreter, talking directly to the deaf person) did not fit his business context, where an angry 

tone would displease – and, therefore, not attract – hearing customers. Working in the health 
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sector with mainly hearing customers, Robert had been used to working with a designated 

interpreter in his sessions; however, at one point he had reason to get a new interpreter. One 

time, he had a customer who did not want the new interpreter, whom she did not know in 

advance, present during the session: 

“The customer was very dissatisfied. She wouldn’t undress in front of a new interpreter, 

so she asked the interpreter to leave.” (Robert, sole trader) 

Even though it was harder for Robert to perform his job without an interpreter, he chose to 

follow the customers’ wishes, and the customer accepted the communication strategy of 

writing notes back and forth with Robert. Business ownership challenges deaf owners to follow 

the motto that ‘the customer is always right’; similarly, deaf business owners will accept having 

a negative experience (e.g. working without an interpreter) to avoid the hearing customer 

having a negative experience.  

The need to be constantly cautious of violating hearing norms is an example of the invisible 

communicative and emotional labour that deaf business owners need to do to fit in with their 

hearing surroundings. They need to ensure that everything is in place for seamless access and 

communication from the very beginning, before the customer even comes in. The setting up of 

access structures needs to occur before anything else can take place, and includes acts of 

additional labour, including aesthetic labour (see Section 6.2.3).2 

John emphasised that many deaf people were not aware of how big a challenge this additional 

labour is and that being a business owner comes at a cost: 

“I think we [deaf people] lack an understanding of what business ownership means. 

(…) It is very mentally challenging.” (John, sole trader) 

The cautiousness strategy found in this study did not only concern hearing customers, but also 

inside deaf-owned SLI agencies with hearing sign language interpreters as employees; this is 

examined in the next section (6.2.2).  

6.2.2 Language politics in a deaf-led SLI agency 

Another participant, Jens, was the owner of a sign language interpreting agency with several 

hearing interpreters and deaf employees in administration. Like John (see Section 6.2.1), Jens 

 
2 My thanks to Michele Friedner for making me aware of setting up access structures in advance as a burden of 
additional labour for deaf business owners. 
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had developed strong opinions on deaf politics and had grown up expecting signing hearing 

people in deaf social contexts to use sign language. As more hearing people (interpreters) were 

employed by his agency, the culture of the work organisation had become such that they spoke 

between themselves. Some of the deaf employees complained about the hearing employees’ 

language attitudes because they only used sign language when directly addressing a deaf 

person. 

Jens’ narrative below reveals that, although he runs a business in a deaf-dominant and signing 

context, he still experiences issues and conflicts regarding attitudes to sign language and 

language use within the business. Jens spoke of how these questions are not straightforward, 

and stated that he tries to be cautious around the issue of language used in the office: 

 

“I find it hard to deal [with language policy] because I have to be careful and not 

enforce it through too much. That would not help. It requires a lot of dialogue and that 

kind of work can be… I try to have dialogue with different people, and it can be 

difficult because I want them to meet in the middle, and it is important to me that 

everyone feels satisfied. I have left it a bit because there have been many other 

challenges so far.” (Jens, SLI agency owner) 

 

As indicated by the narrative above, Jens experienced additional labour as a deaf business 

owner in having to consider the language practices of the organisation. He had experienced 

many challenges within his business and had had to put sign language policy aside for a period 

of time; this was in common with other participants who owned SLI agencies, who had also 

decided not to prioritise enforcing their language policies. Jens’ strategy was to be cautious, to 

compromise and to try to adapt to the values he expected his hearing employees to prefer: 

M:  OK we talked about how you as a deaf business owner experience the 

workplace, and the language policy is a big part of it. 

J: Yes I try to see [the conflict over language use] as an exciting challenge and not 

be too deaf power-like. It is also a hearing workplace. After all, the majority 

here are hearing. (…) What I try to do is to promote a minority language, but I 

am also careful. I know oppressing a language causes reactions. It is what we 

see with immigrants. When we oppress their languages, for example Arabic, it 
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results in counter-reactions. So this is something I need to be very, very aware 

of in how we handle the process… (Jens, SLI agency owner; my emphasis) 

Jens negotiated questions of hierarchy: as the owner, he could make a demand about his 

employees’ language-use in the business, but he was choosing not to because he felt his business 

was also a ‘hearing workplace’. Repeatedly during our conversations, Jens compared the issue 

of whether to ‘force’ the hearing sign language interpreters to use sign language with the issue 

of language attitudes held towards migrants in Denmark. In reality, however, the hearing 

employees were not linguistic minorities in Danish society. Jens’ drawing of parallels with 

migrants in Denmark might have been influenced by the fact of my presence as interviewer and 

consequent involvement in the construction of his narratives. Jens knew of my left-wing 

political opinions and history of deaf activism; by drawing these parallels and narratively 

painting hearing employees as a linguistic minority, it can be argued that he was trying to 

persuade me to excuse his decision to not be demanding around language practices in his 

business. Additionally, it is possible that Jens chose to explain it in this way to reflect how the 

hearing interpreters perceived themselves as a minority group within deaf communities, with 

the associated right to communicate in their preferred language.  

Another way in which Jens negotiated his position was to distance himself from being ‘too deaf 

power-like’. The concept of ‘deaf power’ – which asserts that deaf people must fight and 

liberate themselves from oppression – is widespread in the Global North and stems from the 

U.S., reaching Denmark and other Nordic countries in the 1980s (see Section 1.5; Breivik, 

2005). Jens, however, believed that he needed to downplay what he called the ‘deaf power’ 

attitude in order to keep his hearing employees happy, and to try to persuade them to use sign 

language in the workplace rather than force them – otherwise, he could risk losing them. 

Hearing employees can easily leave a deaf-led organisation in favour of joining a hearing-led 

business, or even setting up their own business, which for them would mean fewer concerns 

about language issues within their everyday practices. This is something a deaf business owner 

needs to take into account, and is discussed further in Section 8.5.   

The way in which Jens framed this concept reveals that many deaf people have baggage related 

to the concept of deaf power. However, it is also problematic that merely requiring that 

employees of a deaf-led business in the deaf sector use sign language in the workplace can be 

framed as a ‘deaf power’ position, implying something excessive and almost extremist. This 

framing ignores the complex social and historical reasons why deaf people might make this 
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request in the first place, i.e. to ensure that the workplace is fully accessible to all employees 

and, especially, to the minority group that the business aims to serve and which has traditionally 

been excluded. Framing in-business language policy as ‘too deaf power-like’ reduces the 

complexity of the discourse around interactions, adjustments and power dynamics – a wider 

issue that is not just about deaf power, but a broad question of courtesy, dignity, rights and 

inclusion. 

6.2.3  Cautiousness as a part of hearing capital 

The deaf business owners all saw Danish audist practices and norms that they tried to mimic. 

Their deaf social, cultural and linguistic norms and practices did not always fit with the audist 

normative practices surrounding them. As a strategy, they used a cautious approach when 

navigating the hearing world, something they had learned during their childhood. Some 

participants spoke of growing up in hearing environments having given them some specific 

experiences regarding approaching hearing people. 

The following example examines one participant, Jens, who commented that he had learned 

some ‘rules’ about how to express things through growing up with hearing signing parents who 

often corrected him. This participant mentioned an example in which his parents had (hearing) 

friends visiting who had just bought a car. When his parents relayed what they were talking 

about, Jens asked, “How much did it cost?” but was sternly told: “That’s not a thing that you 

ask about.” 

Jens felt that he learned to say things in a particular way when among deaf people, e.g. speaking 

more directly, whereas with hearing people he felt he had to think more carefully about how to 

say things. He emphasised that a question about the cost of a car can be asked of a deaf person 

without causing offence (see Section 7.1.4 on several layers in this behaviour/deaf way), but 

he had learned that he must be more cautious about how to express things to hearing people.  

In Deaf Studies literature, this type of adapting has often been considered harmful and 

associated with behaving in anti-deaf ways on how deaf people must not ‘stick out’ (De 

Meulder 2017, see Section 2.6.4 ), and how adapting to hearing people could be seen as a form 

of weakness and enforced assimilation (Gertz, 2008; see Section 3.2.3). However, because the 

current study’s participants’ businesses depended on hearing customers and/or employees, the 

deaf business owners did not see the need to be cautious of breaching majority norms in a 

negative light. They had learned that such a strategy is beneficial for their business and, thus, 

economic capital, and chose to pursue it so as to keep customers happy and willing to come 
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back for more. They mobilised their own forms of hearing capital, which they had developed 

over the course of their lives, to act cautiously towards their hearing surroundings so as to not 

scare off customers and employees. However, constantly adapting to able-bodied norms is not 

easy and is a form of additional emotional and aesthetic labour for disabled people (Warhurst 

et al., 2007; Butler, 2014; Section 2.4.4). Cautiousness should be understood as a similar form 

of labour. It requires changing habitus from that of a deaf activist who demands rights as a deaf 

person. Changing their attitudes and behaviours to adapt to hearing people and to fit with their 

career strategies is part of their habitus repertoire (Joy et al., 2018). The next section 6.3 

examines another type of strategy: hiding deafness. 

6.3  Hiding strategy 

The deaf participants in this study were aware that they did not fit the model of an ideal worker 

in an ableist, audist labour market (see Section 2.4.5 for the notion of the ideal worker and 

entrepreneur). Some participants worried that their customers would consider them disabled if 

they were to disclose their deafness, and as unproductive and unqualified to deliver the service. 

Hiding strategies are frequently mentioned in the field of Disability Studies (Kafer, 2016; Price 

et al., 2017), whereby a visibly disabled employee might hide their disability by avoiding 

meeting customers face to face and instead interacting with them through phone calls or emails 

(Church, 2007; see Section 2.4.1). The following section shows how the current study’s 

participants consciously hid their deafness when making phone calls as a strategy to avoid 

putting off potential hearing customers. 

6.3.1 Hiding deafness on telephone calls 

One participant, John, had consciously changed his approach to using the telephone after 

becoming self-employed. He used to let the interpreter frame the interpreting situation and 

explain his deafness to the other person on the line. This practice is customary among deaf 

professionals in Denmark (Bergmann, 2015). However, John had learned over time that this 

did not work well in the context of his business. When a customer called and the interpreter 

started to explain, some of the callers simply hung up.  

“It scares away the customer – they’re going to think ‘This is too much trouble’. It 

doesn’t work at all. You need a new strategy.” (John, sole trader) 

This participant felt that hearing people reacted negatively when they were told the business 

owner is deaf. A similar issue was experienced by Robert, whose business was within the health 

field and who also had primarily hearing customers: 
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“[The interpreter] explaining that I am deaf and that I use an interpreter over the 

phone gives them the wrong impression of deaf people. (...) They think deaf people 

have extra disabilities. No, it’s just deafness.” (Robert, sole trader) 

Robert learned that customers calling the business had expectations of reaching an ideal worker 

who was not a disabled/deaf person. As such, over time participants learned various practices 

to enable them to fit in with ableist/audist expectations of a business owner, for example by 

authorising the interpreter to answer the phone and to set up appointments in their own right. 

A deaf business owner may thus project a ‘virtual able-bodied identity’ (Church et al., 2007: 

7; see Section 2.4.1). Adjusting this way to take a phone call is an example of how some deaf 

business owners have accumulated particular forms of hearing capital. Even though they may 

personally believe that deaf people are fully capable, they have chosen to let the interpreter act 

more independently and then only reveal their deafness when meeting the customer in person.  

However, hiding deafness still requires the labour of considering how to meet the customer 

when they meet face to face. The issue of not disclosing one’s disability is discussed further in 

Section 8.3.3. In the next section, 6.3.2, I examine how the participants spoke of the 

comparative benefits of revealing their deafness when they meet customers face to face. 

6.3.2 Revealing deafness face to face 

In this section I examine what it means to two participants, Robert and John, to reveal their 

deafness in person to potential hearing customers in their business contexts. Since the deaf 

business owners in this study are all sign language people (Batterbury et al., 2007; Ladd, 2003) 

and work with an interpreter, they cannot keep their deafness hidden for long. However, the 

two participants said that revealing their deafness face to face is much more effective than 

doing so over the phone, because the customer sees the ‘whole’ person and they have a better 

chance of making a good impression: 

“The next time someone called me, I just signed, and the interpreter spoke on the phone 

without the customer knowing an interpreter was speaking for me. I explain that I am 

deaf when the customer arrives. They look at me and can see the whole of me. And they 

say, ‘Oh you are deaf, no problem’, or ‘it’s easy to understand you’.” (Robert, sole trader) 

As expressed above, Robert has come to know that it works better to show customers what it 

is like to be deaf when they meet face to face. One way of managing meeting hearing customers 

face to face is to undertake aesthetic labour beforehand and during the encounter, so as to give 
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hearing customers a positive perception of them.  

6.3.3 Aesthetic labour 

Both Robert and John spoke of having a strong awareness of the way they present themselves 

to hearing people; this is associated with a lot of aesthetic labour, like being accommodating, 

smiling, and being well dressed (Warhurst and Nickson, 2007). Both participants knew that 

this gives the hearing customer a positive perception of them: 

R: When the customer comes, I welcome him or her, I briefly ask them to remember 

to look at me. For some of them it is new [to meet a deaf person] and for others 

it is something they already know about, as I have been recommended to them 

by some of their acquaintances so they know I am deaf. But there are also some 

customers who have said that those who have recommended me have not told 

them I am deaf. It’s always positive when they meet me in person. I welcome 

them with a big smile. With the smile you get far. (laughs) (…) I think 80% of 

sales are about the look, how to dress and how to look... I just know. It is 

important. I have worked in [health] centres where it was difficult for the other 

traders to get enough customers into their businesses. Some traders have a very 

easy time getting new customers, they are like magnets. I have observed a few 

such things and noticed that outlook and personality matter a lot. I am very aware 

of how to dress and be charming. It pleases customers when you are charming 

and well-dressed and accommodating. It’s pure business. (…) It is very much 

about showing that you are positive. 

M:  Have you practised something like that? 

R:  No, it comes naturally with me. I learned it myself. It may be my parents who 

have given me such characteristics. I also pass it on to the children. It is very 

much about showing that you are positive. (Robert, sole trader) 

Both Robert and John emphasised how much their appearance and smiling demeanour can 

influence the customers’ experience of the business.  

One participant, Robert, can speak, and he chooses to do so to make hearing customers more 

comfortable. When I asked Robert if he used his voice a lot, he answered:  
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“Yes, I admit that being able to talk makes a big difference. It’s a huge plus. You have to 

use what you have.” (Robert, sole trader)  

Speaking and lipreading are key strategies that deaf professionals use when they communicate 

with hearing people (Napier et al., 2019; see Section 2.4.2). Because hearing society relies on 

the audist values of speaking and hearing (Bauman, 2004; see Section 3.2), deaf people have a 

communicative disability in most contexts. The participants who could speak and read lips 

recognised that this made them seem more similar to hearing people, and enabled them to hide 

or at least downplay their deafness and try to fit the model of an ideal worker:  

“I have discovered as a self-employed person that hearing people like that we try to do 

things independently, as much as possible. Working with the interpreter is OK, but it must 

be out of necessity. I then try to ask politely [in speech] if it is OK that I just use the 

interpreter to make sure that I fully understand them, and explain that the interpreter is part 

of the clinic. They usually say ‘Of course!’” (Robert, sole trader) 

Although Robert has an interpreter with him in the workplace as standard, being able to speak 

gives the choice of direct communication and makes his hearing customers feel comfortable 

and safe with him. This is a benefit to his business, but also means he takes on a more 

significant burden of ensuring proper communication and being accepted as a professional 

(Napier et al., 2019). 

A key point about hiding or downplaying being deaf is that some participants reported trying 

to make their deafness irrelevant. This strategy is used to fit with the able-bodied ideal image 

of a professional. However, it requires extra work and mental persistence to underplay a 

disability (O’Brien, 2021); the deaf business owner will still have to confront hearing people 

with their deafness sooner or later. Furthermore, even deaf people who do not have the option 

of hiding their deafness or of speaking find that they have to hide or downplay their deafness. 

Section 6.5 examines how signing deaf owners adapt to hearing customers when using 

interpreters, which is vital for understanding how signing deaf people navigate hearing 

contexts. First, however, section (6.4) examines further the strategies that are applied to social 

networking with hearing people.  

6.4  Hearing networking strategies 

Social interactions and relations with hearing people are often foregrounded as one of the most 
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significant barriers for deaf people in work contexts. This section examines how the 

participants have developed strategies to network with hearing people in business contexts. 

First, I describe how deaf social networks were often experienced as comfortable and 

straightforward for the participants, but that they spoke of the need to go beyond these networks 

to maintain their businesses. Second, I examine how the participants felt that they had to be 

outgoing and assertive when networking, because they knew that hearing people would not 

automatically come to them. Third, I present how much it meant to them to join formal, 

scheduled business networks, because they could avoid impromptu small talk and could better 

prepare with interpreters. This formal engagement network also led them to subsequently 

engage more in casual events.  

6.4.1 Going beyond deaf social networks 

All the participants had had formative experiences in deaf environments and had thus 

developed networks and connections, both personal and professional, with other deaf people, 

with whom they felt relaxed and comfortable. The act of social networking with deaf people 

was emphasised by the participants as being situations where they would receive a social boost 

and build resilience. This reflects other studies on deaf people’s strategies for building 

resilience (Hauser et al., 2016; Listman and Kurz, 2020; Section 2.6.6). One participant, 

Robert, commented: 

“I socialise with both [deaf and hearing people], but you need to have a resting place. 

For me, that is in the deaf world. I need that. I relax a lot with sign language. But I 

know that if my business is to be strong and robust, then I have to socialise outside [the 

deaf world].” (Robert, sole trader) 

Robert expressed the opinion that, to survive and succeed with their businesses, deaf business 

owners needed to develop social networks with hearing people. Networking with non-signing 

hearing people is not straightforward for deaf people, as it is often experienced as anxiety-

inducing, awkward and uncomfortable. Even if an interpreter is present, deaf people still 

experience challenges to networking because it takes effort to navigate a social situation with 

an interpreter (Hauser et al., 2016: 94). As such, it can be exhausting. 

Robert and John, both of whom worked in hearing contexts, emphasised that finding suitable 

hearing social groups could help them to advance in hearing social settings (see also Sections 

6.4.2 and 6.4.3). Thus, they were more motivated to invest time in networking and 

communicating with hearing customers and partners than were those participants whose 
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businesses focused on the deaf market and who accepted they might not always be fully 

included in hearing contexts (see Section 6.4.3). Nevertheless, some of the owners whose 

businesses are oriented towards deaf customers explained that they pursued opportunities to 

meet with hearing people to develop their businesses, but also to be challenged in their ways 

of thinking and to inspire them to innovate within business contexts. One participant, Peter, 

decided to move his business into a building with other, hearing entrepreneurs. He explained 

that he did to develop his business and new networks: 

“I needed new contacts, new faces and networks. I had to go out of our little world to 

develop my business.” (Peter, SLI agency owner) 

This narrative reveals how going beyond the deaf network is one of the strategies deaf owners 

use to overcome the limitations of their deaf networks.  

While Peter, an SLI business owner, emphasised the importance of networking with hearing 

people, other SLI agency owners did not similarly prioritise networking with hearing people 

because it was not felt to be necessary in this industry. One such participant, Sam, felt it was 

unnecessary and stated that he disliked engaging in the work of networking:  

M:  Do you network with people around the business? You mentioned you have 

contact with a consulting attorney and accountant. Are there other people you 

network with, such as the municipality? To acquire new customers and 

contracts? 

S:  Hm, we do not need to get assignments as it all just happened via email. 

Networking… Like I said, I do not like meetings, so I do not network that much, 

no I do not. (Sam, SLI agency owner) 

Sam explained that he did not like engage in the work of networking because it required him 

to be proactive, which he did not associate with his personality. This is discussed further in 

Section 6.4.3. 

In the next section, I examine how John and Robert in particular had developed strategies for 

networking with non-signing hearing people. One of their strategies was to be outgoing and to 

take the first step in getting access to a suitable hearing social network. 

6.4.2 Being outgoing 

As was examined in previous sections, some participants tried to seek out people who could 
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help them to mobilise upwards so as to get more business, and with this expand their relevant 

social capital. However, they acknowledged that many hearing customers will not have met 

deaf people before, and so will not necessarily know how to interact with a deaf person and an 

interpreter. For this reason, the two participants were very strategic about their self-

presentation. They knew that, as deaf people, they would have to take the initiative to get in 

touch with hearing people, because hearing people typically do not approach deaf people (De 

Meulder, 2017; Napier et al., 2017; Punch et al., 2007). One participant told how, since his 

time at university, he had been consciously building his confidence in reaching out to others. 

He had learned that he needed to be assertive and proactive if he was going to find a suitable 

group that could support his career: 

“During my studies, you know, deaf people are often last to be picked in any group-

work selection, and that happened to me too. (…) I could see that there was another 

group where I would fit in better, so I was a bit naughty and asked them if I could 

join their group. They were surprised. But it went really well. They were surprised 

at how well we could work together. They were surprised that I knew a lot. We 

could pull each other up.” (Robert, sole trader) 

This example is suggestive of the impact of the widely held attitudes towards deaf people as 

being less productive, less able, and less desirable within social relations. Thus, often deaf 

people feel that they end up in groups that are far less advanced than their ambitions. To change 

this situation, it is up to the deaf person to take action. Finding hearing networks that can pull 

them upwards requires confidence about one’s abilities and extra, proactive outreach – 

believing that one has something to contribute to the group, such as knowledge. 

As deaf people, the participants needed to expand their relevant forms of cultural capital to 

learn how to act within hearing contexts. As was shown in Section 5.2.1, John had missed out 

on learning how to interact with potential customers and sell products due to discriminatory 

experiences during his educational training. John explained how he went on to seek out hearing 

people as potential customers: 

 

J: I cannot just sit and wait for people to come to me, as it may happen for some 

of the hearing people. I have to show up and seek out possible contacts. I see, 

for example, in newspapers that there are some events. For example, if there is 

a bank that arranges an open house [i.e. an open information and networking 
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event]. I can figure out that there might be a lot of investors, so I sign up and 

show up for the event. It may sound embarrassing, but I do not care, I want to 

create networks. I need to get in touch with people, they need to know it can 

work. Then we can exchange cards and I have to keep in touch with people. 

M:  It’s interesting, how do you get in touch with them? What strategies do you use? 

J:  Yes that is why I enjoy being a part of my business network group, as they also 

give courses on, for example, how to create networks, how to do small talk, how 

to make an elevator speech. (John, sole-trader) 

Another way in which deaf business owners may grow their hearing capital in the business 

context is to have the courage to ask hearing peers about their strategies. However, this 

behaviour does not fit hearing norms, especially if the two individuals do not know each 

another personally (see Section 6.1.2). The following example shows that the two sole traders 

in this study, both of whom had predominantly hearing customers, were assertive and confident 

about ‘having the right’ to be in hearing social networks. John told how he used an outgoing 

and assertive strategy towards hearing people in order to learn from them: 

“I knew nothing about being self-employed, so I had a problem. I decided to attend the 

courses. I also directly asked the other sole traders [within the creative industry] who I 

knew a bit: ‘How do you do it?’ I asked and asked. They found my direct questions 

odd. But I had to do this. It was like starting a new education.” (John, sole trader) 

John was aware of being pushy and asking questions that might have seemed stupid or 

unprofessional in a hearing context (Kahne, 2013), yet he was also aware of the importance of 

learning how to navigate as a professional by being assertive and confident.  

John reported that, when socialising with his business network partners without an interpreter, 

he often misses out on small talk. ‘Water cooler talk’ is an important part of workplace 

networking, and something that deaf people often miss out on even if they have an interpreter 

present (Hauser et al., 2016). If someone from John’s group were to meet an acquaintance and 

present them informally to the group, John would be likely to miss the information and thus 

the opportunity to expand his network. John said that his strategy was to ask afterwards who 

the person was, and in this way intercept potential important information via the group: 

“I ask them afterwards who that was and what was said. That’s the good thing about the 
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group because they know who I am. I use them as my extended arm. They know me 

well, so I feel it’s not embarrassing. It’s OK. I compare this with hearing people asking 

each other discretely who this person is. After all, they do this too.” (John, sole trader) 

In this narrative, John represented his business network partners as extended arms – that is, an 

extension of himself. As such, he used this group strategically to gather more information and 

develop his network. This is similarly to the findings of other studies into deaf people’s 

strategies in hearing workplaces: for instance, they may find ‘hearing allies’ that can fill them 

in on what they have missed out on during any informal talk (Hauser et al., 2016; Kavin and 

Brown-Kurz, 2008; see Section 2.4.5). Furthermore, John did not feel that asking his group 

who someone was afterwards was embarrassing, because hearing people do this too when they 

miss out on information and discreetly ask others to fill them in.  

As examined in previous sections, deaf people are aware that, in order to fit into their hearing 

environment and attract new customers to their business, they need to project themselves as 

assertive, outgoing and confident. Participants were aware that hearing people do not tend to 

approach them, and thus decided to strategically push themselves forward, showing themselves 

as qualified and able. In this way, informal talk in the workplace links to cultural and social 

capital that deaf business owners also need. This will be expanded on in Section 6.6, and also 

discussed in relation to deaf contexts as a part of deaf capital (see Section 7. 3.1). 

Some participants had chosen to network with hearing people in more formalised ways, and 

had found a variety of ways to do so. Becoming a member of a business network was one of 

the options and was beneficial for the deaf business owners who are examined next in Section 

6.4.3. 

6.4.3 Benefits from a formalised network with hearing people 

For a deaf business owner, being part of a formalised business network is beneficial because 

its sociality is scheduled and planned. Deaf people can book an interpreter in advance, and can 

also avoid small talk – which is frequently experienced as one of the largest barriers to them 

as deaf people: 

“We then sit down once a week and inform each other about what we need. We do 

not do small talk. We go straight to the point and ask each other what we need.” 

(John, sole trader) 

Small talk among hearing people is often difficult for deaf people to be included in, whether 
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with and without an interpreter (Dickinson, 2010). The same participant explained why his 

formal business network is like a gift to him as a deaf person:  

“For me, as a deaf person, it [the business network] is like getting a gift. It feels like 

I’m becoming part of a family; the other members know me. They tell other people 

who I am, also that I am deaf, they tell them my deafness is not a problem.” (John, 

sole trader) 

Deaf people often use the family metaphor, or the metaphor of being home, to express their 

relationship to other deaf people, for example as a second family (Listman and Kurz, 2020). 

However, here John used the metaphor of ‘family’ about other hearing business partners who 

have supported him in his business and in building relationship with hearing customers. This 

business network gives him potential customers through the word-of-mouth method of 

recommendation, which is used for all kinds of businesses. However, this is particularly 

beneficial for deaf business owners, because this method includes the (hearing) recommender 

taking on the work of influencing other hearing people and convincing them that deafness is 

not a barrier to doing business with them.  

As a result of being a part of the business network, John has also benefited from engaging in 

social networking with the other members outside of these formalised meetings. He has tended 

to join informal meetings without an interpreter, aiming to maintain his positive relationships 

with the hearing partners and to promote his business in more informal ways.  

The participants were aware of missing out on a lot of small talk because they could not have 

an interpreter with them all the time and because only a few hearing people sign. However, 

several participants – and especially those two sole traders who mainly have hearing customers 

– chose to join in various social networking opportunities and to advance from them in different 

ways. One participant, John decided to join an informal social event, although there was no 

interpreter. He took on an active role by doing some volunteer work as a photographer during 

the event:  

“An example is from last weekend, where I was invited to a party by another 

member from this network. I used this situation professionally and worked 

voluntarily. I took pictures for the host. I need to engage a lot in networking activity, 

push myself forward.” (John, sole trader)  
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This participant could take advantage of this informal social event for his own business. He 

could both get experience and show other people at the event what he can do, thus doing free 

advertising for himself. In this way, during networking, the participants could expand their 

social capital with hearing people by showing their face and being outgoing, even if they knew 

it might not always be a successful experience (see 6.4.2). For them, a successful experience 

would ultimately be to get contacts to more people and to gain more customers. 

However, networking with non-signing hearing people requires a lot of additional labour. Most 

of the deaf owners of SLI agencies did not feel that they benefitted from networking with 

hearing people and instead saw it as a difficult additional labour (see also Section 6.4.1). As a 

result, they avoided working with hearing people, due to their awareness of the additional 

labour inherent to it. Jens explained:  

“I’ve joined some of the business networks, with bank executives and other high-level 

people. They are looking for new customers, for example, new bank customers. I have 

participated with an interpreter, but that didn’t tell me anything. It was fun enough and 

it provided some inspiration. But I could sense it was very much based on sales and 

purchases. After all, I sell to deaf people, so what should hearing people use my 

business for? (...) I also feel that, if I get involved in something with hearing people, I 

become more and more dependent on an interpreter. I cannot bear this. I feel I already 

depend heavily on an interpreter. More than that, I can’t really cope.” (Jens, SLI 

agency owner) 

Dealing with interpreters who were insufficiently skilled, and adapting to the interpreter’s time 

schedules, are other aspects of networking that were mentioned as additional work. For Jens, 

this additional labour has led to his decision to avoid hearing people: 

 “It’s really a lot of coordination work every single day. I meet with hearing people 

about 3-4 times a week. It becomes a great coordination task. (…) I cannot bear to get 

more hearing people in my network. I am a very independent person. I accept and 

acknowledge that I am dependent on the interpreter, but if it must start to disturb my 

everyday life, I do not want to.” (Jens, SLI agency owner) 

For deaf people, there is a huge amount of additional work in using an interpreter – not solely 

in the meeting situation itself, but also in preparing and planning for the meeting and finding 

and booking a qualified interpreter. Considerations such as these led to Jens’ decision to limit 
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his networking with hearing people. 

6.5  Strategic use of an interpreter to adapt to audist norms  

While some participants expressed confidence about reaching out to hearing people and 

creating a network with them, they continued to be aware of the importance of presenting 

themselves attractively to the hearing customers who meet them (Section 6.2.1). Another 

strategic consideration here is how to present themselves with the interpreter. During the 

analysis of the interviews, it became apparent that knowing how to use interpreters could be 

understood as being a part of ‘hearing cultural capital’. Knowing how to use interpreters and 

having a positive attitude about using interpreters are developed as part of the learning process 

of adapting to hearing-led norms and structures. Some of the owners talked about how 

important it is to know how to interact with the hearing people during an interpreted meeting, 

and to learn to use the interpreters strategically. One of the frequent and critical aspects of deaf 

people’s everyday experience is determining how best to present themselves, both as an 

individual and with an interpreter present (Napier et al., 2017; Young et al., 2019). Here, I 

examine how the participants reflected on their presentation of themselves and the interpreter, 

and how deaf business owners consider how best to work with an interpreter so to adapt to 

‘audist norms’. 

One participant told of having to be proactive and to frame the situation for the hearing person 

in positive ways, for instance through using humour: 

“I sometimes tell customers that [the interpreter] is my ears. We can laugh at that, 

and I don’t have to rigorously explain ‘this is my interpreter...’, ‘remember to do so 

and so...’, ‘don’t do that’. When you have a little fun with interpreters, people 

become more relaxed. It creates a pleasant atmosphere.” (Robert, sole trader) 

In his view, many deaf people present themselves and the interpreter in a way that does not fit 

with hearing people’s expectations. Being assertive, demanding or using a harsh tone about 

how the hearing interlocutor should talk to and behave in relation to the deaf person makes the 

interpreting situation feel strange or foreign to the hearing customer, and the connection with 

them may be lost. Thinking of the interaction as a performance and using humour strategically 

when presenting the interpreter is a notable way of making the hearing person comfortable with 

the situation. 

Most participants emphasised that their businesses would go under immediately without an 
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interpreter. The interpreter has a considerable role in creating good relationships with business 

partners and potential customers; communicating solely through emails, letters and notes 

would not be sufficient. Some of the participants related that they frequently opted to give the 

interpreter a much more proactive role than is the norm for contexts where the deaf person 

occupies a professional position (Hauser et al., 2008; Napier et al., 2020: 61). The standard in 

Denmark, as expressed by some participants, is that the interpreter should act ethically by 

maintaining objectivity and focusing exclusively on expressing what is said by the deaf and 

hearing interlocutors (see also Bergmann, 2015). In line with this, Napier et al. (2020) found 

that their deaf informants ‘felt very strongly that interpreters should abide by the ethical tenet 

of professional confidentiality, and they should not reproduce audist (oppressive) behaviour 

patterns like using spoken language around deaf people without signing’ (p. 61). However, in 

my study, one participant related that he chose to let the interpreter play a ‘personal’ role in 

relation to hearing people who do not sign: 

“I see my interpreter as a part of myself. She is involved in the relationships that I 

create with other people, customers and partners. She is my ears. I don’t want her 

to be objective. That wouldn’t work for me.” (John, sole trader) 

The interpreter in the above narrative is described as being part of the participant’s body (his 

ears), a similar metaphor to the one used by the same business owner in relation to his hearing 

business partners being his extended arms (see Section 6.4.2). This attitude is something he 

had come to justify during his experience as a business owner. He had learned to work with 

the interpreter in a different way to how he had been used to doing when working as a deaf 

professional in deaf-related jobs. As a self-employed businessman, he allows the interpreter to 

create ‘warm relations’ with potential customers or business partners on his behalf. In this 

context of business ownership, the interpreter taking an objective and passive role would not 

help him to develop a business which relies so much on social relations, approaching other 

people in informal ways and showing confidence. This participant related that, where the 

encounter with the client or customer is more sporadic, it is particularly vital to make a good 

impression. The deaf business owners may have felt it necessary to draw on the interpreter’s 

position and personality in their strategic work of self-presentation. For example, if the 

interpreter is confident and has a character that invites the creation of social relations, this is 

an asset to the business as a whole. This corresponds with deaf professionals’ strategic use of 

different interpreters with different backgrounds and personalities to help with particular 

aspects of social networking (Napier et al., 2017). 
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Deaf business owners may develop their social and cultural capital in a different way than 

hearing people would do, because they cannot join in with small talk and with what is often 

referred to as ‘water cooler talk’ (Dickinson, 2010; Trowler and Turner, 2002). They are 

required to be confident and creative about how they can utilise and expand their social 

networks with hearing people (Atkins, 2011). ‘Hearing capital’ should, in the context of 

business ownership, be understood as being concerned with small talk and informal talk, and 

also with how to approach to non-signing – and, indeed, signing – hearing people without 

upsetting them or scaring off them. 

The next section, 6.6, examines how deaf business owners strategically use their deafness as a 

unique selling point for their business.  

6.6  Using deafness as a unique selling point in a hearing market 

Strategic cautiousness and the hiding of one’s deafness are two ways of fitting into hearing 

surroundings (see Sections 6.2 and 6.3). While acknowledging this, participants were equally 

aware of the need to stand out in order to be noticed and consequently get more business from 

hearing people (see 6.3.4). In particular, the two participants whose businesses were oriented 

towards hearing customers aimed to expand their social capital in the hearing context, and 

employed more adapting strategies to achieve this. One of the sole traders, John, considered 

how to present his deafness strategically. He had previously experienced failure when seeking 

to make new contacts with hearing people due to their negative perceptions of deafness (see 

Section 6.3.2), and had now learned to use his deafness as a unique selling point rather than 

allowing focus to stay on any negative experiences around being deaf: 

J:  Of course, I have experienced many failures [in the context of making small talk and 

seeking out potential customers]. 

M:  Can you give examples?  

J:  I can get stuck, the other person can lose interest, and just look away from me. It is 

something other businesspeople also experience. You may feel shocked. After all, we 

all have a vulnerability. But you gradually become more thick-skinned and learn how 

to exploit the vulnerability. For example, I take advantage of the fact that I’m deaf as a 

brand now. (John, sole trader) 

Over time, this participant had learnt that he must present himself as confident as a business 
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owner. He learned to show positivity about being deaf when interacting with hearing people, 

because being seen to be self-pitying or taking on a ‘victim role’ (i.e. attributing any problem 

to his being deaf) would not be seen as positive and would scare customers away. Rather than 

showing self-pity and relating negative experiences, John related how he had tried to use his 

deafness as a unique selling point: 

M:  How do you use deafness as a brand?  

J:  Well, I am [within a creative industry]. I say that because I’m deaf, I use my visual 

sense better than you. It’s simple, but hearing people believe it (laughs). (John, sole 

trader) 

This strategy of presenting deafness as bestowing an extraordinary visual sense attracts hearing 

customers rather than repelling them by presenting oneself as needy or suffering (Bauman and 

Murray, 2014, 2009). This participant spoke of the importance of showing that he is better than 

his hearing competitors in order to get businesses: 

“If you prove that you are better than the hearing person, then people will give the deaf 

person a chance.” (John, sole trader)  

The feeling of having to prove that, as a disabled person, one is better than one’s non-disabled 

peers (for instance, by working extra hard) is a phenomenon that is frequently echoed among 

other minorities in a work context. Disabled employees must consider how to show their 

abilities and potential in order to be recognised as professional – a form of additional labour 

that non-disabled people do not need to do (Jammaers et al., 2016; see Section 2.4.4). Both of 

the two sole traders spoke of how they had countered mainstream discourse on their disability, 

i.e. its being linked with less productivity, by showing that their deafness made them more 

productive in other ways. 

 

The above participant’s strategic branding of deafness as a unique selling point was 

deliberately targeted at hearing people so as to get extra attention and therefore make positive 

contact with hearing customers. By selling deafness as something extraordinary – as a Deaf 

Gain (Bauman and Murray, 2014; see Section 2.5.4) – the deaf owner will also appear as a 

happily deaf person. The other sole trader, Rob, also expressed that being deaf had given him 

some advantages that he can use within his business – namely, that as a deaf person, he made 

more eye contact and used his eyes in communication. This participant related that looking 
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directly at the customers while they were speaking and maintaining eye contact with them 

appealed to them because they felt listened to: 

“I listen carefully to them. Some of them have said that it is nice that I, as a deaf person, 

look directly at them. They say it can be annoying when the [health service provider] 

is not looking at them (…) It is a big plus to be deaf, and we can share it with the world. 

We listen better than hearing people do because we are visually oriented.” (Robert, sole 

trader)  

Although Robert cannot hear, he stressed that he has a particular capacity to listen because the 

deaf way of communication requires eye contact. This Deaf Gain narrative has parallels to 

studies into the additional labour undertaken by other disabled people to present themselves as 

having unique skills and redefining disability as something positive – for example, how 

stammerers may claim being silent as ‘gain’ and that they have ‘listening capital’ (Butler, 2014; 

see Section 2.5.3). The claim of enhanced other senses and skills – such as increased eye 

contact, listening capital, empathy and ability to remember other people’s stories – is a strategy 

used to resist the negative perception of disability as being less capable (Jammaers et al., 2016, 

Butler 2014, Bauman and Murray 2014). This construction of disability as ‘gain’ and the 

question of who benefits from these positive constructions are discussed in Section 8.4.  

As a deaf business owner, John reported trying to take advantage of everything he can, 

including, for example, ‘selling’ his deafness to those people who are interested in promoting 

diversity. John commented that, in his experience, people at management level tend to be 

interested in promoting diversity. They are more likely to want to be challenged and might 

therefore be more willing to use his business because of his disability: 

“What I experience often happens is that those at the top of the hierarchy at the press 

level and the management level do like challenges, they like changes. So being deaf 

equals change and for them, it’s something different, exciting and new.” (John, sole 

trader) 

This desire to promote diversity can be related to the fact that some people also like to feel they 

act from good-heartedness (Ahmed, 2004; Friedner, 2013); the participant takes advantage of 

this impulse. But it should be noted that a personal appeal to use one’s business because of its 

association with diversity might also result in some limitations and barriers in the long term. 

Self-promotion on the grounds of diversity occurs under individualist conditions and can lead 
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to fatigue for the disabled worker. This participant commented that he wanted to keep this 

‘unique selling point’ exclusive: 

“I have to be a little rude because I’m not interested in another deaf person joining me 

in my business network. Then it’s kind of like there are two of me. When I’m alone, I 

just get more attention.” (John, sole trader) 

This comment about avoiding other deaf people coming into the network for fear of risking 

losing deafness as a unique selling point reveals internalised audism and capitalist values. The 

deaf owner, John, did not want another deaf person being involved in his network because he 

liked being the only deaf person there and wanted to keep the fact of his deafness as a ‘fake’ 

USP with which to attract hearing customers and grow his business. This attitude  is a response 

to ableism, as he worked to frame his deafness as a positive attribute; however, he did so in a 

purely individualist way that ultimately resulted in the exclusion of other deaf business owners. 

These positions seem contradictory (i.e. deafness is positive, but not positive enough to allow 

for more than one deaf person) but are also compatible within an audist labour market where a 

deaf business owner must perform considerable additional labour to ensure that their deafness 

is seen positively.  This additional labour corresponds with some of the sorts of aesthetic labour 

other disabled people do to fit in every day at work (Butler 2014), all of which are complex 

and challenging. Thus, some participants also talked about strategically limiting their 

professional reach to deaf contexts and avoiding social interactions with hearing people; this is 

presented in Chapter 7. 

6.7  Summary 

The participants had grown up signing and being a part of deaf communities, such as going to 

deaf schools, having deaf social lives and being involved with deaf organisations. However, 

the deaf capital they had accumulated in such contexts does not fit with the field of the audist 

labour market. Being signing deaf means that the participants cannot ‘perform’ hearingness or 

pass as hearing. The participants, therefore, must relate to what they perceive as being 

appropriate behaviour in their business contexts, while at the same time potentially 

essentialising what ‘hearing’ and ‘deaf’ mean (this is discussed further in Section 8.4). This 

chapter analysed this in terms of participants’ employment of social and cultural forms of 

hearing capital and how they strategically adapt to hearing associates/customers by making use 

of their own accumulated forms of cultural and social capital. This was presented as 

constituting complex additional labour for deaf people that they are obliged to do in individual 
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ways, labour which includes changing their habitus (Section 3.5). As a result of this, some 

participants had come to reconsider their own attitudes and their presentation of self through 

the interpreter.  

There is a difference between businesses aimed at the hearing market and those aimed at the 

deaf market. The owners of businesses that are situated in a hearing market more often employ 

adaptive strategies to create positive outcomes in their relationship to hearing people. Strategies 

such as being cautious, hiding their deafness, and being assertive and confident about their 

deafness all require significant invisible labour. The deaf-led businesses aiming at deaf 

customers, however, show opposite tendencies. Here, strategies of resistance – such as 

avoiding situations with non-signing hearing people and preferring to employ deaf people as 

far as possible – are used to oppose the audist values of the surrounding labour market. These 

strategies will be examined in the next chapter. 
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 DEAF CAPITAL WITHIN THE SIGN LANGUAGE 

INTERPRETING MARKET  

 

7.1  Introduction 

Chapter 6 investigated how my participants navigated audist structures and used different 

strategies to adapt to hearing norms. In this chapter, I turn the focus to the businesses that aim 

exclusively at the deaf market, addressing the following two research questions: ‘How does 

establishing and running deaf-led businesses affect these highly skilled, signing deaf business 

owners’ constructions of deafness?’ and ‘What perceptions do these highly skilled, 

signing deaf business owners have regarding the implications of deaf-led businesses for deaf 

people’s opportunities in an otherwise ableist/audist labour market in Denmark?’ 

While participants had experienced disabling barriers in terms of growing and maintaining 

their businesses (see Section 5.5), they had also benefited from the business context of the deaf-

related field, which includes economic and symbolic capital into which deaf capital is 

transferred (see Section 3.5.2). In this chapter, I first investigate what forms of deaf capital 

these participants constructed as bestowing competitive advantage in the sign language 

interpreting (SLI) market (Section 7.2). Secondly, I focus on their narratives regarding hiring 

deaf employees and explore the forms of deaf capital that deaf employees hold that are 

perceived as beneficial by the participants (Section 7.3). Finally, I investigate the tensions 

between deaf norms and values and broader marketing and business values (Section 7.4). These 

tensions reveal continuing challenges and issues faced by deaf people positioning themselves 

in a competitive, ableist market 

This chapter mainly draws on data collected from the five deaf businesses that are SLI agencies. 

The ‘deaf market’ is, in Denmark, largely synonymous with SLI service provision. Common 

to these five businesses is that they all have several deaf and hearing employees and are focused 

on providing SLI services for deaf people. The term I use for those that use SLI services is 

‘deaf service users’, because in Denmark the authorities use the Danish term ‘Tolkebrugere’ 

which means ‘SLI users’ in English. However, this label can be reductive for deaf people, as it 

sees their need for SLI services in a way compatible with the medical model of disability. As 

a result of this, deaf business owners sometimes prefer to use ‘deaf customers’ and to talk about 

‘customer service’, or to use other alternative labels. This is interesting in itself, because it 

indicates that they want to improve the service and see deaf people as commercial ‘customers’ 

rather than beneficiaries of a subsidised service. However, they still gain their profit entirely 
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through the provision of publicly-funded accessibility services.  

All the owners run their SLI agencies in a market that has a historical and socio-economic 

background in the deaf community in Denmark (see Section 1.3.2). Until 2000, a hearing-led 

institution held a monopoly over the SLI market in Denmark; when this monopoly was broken, 

many private SLI companies were set up by both deaf and hearing people, leading to new 

entrepreneurial and employment opportunities for deaf people. 

7.2  Business owners’ deaf capital as a competitive advantage in the interpreting 

market 

This section examines how the participants, in their position as SLI agency owners, have 

mobilised their deaf capital in the SLI market – and, indeed, which forms of deaf capital can 

be mobilised. Participants frequently underlined their position as both a deaf professional and 

having personally experienced using interpreting services as a service user. They had 

experienced being users of interpreting services throughout their lives, which is seen as a 

significant form of deaf professional capital that can be mobilised in this market (Section 

7.2.1). The participants’ arguments regarding the ways in which their accumulated deaf capital 

is a competitive advantage in this market were threefold. First, they argued that they are better 

able to deliver the interpreting service because they know first-hand what it is like to use such 

a service. In this way, they share experiences with their service users, who are predominantly 

highly skilled deaf professionals (see 7.2.1). Second, they argued that they could utilise their 

deaf capital to find the best interpreters, because they knew their service users personally and 

knew how to find the most suitable interpreters for them (see 7.2.2). Third, they asserted the 

desire to resist what they perceived as the paternalist attitude held by the hearing-led institution 

which had had the monopoly over SLI services for so long; this resistance is valued by many 

deaf people (see 7.2.3). This section does not aim to examine ideas regarding best practice for 

SLI services, but focuses instead on how deaf business owners expressed an understanding of 

and belief that deaf-led SLI services perform better than hearing-led ones because they are 

better tailored to deaf service users’ preferences. 

7.2.1  The competitive advantage of being a long term user of interpreting services  

It could well be assumed that deaf capital would not typically be useful within the audist labour 

market, at least not directly; indirectly, having deaf networks and experiences that give positive 

feelings about being deaf may provide the individual with resilience when navigating negative 

experiences, discrimination and harassment (Hauser et al., 2010, 2016; Listman and Kurz, 
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2020; see Section 2.6.6). However, in deaf-led businesses working in deaf contexts, deaf capital 

can be mobilised in various ways.  

Participants who ran SLI agencies spoke of their deafness as an advantage in the SLI market. 

Allan expressed it as follows: 

“I think that in the sign language interpreting sector, we have an advantage as deaf people 

because we already know a lot about interpreting services. My opportunity for setting up 

a business in the sign language interpreting sector is better than most other hearing people 

who know nothing about this sector.” (Allan, SLI agency owner) 

In this extract, Allan expressed a sense of advantage in being deaf when setting up within the 

SLI market, because he could draw on his personal experience of using this service as a deaf 

person. Allan also foregrounded that his opportunity for setting up and maintaining the business 

is better than it would be for hearing people. This narrative shows how Allan has mobilised his 

deaf (cultural) capital in the business context, where the value of being deaf is not linked to the 

lack of hearing, but rather to experiences and knowledge gained as a deaf person. In the 

following subsection, I present an example of how the participants experienced the fact of 

having been SLI users as being of value for the development of their own SLI services. 

7.2.1.1  The desire to deliver a quality service 

As examined in Section 5.4, one of the multi-faceted reasons for my participants having set up 

SLI agencies was to challenge the deficient service provided under the hearing-led monopoly 

in this sector. By setting up their own SLI agencies, they could draw on their experiences as 

SLI users themselves to challenge the former monopoly. All the participants who ran SLI 

agencies repeatedly highlighted that they worked hard to deliver a high quality service.  

Below, Jens explained why he works hard for his deaf service users:  

 J:  I feel responsible for our users. 

M:  Why? 

J:  Because I have experienced situations where we have been in trouble. For example, 

how it is when an interpreter is ill. We drop everything to find another interpreter if 

something like that happens. Even if it is 6.30 in the morning. (Jens, SLI agency 

owner) 
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Jens knew first-hand how it felt to be in a situation where the booked interpreter is unable to 

attend – and, furthermore, getting an interpreter he disliked. He grew up using interpreters in 

different contexts, studying with an interpreter throughout his higher education and working 

with interpreters as a deaf professional; thus, he knows what it means for deaf people to work 

with interpreters in different kinds of contexts. Jens felt that he had a responsibility to make 

sure that the deaf service users would not find themselves in similar situations to those he had 

experienced, i.e. unexpectedly without an interpreter, or with an interpreter who did not match 

the service user’s preferences. 

Both Jens and the other participants frequently emphasised that their perceived responsibility 

for delivering an excellent service was deaf-specific. While hearing-led SLI agencies might 

also work hard to deliver a good service, the participants argued that they, as deaf-led service 

providers, were different from hearing-led services due to their own position as deaf service 

users. As users of SLI services themselves, they can identify with their own service users and 

have a better understanding of the implications when there is no interpreter available or present. 

This theme of responsibility often appears in testimony collected from deaf professionals and 

is also a key feature of deaf epistemologies and ontologies; furthermore, it is distinct from 

when hearing people feel ‘responsibility’ for deaf people (Section 2.6.2). For instance, Kusters 

(2017) made a link between intergenerational responsibility and deaf ontologies in her study 

of deaf teachers’ experiences of working within deaf education and with deaf pupils. Because 

of their shared experiences, deaf teachers can transfer deaf knowledge and strategies to deaf 

pupils, aiding them to navigate the hearing world. Another example of the perceived 

responsibility of deaf professionals is found in the sharing of information and ‘giving back’ to 

deaf communities (De Meulder, 2017). This is examined further in Section 7.3.3. 

Another participant, Peter, explained that deaf SLI agency owners share particular values, for 

instance going the extra mile to deliver excellent service: 

“While we are competitors with both deaf and hearing business owners, I can see that 

we [deaf business owners] share some core values. Except for [one deaf-led business]; 

their values – they are different. We are more aware that it is important to respond to 

deaf customers, to provide good service and improve the quality of the interpreting, in 

order to try to cover the task as well as we can. We fight hard for that.” (Peter, SLI 

agency owner) 

As described in Peter’s narrative, the work that deaf SLI agency owners do to ensure that deaf 
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people receive excellent service is both a positive part of sharing core values and, also, 

somewhat demanding. The desire to provide exceptional service – that is, a level of all-round 

service that is higher than what hearing people would consider as excellent – is also a form of 

additional labour that deaf professionals have to undergo when serving their own social group. 

This is expanded upon in Section 7.4. Hearing SLI agency owners would be unlikely to be able 

to express similar arguments about their commitment to exceptional and personalised service, 

because they have not had to rely on SLI service themselves and do not know how it feels to 

be in a situation without an interpreter present or with an interpreter who is not suitable. 

Hearing-led SLI companies were described by the participants as being more profit-oriented 

than they were, and as prioritising making profit over delivering quality services to deaf service 

users. 

As a part of the discursive strategies used to foreground that deaf-led businesses deliver better 

services to deaf people, in the above excerpt Peter not only excluded hearing businesses but 

also one specific deaf-owned SLI agency: “except for [them]; their values – they are different.” 

This exception demonstrates that there might be other deaf-led businesses that do not 

necessarily share the same ‘core values’ as other deaf business owners; it reveals layers in 

terms of what ‘deaf values’ are and what constructions of deafness in business contexts mean. 

This is discussed further in Section 8.4.1. 

Another example of how the deaf owners of SLI agencies argued that they were better able to 

improve SLI services is that they underlined that they knew their service users personally and 

could utilise their deaf capital to find the best interpreters and hire interpreters who they felt 

would most fit their customer base. This is discussed in the following section. 

7.2.2 Utilising deaf capital to find the best interpreters 

A recurring theme throughout the interviews with the SLI agency owners was that they 

emphasised their understanding of the needs of their deaf service users, especially those who 

were highly skilled and educated professionals working in complex positions. As highly skilled 

professionals themselves, the participants understood the level of SLI service that would satisfy 

this specific demographic, and were therefore better equipped to successfully deliver it. It 

should be noted that interpreting for deaf professionals is often a demanding task (Burke, 2017; 

Haug et al., 2017; Napier et al., 2020). While all working interpreters in Denmark must be 

qualified and have completed SLI training interpreters typically do not hold similar educational 

or professional backgrounds to the deaf professionals for whom they interpret. It requires extra 
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preparation and labour for interpreters to fit the deaf service users’ professional needs. On the 

other side of the partnership, it also involves considerable additional energy for the deaf 

professionals to prepare the interpreter (Burke, 2017; De Meulder et al., 2018; Haug et al., 

2017). Furthermore, deaf people do not always share the same view on whether an interpreter 

is good.  

Within the study of sign language interpreting, Deaf Studies scholars have begun to develop 

different concepts regarding the various ways of working with interpreters as appropriate to 

the context, and have recognised that, for example, many deaf professionals prefer to work 

with interpreters from a team that they have personally selected, rather than accepting any 

available interpreter. Thus terms such as ‘designated interpreter’ (Hauser et al., 2008) and, 

more recently, ‘preferred interpreter’ (De Meulder et al., 2018) are becoming common. While 

deaf professionals in Denmark often do have the opportunity to select a designated or preferred 

interpreter themselves, this section examines how deaf SLI agency owners may also engage in 

this work to ensure that their deaf service users are satisfied with the SLIs who work for them. 

Participants had built up deaf social networks and socialised with signing people throughout 

their lives. Due to this, participants often knew those using their services personally and 

understood their needs: 

“If a deaf service user does not want this interpreter, we will be able to swap the 

interpreters so that this user is satisfied. I know which interpreter different deaf people 

like to work with (…). This kind of extra work is something we are doing a lot.” (Jens, 

SLI agency owner) 

As described above, often the participants’ SLI agency would deliver SLI services to highly 

skilled deaf professionals who need interpreters that they knew and felt comfortable working 

with. Jens said that he keeps a list of interpreters that have been mentioned by deaf people as 

being particularly good, and then headhunts them. In this way, deaf owners have forms of deaf 

capital that give them a competitive advantage. 

7.2.2.1  Interpreters with the right attitude 

Another example of deaf business owners having forms of deaf capital that give them 

advantages is they know what it means to find interpreters with the ‘right attitude’. ‘Attitude’ 

is another key term in deaf epistemologies; deaf people often know instinctively what is meant 

by hearing people being described as having a good or bad attitude (Breivik, 2015; O’Brien, 

2021). 
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Participants in the current study knew that an interpreter’s attitude towards deaf people could 

have considerable impact on the SLI experience, and that being seen as equal is highly valued 

by deaf people (Elliott and Hall, 2014; Napier and Rohan, 2007). ‘Positive attitude’ has been 

defined in Deaf Studies as being intrinsically linked to seeing deaf people as an autonomous 

linguistic and cultural minority group, and to being able to socialise with deaf people by 

following deaf norms (see Section 2.6.3 for examples of deaf norms). Deaf SLI agency owners 

felt that they could utilise their deaf capital to choose the best interpreters by assessing the 

interpreters’ position and attitude. One strategy used to evaluate a potential interpreter 

employee was described by Jens, who would always ask them why they had decided to become 

an interpreter: 

“If they answer that it was to help the deaf, I do not hire them.” (Jens, SLI agency owner) 

This attitude towards deaf people (i.e. that they are needy objects of help) would not be 

acceptable within Jens’ business; therefore, his deaf service users would not be assigned 

interpreters who held a paternalistic attitude towards deaf people. This corresponds with, for 

example, Breivik’s study into how deaf people who become professional can better control the 

kinds of hearing professionals who subsequently enter the deaf job market, namely by rejecting 

those who hold paternalistic attitudes and ‘want to help’ deaf people (Breivik, 2005: 152; see 

Section 2.6.6). Jens told me that he also tended to check how interpreters responded to his way 

of expressing things to established whether they had some of the skills that are valued by deaf 

people, such not being too sensitive to deaf norms such as talking in a very direct way (see 

Section 2.6.2). As experienced SLI users themselves, the deaf agency owners could assess 

whether interpreters aligned with deaf social norms and values; they felt that hearing-led 

agencies cannot do this effectively. 

The deaf business owners may thus act as ‘gatekeepers’ for their deaf service users, who can 

rest assured that the interpreters employed by deaf-led agencies have suitable sign language 

qualifications, experiences and attitudes towards deaf people. 

7.2.3 Resisting/rejecting paternalistic attitudes 

As discussed in Section 5.3.4., participants who ran SLI businesses mentioned a hearing-led 

institution which had held a monopoly over the SLI market in Denmark until 2000. This 

organisation had problematic practices and paternalistic attitudes towards deaf people which 

apparently persist; it was recently criticised for not employing deaf people in management 

positions (see a debate on Facebook, Vikkelsøe, 2020). Throughout the interviews, participants 
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frequently recounted how they had distanced themselves from that institution because of its 

views on deaf people. One participant told of how he felt that deaf people were seen as 

inferiors: 

“I can feel [the hearing-led institution] looks at deaf people as patients. It must be 

something historical. The story is that they created the institution to ‘help’ [signs HELP 

in American Sign Language]. This attitude has been maintained.” (Jens, SLI agency 

owner) 

This participant felt that the organisation, which had been created in the 19th Century, still had 

a paternalistic attitude towards deaf people. However, the perception of this institution as 

paternalistic has a complex historical background. The institution was created to support deaf 

people who could not (and still today cannot) manage to find housing or employment; often 

these deaf people had additional disabilities and complex issues. However, the same institution 

held a monopoly over all SLI service provision until the 2000s and, therefore, all interpreters 

were employed by it. Several of the participants spoke of how many interpreters had adopted 

the same ‘poor’ attitude towards deaf people as their long-term employer.  

Signing HELP in American Sign Language (ASL) is an interesting way of foregrounding these 

kinds of behaviours and attitudes among hearing people. By signing one sign in ASL, the 

participant foregrounded the concept as extremely paternalistic. The participant marked the 

sign HELP by signing in a particularly slow and emphatic way and by using ASL, in which the 

sign has particularly paternalistic connotations. The fact that ASL was used may be because 

many critical concepts in deaf discourse in Denmark originated in American Deaf Studies and 

its far more progressive movement, which is reflected in the language; ASL Deaf Studies terms 

and concepts are often used and discussed by certain members of Danish deaf communities. 

An example of a key concept and sign borrowed from ASL is DEAF POWER, which has not 

been translated into Danish Sign Language (see Section 6.2.2, where one of the participants 

referenced this concept). 

The participants constructed deaf-led businesses as being the opposite of the paternalist 

organisational culture that existed within this institution and other hearing-led organisations. 

They felt that deaf people who run SLI agencies challenge and resist the unequal relationship 

between the SLI service provider and the deaf service user. Peter explained this in the extract 

below: 
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“Today, many deaf-led SLI agencies have been established. So, the relationship 

between deaf citizens and the interpreting service providers is now more balanced 

compared to the time when there was a significant imbalance between the 

administration and deaf citizens.” (Peter, SLI agency owner) 

Because of the increasing number of providers of services to deaf people who are deaf 

themselves, there is less of a paternalistic attitude. It is interesting that Peter used the term 

‘citizen’ rather than ‘service user’ or even ‘customer’; this is an even stronger rejection of the 

medical model’s framing of deafness (see Section 7.1). Crucially, deaf SLI agency owners do 

not see deaf people as needy or to be pitied, but as equals who need a service to provide them 

with access to information and communication. 

The participants felt that they had changed practices within the deaf market. Their deaf-positive 

attitudes were felt to have influenced some of the approaches to deaf service users. For 

example, participants argued that they had provided better and more direct communication in 

sign language, giving deaf SLI users a quick response (see also Deaftv, 2004), as well as having 

been more flexible regarding their immediate or changing needs for interpreters. Besides this, 

deaf SLI agency owners have employed more deaf employees, and have felt that they were 

able to change some of the practices which had become entrenched through being used by the 

dominant institution (Section 7.3.2). 

In this context, participants used their deaf capital effectively – including their awareness of 

the importance of resisting paternalistic attitudes and practices (for example, that hearing 

people control the services). One of the hearing employees working in one of the deaf-led SLI 

agencies shared a story about her previous work experience at the hearing-led institution with 

the monopoly on SLI services, and its paternalistic attitude towards deaf people:  

“I have worked at [a deaf-related workplace that is hearing-led]. There was a lot… 

I remember when a deaf person came in. I was naive and a recent graduate. So I 

happily asked what this one wanted, and I was very service minded. He wanted to 

talk to someone; I said ‘yes, come with me into the lunchroom.’ But there I could 

see how the [hearing employees] reacted: a deaf person coming into our 

lunchroom?! They looked angry. I did not like it at all. So, when I switched to 

another [deaf-led] company, it was completely different. They were much more 

open. Their view was that the deaf people were customers. They had a different 

view of deaf people; they are the ones who have given us this opportunity to make 
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money. If we are not loyal to them, we will lose our jobs. It was a completely 

different attitude. I just liked this attitude.” (Signing hearing employee at an SLI 

agency) 

With deaf-owned businesses, deaf owners have the opportunity to change certain practices and 

to incorporate their deaf-positive attitude into the improvement of the service. Another example 

of deaf agency owners changing some of the methods entrenched in the SLI market is examined 

in the next section, 7.3, which looks at what happened when deaf-led businesses started hiring 

deaf people.  

7.3  Hiring deaf employees 

This section explores the SLI agencies that have hired both deaf and hearing employees. The 

deaf employees would typically be employed within the office, while the hearing employees 

would predominantly be interpreters who do not work in the office. Despite having both deaf 

and hearing employees, the offices of these agencies were almost exclusively deaf. I asked the 

agency owners why the employees at their offices were predominantly deaf; their purpose was 

threefold. Firstly, employees with deaf capital were felt to benefit them as the employer and/or 

manager, because it made their everyday working lives much easier and more comfortable 

(7.3.1). Secondly, employees with relevant forms of deaf capital were felt to make the business 

perform better (7.3.2). Thirdly, the business owners felt that they has a responsibility to give 

deaf people jobs because they knew that deaf people struggle in the broader labour market 

(7.3.3). 

7.3.1 Hiring deaf employees to make everyday life easier 

Except for hearing sign language interpreters, participants related avoiding hiring hearing 

people as far as possible to fill positions within the office such as administrators or 

coordinators. If there is a choice between a qualified hearing and deaf applicant, they would 

choose the deaf applicant. Although the deaf applicant might have less experience, the 

participants related that it tended to be easier to train a deaf person than a hearing person. One 

commented on his preference for deaf employees:  

M:  All the employees at your office are deaf. Do you employ them because they are 

deaf? 

J:  Of course (laughing). I am not allowed to say it openly. It is discrimination. I had 

two applicants, both had similar qualifications, so I employed the deaf one. 
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Professionally, the hearing applicant was better because the deaf applicant is less 

experienced. My argument in hiring the deaf applicant was language. It would 

require training for the hearing applicant, and I would not be able to just wink [to 

get their attention] and sign sloppily with one hand to the hearing person. (…) 

M:  (…) Didn’t this deaf applicant have relevant education? 

 J:  No, that is what I mean. Language is key. This way, I can efficiently train them. 

 (Jens, SLI agency owner) 

The deaf owners would prioritise ease of communication over work experience. While the 

hearing applicant in this instance could sign, their level of signing was low compared to the 

deaf applicant. Deaf business owners wanted to use sign language freely, without having to 

worry about whether the other person understood. This participant emphasised that, by 

employing a deaf person, he would be able to sign ‘sloppily’ and not undertake the additional 

labour of adapting to the hearing employees’ lack of, or lower level of, sign language skill and 

visual orientation. Furthermore, the above extract reveals that work experience and skills on 

paper are not the only things that a deaf hiring manager will look for when considering a new 

employee. They are also likely to want someone who can fit into a deaf-led work organisation 

and who would probably hold similar values and attitudes as the owner (see Section 8.5.1). 

Jens called his preference for employing a deaf person ‘discrimination’ against the hearing 

applicant; hearing people applying for deaf-sector office jobs may be considered disadvantaged 

because they neither speak the language fluently nor have first-hand knowledge of how deaf 

people experience everyday life – an integral part of their service to deaf clients (see 7.3.1.1). 

Such forms of deaf capital are complicated to accumulate and it would necessarily require a 

longer time for the owner to train a hearing employee. 

Deaf applicants (and other disabled applicants) often lack in professional experience and have 

a smaller professional network due to not typically ‘fitting in’ in work contexts (Anderson and 

Galloway, 2012). A business in which the employer prioritises deaf capital, rather than solely 

the applicant’s professional experience, gives a rare advantage for deaf applicants; this is an 

example of Deaf Gain (Murray and Bauman, 2014; see Section 2.5.4). Napier et al. (2020) 

show that, within the deaf sector, ‘employers might value deaf employees, and their skills that 

they bring in the organisation’ (p.73) – however, in their study, the employers were hearing. In 

this study, the employer was deaf himself, which gives further advantages for the deaf 

employee as outlined in the following subsections. 
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The participants had employed deaf people with qualifications in a variety of fields (e.g. 

pedagogy, social work, computer science, bioanalysis) which are not directly relevant to the 

role of coordinator within the administration of an SLI service. Jens stressed that, while the 

deaf applicants did not have appropriate educational qualifications, they tended to be easier to 

train. As foregrounded by the above extract, (sign) language is emphasised as ‘the key’ to why 

Jens would employ the deaf applicant rather than the hearing one. However, there are multiple 

layers to the question of the kind of employees who have the capacity to make everyday life 

easier for the business owner. For example, these deaf employees were all highly skilled and 

could read and write Danish; it is not only that they are deaf and signing, but they also have 

other forms of cultural and social capital similar to that of the owner. It is likely that other deaf 

people with less capital of these sorts would not be considered assets in the same way. The 

following subsection, 7.3.1.1, examines what it means when employees can follow deaf rules 

and norms in the workplace.  

7.3.1.1 Deaf employees can follow deaf rules/norms in the work context 
As shown in Section 7.3.1, the participants frequently stressed that (sign) language was the key 

regarding training in their deaf-led businesses. However, deaf business owners’ decisions over 

whether to employ people are not solely focused on language use. Deaf owners related that 

they would employ both deaf and hearing people who could ‘fit’ in the social environment at 

the deaf businesses: 

“I make sure to hire people who fit in, and I look a lot at their social skills. That is pretty 

important. If it works well between us, people feel good when they come to work.” 

(Jens, SLI agency owner) 

The emphasis on feeling good at work is evidence of how important it is that the business 

owner has employees who fit into the organisational culture on multiple levels; this is examined 

further in Section 7.3.2. By employing deaf employees, deaf business owners feel good, 

because they can talk more directly and even aggressively to each other:  

“For example, [male deaf employee 1] had an aggressive tone towards [male deaf 

employee 2], because [employee 2] had made a big mistake, so [employee 1] said ‘What 

the hell were you doing yesterday?’ This kind of direct communication also means that 

we have no misunderstandings – we pick up immediately if someone makes a mistake 

and move on quickly.” (Jens, SLI agency owner; my emphasis) 
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Jens had experienced the advantage of having deaf employees who could talk to each other in 

less formal ways, and thus sort out problems straightforwardly. According to Jens, having a 

direct, aggressive tone would not be experienced as unfavourable within a deaf-led workplace, 

because it is a part of the ‘deaf ways’ of behaving. For example, he asserted that deaf people 

express things more directly: 

“There are some classic examples of how deaf people are direct in our way of saying 

things, such as ‘you are fat’. We do not say this to the hearing people.” (Jens, SLI 

agency owner) 

Jens constructed deaf ways of speaking as being direct and saying things that might be 

considered mean or offensive by hearing people (see Section 7.3.1.2). Such direct talk might, 

however, also have a gendered dimension, as it is also related to masculine culture (Sang et al., 

2016; see Section 2.5.2). That deaf people talk very directly has often been foregrounded by 

Deaf Studies literature as one of the attributes of deaf people (see Section 2.5.1 and the 

discussion of it in Section 8.4.3); however, the case above should be related to the social context 

of the owner’s relationship to the employees. Those ways of talking to each other, directly and 

aggressively, could be related to the fact that the staff were part of a small circle of friends who 

all knew each other very well because they went to the same deaf school as children. Jens 

explained that this close relationship and shared socio-cultural background makes it 

comfortable to be able to talk about a shared past: 

“Now we are just deaf and talking to each other. We can sort out tasks quickly. We also 

tell and relate to shared past memories, for example, ‘Do you remember when we were 

at the Nyborg school?’ We are so fast and straightforward." (Jens, SLI agency owner) 

While having employees that can follow deaf rules and norms and share school experiences 

can make everyday life comfortable for the business owner, they can also get too comfortable. 

The desire to employ hearing people, to gain new input and unique expertise, was also 

considered by the participants and is explored in Section 7.4.3. The next section, 7.3.1.2, 

examines the difficulties and issues that arise when working with hearing people, including 

key socio-cultural factors. 

7.3.1.2 Hearing ways of speaking are more formal 

Hearing ways of speaking were experienced by the participants as being more formal and 

requiring them to think more about how to express things.  
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“If there were hearing employees here at the office, I would feel I should tone 

everything down and think more about how I express myself. With deaf people, it is 

direct. I feel I have to change my way of phrasing if I talk to a hearing person. It is also 

a little exhausting for me to adapt to them so that it does not conflict with their culture. 

If you know what I mean…” (Jens, SLI agency owner) 

Here Jens spoke of his experience of speaking with hearing people, including those who sign. 

However, his perception that hearing people are more formal in their speech might also be 

attributable to not knowing the hearing person well; after all, Jens had also emphasised that he 

had known many of his deaf colleagues since childhood, which makes it easy for him to talk 

in a direct manner with them (see 7.3.1.1). This highlighting of direct talk as an attribute of 

deaf people was used by Jens to ‘distance’ himself from hearing people. By using deafness as 

a reason, he makes his behaviour acceptable. However, other deaf people might also experience 

direct talk as transgressive; for example, certain forms of humour in a work context can be 

experienced as sexist or gendered (Hansen and Wittendorf, 2010). This is discussed further in 

Section 8.4.2. 

Another participant, Peter, who had experience of hiring a hearing employee with the relevant 

professional background but who did not sign, mentioned language as a big issue. The hearing 

non-signing employee had been harder to train and to include in the daily life of the business, 

especially in terms of informal talk at the office. In a situation where a problem had broken out 

in the morning, the hearing person was not able to follow all the informal interactions between 

the deaf staff and only found out that the problem had been resolved at a staff meeting later 

that day:  

“I realised that we had already sorted out some of the issues through small talk and 

moved on without involving the hearing person. The hearing person felt things went 

over her head; wow, it was a difficult situation. I realised how important small talk in 

the workplace is. It is so, so important. I felt guilty because I always forgot [the non-

signing hearing employee].” (Peter, SLI agency owner) 

Peter knew that, as a leader and an employer, it was his responsibility to include all the 

employees, but that he had not fulfilled this responsibility towards his non-signing hearing 

employee. Peter underlined that this scenario was a ‘reverse world’, and observed that he 

understood how hearing employers might feel in relation to a deaf employee. This is suggestive 
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of how much informal talk at work impacts on decisions regarding who to hire and how to 

solve tasks at work (Holmes and Marra, 2004), and is thus a relevant form of cultural and social 

capital in work contexts. This experience had led Peter to be particularly careful about who to 

employ and to take into consideration both the questions of prioritising professional experience 

and having deaf capital: 

“I have been thinking of hiring a [non-signing] hearing person, for example, within 

IT, but I feel that I don’t want to spend my energy on a [non-signing] hearing person. 

I am already exhausted myself. It just takes extra energy from me to employ a hearing 

staff member.” (Peter, SLI agency owner) 

By employing a deaf person, deaf business owners can continue with their preferred ways of 

interacting and have fewer worries about accommodating the hearing employee.  

While participants emphatically identified their ways of communicating as deaf ways, their 

attitudes towards and experience of hiring deaf employees were also influenced by gender, 

class, age and membership of small, close-knit networks. Section 7.4.2 explores how being a 

member of a small social group can involve tensions and may have adverse effects. Some of 

the participants considered, for example, that employing hearing people would allow them to 

get new input and inspiration for their business that might not otherwise be available. Before 

this, however, I examine how participants perceived having deaf employees as being of direct 

benefit to their businesses because they enhance the effectiveness of the company. 

7.3.2 Having deaf employees makes the business more successful 

When hiring, the prioritisation of deaf employees suggests that having a deaf employee within 

the administration of a business is a Deaf Gain (Bauman and Murray, 2014) that can be 

transferred into an economic gain for SLI agencies. Deaf employees can communicate directly 

with deaf service users and, in much the same way as the owners themselves, are likely to be 

motivated to improve conditions for deaf people in general (see 7.2.1).  

As foregrounded by Allan in the following excerpt, a hearing interpreter working in an 

administrative role would be likely to be ‘unconsciously’ biased in favour of other interpreters: 

M:  Why did you choose to hire a deaf employee? 

A: (…) The service users who contact us should not experience any difficulties in 
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communication. Communication must be able to flow. The employee must also 

know what it means to provide good service, understand what it is like to be an 

interpreter user, and be able to influence the service and improve it. You are even 

more motivated in that way, being deaf yourself. That is why we prioritise deaf 

people in such positions. (…) 

M:  Could it also be an interpreter who got the job? 

A:  Yes, but I think interpreters may have unconscious bias towards the hearing 

interpreter’s side rather than the deaf user’s. (Allan, SLI agency owner) 

Another participant, Peter, explained that the interpreting sector in Denmark has been too 

inflexible from deaf people’s perspective:  

 “Conditions for sign language interpreters in Denmark are among the world’s best. 

It can happen that there are four interpreters at a conference, and they must always 

have breaks. The hearing-led SLI [agency] was not flexible; we had to book 

interpreters on the Tuesday of the week before. Such things have meant that the 

conditions for interpreters in Denmark have been luxury, but deaf people have 

struggled, especially deaf people in universities, professional jobs and cannot rely on 

such conditions set up by the interpreters.” (Peter, SLI agency owner) 

Participants who own SLI agencies emphasised that such practices – e.g. the narrow booking 

window, requiring one to know one’s daily schedule over a week in advance – have been 

maintained and reproduced until recently. Before deaf-led businesses emerged within the SLI 

sector, participants felt that it had been too much oriented towards interpreters’ conditions, 

such as there always being several interpreters working together, receiving advance preparation 

for the coming week’s schedule, with little flexibility for inevitable last minute changes outside 

the deaf person’s control. Furthermore, as presented in Section 7.2.3, the sole interpreting 

agency in Denmark was for a long time controlled by one hearing-led organisation that ignored 

deaf people’s expressed needs and held paternalistic attitudes. As presented in Section 7.3.1.1, 

the deaf agency owners were aware of the need to seek deaf employees who would be a good 

fit for their businesses – something that did not solely rely on having the relevant educational 

qualification (see 7.3.1), but also on having specific and relevant skills that fitted each business’ 

values, which is discussed in the following subsection. 
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7.3.2.1  Deaf owners seek employees with specific skills using their deaf social network 

As deaf managers responsible for employing people, the participants associated certain 

personal traits with professionalism in the deaf market, such as being able to communicate with 

both deaf people and hearing people (e.g. by being able to sign and to read and write), and 

observing confidentiality. Before employing a deaf applicant, they would do a check through 

their social network as to whether the person was approved of and recognised as being able to 

act professionally: 

“Before I contacted her [to offer her a job], I just checked her background with others 

in my network. After all, the deaf world is small. I asked if they had used her and if she 

was good. For example, I was told that she is responsible. For me, it is not just about 

professional skills, but whether you can trust her, whether she can keep things 

confidential or not. Can she be relied on not to talk about it when she is drunk? It is 

important for me to check that she is reliable and not the sloppy type.” (Jens, SLI agency 

owner) 

This use of one’s social network is an example of how deaf people can ensure that a potential 

deaf employee, or a deaf business which they want to use, is reliable, has a good work ethic, 

and can comply with confidentiality. Confidentiality seems to be regarded as a particularly 

high value attribute in deaf employees. Confidentiality is often foregrounded as central to some 

of the professional issues within deaf communities. Networks are small social groups where 

almost everyone knows everyone else personally, due to the intimate nature of deaf 

communities (Atkins, 2011). Participants understood that their deaf employees having the 

attributes mentioned above would be likely to make their business more successful because, 

especially in a country with as small a deaf population as Denmark, deaf service users will 

often personally know the background of other deaf people. They can base their assessment of 

whether other deaf people are to be trusted and have a good reputation on their personal 

experience of and knowledge about other people through their network. Therefore, deaf 

business owners need to have deaf employees whose reputation is respected by other deaf 

people (i.e. their deaf social network), and who will be consequently accepted by their deaf 

service users. The next section shows that hearing businesses have begun to mimic this 

practice; this is another piece of evidence that hiring deaf employees makes a business in the 

deaf market more effective. 
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7.3.2.2  Hearing-led interpreting businesses mimic deaf-led businesses’ practices 

One of the recurring themes in the data linked to hiring deaf people was that, until recently, 

hearing SLI agencies rarely employed deaf people. However, during the data collection period 

of this study, the national deaf magazine, Døvebladet, ran an advertisement from a hearing-led 

SLI service provider which demonstrates that businesses, both deaf- and hearing-led, can take 

advantage of deaf capital. This advertisement had a picture of a female employee (see 

Appendix 6), with the title of the advertisement reading:  

Do you know Line? Line is a customer advisor at CFD Interpreting Booking, and if you 

have any questions you can contact Line on Skype. (Døvebladet, 2018; my own 

emphasis and translation from Danish) 

What the advertisement did not make explicit was that Line is deaf and fluent in Danish Sign 

Language; this would, however, be known to the majority of the magazine’s deaf readership, 

due to the small scale of the Danish deaf community and its intricate social networks. Those 

with certain forms of deaf social capital, i.e. knowing many deaf people in Denmark, would 

immediately recognise that this employee would be able to give excellent customer service to 

signing deaf people, who would have the opportunity to call her directly using a popular video 

calling platform. 

I discussed this advertisement with Jens. He asserted that it was a good strategy, but that it had 

come too late because deaf-led businesses had taken over the SLI field: 

M:  (finds the picture of the advertisement and shows it to Jens) 

J:  (looks at it quickly) Yes, they are trying. 

M:  Why do you think they put this ad in the magazine? 

J:  Because they have been really weak. Deaf people do not know the employees who 

sit there and those who work there are terrible at sign language. They are hearing. I 

have even tried to call them [through video chat]; they had a hard time 

understanding me, asking what I was saying. (…) And suddenly [pointing at the 

picture] this happened. That [the advertisement] is clever of them! I take my hat off 

to them. But maybe it is a little too late. Because we deaf businesses have entered 

the market. (Jens, SLI agency owner) 
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Jens’ response to this advertisement shows his own experience of the service provided by this 

hearing-led agency, which mainly had employees with poor signing skills working as 

administrators. This meant that deaf people felt they could not really communicate with this 

service. Efficient communication with deaf service users had not been possible for this agency 

before they employed a deaf person. One example of a borrowed deaf practice is making it 

possible to contact the service in ‘deaf ways’, i.e. directly signing to an employee using video 

calls. The advertisement is suggestive of a change in attitude and altered practices towards deaf 

service users. This hearing-led business had come to understand that they needed to meet deaf 

service users’ preferences and to serve them using the most timely and direct form of 

communication, so as to ensure that they get excellent SLI service (see Section 7.2). 

However, deaf business owners have multiple reasons to hire deaf employees, rather than 

solely with the intention of making their business more effective. As examined in Section 7.2, 

having deaf employees makes their daily working lives easier; this is not likely to be the case 

for hearing business owners. A third incentive for hiring deaf employees is linked to feelings 

of responsibility and reciprocity towards deaf people. This is examined next, in Section 7.3.3. 

7.3.3 Supporting the deaf workforce  

Sections 7.3.1 and 7.3.2 show that deaf SLI agency owners’ goal of employing deaf people 

goes beyond the purpose of financial gain because having deaf employees makes their 

everyday life more comfortable and their business more attractive. This section examines their 

third goal in hiring deaf employees, which is linked to the participants’ feelings of 

responsibility for supporting the deaf workforce. Deaf people supporting each other has been 

considered a core value in deaf communities in different settings, and can include the sharing 

of information and skills (see Section 2.6.3 for a discussion of this as ‘deaf gelt’, as defined by 

Ladd 2003). Here, one of the key discourses among the participants linked to supporting other 

deaf people is the incentive to give them opportunities in getting a job, developing their skills 

and career progressions.  

7.3.3.1  Responsibility for giving deaf people job opportunities 

The deaf participants in this study expressed awareness of the limited opportunities for deaf 

people in the broader labour market (see e.g. 5.2.2) and reported that, by giving deaf people 

jobs and career opportunities, they felt that they were supporting deaf people and communities. 

Participants recurringly stated that they were responsible for giving these opportunities to deaf 

people, because they had the opportunity to do so:  

“As we talked about before, since we are deaf ourselves, we feel a little responsible for 
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providing deaf people work.” (Sam, SLI agency owner) 

This corresponds with the findings of other studies into deaf people’s desires to maintain 

particular values, and the sense of a moral imperative of group reciprocity and of giving back 

to deaf communities wherever and whenever they can – including for those deaf people who 

work professionally within deaf-related workplaces (De Meulder, 2006, 2017; Ladd, 2003; see 

Section 2.6.4). As business owners, my participants alluded to a kind of Deaf Ecosystem 

(Brick, 2017; Convo, 2021), a concept coined by Kelby Brick within the U.S. context and 

widely used, not least by the deaf-owned Video Relay Service company, Convo. The concept 

has since been used elsewhere and has also gone viral on social media (Lindsay and Moriarty, 

2020). The concept of Deaf Ecosystem celebrates deaf-owned businesses and deaf collectivist 

values, and in this way adds value to deaf-led businesses in terms of identity (emphasising the 

owners’ deafness), morality (asserting the moral need to support other deaf people) and 

economics (promoting in-community profit). Deaf Ecosystem expresses a moral imperative to 

promote a system wherein deaf people can support each other and grow their businesses. While 

this concept of Deaf Ecosystem was only specifically mentioned a few times in this study’s 

data collection, similar moral values were present. For example, Jens emphasised that he would 

choose a deaf service provider over a hearing-run equivalent, as far as possible: 

“…if I have to choose between a hearing plumber, and there is a deaf plumber who can 

do the same, then I choose this deaf plumber. Then the money stays with us, deaf 

people.” (Jens, SLI agency owner) 

While this preference for a deaf professional would also make it easier for signing deaf 

customers to discuss their orders or to correct any errors than with a hearing person, the desire 

to promote other deaf-led businesses was also strongly linked to the desire for money to stay 

within the deaf community. 

One previously self-employed participant, Kim, told of how a deaf-led business employed him 

because of the owner’s desire to promote a deaf workforce: 

“Everything in the [deaf-led business] is made by deaf people: logo, website and so on. 

So, [the deaf owner] chose me.” (Kim, former sole trader) 

When looking for suppliers, deaf-led businesses tend to search for other deaf-led companies 

and employ them, even though they might not be the most qualified options (see the following 

subsections). This positive encouragement indicates an attitude that finds it essential to deploy 
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and financially support other deaf people’s skills, thereby allowing them to develop 

professionally. The encouragement also means that deaf businesses can grow, support each 

other better, and make their own everyday lives communicatively easier and more comfortable. 

 

7.3.3.2  Deaf owners can see the capabilities of other deaf people  

As examined in the previous section, the participants prioritised deploying deaf labour and 

using the services of other deaf-owned businesses. The cultivation of support for other deaf 

people is also related to being able to see other deaf people’s capabilities. Since the participants 

had deaf forms of social and cultural capital, they could recognise deaf people’s skills and also 

know how to deploy deaf people as a workforce. Often, hearing employers and managers do 

not know how to work with deaf people, nor how to work with and utilise the skills of deaf 

people, especially those with low levels of education. As Peter stressed in the excerpt below, 

hearing employers have many alternatives, such as employing unskilled speaking and hearing 

immigrants who would be easier for them to work with: 

“Because they (unskilled deaf workers) do not have education, hearing employers do 

not know how to deploy them effectively. Some of the deaf business owners like 

[names deaf owners] know how to work with them. Hearing employers have many 

alternatives when it comes to unskilled labour alternatives, like immigrants.” (Peter, 

SLI agency owner)  

The ability of deaf business owners to see the utility of both unskilled and skilled deaf people 

is another example of Deaf Gain, stemming from deaf people feeling responsibility in relation 

to the labour market and limited job opportunities for deaf people. Hearing employers in the 

broader labour market have many more people to choose from and can find workers who have 

many years’ experience.  

Some of the participants spoke of how hearing social workers from the municipalities directly 

encouraged them to use the Jobcenter Bevilling, similar to the British Access to Work (ATW) 

grant,  to get economic support when employing deaf people. This was especially the case 

regarding those without qualifications, who would typically struggle to enter the broader labour 

market. One participant reported that hearing social workers from job centres tended to support 

deaf-led businesses because they knew that those business owners actively wanted to use deaf 

people as a workforce: 

“The social workers in job centres have realised that, by giving deaf people 20 hours of 
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Jobcenter Bevilling [ATW], it means deaf people get better chances to get employed 

[in deaf-led businesses]. I believe that many of the social workers could see that it [20 

hours ATW] creates development in deaf communities. One or two of the social 

workers have a deaf heart (...) For example, [names a deaf person] – it would be hard 

for him to find work in the hearing world. For this kind of deaf person, it can be tough 

to find a suitable workplace which wants to employ him. He is not good at interacting 

with hearing people.” (Peter, SLI agency owner) 

This participant said that some of the social workers have a ‘deaf heart’, a concept that is used 

in the U.S. especially in reference to hearing interpreters who have positive attitudes towards 

deaf people (Elliott and Hall, 2014). In Peter’s narrative, above, the social workers were 

described as having a deaf heart because they supported deaf people to get jobs and could see 

that deaf-owned businesses were good sites for other deaf people to get a job.  

While participants spoke of giving deaf people job opportunities, they also spoke of their desire 

to support deaf people to develop professional experiences. This is something that many deaf 

and disabled people struggle to achieve. The following subsection examines how deaf-led SLI 

agencies give deaf people the opportunity to build their professional capacities. 

7.3.3.3  Deaf-led businesses enable capacity building 

Deaf-led businesses do not necessarily employ deaf people because they are the best qualified 

applicant. One participant, Kim, who had worked as a sole trader, emphasised that he might 

not have been the most experienced professional. However, a deaf-led business still wanted to 

subcontract his business: 

“I could only base my experience on small assignments from education, small project 

assignments. That is just it. I had no experience with that task, but it was clear to this 

owner. He thought I was going to try and was happy with the result. That is the most 

important thing (smiling).” (Kim, previous sole trader) 

The deaf-owned business had comissioned a significant project from Kim’s business and was 

directly encouraging him to explore this professional area. The encouragement indicates an 

attitude that prioritises deploying other deaf people’s skills, thereby allowing them to develop 

professionally. Placing this confidence in deaf people is vital because, as examined in Section 

1.6, there is high unemployment and, importantly, underemployment among deaf people. Often 

deaf people neither receive promotions nor are encouraged to take more responsibility in their 
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work contexts. 

Another participant, Peter, spoke of giving deaf employees tasks with responsibilities that 

hearing employers would not trust them with: 

“I give them [deaf employees] tasks that they are responsible for solving. I think if they 

worked at [names a hearing-led deaf workplace], the management would not trust 

them.” (Peter, SLI agency owner) 

Participants expressed confidence in deaf people and highlighted that other hearing-led 

businesses in similar sectors did not trust deaf employees or see deaf people as having skills in 

the same way that deaf business owners did. However, deaf people still have to navigate 

hearing-led structures and, therefore, also reproduce audist and ableist values. The next section 

(7.4) explores how they experience the tensions between deaf values and market values. 

7.4  Tensions between deaf and entrepreneurial/capitalist values 

Sections 7.2 and 7.3 examined the advantages of having deaf capital in deaf businesses 

positioned within the SLI market. Nevertheless, participants also experienced tensions, 

limitations and issues around employing deaf people and running a business in the deaf market, 

because the signing deaf population in Denmark is particularly small, consisting of around 

3500-4000 people (see Section 1.1). This section looks at how participants experienced and 

managed their roles as both deaf community members and as business owners. As owners of 

SLI agencies, they aimed to be profit-oriented, to grow their businesses and perform as an 

employer. Thus, in many ways, their position as an owner who makes money based on other 

deaf people’s needs had the potential to clash with the values of the deaf community, especially 

regarding equality. 

Firstly,  Section 7.4.1 examines the additional social pressure of running a business in a deaf 

context. Secondly, Section 7.4.2 investigates how participants have coped with negative 

attitudes towards deaf people setting up SLI agencies and being perceived as ‘exploiting’ deaf 

people’s needs for economic gain. Thirdly, Section 7.4.3 examines the phenomenon of 

‘othering’, which happens when deaf business owners show negative attitudes towards deaf 

people in the workforce. In their position as a business owner and employer, they can be seen 

to be trapped by audist, ableist norms that are embedded in the broader, competitive labour 

market (De Meulder, 2017; Edley, 2000). 
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7.4.1 Social pressure among deaf business owners to deliver excellent service 

As deaf people, the SLI agency owners necessarily mix and network with other deaf people 

outside of the work context. They are therefore more likely to meet their deaf service users 

(and potential service users) than hearing owners would be. Due to this, they can be confronted 

by their deaf service users during their leisure time if, for example, their business had been 

unable to find an available interpreter: 

“If our business could not deliver an interpreter for a task, and in the evening, I meet 

the user in the deaf club, people might accuse me of not meeting their interpreting 

needs. It can be annoying. Such a thing can also happen in mainstream society, but we 

are a small community.” (Sam, SLI agency owner) 

Having deaf social capital can also mean extra social pressure to deliver a ‘good’ service. Their 

social proximity to their customers can require additional labour, as deaf owners have to cope 

with facing them in their social lives. Other deaf professionals within deaf-related fields often 

experience this emotional labour in terms of balancing hearing professional and institutional 

values with their deaf values (De Meulder, 2017; Kusters, 2017).  

Participants mentioned that hearing owners have a more manageable time as business owners. 

Hearing SLI agency owners were seen as not having similar concerns about meeting deaf 

service users after work or having to confront whether deaf service users were satisfied with 

their service. It can thus be argued that it is easier for hearing people be competitively oriented 

within this market, both because of their low degree of deaf capital and because of the fact that 

they belong to the majority, which makes it easier for them to follow hearing norms. As hearing 

people, they are better able to interact with local authorities and government bodies regarding 

funding and tendering processes (see section 5.4). 

Peter emphasised that, as deaf SLI agency owners, he and others struggled to strike a balance 

between their vision of giving deaf people an excellent SLI service and being a business-

oriented organisation: 

“We know deaf people’s needs, and we know it is not only about throwing 8 hours 

interpreting time a day at them. We cannot just send a newly-trained SLI to a complex 

task, for example at a university. The biggest interpreting agency in the educational 

sector is profit-oriented and does not care about deaf people’s needs, and it is a lucrative 

[hearing-led] business. They only follow the minimum requirements in the tender.” 

(Peter, SLI agency owner) 
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Peter felt that hearing-led businesses worked better with the authorities. Business owners must 

be able to maintain a good dialogue with the authorities and follow the requirements set by 

them; for example, during the bidding rounds, they need to maintain dialogue about the 

feasibility of service provision and consider how to bid for contracts with the cheapest prices 

possible, as the regulations stipulate that the authorities must accept the cheapest bit rather than 

focusing on the quality of SLI provision. In this way, Peter felt that hearing SLI agency owners 

are better able to think in a business-oriented way. Hearing owners need not be so concerned 

with quality and how deaf people experience their service. Deaf owners of SLI agencies tend 

to have a different approach, as they know deaf people’s needs and can identify with how they 

feel in their everyday lives (see Section 7.2.1); yet having deaf capital also becomes a weakness 

for them as business owners. 

While the participants tried to construct their shared values as deaf-specific (for instance, being 

primarily engaged in delivering and improving services for deaf people), they are still profit-

oriented; this is not always valued by deaf people. They reported that they had experienced a 

negative attitude from deaf people towards them because they make money based on deaf 

people’s interpreting needs; they also struggled more with the local authorities and their 

demands than hearing-led businesses. Deaf business owners whose business was in a 

mainstream context had experienced another kind of challenge. Their type of business relies 

on private customers, and they had experienced that deaf people would expect lower prices for 

their professional services. This was expressed by John:  

M: Have you experienced that you had to give special treatment [for deaf 

customers]? 

J:  Oh yes, many deaf people think there is a deaf price. It may be related to an old 

story where deaf people help each other. I understand that well (…). That’s fine 

too. But I must also be able to make a living from my work in everyday life. 

(John, sole trader) 

In the next section 7.4.2, I explore how deaf business owners have experienced negative 

attitudes from other deaf people towards their being business owners, and the strategies they 

employ to overcome these adverse reactions. 

7.4.2 Coping with negative attitudes towards deaf people setting up SLI agencies 

In this study, it appears that participants who own SLI service businesses have struggled with 
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the impact of mistrustful attitudes towards their companies. Interestingly, the participants 

whose businesses did not rely on ATW funding for SLI services did not experience similar 

suspicious reactions.  

Mads explained how, when he started his business, he experienced neither encouragement nor 

supportiveness from deaf people and deaf organisations: 

“At that time, it was hard to set up a business within the sign language interpreting 

sector because deaf organisations and deaf people did not support it. They did not want 

to support the sign language interpreting market becoming a competitive market.” 

(Mads, SLI agency owner) 

The reason for the scepticism and suspicion towards deaf people (and, indeed, hearing people) 

setting up businesses in the SLI market is twofold. On the one hand, this was due to an attitude 

towards the ‘privatisation’ of a market which many deaf people and deaf association did not 

want to become competitive. On the other hand, participants also stressed that deaf people 

tended to be suspicious of them because they were making money from or perceived as taking 

advantage of deaf people’s needs. Jens explained it thus: 

“There are also some other challenges [connected to being a deaf SLI agency owner] – 

for example, crab theory. I have experienced that. People have said: ‘You should not 

use Jens. He makes money from it, so do not use him.’ It is a pity because I spend 

money on deaf people, I invest in ourselves, within the deaf network.” (Jens, SLI agency 

owner) 

This ‘crab theory’ – or, as described in 2.6.4, ‘tall poppy treatment’ – is a widespread concept 

among deaf people (see, for example, De Meulder, 2017; Atkins, 2011), whereby deaf people 

are not supportive towards other deaf people who have achieved higher positions or success. 

The narrative above reveals how Jens defended his business by stressing that he spends the 

money back in the deaf community. He thus attempted to add ‘deaf values’ into his business 

practices, highlighting that he spends money in the deaf world and, in so doing, supports deaf 

people.  

During our conversations, participants frequently highlighted that they are not particularly rich. 

For example, several said that they wear regular clothes and do not have beautiful, expensive 

cars with which to signal that they earn money. This emphasis on reveals their awareness of 

the value of not standing out from other deaf people or being seen to be more prosperous than 
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them, mainly because that money was earned due to those same people’s circumstances. As 

shown above, participants related that they coped with negative attitudes by configuring their 

company as being in favour of deaf people – for instance, asserting that they invest in the deaf 

community financially and by capacity building. The following is another example of how the 

participants have managed the negative attitudes of other deaf people. Sam normalised SLI 

agencies by comparing them with other kinds of private companies: 

“I have experienced deaf people coming to me and telling me how they are 

uncomfortable that I benefit from their SLI needs. (…) I try to explain to them by using 

a different perspective; for example, people are also benefiting from you because you 

are buying their milk.” (Sam, SLI agency owner) 

Deaf business owners were engaged in the work of constructing their position as SLI agency 

owners by manipulating deaf people’s attitudes towards them as business owners, arguing that 

what they do is ‘normal’ and comparing their businesses with hearing-led mainstream business. 

The above participant tried to persuade deaf people to see themselves as customers and to 

compare themselves with people who buy milk: someone will make money from the selling of 

milk, and this is normal. This comparison is to mainstream businesses that operate directly on 

customer demand. However, the same participant, Sam, had several times mentioned in 

interview that an SLI agency is ‘not a real business’ because they work in a market that relies 

on public funding, where it is the government authorities that are their paying customers, not 

the individual receiving the service. 

This positioning also means deaf SLI agency owners tended to be less engaged in advertising 

themselves on social media. Participants stressed that they would not brand themselves as a 

deaf business publicly. Jens commented about why he has maintained a low profile on social 

media: 

“We try to be very discreet as a business in terms of social media. It is about credibility 

as it is also about financial interest, so we should not participate in the various debates.” 

(Jens, SLI agency owner) 

Jens stressed that deaf-led businesses should not get involved in debates around the interpreting 

field on social media, because advocating for clients to use deaf-led SLI agencies or 

participating in political discussions on relevant topics (e.g. SLI service provision) could lead 

to a perceived conflict of interest. This is suggestive that participants had certain forms of deaf 
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cultural capital that underpinned their awareness of being careful about promoting their 

businesses in the context of the Danish deaf community. They knew that, in the Danish context 

where the deaf population is so small, such branding could be risky and give the wrong signals. 

Their activism would be likely to be perceived as an act of self-interest. Thus, downplaying 

one’s advocating role is a strategy used to present oneself as credible and less greedy. However, 

this might be different in other, bigger countries such as the U.S. and the U.K., where deaf-led 

businesses more openly advocate for supporting a Deaf Ecosystem (see Section 7.3.3.1). 

Participants expressed awareness that the field of the SLI market is small and sensitive. They 

would not go as far as to advocate that deaf people should use them because they are deaf-led 

businesses: 

M:  Do you encourage people to use deaf businesses? 

J:  Yes, I want to be open about that [his view is that people should support deaf-led 

businesses], but I can’t be. I also work with hearing-led businesses, and if I openly 

encourage people to use deaf-led businesses, it will give me less credit among the 

hearing businesses. I have good cooperation with them. (Jens, SLI agency owner)  

While deaf-led SLI agencies in Denmark would not advertise their business or encourage 

people to support a Deaf Ecosystem publicly, they would draw on their reputations and work 

hard to prove their qualities: 

“The vast majority of customers we acquire through our network, as well as by word-

of-mouth marketing. We can see a difference over time, as we have today become more 

recognised for our focus on quality and service.” (Allan, SLI agency owner) 

As emphasised by Allan , it is via the word-of-mouth method that the businesses achieved 

recognition and popularity among deaf service users. This strategy corresponds with how deaf 

people base their judgements and assessments of other deaf people through their own 

experiences and networks, and that their deaf networks support them to find suitable deaf 

employees (Section 6.3). 

7.4.3 Criticising deaf people’s behaviour in work contexts 

The participants who ran their businesses in the SLI market worked and interacted mainly with 

signing and deaf people in their everyday work lives. However, they would be necessary also 
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navigating capitalist structures in the Danish labour market and have to fit into some of this 

market’s norms, for example relating to productivity in work contexts. Productivity here is 

understood as being associated with ableist norms that prevail in the broader labour market, 

which put white, male, non-disabled employees at an advantage (Foster and Wass, 2013; 

Robinson, 2010; Sang et al., 2016; Wendell, 1996; see Section 3.3.3). This section examines 

some of the narratives the participants gave which revealed how they reproduced ableist/audist 

attitudes and stigmatised other deaf people.  

7.4.3.1  Hearing people work more ‘efficiently’ than deaf people 

Section 7.3 has shown how deaf owners spoke of preferring to employ deaf people because it 

would make their everyday life more comfortable, enhance the business’ profile with its deaf 

customer base, and reflect their deaf solidarity. However, participants also criticised and 

‘othered’ deaf ways and behaviours in the business context. For example, many participants 

talked about how some typical work behaviours were something that other deaf people do, and 

did not see themselves as being a part of it. One example was that sometimes the participants 

felt that hearing employees worked more efficiently than deaf employees. As shown below, 

Peter had experienced having a deaf and a (signing) hearing manager employed at his business. 

He commented on the differences he observed between their ways of acting and solving 

problems: 

“Hearing people have more ‘sharp elbows’ [a me-first, no holds barred approach]. They 

are used to having to fight for themselves, for example when looking for contacts. 

Whereas we deaf do not have so much elbows on, we think things will be okay. But when 

there is something that doesn’t work in the business context, it’s really problematic. Deaf 

workers will sit on something that should have been said three months previously and 

been resolved right away. I find that there is a big difference between hearing and deaf. 

Hearing people solve a problem immediately. It is not about competencies, but about 

which habits you have learned and which environment you have grown up in and are part 

of. (…) When something is not right, deaf people are more tolerant and think it will 

resolve itself and say: ‘we will find out’ (laughing). (…) I often see this in the deaf world, 

for example [names two deaf organisations]. We use energy to put out the fire but don’t 

prevent it in the first place. We do not think long term and avoid potential problems.” 

(Peter, SLI agency owner) 

‘Having sharp elbows’ is a Danish expression appearing both in Danish and DSL, meaning 
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being pushy and assertive; in this context, getting things solved immediately, bringing the 

problem to attention at the workplace. Hearing people, Peter felt, tended to be more used to 

being assertive and fighting for themselves, having come from large communities where they 

had to learn how to socialise with new people, make contacts, and solve potential problems. 

They were more used to setting the agenda and being proactive. Peter emphasised that this 

behaviour (i.e. being assertive) is not typical ‘deaf behaviour’. 

Peter argued that the difference in a deaf and hearing person’s way of acting and solving 

problems is not linked to hearing ability, but rather because of deaf and hearing people’s 

different backgrounds/environments. Deaf people tend to belong to a small social group where 

everyone knows almost everyone (Ladd, 2003a; Padden and Humphries, 1988; Widell, 1988). 

In those small social environments, deaf people are used to helping each other out and expect 

that their personal problems will come to the notice of everyone else in the community at some 

point. Peter perceived the differences between deaf and hearing ways as something linked to 

how deaf people have learned to behave and interact in small environments, which impacted 

the workflow within the business. Peter and other participants tended to idealise hearing 

employees as more efficient. While they saw benefits to having deaf employees, they also told 

me that they feel that deaf employees have a poor work ethic compared with hearing people. 

This is explored in the next section, 7.4.3.2.  

7.4.3.2  Deaf people have a poorer work ethic 

One participant, Sam, commented on how deaf people do not always act professionally:  

“In my experience, deaf people’s professional skills can be weak. I have experienced 

some deaf employees being disorganised. I want them to be more committed, down to 

earth.” (Sam, SLI agency owner) 

This participant wanted committed deaf employees who would take their jobs more seriously, 

which might explain why the deaf owners tended to use their networks to headhunt desirable 

deaf employees and to check out their quality of work in advance of employing them (Section 

7.3.2.1). However, Sam’s narrative again shows an attitude that reduces deaf people to a single, 

homogenous group. His lumping together of ‘deaf people’ is interesting because he does not 

include himself. In this manner, he derided other deaf people and described them as unserious 

and not sufficiently professional. Similar narratives and attitudes were found among the other 

participants. One, Jens, stated that it is challenging to find skilled deaf people because many 

deaf people have a poor work ethic: 
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J: It is challenging to find many experienced people. Especially if they have to be both 

skilled and responsible. Deaf people are often... I do not want to criticise deaf 

people, but I think 40-50% of deaf people have wrong views on work. 

M:  Ah, how? 

J:  (thinking) In some strange way, they expect to get longer leashes. I had to lay off a 

deaf employee recently because he often came too late and did not take the work 

seriously. This employee just thought as long he did this job, that was enough. But 

I did not think it was enough. Self-discipline and what signal you send is important, 

too. (Jens, SLI agency owner) 

This experience of deaf people behaving differently – for instance, having expectations of a 

‘longer leash’, being less disciplined, coming in late to work – was a recurring theme described 

by both participants who owned SLI agencies and sole traders who worked in mainstream 

contexts. While there might have been something they had experienced themselves as a deaf 

business owner, the following narrative reveals that there may also be a prevailing attitude of 

prejudging other deaf people in the work context: 

“Who was saying this?... This person told me that he could see some differences between 

deaf employees who have worked in the hearing world, and those who have not. The deaf 

employees who have worked in the hearing world come to work on time, at 8am. But the 

employees who have not worked in the hearing world would arrive a little later, for 

example at 8.30am.” (Peter, SLI agency owner) 

However, as shown below, we discussed who did not come on time. It turned out that the above 

participant, Peter, could not in fact name a concrete person who did not come to work on time 

regularly. 

M:  Does [names an employee] come later? 

P:  No, not him, he always comes on time. He has never worked in the hearing world, 

no. Well, now, I have to be careful with what I say. But I remember being impressed 

by [names a deaf employee], his competencies and qualifications that he gained 

from working in the hearing world. (Peter, SLI agency owner) 

During the course of the discussion, Peter became aware that he could not name any employees 
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who came late to work, and might in fact have been reproducing some of the deaf community’s 

myths and stigmatisation of deaf people for always being late. Again, there is an essentialism 

in the construction of those deaf people who have worked in the hearing world as being 

different to those who have not; they are perceived as having a better work ethic because they 

had had broader experiences. This is suggestive of how participants construct deaf people with 

certain forms of hearing capital, which is discussed further in Section 8.4.2.1. 

7.5  Summary 

In this chapter, I have examined how participants who own businesses that deliver SLI services 

and thus work in deaf contexts can be seen to utilise their deaf capital to run their businesses. 

In the interpreting market, they can align with deaf norms in their everyday working life. 

Because these businesses are deaf-led, they bring deaf-led values to the sector and, in so doing, 

change certain practices and rules which had become entrenched due to the sector having been 

dominated by a single hearing institution for a long time. 

This chapter found that deaf owners wished to employ deaf people because they expected to 

share comparable experiences, language and values with the owners. However, this chapter 

shows that the desire to employ deaf people is motivated by three reasons. First, they can make 

the everyday life of the workplace more comfortable for the owners, because they can continue 

‘deaf ways’ of interacting, making it easier to train employees. Second, having deaf employees 

can make businesses more attractive because their customer base consists of deaf people – 

mainly highly skilled deaf people with complex communication needs – who recognise deaf 

employees at the SLI agencies as qualified and someone they can trust during their professional 

lives because they are perceived as working extra hard for this service. The hearing-led SLI 

service that had been leading the provision of SLI services has begun to copy this practice, by 

employing a deaf person at their office. In this way, deaf-led businesses have shown what 

practices work and give the businesses advantages. However, the third motivation is what 

differs between deaf-led and hearing-led businesses is that the deaf owners also appear to value 

‘giving back’ to deaf communities, relating that they felt responsible for giving deaf people job 

and career opportunities.  

Finally, this chapter examined how participants had experienced tensions between having deaf 

values and capitalist values. They felt that they undergo extra social pressure because they have 

high deaf capital and almost inevitably meet their customers and potential customers after 

work. Besides this, they reported having experienced negative attitudes from deaf people 
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towards them for making money from other deaf people’s needs. They had developed strategies 

to overcome this; one example is attempting to persuade critics that what they do is ‘normal’, 

as hearing people also sell things.  

While the participants were very positive about being deaf and saw value in having deaf 

employees, they had also experienced issues in having deaf employees. They criticised deaf 

people’s work attitudes and work behaviours. Such criticism may be seen as an example of 

how deaf people are reproducing capitalist, audist and ableist values in the work context, in 

which they are aiming to grow and maintain a business that is financed by authorities and 

municipalities which prioritise high productivity at the lowest prices. 

The next chapter discusses the findings of this study and relates them to other relevant studies. 

It considers  how my findings contribute to new insights into deaf-led business ownership and 

deaf people’s positions in work contexts. 
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 DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS 

 

8.1  Introduction 

This study has presented findings in three separate chapters to show different aspects of deaf 

business owners’ experience of setting up and running a business – their motivations, the 

strategies they employ in ‘hearing’ contexts, and the particular conditions of deaf-led 

businesses in ‘deaf’ contexts where deaf capital is used to gain economic capital. 

This chapter will relate the key findings of this study to the existing literature, especially from 

the fields of Minority Entrepreneurship Studies, Deaf Studies and Disability Studies; it will 

also expand on the use of Bourdieu’s notion of capital, habitus and social mobility.  

The chapter is structured in four parts in line with research questions, as shown below: 

1. In which ways do audist normative structures influence the motivations of a group of 

highly skilled, signing deaf business owners in Denmark when setting up their own 

businesses or becoming self-employed?  

2. What strategies do these highly skilled, signing deaf business owners use to navigate 

an audist normative structured labour market?  

3. How does establishing and running deaf-led businesses affect these highly 

skilled, signing deaf business owners’ constructions of deafness?  

4. What perceptions do these highly skilled, signing deaf business owners have regarding 

the implications of deaf-led businesses for deaf people’s opportunities in an otherwise 

ableist/audist labour market in Denmark?  

8.2  Audist structures and deaf people’s motivations in setting up their businesses 

This section discusses the first research question regarding the ways in which audist structures 

influence this study’s participants’ motivation and relates it to existing literature on minority 

business ownership. 

8.2.1  Few participants reported push factors 

First and foremost, a core finding from the current study is that signing deaf people in this 

sample appear to show a sense of agency in setting up their businesses in order to create a space 

for themselves in an audist society and a hearing-normative labour market. Participants in this 

study did not typically report that they had set up their own businesses because they 
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experienced direct harassment or discrimination. Only one participant reported having been 

laid off and lacking other opportunities, which led her to try the path as business owner (5.3.1); 

she subsequently closed the business she had set up. 

8.2.2  Having a typical masculine entrepreneurial mindset 

The data shows that the seven research participants who have grown their businesses over 

several years reported that they had set up their businesses due to a desire to become their own 

boss and pursue professional interests and grow their businesses, whether oriented towards the 

mainstream (hearing) private market or the interpreting (deaf) market. These seven participants 

expressed that they were confident people and saw opportunities in growth within their chosen 

market (see Sections 5.3.3 and 5.3.4). The data implies that most participants had a similar 

entrepreneurial mindset as described in traditional Entrepreneurship Studies.  

The literature review showed how entrepreneurship is typically associated with positive 

notions of agency, a desire for economic advancement, and psychological motives like a desire 

to innovate and create new products (Galloway et al., 2015; Schumpeter, 1934; Williams and 

Nadin, 2013). These are all considered positive motivations, i.e. pull factors. Furthermore, 

these motives are related to traditionally masculine attributes, such as having self-esteem, 

performing confidently, acting assertively, and being growth-oriented (see Section 2.2).  

Remarkably, the current study’s data differs from the knowledge generated from previous 

studies into Disability Entrepreneurship (Adams et al., 2019; Anderson and Galloway, 2012), 

which have shown that disabled people are more likely to become entrepreneurs or self-

employed because the labour market marginalises them (see 2.2.1) – i.e. a push factor. 

However, the current study’s data is supported by Atkins’ (2011) study of 11 deaf 

entrepreneurs in the U.S. Atkins (2011) found that many of his research participants had been 

driven by positive, traditional motivations to become entrepreneurs: they wanted to set up their 

own businesses because they had had a lifelong dream to do so, and wanted to develop a 

business, become a leader and pursue their professional interests. Consequently, the current 

study suggests that deaf people in this sample, despite being disabled and experiencing barriers 

throughout society and the labour market, still retain agency and certain privileges, and do not 

tend to talk about barriers as reasons for business ownership.  

Nevertheless, to understand the motives for business ownership in minority groups, 

considering thoroughly the more negative push factors is also essential (Basu and Altinay, 

2002). For people with disadvantaged positions in a work context – such as gender, ethnicity, 
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sexuality and disability – the fact of continually facing structural inequalities will often 

influence their opportunities in the labour market and therefore their motivations to seek out 

alternatives. Their experiences of inequality regimes might not come from direct discrimination 

or harassment (Acker, 2006). The broader social experience of holding a disadvantaged 

position in society, and not only in the labour market, might also influence their motivations to 

set up their own businesses (Patterson and Mavin, 2009). For example, Goffee et al. (1982) 

found that most female entrepreneurs had similar motivations as male entrepreneurs, for 

example being driven by financial success and personal freedom, but that gender did play a 

role in their decisions. While men wanted to avoid being under the control of others, 

women shared ‘a broader desire to escape male domination’ (p. 408). These more invisible 

inequality structures influencing minority groups’ motivations are discussed further in the 

following section. 

8.2.3 Deaf business owners are motivated by the opportunity to create their own deaf space 

As presented above, the current study’s data shows that the deaf owners who had successfully 

maintained their businesses did not report having experienced direct forms of audism which 

had led them to set up a business. However, the participants who set up a SLI agency spoke of 

being attracted to the idea of setting up a space that would be a signing environment and 

therefore pleasant for themselves. By working in the sign language related market, they could 

avoid the additional labour that is required in communicating with non-signing hearing people 

(see Section 5.2.1). From their position as deaf signers, the participants had experienced that 

they needed to do a lot of additional labour in communicating and interacting with hearing 

people who do not sign; these might be some intersecting factors that influence deaf people’s 

career choices and navigation in the labour market. The data shows that avoiding sociality with 

hearing people was one of the recurring motives expressed by those participants who had set 

up a business within the deaf market, and especially the interpreting market. 

The data shows that, while the participant did not directly report audism or additional labour 

as motivations for setting up their own business, they were attracted to being in a signing work 

environment; this tendency is corroborated by other studies of minority business ownership. 

For example, Galloway’s study into gay men’s motivations for starting a business found that 

most participants did not report that they had been motivated by having experienced directly 

discriminatory events, but that subtle push factors had influenced their everyday experience of 

working life and motived them to create and define their own work environment to avoid 

homophobia. Even if it was not stated as the reason for setting up a business, the knowledge 
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that one would avoid homophobic co-workers meant that they could be more relaxed in their 

everyday work lives. Having their own space would allow them a more pleasant work 

environment where they did not have to conform to majority normative values (i.e. 

heteronormativity) and would not experience homophobia (Galloway, 2011; see Sections 2.2.2 

and 2.2.3). Furthermore, some of the gay male owners in Galloway’s study gave accounts of 

entrepreneurship as providing an opportunity to create a business that encouraged diversity. 

While some of the findings of the current study are similar to Galloway’s in that some of the 

participants spoke of setting up a space that is a signing environment and pleasant for 

themselves, none of the participants in the current study spoke of setting up a space that would 

be more diverse generally. Instead, the current study’s participants were more interested in 

creating a deaf signing space that was comfortable for themselves and their type of deafness 

(see Section 8.5.1 for further discussion of what it means when deaf employers hire deaf 

people). 

8.2.4  Taking advantage of their deaf capital 

While the majority of the participants in the current study did not report push factors or feel 

forced into entrepreneurship, their lived experiences as deaf people in the Danish labour market 

had influenced their motivation in various ways. Besides the additional labour in 

communication as discussed above in Section 8.2.2, the current study’s data shows that 

participants had learned that hearing people’s attitudes towards deaf people are often negative 

and that, as a deaf person, their opportunities in the hearing labour market would be generally 

limited (Section 5.2). The data suggests that participants who set up a business in the SLI 

market sought to avoid situations where they risked being disadvantaged and preferred to work 

in fields where deaf capital is valued. For example, participants spoke of how they had 

advantages in the deaf market because they already knew a lot about it and had a lot of personal 

experience of using interpreting services themselves when they were students – and, indeed, 

had struggled with a low level of service (Section 5.4.1). The participants had forms of cultural 

and social deaf capital that could be mobilised in the deaf market. 

This observation is supported by literature examining business ownership within ethnic 

minorities. Studies into ethnic minority business ownership and employment have shown that 

some migrants position themselves strategically in particular fields. For example, by finding a 

job within their own ethnic market, they would be able to maximise the value of their native 
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capital accumulated in their country and community of origin (Inal et al., 2013; Joy et al., 2018; 

see Section 3.5.2). 

Furthermore, the current study’s data on participants wanting to position themselves 

strategically in the deaf field is supported by research that has documented that many highly 

skilled deaf people choose to work in less highly skilled roles in the deaf sector in Denmark, 

despite their qualifications (Epinion, 2006; Hansen and Wittendorf, 2010; Watson, 2016) and 

their personal and/or professional interests (Bristoll, 2009). They do so in order to be in the 

deaf sector where their language skills and cultural understanding are valued and their job 

opportunities are better (Watson, 2016; Epinion, 2006). 

The next section discusses in relation to the literature how the deaf business owners in this 

study’s sample have navigated a hearing, speaking normative labour market and what kind of 

strategies they have employed.  

8.3  Adaptation strategies to navigate audist labour market structures 

This section discusses how the current study’s participants have developed adaption strategies 

so as to pass as business owners and entrepreneurs in an audist society dominated by hearing 

and speaking able-bodied people. The following research question is addressed: What 

strategies do deaf business owners use to navigate an audist normative structured labour 

market? 

While the previous section (8.2.4) has shown that the participants with businesses in the SLI 

sector have tended to draw on strategic isolationism to avoid the additional labour and 

disadvantaged experience of working among non-signing hearing people, this section aims to 

focus on the strategies the participants have used in situations where they cannot prevent 

hearing people being present. This section discusses how the type of business and market (i.e. 

deaf or hearing) may have influenced their employment of different adaption strategies, and 

how the adaption strategies are related to the surrounding audist and ableist society into which 

the participants try to fit as deaf business owners and service providers.  

8.3.1  Four different types of adaption strategies 

As identified in Chapter 6, the data shows four different types of ‘adapting strategies’ used by 

the participants in their interactions with hearing people: 
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1. They use a cautiousness strategy to avoid upsetting hearing customers or employees, 

involving downplaying their demands and expectations of ‘deaf rights’, accepting 

audist situations, avoiding being the ‘angry deaf person’, and accepting having to 

navigate interactions without an interpreter;  

2. They hide their deafness from potential customers; 

3. They actively seek out hearing social networks and try to expand their (hearing) social 

and cultural capital so as to fit in;  

4. They use their deafness as a unique selling point, arguing that deafness is a valuable 

trait in the specific circumstances that they are working in. 

The following section discusses the data on participants’ commitment to using adaptation 

strategies in relation to previous literature.  

8.3.2  Deaf versus hearing market 

Overall, the study’s data suggests that the context of a deaf-led business (for example, whether 

it is marketed towards the mainstream market or specifically to deaf customers) yields different 

experiences and challenges and, therefore, business owners will have different preferred 

strategies to navigate these challenges. For example, those from this study’s sample who work 

in the hearing market appear to be likely to use the hiding deafness strategy (discussed in more 

details in Section 8.3.5). Thus, the business type and the market context significantly impact 

on the strategy that deaf business owners choose.  

This finding supports recent studies of deaf people’s work experiences that highlight the 

different challenges that deaf people face in mainstream, hearing workplaces compared to those 

they meet working in the deaf sector as deaf teachers, academics or other deaf professional 

positions (De Meulder, 2017; Hauser et al., 2016; Kusters, 2017b; Nunn, 2017). However, in 

all cases, the participants involved in this study chose these adaption strategies to better meet 

the norms that dominate the audist labour market – both to fit into it and to attract new business. 

The business owners spoke of these adaption strategies as positive and necessary things to help 

them continue their business – a position that may be considered contrary to traditional Deaf 

Studies scholarship. This is explored below.  
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8.3.3 Seeing adaption strategies as something positive/beneficial for themselves 

The data shows that participants with several years of experience running their businesses had 

become aware of how to present themselves to please their hearing customers or their hearing 

employees. For instance, they tended to be extra cautious about upsetting them by demanding 

deaf rights. The business owners whose customers were hearing acknowledged that they must 

meet their customers’ expectations if they wanted to stay in business.  

For the participants who sold their services to the deaf market (i.e. SLI agencies), the purpose 

of adapting to hearing norms is different. It may simply be a case of ensuring that their hearing 

employees (interpreters) remain happy in the workplace, for example by not demanding them 

to sign when they are in their offices with deaf people.  

Deaf business owners in this study’s sample also recognised that they needed to try to network 

with non-signing hearing people to expand their social capital and their opportunities as 

business owners. They accepted that they might be excluded in many aspects of this – that they 

might, for example, be the only deaf person in a social environment and need to navigate it 

without an interpreter (see Section 6.4). 

The current study found that the participants, whether they worked in hearing or deaf contexts, 

did not offer the narrative that they had been forced into acting in hearing ways to hearing 

people, but instead that they had chosen to seek out the hearing world and build an 

understanding of hearing values. They expressed a sense of agency and had developed strategic 

responses to various ‘audist’ situations.  

8.3.3.1  In contrast to traditional Deaf Studies 
As noted above, the business owners spoke of their adaption strategies as positive and 

necessary for continuing their business. However, traditional Deaf Studies literature has 

promoted an understanding of deaf people as a linguistic and cultural minority group that has 

been oppressed and colonised by hearing values and norms (Ladd, 2003; Lane, 1992; Murray, 

2008; see Section 1.6). Several Deaf Studies researchers have documented the ways in which 

adapting to audist norms is oppressive in many contexts of deaf people’s everyday experience 

(see, for example, Gertz, 2008). Audist surroundings have had, and continue to have, a severe 

impact on deaf people’s lives, their self-esteem and mental health (see Section 3.6; Ladd, 2003; 

Hauser et al., 2010). Taking this view, adaptation to audist and hearing norms is akin to 

assimilation and contributes to the disappearance of deaf culture and values; instead, deaf 

people must find ways to resist audism.  
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While Deaf Studies scholars have discussed the necessity of resisting audism, this does not 

mean that deaf people can avoid navigating their way through contexts that rely on audist, able-

bodied expectations – including the expectation that people are hearing and speaking by 

default. As argued by Campbell (2008; see Section 3.3.2), ableism is everywhere, and disabled 

people – like everyone else – internalise throughout their lives an (unconscious) drive to follow 

ableist norms so as to be accepted as much as possible (Jammaers et al., 2016). Even deaf 

people try to display themselves as able-bodied in work contexts, for example by displaying 

themselves as non-disabled (see Robinson, 2010; Section 3.3.2).  

Rather than solely focusing on resisting audism, the current study’s data suggests that the 

participants have developed adaption strategies with which to navigate the audist and able-

bodied normative structures by expanding their ‘hearing forms’ of social and cultural capital. 

This supports Murray’s suggestion that Deaf Studies must move beyond the dichotomy of 

either assimilation or resistance towards the hearing world and mainstream society, by 

recognising more fully that deaf people ‘live deaf centred lives while simultaneously exploring 

different forms of coequality with non-deaf societies’ (2008: 107).  

8.3.3.2  Deaf owners adopt individualist strategies because they strive for social mobility 
The current study’s data shows that deaf business owners may adopt a habitus that motivates 

them to pursue further capital accumulation within their market. The research participants 

knew (and accepted) that being deaf and having deaf capital (e.g. fluency in sign language(s); 

having deaf experience and knowledge; belonging to deaf networks) is limiting and devalued 

in most contexts within the labour market, as well as in other social contexts with hearing 

people. The participants saw the accumulation of other forms of capital as an opportunity for 

business growth and personal development.  

The data points out that capital accumulation may relate to changing attitudes, beliefs, values 

and behaviours among the participants. As examined in Section 6.1, participants talked about 

changing their behaviour after becoming business owners. Their changed perception of how to 

behave reveals a change in habitus from believing in and practising the collectivist construction 

of deaf people, towards considering an individualist approach to one’s position as deaf in the 

context of business ownership.  

This motivation to employ an individualist approach corroborates the findings of Atkins’ 

(2011) previous research in the U.S., which showed that (some) deaf business owners who had 

grown up attending deaf schools, and who also had generations of deaf family, felt that they 
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needed to detach themselves from ‘traditional deaf values’ to be successful. Traditional deaf 

values consist of, for example, expectations of equality, collectivist behaviour, and reciprocity 

within the deaf community (Ladd, 2003; De Meulder, 2017; see Section 2.6). However, the 

business owners in Atkins’ study had been motivated to navigate in hearing contexts and had 

tried to develop different strategies in their business context so as to succeed in their businesses 

– i.e. by focusing on individualist values. Moreover, the participants in Atkins’ study did not 

experience this as a negative thing.  

Therefore, the current study suggests that there are shared experiences within deaf communities 

which cross national boundaries that are related to the incentive for social mobility. This is 

discussed in relation to the participants’ habitus repertoire in the following section. 

8.3.3.3  Hearing capital and habitus repertoire 

As argued above, traditional Deaf Studies’ literature has often foregrounded deaf people as an 

oppressed minority group. However, the current study’s data suggests that some participants 

have a habitus repertoire that includes both deaf habitus and other forms of habitus, motivating 

them to expand the relevant forms of cultural and social capital in hearing as well as deaf 

contexts and through this achieve social mobility in the work context. The participants 

appeared able to adopt a habitus that motivated them to pursue further capital accumulation 

within their market, in much the same way as some migrants do (Joy et al., 2018, see Section 

3.5).  

While O’Brien and Emery (2014) rightly argued that deaf people, because of their deaf bodies, 

have limited opportunities for acquiring habitus from hearing environments, the current study 

suggests that deaf people can still expand their ‘hearing’ forms of cultural (i.e. embodied forms 

of knowledge about how to behave, express themselves, and use an interpreter in ways that do 

not disconcert hearing people) and social capital (i.e. networking with hearing people), thus 

acquiring a habitus that can align with hearing social contexts – for example by modifying their 

attitudes and ways of behaving, or by trying to find ways to adapt to audist norms and ableist 

structures (see Section 3.5.2). Instead of speaking of hearing identities, or deaf versus hearing 

identities, this study suggests that the participants had a ‘habitus repertoire’ through which 

several kinds of attitudes and beliefs had developed over time, linked to the type of social space 

they were navigating (Joy et al., 2018).  
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8.3.4  Adapting to the expectation of the business owner as hearing and speaking 

Data from the current study suggests that successful (deaf) entrepreneurs in this sample are 

likely to display a repertoire of habitus which is in some ways in conflict with itself but which 

is also a factor in their success (see for example Section 7.4). The data reveals that participants 

internalised audism in their habitus, changed their attitudes and values and navigated into the 

audist/hearing structures using their habitus repertoire. The participants had grown up in 

signing environments, and thus had positive attitudes towards being deaf and sign language(s) 

and high levels of confidence, self-esteem and self-worth in their habitus (O’Brien, 2012). They 

knew how to ‘resist’ audism and how to demand their right to accessibility and communication 

from their positions as leaders and deaf professionals in Danish deaf communities. However, 

as entrepreneurs, they also knew that they were alienated from their speaking and hearing peers 

and could not (always) resist the audism and ableism embedded in the market.  

This conclusion is supported by previous literature within the field of minority 

entrepreneurship. For example, female business owners knew that the expectation is that a 

business owner within a male-dominated field would be male (Ahl, 2006; Edley, 2000; García 

and Welter, 2011). The female business owner therefore develops certain strategies to fit in 

and become accepted. Similarly, the current study’s data shows that deaf business owners in 

this sample appear to try to fit into the expectation of a hearing, speaking entrepreneur or seller; 

this indicates that the research participants have internalised a habitus acknowledging that they 

are positioned in a society where a successful entrepreneur is typically hearing and speaking.  

The data suggests that deaf business owners are active agents that navigate effectively in their 

business contexts. The deaf business owners under study have developed adaption strategies 

to fit in with the expectations of able-bodied, hearing and speaking entrepreneurs. As 

entrepreneurs, they have over time adopted a habitus that motivates them to become successful 

entrepreneurs and in the business ownership context they accept that the world is audist and 

ableist. Instead of solely focusing on deaf people as an oppressed cultural-linguistic minority 

that rejects hearing-led structures, Deaf Studies scholarship should consider that deaf people 

may develop various habitual navigations and strategies with which to use or expand their 

capital. 

The following section discusses another type of strategy used by the two sole traders working 

in the hearing market, so as to attract potential customers. This was a hiding strategy, which 

concerns Disability Studies’ ableism framework. 
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8.3.5 Hiding strategy 

The data shows that the two participants who ran their businesses in hearing contexts had both 

decided to hide their deafness when making phone calls, i.e. by not telling the person on the 

other end of the line that they are speaking through an interpreter (see Section 6.2). There are 

two aspects to the question of why they decided to hide their deafness. Firstly, they felt that 

they would be more likely to get new business by hiding their deafness before meeting the 

customer in person, and secondly they did not consider their deafness to be relevant to their 

ability to perform their job within the media industry or the health sector respectively. This 

coincides with the findings of other studies that show that minority business owners often hide 

their disadvantaged minority identities (see 2.4.1): for example, Galloway (2011) found that 

some gay business owners did not (always) disclose their gay identity to their customers 

because they wanted to avoid marking their business as a ‘gay firm’ and because they 

considered that their sexuality was not relevant to their businesses. 

Secondly, the participants reported hiding their deafness on the phone due to a worry that 

customers might think that their deafness would limit their ability to perform the work – that, 

if they revealed they were deaf over the phone, potential customers would get the false image 

of them as having additional disabilities. As Robert said, “No, it is just deafness”. For this 

reason, the two research participants simply omitted mentioning their deafness when possible 

on phone calls (see Section 6.2). 

The data suggests, therefore, that these two deaf business owners were aware of and, indeed, 

presumed the existence of ableist attitudes in their hearing surroundings, and so hid their 

deafness when trying to attract new customers. As a consequence of ableist attitudes, these two 

business owners who are oriented towards hearing customers tended to develop new ways of 

working with interpreters, either by allowing the interpreter to act like a regular employee (i.e. 

taking on a different role and having more agency than in a typical interpreted interaction) or, 

as a minimum, avoiding explaining to the other person the phone that they are speaking via an 

interpreter. That these two business owners experienced it as being necessary to hide their 

deafness corresponds with the Disability Studies discourse that critically frames the labour 

market as ableist and holding expectations of ideal workers and attitudes that see disabled 

professionals as intrinsically less capable and less productive (Jammaers et al., 2016; Mik-

Meyer, 2016a; Sang et al., 2016; see Section 3.3.2). 
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8.3.5.1  Hiding disability as a necessity to present themselves as skilled/capable  
The data showing that participants hid their deafness in phone calls to avoid becoming 

‘disabled’ correlates with the Disability Studies literature that has shown that hiding a 

disability/impairment – and strategic considerations about disclosure – is a widespread practice 

among disabled people in employment contexts (see Section 2.4.1). For disabled people who 

have an invisible disability, they have the constant consideration of how and when to disclose 

their disability, because they know that disclosure will typically have a considerable impact on 

their social relations to colleagues and managers and on their career (Mik-Meyer, 2016a; 

Olowookere, 2017; Sang et al., 2016). When employers and co-workers become aware of a 

disability, it is likely to change their behaviour and attitudes towards the disabled person. Able-

bodied colleagues and managers often devalue the person or question their professional skills, 

even if these are unrelated to the disability. 

Hiding disability/impairment is most difficult for persons with physically visible disabilities, 

but they may hide their disability in other ways than not informing their workplace about it. 

For example, they may choose to avoid face-to-face meetings and instead communicate over 

the phone with customers (Church et al., 2007; Section 2.3). Similarly, Atkins’ study of deaf 

business owners shows that deaf people in the U.S. can make phone calls over video remote 

interpreting services and omit to tell the recipient that they are deaf when they make phone 

calls. The deaf business owners in Atkins’ study wanted their customers to focus on their 

business offering and not their deafness/disability. However, Atkins did not examine the kind 

of strategies his research participants employed if they were to, at a later point, meet the hearing 

customer (Section 2.2.3). While it should not be necessary always to mention one’s deafness, 

deaf people often consider whether they must disclose their disability in certain circumstances, 

for example in job applications (O’Connell, 2021). Deaf people know hearing people will 

almost inevitably react upon discovering that they are deaf and, by disclosing their deafness in 

a job application, they fear that they would limit their chances of being invited to interview. 

However, deaf people are also aware that their deafness might impact on social relations and 

may disturb normalcy in terms of ways of communicating. Like other disabled people, deaf 

people often feel it is compulsory to disclose their disability so as to prepare other people (Price 

et al., 2017, Kafer, 2016), which impacts on their decisions about when to disclose their 

deafness. 

The data suggests that deaf business owners in this sample have to assess the advantages and 

disadvantages of when they should tell another person that they are deaf, and that those 
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participants who worked in the hearing market have learned that not disclosing deafness works 

best when aiming to fit into ableist expectations of service providers. 

8.3.5.2  Aesthetic labour 

While hiding deafness has the advantage of the business owner being able to conform to ableist 

norms and expectations, it should be noted that it only empowers that specific deaf person on 

the individual level at that precise moment (e.g. for the duration of the phone call). Meanwhile, 

the data also shows that hiding deafness still requires additional labour, especially when the 

participants will later meet the customer face to face (Section 6.2.2). The participants 

considered how to present themselves towards hearing customers when they met them 

personally, choosing, for example, to use speech (if they could).  

Speech in combination with smiling and showing positivity and confidence is one way of doing 

aesthetic labour to ‘downplay’ deafness. It is similar to, for example, the findings of Napier et 

al.’s study (2019) that show how deaf professionals may choose to speak in order to display 

authority (see Section 2.4.2). But for those business owners in a more visibly disabled position 

e.g. a non-speaking, signing deaf person, it is impossible to similarly hide their deafness when 

they meet customers face to face. Therefore, when signing deaf business owners choose to hide 

their deafness, they must also consider how they subsequently meet the customers and explain 

their deafness then.  

The current study’s data shows that aesthetic labour plays a huge role in deaf business owners’ 

encounters with the hearing customer, including displaying confidence (Warhurst et al., 2007; 

Butler, 2014). For example, the participants who did not use speech reported that they make a 

point to dress well, smile and show interest in the other person, and that this strategy works 

better than disclosing deafness over the phone. 

The data suggests that, for signing deaf business owners in the sample, the downplaying 

deafness strategy includes aesthetic labour; it is not about hiding one’s deafness physically, but 

about trying to behave in ways aligned to the dominant idea of what a business 

owner/entrepreneur should be like. This downplaying of deafness where it is not possible to 

hide deafness has parallels in, for example, studies of female business owners whose body 

cannot be hidden but who sometimes consider it necessary to downplay their femininity to 

display dominance and toughness (García and Welter, 2011; Section 2.4.3). For deaf people, 

their deafness needs to be downplayed to demonstrate able-bodiedness and capacity. 
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The study, therefore, suggests deaf people’s adaption strategies are being developed within an 

ableist discourse of social relations, where they are both constructing themselves and being 

constructed within audist and ableist discourse in which the expectations of an entrepreneur is 

of being able-bodied, hearing, and speaking (see 8.2.2). The following section explores the 

specific discursive processes that contribute to deaf owners’ constructions of deafness, both in 

positive and less positive ways. 

8.4  Social constructions of deafness in business contexts 

This section discusses the third research question: How do deaf-led businesses affect the social 

construction of deafness/being deaf? 

First, this section discusses broadly the difference in the ways in which the deaf owners in this 

sample constructed deafness as positive. Subsequently, the section concerns some of the 

constructions of ‘deaf ways’ of behaviour – for example, being aggressive and direct – which 

the participants attributed to deafness, but which is arguably influenced as much by gender.  

8.4.1  Deaf owners construct deafness as positive for their businesses  

The data shows that while participants are aware that deafness generally is a disadvantage in 

the Danish labour market, they do not see and construct deafness as a disadvantage for 

themselves. The participants described their (type of) deafness as being positive for their 

business.  

For example, the two participants who ran their businesses in the hearing market strategically 

used their deafness as part of their brand and a unique selling point (Section 6.6). As deaf 

people, they argued that they had better visual sense, which one of the participants could 

specifically use as an attribute for his profession within the media industry. Another example 

given was that deaf people tended to be better listeners, because they use direct eye contact that 

makes customers feel that they are being listened to; this was an important element of the other 

owner’s business within the health sector.  

In deaf-led businesses within the SLI market, being deaf is not experienced as a disadvantage 

in the way that it would be in the wider labour market. The owners of these businesses in this 

sample did not assert that deaf people have a better visual sense and are better listeners, but 

emphasised that having a lived deaf experience and deaf capital were directly useful and 

beneficial for their businesses (See Section 7.2). They did, however, also construct specific 
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forms of deaf capital and kinds of deaf values that excluded other types of deaf businesses (see 

Section 7.2.1).  

8.4.1.2  Different kinds of Deaf Gain constructions 

An essential difference in the way the participants constructed deafness was that the sole traders 

who worked in the hearing market constructed deafness in a positive light so as to be able to 

frame themselves positively to a hearing audience and to distinguish themselves from hearing 

competitors. The two sole traders constructed deafness as bestowing essentialist physical 

abilities and extraordinary senses.  

This position is aligned with the Disability Studies research showing that disabled professionals 

contest the discourses around disability as rendering a person less productive and less capable 

by, for example, redefining productivity itself (Butler, 2014; Jammaers et al., 2016). In a 

similar way, Deaf Studies’ literature has employed the concept of Deaf Gain to elevate the 

positive attributes of deaf people, such as being visually oriented (see Section 3.8), rather than 

focusing on ‘hearing loss’ (Bauman and Murray, 2014). For example, a study related to Deaf 

Gain in work contexts has shown that some hearing employers in the middle of the 20th Century 

wanted to hire deaf women at their factory rather than hearing women because they believed 

that deaf people are less chatty and more hard-working (Morton, 2014). These aspects of Deaf 

Gain are related to the biological and physical aspects of deaf people, both their abilities, and 

how deafness benefits non-deaf related workplaces and employers. 

In contrast, the SLI agency owners interviewed spoke about their own and their employees’ 

deafness more in a cultural sense – i.e. of their understanding of the deaf community, having 

lived the deaf experience – and saw this as enabling them to deliver a better service to 

customers who were deaf themselves. In this way, the SLI agency owners constructed a DEAF 

SAME narrative (Friedner and Kusters, 2014), despite also being different from their 

employees (because they were the bosses) and different from the broader social group of deaf 

people due to other forms of privilege such as being well-educated and having high levels of 

pay (Section 7.2.2). The business owners in this sample solely used constructions of DEAF 

SAME, and did not consider other types of positions or social categories that gave them 

privileges and power (Sang, 2018). Such other power differentials – for example, gender – will 

be considered in Section 8.4.3.s 
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The following subsections elaborate further on the two distinct constructions of deafness 

identified above, and discuss how the participants also reproduced less positive constructions 

of deafness in relation to productivity.  

8.4.2  Less positive constructions of other deaf people 

The data shows that, while all the deaf business owners in this sample constructed deafness as 

being positive for their businesses, they reproduced some essentialising, less positive 

constructions of deaf people. Remarkably, they did not apply these less positive constructions 

to themselves, but predominantly to other deaf people, such as deaf employees, and to other 

deaf people’s behaviour or attitude (Section 7.4.3).  

The data shows that the deaf business owners in this sample – whether they were marketing to 

deaf or hearing people – spoke negatively of how other deaf people behaved in what they 

deemed inappropriate ways, and identified them as having an inadequate work ethic. For 

example, several asserted that deaf people are lazier, and that some deaf employees did not 

come to work on time. Such constructions reveal that even deaf-led businesses are influenced 

by the surrounding society’s attitudes and beliefs regarding what the perfect ideal worker is 

like, an ideal which is upheld by able-bodied norms and notions of hyper-productivity. That 

participants’ less positive construction of other deaf people’s work behaviour shows an 

example of internalised ableism (see Section 3.3). Campbell’s (2008) concept of internalised 

ableism suggests that even disabled people are influenced by the surrounding society’s attitudes 

and beliefs regarding what a perfect ideal worker is like.  

However, the data suggests that the participants did not relate these less positive constructions 

of deafness to the disability itself, as they did not speak of their own deafness as problematic. 

Rather, they negatively constructed other deaf people’s ways of behaving and work ethic, 

which can be linked to what they percieve as the absence of hearing forms of both cultural and 

social capital in the context of employment.  

Additionally, it is important to note that, while the deaf business owners in this sample 

reproduced some stigmatising discourse regarding deaf people’s behaviour which upheld 

notions of the able-bodied ideal, they also identified certain capacities and skills in deaf people 

that hearing/able-bodied employers had not (see the discussion of the implications of deaf led 

businesses in Section 8.5). 
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8.4.2.1  Idealising and essentialising deaf people with hearing capital 
The data points to deaf business owners associating what they perceived as the negative aspects 

of deaf people’s behaviour, attitude and values with a lack of knowledge and experience of 

working in the hearing world – that is, having insufficient hearing capital in work contexts. For 

instance, several participants foregrounded that those deaf people who had worked in ‘the 

hearing world’ had a more efficient work ethic, especially regarding punctuality (see Section 

7.4.3). Being productive and efficient was essentialised by the participants as being related to 

the hearing capital accrued by deaf people in work context. It shows that the possession of 

hearing (and deaf) capital is a part of deaf people’s discourse in terms of what they perceive as 

being deaf versus hearing forms of capital in work contexts. Deaf people with experience of 

working in the hearing world are perceived as more hard-working and less talkative, and 

hearing work organisations are seen as places in which one learns to become more productive 

and efficient. This is an essentialising discourse, because the owners did not themselves have 

experience of working in the hearing world. Furthermore, when I clarified with one participant 

which of his employees he was talking about who did consistently arrive on time and displayed 

the appropriate work ethic, it turned out that this employee had not in fact worked in the hearing 

world at all (see Section 7.4.3). 

The participants’ construction of deaf people who had experience of working in the hearing 

world as more productive reinforces the findings of studies which show that disabled people 

feel they have to work particularly hard and over-perform to avoid becoming stigmatised as 

disabled and therefore less productive (see Jammaers et al., 2016; Mik-Meyer, 2016). My 

findings suggest that disabled/deaf people may also feel obliged to over-perform even if their 

employer and/or colleagues are disabled/deaf themselves, due to this internalised ableism.  

This study’s data shows that, although the business owners were deaf themselves and worked 

in a deaf sector, they reproduced certain types of stigma towards (other) deaf people’s 

productivity. This corresponds with the concept of dysconcious audism (Gertz, 2008; see 

Section 3.2 and other similar forms of internalisation, such as female owners of women-led 

businesses not perceiving feminine ways of behaving as productive and efficient. This is 

discussed in the following section. 

8.4.2.2  Minority-owned businesses and their attitudes towards and constructions of their own social category 

As reviewed in Section 2.5, no studies have to date explored how disabled people who have 

become leaders or business owners construct their own disabled position, or their attitudes 

towards other people who hold a similar position as disabled. Instead, we can look to studies 
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of female business owners, which have explored how the role of owner appears to impact on 

their constructions of ‘being a woman’ and their relations with their female subordinates 

(Edley, 2000; Fernandes and Leite, 2016); female business owners appear to be under the 

influence of masculine normative structures. Edley (2000) and Fernandes and Leite (2016) 

show how gender inequality regimes are reproduced inside women-owned businesses. Women 

strategically constructed their businesses as a ‘women’s organisation’ – i.e. distinct from a 

‘men’s organisation’ – while also suppressing their employees in their everyday practices, such 

as criticising them for taking on caring duties, for pregnancy, and for their ‘feminine’ behaviour 

such as ‘chatting too much’ (Fernandes and Leite, 2016).  

Although Deaf Studies scholarship has not yet examined deaf people in positions of leadership 

or management and their attitudes towards other deaf people, some studies have examined how 

deaf people who hold more powerful positions see and relate to other deaf people. For example, 

Ladd (2003) found internal deaf-deaf divisions among deaf club members in the U.K. due to 

differences in their socio-economic backgrounds. Those deaf people who could speak and had 

a middle-class family background had adopted negative views towards deaf people from 

working-class backgrounds, and saw their behaviour towards hearing people as inappropriate. 

Similarly, De Meulder (2017) found that deaf people perceived ‘deaf elitism’ in those who had 

become academics, because they were bilingual and could read and write well in English (see 

Section 2.6.4). 

The current study corroborates these findings, showing that deaf people’s social constructions 

of deafness and deaf people have multifaceted layers, including their attitudes and beliefs 

which interact with their surrounding society, privileges, social positions and proximity to other 

deaf people. The next section discusses the current study’s participants’ position as male deaf 

business owners. 

8.4.3 Gendered construction of deafness  

As shown in Section 8.4.1 and 8.4.2, the participants solely used the construction of DEAF 

SAME and did not consider other positions or social categories that might give them privileges 

and power. One example of this is gender (Sang et al., 2018).  

Although Deaf Studies scholars have begun researching deaf people’s experiences in work 

(e.g. De Meulder, 2017; Hauser et al., 2016; Kusters, 2017b; O’Brien, 2020), experiences of 

negotiating deaf positionalities in a work context remain under-examined. Yet fewer studies 

have examined how deafness may intersect with other social identities, or considered how this 
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may inform deaf people’s experiences in work contexts. This section will consider how gender 

intersects with the participants’ construction of deafness. 

8.4.3.1  Direct talk constructed as ‘the deaf way’ 

As shown in Section 6.4, the male deaf business owners in this sample who had successfully 

developed their businesses displayed themselves as very confident and assertive in networking 

with other people. In addition, some of the deaf owners who worked in the SLI market reported 

valuing direct, aggressive talk as part of the everyday interactions at their offices. They argued 

that this aggressive directness was a part of ‘the deaf way’, and might be difficult for hearing 

people to be included in (Section 7.3.1). 

The belief that deaf people can talk directly and aggressively to each other without causing 

offense is supported by the traditional Deaf Studies literature. Traditional Deaf Studies has 

often emphasised that deaf people have different ways of saying things than hearing people, 

and that a direct communication style (Holcomb, 2013: 195) is foregrounded as a typical deaf 

way of behaving (Kahne, 2013; Mindess et al., 1999, see Section 2. 6.2). However, 

direct/aggressive talk is also considered masculine (see Section 2.4.2) and, as shown in Hansen 

and Wittendorf’s study, even some deaf men did not feel comfortable with certain masculine 

ways of talking – for example, the humour used within the male-dominated Danish culinary 

profession (see Section 2.5.2).  

As argued in more recent, critical Deaf Studies literature, traditional Deaf Studies has 

predominantly focused on white, native-signing, middle-class, deaf Americans – typically men 

(Fernandes and Myers, 2010). This has influenced how deaf people’s identities and positions 

have been defined within traditional Deaf Studies, and other language backgrounds, class 

identities, genders, races or ethnicities have been ignored (Emery and Iyer, 2021; Stapleton, 

2014). As pointed out by those recent Deaf Studies scholars, the boundaries of being deaf are 

strategically maintained and reproduced, and often other power dynamics and categories are 

obscured (Friedner and Kusters, 2015).  

The data in the current study shows that the ways in which deaf business owners in this sample 

who work in hearing contexts navigate interactions with other hearing people are also 

intersected by gender. For example, as documented in Sections 5.4.2 and 6.4, having a network 

with other male business owners was considered beneficial. This is supported by studies that 

show that one of the invisible gendered inequality processes within organisations is, for 

example, the ways that men behave in social relations. Often, men hold the most powerful 

positions in workplaces, and they mostly socialise with other men and promote other men at 
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the workplace; this is labelled as masculine homo-sociality (Kanter, 1977; Powell and Sang, 

2015). Female deaf business owners and entrepreneurs are unlikely to have the opportunity to 

take advantage of masculine homo-sociality in same way as deaf male business owners do. 

The current study’s findings also align with Sang et al. (2016), who found that some disabled 

men benefited from their network with other (non-disabled) men when looking to get a job or 

promotion. Participants who worked in hearing contexts foregrounded that they performed 

confidently and assertively in their social networking strategies, being outgoing and asking 

their hearing peers directly for advice and information (Section 6.4.2). 

While the participants constructed particular behaviour as being examples of ‘deaf ways’ or as 

strategies with which to navigate the hearing market, the examples they gave are intersected 

by gendered aspects relating to performativity and typical ways of behaving, communicating 

and networking. In this way, the current study suggests that the deaf businessmen in this sample 

may benefit from networking with both other deaf men and non-deaf men; there was no 

evidence for equivalent benefits for deaf women. 

The next section examines what implications deaf-led businesses have for deaf people’s 

opportunities in an audist labour market, and what it means that deaf people are employers in 

relation to the literature on hiring and recruitment processes. 

8.5  Implications of deaf led businesses for deaf people’s opportunities in the labour 

market 

This section discusses the key findings concerning the fourth research question: What 

implications do deaf-led businesses have for deaf people’s opportunities in an otherwise 

ableist/audist labour market? 

The following section discusses what it means for deaf people’s job opportunities that deaf 

owners who create a business in the SLI market see deafness as usual, not as deficit (Section 

8.5.1). Following this, I discuss how hearing or able-bodied managers hire others who are 

similar to themselves and that, in the same way, deaf people employ people who are similar to 

themselves. I suggest that deaf employers employ deaf people not because they are deaf, but 

because they are alike in certain key ways (Section 8.5.2). Thirdly, Section 8.5.3 concerns the 

issue of whether deaf-led work organisations are capable of changing the structures they 

operate within, where the dominance of speaking and hearing is embedded.  
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8.5.1 Deaf owners prefer to hire deaf employees  

The deaf owners who set up businesses in the SLI market created deaf-led workplaces, which 

was a new social phenomenon in the Danish context. Only very few workplaces – even within 

deaf-related sectors – have been led by deaf people in Denmark (Bergmann, 2015).  

The current study’s data shows that the participants who ran SLI agencies preferred to employ 

deaf people over hearing people where possible, and saw this as something different from the 

employment practices of hearing-led SLI agencies. There were several oft-repeated, similar 

responses from the participants regarding why they employed deaf people: 

1. Everyday life is easier for themselves – they share deaf capital, including deaf 

experiences, language, ways of speaking/expressing things in everyday discourse; 

2. It makes their business more efficient, as customers are deaf and know the employees; 

3. They have a responsibility to give deaf people jobs – not because of pity, but because 

they see deaf people holding capacities that hearing people don’t recognise. 

The research participants’ discourse concerning employing deaf people was the reverse of what 

is often seen in studies of attitudes towards disabled people in the labour market context (see 

Sections 1.6 and 2.2). This is explored below. 

8.5.1.1  Able-bodied employers often see disabled people as a deficient workforce 
The literature that shows that disabled people have a hard time getting employed by non-

disabled people. One factor is the employers’ attitude and perception of disabled people in the 

work context; disabled people are often not perceived as a productive workforce (Amby, 2014; 

Bredgaard, 2020). Foster and Wass (2013) point out that, because the employer is able-bodied 

and has expectations of the ideal worker, they disable the disabled person from the moment 

they post a job opening. The employer’s attitude has a huge impact on opportunities for 

disabled people to get employed. Employers who have a network including and knowledge of 

disabled people are, for example, more disposed to employ them (Bredgaard, 2020; Napier et 

al., 2020). While no study has been found regarding how a deaf employer might employ deaf 

employees, scholars have pointed out that, in the deaf sector, deaf employees are desirable 

because they have deaf capital (Napier et al., 2020). 

The current study suggests that deaf business owners in this sample might have motives for 

employing deaf people that go beyond the fact that deafness and deaf capital can be converted 

into economic capital within the interpreting market (see 8.4.1). The participants preferred to 

employ deaf people based on other, more ontological motives, emphasised by the narratives 
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regarding how employing deaf people makes their everyday life easier and more comfortable 

for themselves. This aspect of why deaf people employ other deaf people is reinforced by the 

literature that shows that hearing or able-bodied employers usually hire people who are similar 

to themselves (Bredgaard et al., 2020; Foster and Wass, 2013; Robinson and Henner, 2017).  

8.5.1.2.  Deaf owners hire deaf employees because they recognise themselves in them  

Just as able-bodied employers have been found to be likely to hire people who are like 

themselves, the current study’s data suggests that deaf employers are likely to hire deaf people 

who seem like themselves. The data shows that the deaf business owners in the sample 

recruited through their (deaf) social networks and engaged a specific type of deaf person 

(7.3.2). They did not necessarily employ deaf people because they had the most suitable 

qualifications or professional experiences, but because they fitted the deaf owners’ 

expectations of specific forms of deaf capital that can be transferred within the business 

context. The data is supported by other studies into the power of recruiting processes, which 

often happen through social networks and privilege those who are like the already powerful 

employers and thus reproduce inequalities (Acker, 2006). 

The current study suggests that the deaf business owners in the sample who employed deaf 

workers ‘removed’ as a negative construct one particular attribute that is typically seen as a 

disadvantage (i.e. disability); however, other bases for inequality still exist, such as gender, 

education level, previous experience, ethnicity, and so forth. 

8.5.2  The dominance of hearing and speaking prevails 

As examined in 8.5.1, participants who set up their business within the SLI market created 

signing workplaces with predominantly deaf employees in the offices. Still, the data shows that 

surrounding audist norms – the dominance of speaking and hearing – continue to influence 

everyday experiences within deaf-led businesses, even those operating in deaf contexts. For 

instance, deaf business owners and deaf employees experienced hearing employees speaking 

without using sign language, and felt they needed to find ways to manage this, for example by 

downplaying their ‘deaf power’ agenda to keep hearing employees happy (see also 8.3.3). 

Comparable experiences of considering how to manage hearing colleagues who speak can be 

found in previous studies of deaf professionals’ experiences within the deaf sector, where they 

struggle with hearing colleagues’ attitudes towards language use in the workplace (Hauser et 

al., 2016; Nunn, 2017; Turner, 2006; Young et al., 2000). Choosing not to sign when one can 

is experienced as oppressive and disabling from the deaf person’s perspective (see Section 2.6). 
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As Nunn (2017) observes, management at deaf workplaces tend not to see it as their task to 

implement guidelines for how hearing/speaking employees use language in the workplace 

within the deaf sector. The question here is whether a deaf-led business, which creates its own 

deaf organisational culture, can change such a practice. 

This study’s data differs from those mentioned in the literature review; the employers in the 

current study were signing deaf people. However, the data confirms that the broader inequality 

structures for deaf people prevail, although the deaf owners in the sample were in a superior 

position as managers. They performed invisible additional labour to adapt to hearing norms, 

including, for instance, hearing people’s norms of speaking. This additional labour was 

expressed through them regulating and downplaying their ‘deaf power’ attitudes, or distancing 

themselves from them; see Section 6.1.1. 

As deaf people, the participants had competing demands, and vied against other hearing 

companies, as well as the hearing interpreters’ opportunity to leave their companies and 

become self-employed. As hearing people, they had many alternatives. The hearing employees 

would be able to find another work organisation where they would not have to deal with deaf 

people’s requirement for them not to speak. 

The position of the owner does not, by definition, change the broader structure wherein the 

norm is to speak and hear; if they challenge it, they might not be able to do so without 

consequences. This is also supported by studies of minority business ownership, which point 

out that business ownership does not negate surrounding structural inequalities (Galloway, 

2011; Patterson and Mavin, 2009), and that minority business owners must still do additional 

labour to maintain their businesses in majority normative structures.  

The position of owner gives some forms of power, but, as a deaf person, they will still be 

subject to hearing normative and ableist structures in the market, to which they have to adapt 

accordingly. Those structures continue to be invisible and therefore correspond with 

Bourdieu’s concept of symbolic violence that is difficult to recognise (see 3.4.4). 

8.6  Summary 

This chapter discussed the findings in relation to Deaf Studies, Disability Studies and Minority 

Business Ownership Studies. It expanded on some of the findings in terms of the use of 

Bourdieu’s notions of capital and the understanding of social mobility.  
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First, it addressed the first research question that focused on the ways in which audist structures 

influenced participants’ decision to become self-employed. This chapter showed that the 

findings support those of studies into other minority business owners, demonstrating complex 

motivations in becoming business owners. It discussed how participants experienced barriers 

and discriminatory events, yet foregrounded pull factors, and it argued that these might be 

interrelated to their socio-economic position and viable opportunities as business owners 

through which to pursue their personal and professional interests.  

The findings in relation to the second research question point to how the deaf business owners 

in the sample did not experience adapting to audist norms as oppressive. This contributes to 

the understanding of deaf people’s everyday experiences. The deaf business owners in this 

study were all signing deaf people who had grown up in environments where they experienced 

attitudes to sign language and deafness as positive, a different situation from the time that deaf 

people were denied sign language in deaf schools. They wanted to achieve social mobility and 

had the habitus, mindset and sufficient skills to adjust to audist norms and mobilise themselves 

within hearing contexts. This included working to accumulate forms of hearing capital (social 

and cultural) that would aid them to develop suitable adapting strategies. 

Some of their adapting strategies looked like those deployed by other disabled employees – for 

example, hiding one’s disability so as to pass as a productive and capable seller. However, 

because using sign language means that deafness is not an invisible status, the findings of this 

study contribute to knowledge of how visibly disabled people may draw on strategies that hide 

their disability in other ways, and how, although this might be a useful strategy, it requires 

additional emotional and aesthetic labour. 

The third research question points to how the business owners in the sample constructed 

deafness as normal, and not as a deficit, in deaf contexts. However, this chapter discussed 

whether they normalised deaf ways while downplaying other forms of privileges and, in so 

doing, maintained standards for what they perceived as deaf ways. The participants also 

reproduced some negative stigma in relation to deaf people; this chapter suggests that this was 

not seen as being specifically due to their disability (i.e. participants were not framing 

employees as being lazy because they were deaf), but more that productivity was not seen as 

being as fundamental a part of deaf capital as it is a part of hearing capital. 

The fourth research question addresses the implications that deaf-led businesses have for deaf 

people’s opportunities within the otherwise audist and ableist labour market. The interpreting 
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market gave deaf people a unique opportunity to convert their deaf capital to economic profit, 

which has influenced deaf SLI agency owners to employ deaf people. This finding supports 

the literature that observes that employers tend to employ a skilled workforce through their 

social networks (Acker, 2006) and to prioritise people who hold similar forms of capital and a 

similar gender identity and body as themselves. This chapter discussed the finding that, even 

within a deaf-led business working in a deaf context, the experiences of the business owner 

will still be influenced by the dominance of speaking and hearing, due to their hearing 

employees. In terms of their position as hearing within an audist society, hearing employees 

have more power than deaf business owners in the end. 

Overall, this use of Bourdieusian theoretical tools to analyse how people position themselves 

within a field, and how they mobilise their various forms of capital, contributes to the 

knowledge of deaf and other disabled people’s strategic navigation of the labour market. It 

helps us to further understand the diversity of deaf people’s experiences, and that they are not 

a homogenous social group. Additionally, disabled people have positions, privileges and forms 

of power that they benefit from, contrary to the expectations of the ableist society they are 

positioned within. 

The contributions of these findings to theory and practice are discussed further in the 

concluding chapter. 
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 CONCLUSION 

 

9.1  Introduction 

This chapter provides a summary of this study and its findings (9.2). Then, it discusses the 

study’s theoretical contribution to the fields of Deaf Studies, Disability Studies and Minority 

Entrepreneurship Studies (9.3). Finally, it discusses the limitations of the study (9.4) and makes 

suggestions for further research (9.5). 

9.2  Summary 

Partial conclusions have been drawn in each chapter; consequently, this section provides only 

a brief summary of the main points. 

In the study, I aimed to examine deaf business ownership in the Danish context so as to 

contribute to our understanding of the diversity of experiences of business ownership among 

minorities and disabled people, and particularly among signing deaf people.  

In Denmark during last 40 years, deaf people have benefited from better educational 

opportunities and many have completed higher education (Bergmann, 2015). However, there 

has been a tendency for well-educated deaf people to remain in the ‘deaf world’ professionally, 

even if their job was not related to their degree (Epinion, 2006; Larsen et al., 2014). Since the 

early 2000s, a new trend has emerged: deaf people have been setting up their own businesses, 

often in the sign language interpreting sector or other business areas related to the deaf world.  

Based on interviews with nine deaf business owners and three employees, and on observations 

of five different deaf-owned businesses in Denmark (in both the interpreting / deaf-related 

market and the mainstream / hearing market), I have examined the following main research 

questions: 

1. In which ways do audist normative structures influence the motivations of a group of 

highly skilled, signing deaf business owners in Denmark when setting up their own 

businesses or becoming self-employed?  

2. What strategies do these highly skilled, signing deaf business owners use to navigate 

an audist normative structured labour market?  

3. How does establishing and running deaf-led businesses affect these highly 

skilled, signing deaf business owners’ constructions of deafness?  
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4. What perceptions do these highly skilled, signing deaf business owners have regarding 

the implications of deaf-led businesses for deaf people’s opportunities in an otherwise 

ableist/audist labour market in Denmark?  

Scholarship on disability and entrepreneurship is often centred around the premise that, in the 

absence of better opportunities, disabled people set up their own business. Statistical and 

qualitative research showing that disabled people are marginalised in the labour market and 

that attitudes towards disability are negative and discriminatory supports the assumption that 

disabled people choose business ownership and self-employment as a path into the labour 

market. Yet only a few studies examine how disability is experienced and constructed more 

complexly in the employment context. As demonstrated in the literature review in Chapter 

Two, the entrepreneur is often associated with masculine values and characteristics, which are 

seen as being innovative, growth oriented, confident, assertive, hard-working, strong and 

independent, and without the need to adapt to any expectations of caring duties (Galloway et 

al., 2015; Williams and Nadin, 2013). 

This study has shown that Danish deaf business owners’ motivations in setting up their own 

businesses are complex, combining multiple barriers, experiences of oppression, and 

privileges. For example, being able to set up and maintain a business is resource intensive. It 

presupposes that one possesses certain forms of cultural, social and economic capital. It also 

presupposes a habitus built on one’s past life experiences that can continue to develop and 

change to include a habitus repertoire that motivates one to set up a business and to navigate – 

and have a positive attitude about navigating – the audist market. Thus, although deaf people 

are disadvantaged in society and some deaf people might be pushed (albeit in invisible ways) 

into the field of business ownership or self-employment, the current study shows that the 

research participants had similar entrepreneurial motivations as the typical white male able-

bodied entrepreneur: they wanted to expand and develop their business capacities, to be their 

own boss, to secure profit, and to develop their businesses. 

This study’s analysis was informed by a Bourdieusian theoretical lens, through which it 

examined the ways in which deaf people as agents navigate within a hierarchical society, and 

how they try to enter a field and maintain a business by developing various strategies. In 

wanting to enter a field, the deaf business owners could not ignore or avoid the majority hearing 

and speaking normative structures that dominate the labour market. As a result, deaf business 

owners working in a hearing and speaking dominated (audist) market can be seen to be 
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motivated to expand what this study labelled as specific forms of hearing capital, which 

includes both social and cultural capital. Conversely, those participants who had set up and run 

businesses in the deaf market were able and motivated to mobilise the deaf forms of cultural 

and social capital, i.e. their deaf capital, that can be transferred into the business context. Deaf 

business owners have developed various strategies that can help them run their businesses in 

an audist market (see Section 9.3.1). The next section (9.3) discusses the theoretical 

contributions that this study makes to the fields of Minority Entrepreneurship Studies, Deaf 

Studies and Disability Studies. 

9.3  Theoretical Contributions 

In this section I will summarise how this study both was informed by and has contributed to 

the fields of Deaf Studies, Disability Studies and Minority Entrepreneurship studies. 

9.3.1 Four different types of strategies used to navigate the ableist/audist labour market 

Informed by Disability and Deaf Studies, as well as Organisational Studies focusing on 

minorities and entrepreneurship, this study has identified four overall strategies that deaf 

people may use in their positions as business owners. The four strategies are not distinct from 

each other; they can be used simultaneously, and may overlap with each other. 

9.3.1.1  Strategic isolationism 

There was evidence in this study that some deaf business owners deployed ‘strategic 

isolationism’, which is a concept borrowed from Migrant Studies regarding migrants’ 

navigation of the labour market. In the work context, some migrants orient themselves towards 

a field where they can mobilise their ‘minority capital’, for example by setting up a business 

in their own ethnic market where they have social networks as well as knowledge of their own 

social group’s values and demands. 

The current study has shown that many of the deaf business owners have similarly set up their 

business within the deaf market, especially the sign language interpreting (SLI) market, and 

that they reported doing so as a strategic decision. They experienced the SLI market as more 

accessible, and felt that it was more realistic for them to set up within this market than the 

general, mainstream market. Additionally, within the deaf-related market, participants could 

draw on their specific knowledge, skills, competences, language and lived experiences as both 

deaf people and SLI service users themselves. In this manner, they could mobilise their deaf 

capital. 
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9.3.1.2  Cautiousness strategy 

The second type of strategy presented in this study is a ‘cautiousness strategy’. This strategy 

was evident among participants both working in the general market and in the deaf market, and 

is focused on the ways in which they, in their position as a business owner and employer, tried 

not to upset hearing people by challenging hearing privileges and audist norms of speaking and 

hearing. They emphasised that they were careful in their encounters with hearing people, and 

considered carefully how best to confront hearing employees who, despite being able to sign, 

did not always do so within the workplace, as well as how to reassure non-signing hearing 

customers who did not know anything about deaf people or the use of SLI services. 

9.3.1.3  Hiding deafness strategy 

The third type of strategy is focused on ‘hiding deafness’. A key example of this was deaf 

business owners omitting to reveal their deafness when making phone calls through an 

interpreter. This strategy sits alongside the studies which have argued that hiding is used by 

visibly disabled people to pass as able-bodied when they create a ‘virtual able-bodied’ persona 

(Church et al., 2007). In particular, the deaf business owners who worked in the mainstream 

market reported that they needed to make both their deafness and the interpreter invisible. The 

act of hiding their deafness revealed how they adapted to the expectation of the entrepreneur 

being someone who speaks and is hearing.  

9.3.1.4  Networking strategy 

The fourth strategy concerns how the participants strategically developed their professional 

networks with hearing people so as to maintain their businesses and expand their social capital. 

Some examples of this strategy include moving into a building with other (hearing) 

entrepreneurs, and engaging in interactions with non-signing hearing associates from their 

business networks. Although deaf business owners might experience networking with non-

signing hearing people as additional labour, the participants had found that it was beneficial 

for them to undertake this work. 

Expanding one’s social capital is interrelated with cultural capital and habitus; it relies on 

knowing how to, and having the confidence to, approach non-signing hearing people This 

shows the privilege that deaf busines owners may also have – for example, they are likely to 

have acquired a habitus repertoire that recognises the benefits and value of networking with 

non-signing hearing people, in order to be able to develop professional networks and 

consequently achieve upward social mobility. 
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9.3.2 Deaf and hearing capital 

Another theoretical contribution provided by this study is the expansion of the Bourdieusian 

framework to understand deaf business owners’ navigation within the market. Bourdieu’s 

theoretical framework provides an understanding of how we humans are positioned within 

structures which include political, cultural and historical factors and where power is invisible. 

Bourdieu’s concept of social and cultural capital is, in this study, operationalised as distinct 

forms of deaf and hearing capital; through this, we can better understand the ways that deaf 

business owners mobilise their different forms of capital in hearing and deaf contexts. The 

distinction between deaf and hearing capital prompted this study to examine the different ways 

that deaf people navigate and mobilise their forms of social and cultural capital in their 

everyday contexts as deaf business owners; it is not my intention to suggest that there are 

essentialist forms of distinctive hearing and deaf cultural and social capital.  

Using a Bourdieusian lens, this study builds on the understanding of deaf business owners as 

signing deaf people that have internalised deaf values, norms and knowledge. It acknowledges 

that deaf people socialise with hearing people throughout their lives and internalise audist 

values; they also continue to interact with hearing people in large parts of their everyday lives 

(Murray, 2008). Rather than focus on this as solely problematic and oppressive, the 

Bourdieusian lens provides an understanding of this as an aspect of agents’ navigation within 

a given field. As business owners, deaf people are likely to be motivated to expand hearing-

specific forms of cultural and social capital that are considered relevant to their business 

contexts. However, this also requires that they have developed a habitus which consists of 

similar attitudes, values and motivations as those in the typical white, able-bodied, masculine, 

entrepreneurial mindset. 

9.3.3 Deaf Gain in two forms 

By drawing on the concept of Deaf Gain (Bauman and Murray, 2009; 2014), this study expands 

the understanding of Deaf Gain within business ownership contexts. First, the study has shown 

that the deaf business owners working in mainstream contexts tended to foreground Deaf Gain 

as it related to other biological senses, perceiving this as something that reinforced 

productivity. For example, participants spoke of having a better visual sense, or being better 

listeners, due to their being deaf. This essentialising of certain biological senses is similar to 
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the ways in which other disabled people in work contexts seek to construct a positive workplace 

identity (Jammaers et al., 2016; Butler, 2014).  

Second, this study found that Deaf Gain was recurringly foregrounded in terms of deaf-specific 

forms of social and cultural capital (deaf capital) that are valued within the deaf-related market. 

What differs here from the hearing market is that this is not so much about creating a positive 

workplace identity. Within the deaf market, having specific forms of deaf capital (deaf 

competencies, deaf skills, deaf networking, knowledge of deaf values and norms) becomes 

transferable to economic capital.  

In this way, the study contributes to Deaf Studies’ theorising of deaf people’s skills, 

competences, language and networks as ‘deaf capital’ in the context of business ownership.  

9.3.4 Constructions of deafness as complex in the context of business ownership  

This study contributes to more recent critical Deaf Studies theories regarding how deaf people 

construct deafness strategically (Friedner and Kusters, 2015; Fernandes and Myers, 2010). That 

which is recognised as ‘deaf capital’ intersects with other social positions. 

The deaf business owners’ constructions of deafness revealed that they not only constructed 

deafness as positive, but also as negative in terms of productivity and work ethic, seeing deaf 

employees as missing forms of hearing capital. That is, they linked a perceived poor work ethic 

with the lack of experience of working in the hearing world. This supports the argument that 

minority business owners setting up their own organisational culture may not always be able 

to avoid the values and structures that surround and disadvantage them – rather, they are likely 

to also reproduce these values and structures, even if they are combined with positive 

constructions of their own minority characteristic(s). 

9.3.5 Summarising the theoretical contributions 

The four strategies outlined above contribute to Disability Studies and Deaf Studies in further 

developing the understanding of how deaf and disabled people in the position of business 

owners and leaders find ways to navigate strategically and with agency in an audist and ableist 

labour market. This thesis advances the study of audism by using audism as a concept and as 

an analytical tool to understand how deaf people respond to structures that cannot be changed; 

it finds that, rather than resisting these structures, deaf people develop strategies to navigate 

within them. This study looks both at the barriers faced by deaf people and, crucially, at the 

agency of deaf people in the recognition of and countering of audism. A further contribution is 
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the idea of aesthetic work being used in deaf business ownership contexts as a technique of 

reaction towards audist attitudes, but which also combats audist attitudes – by, for example, 

attracting hearing customers. 

Additionally, this study contributes to Minority Entrepreneurship and its intersection with Deaf 

Studies by applying a framework to understand deaf/disabled people’s positions as business 

owners, and how they mobilise their minority capital and try to expand their majority capital 

so as to run and maintain their businesses. This study also contributes to Disability Studies by 

suggesting better ways to understand the different kinds of social context of various work 

organisations (e.g. whether in a disability-related sector or not), as well as suggesting that 

disability capital is important to consider when developing an understanding of disabled 

people’s experiences, opportunities and constructions of disability in the context of work. 

Finally, this study contributes to the better understanding of how the Bourdieusian concepts of 

habitus, capital and field work together within minority business owners’ experiences and 

navigation of their surroundings. For example, minority business owners are necessarily 

influenced by the complex positions that deaf/disabled people hold in society, including their 

experiences of barriers, oppression and privilege. 

9.4  Limitations 

Before drawing this thesis to a close, it is important to recognise the limitations of this study, 

both methodological and in terms of scope. Throughout, I suggest improvements and I indicate 

areas that would be valuable for future research into this topic, before elaborating of this more 

fully in Section 9.5.  

9.4.1 Sampling 

The most significant limitation in this study was the sampling I undertook. The research 

participants were all well-educated, highly skilled and/or well-known leading figures within 

deaf communities in Denmark. Most of them were white and male business owners, aged 30-

50 years old, and working within a service provision market, including services within the deaf-

related sector (i.e. sign language interpreting and sign language training services) as well as 

other types of health-related and media services. None worked in traditional blue collar fields 

of business ownership that deaf people have historically been more aligned with, such as 

craftsmanship or small, localised businesses (haircutters; dog kennels; tailoring or 

dressmaking). Consequently, future research could take this into account and ensure a wider 

sample (see Section 9.5).  
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9.4.2  Observations and interviews 

Another limitation is linked to my focus on during the data collection. I mostly focused on deaf 

business owners’ experiences and their narratives of them. While I did not adopt traditional 

ethnographic methods, this approach could be adopted in a future study to elicit in-depth data 

on, for example, the interactive service work performed by deaf business owners. Such a study 

could include observing deaf business owners in interactive service situations and examining 

their communicative strategies and the strategies used to build relations with their customers, 

whether hearing and non-signing or deaf and signing. 

This approach could also be expanded to including the customers’ perspectives, attitudes and 

experiences of using deaf-owned businesses. For example, it would be interesting to know how 

customers (both non-signing and signing) experience the interactions with and the service 

provided by the deaf business owner, and to examine their experiences and attitudes towards 

deaf-owned businesses. 

9.4.3  The Danish socio-cultural context of the study  

Another limitation is that the current study was conducted in an exclusively Danish context, so 

the findings have to take into account Danish cultural norms, institutional infrastructure, and 

the level of government support (i.e. the legislated accommodation for deaf people providing 

the opportunity to set up an SLI business that is well-funded from the government). Thus, the 

study is not necessarily generalisable to other countries. For example, the businesses in the SLI 

service sector funded by the government made it possible for deaf people to maintain their 

businesses and hire deaf employees within the particular period of 2000-2017. In many other 

countries, such businesses might not have been possible for deaf people to set up. Deaf business 

ownership is a broad field and includes various kinds of services targeting diverse markets, 

each of which also need to be contextualised within their different geo-political and national 

contexts. 

However, as argued in 8.3.3.2, there is strong evidence for some shared deaf ‘transnational 

experiences’ (Murray, 2008), and thus some of the deaf-specific aspects of this research are 

quite likely applicable in other Westernised countries. However, this does point to a need for 

greater research; apart from this study, most research into this topic has taken place in the 

U.S.A. 
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9.5  Further research 

The limitations identified in the previous section point towards future areas that need to be 

researched. First, as a result of the sample specifically focusing on highly skilled deaf people 

who had set up their own businesses and had maintained them as their full-time employment, 

only one deaf female business owner was included in the study. It was challenging to find 

female participants because there were few highly skilled deaf women who owned and ran 

businesses in Denmark as their full-time work; most deaf women had instead run their business 

alongside their permanent employment and seen it primarily as a hobby that provided 

additional income. Examples of this type of work included coaching, freelance services, and 

designing and selling their own clothes, and the deaf women who ran them often had not 

achieved standard or high levels of educational qualification. Capturing these kinds of part-

time or freelance self-employment, including hobby businesses, and the experiences of this 

demographic of business owners, could provide additional insights into the influence of gender 

in deaf business ownership. 

Secondly, it is critical to examine the other end of the spectrum in terms of success. Deaf people 

(both women and men) who have just started on their path of self-employment, or who have 

tried to set up or are considering setting up as self-employed – and, indeed, those who have 

done so whose business ultimately failed – could be invited to share their experiences so as to 

understand further their motivations, their strategies and the barriers and challenges they 

experience in the labour market. Of the current study’s participants, two did not succeed in 

maintaining their businesses long term, and reported they had felt they were pushed into self-

employment and that their opportunity to grow was limited due to an unequally structured 

market. This could be examined further by utilising an intersectionality framework (Chapple, 

2019; Emery and Iyer, 2021) to consider whether those who failed to maintain their businesses 

long term were impacted by challenges relating to gender, ethnicity, age or other disadvantaged 

statuses, or whether there are other unknown reasons for being unable to maintain or grow their 

businesses. 

Thirdly, an important and very current consideration is the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic. 

Public health restrictions put in place by various governments will necessarily have had a huge 

impact on deaf businesses worldwide, as evidenced by social media posts by deaf business 

owners and my personal communications with some of them. Many owners of deaf businesses 

have experienced reduction, closure and a need to change their way of running their business 

(Personal communication with Bak, November 2020; Personal communication with Atkins, 
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December 2020). Some deaf businesses appear to be reorganising themselves; for example, a 

deaf-owned pizzeria chain in the U.S., Mozzeria, has been obliged to close down the physical 

restaurant, instead selling pizza from the owner’s car (ibid.); additionally, a deaf-run vegan 

restaurant in Paris has needed to become a takeaway service (Amrouchy, 2021). In the near 

future, as Covid-19 restrictions continue, research could be conducted using Critical Discourse 

Analysis (CDA), analysing, for example, material collected from social media and public 

media, including online interviews conducted with business owners.  

Methodologically, future study could include more creative, visual methods (Kusters and 

O’Brien, 2017). For example, the participants could be asked to take photographs and/or make 

videos of some of their everyday interactive service communications, recording both their 

everyday work situations and the physical space of the business. This would allow analysis of, 

for example, whether and how they display their symbolic business identity as a deaf-owned 

business, extending similar work into the ways in which deaf academics do this in their offices 

(O’Brien, 2020). 

Additionally, while this study focused on deaf business ownership and applied Bourdieusian 

thinking tools to the question of navigation in a given field, such a framework could be applied 

elsewhere to consider deaf people’s navigation of diverse work organisations. Future research 

could examine how deaf people mobilise their social and cultural capital in broader work 

contexts, strategically adapting to audist norms and working to expand their forms of relevant 

social and cultural capital in different kinds of work organisations. For example, one could 

examine how deaf people in management positions navigate and strategise in relation to their 

employees. More and more deaf-related work organisations, and other deaf-related 

professional projects, have deaf managers or leaders, and their experiences and constructions 

of deafness and other positions need to be examined to further understand some of the issues 

that deaf people struggle with when they move upwards in their careers. 

Such a study would be important to pursue because there is generally still a low representation 

of disabled people in employer and leadership positions, and only a few studies have examined 

what it means to have disabled/deaf people in management positions (Roulstone and Williams, 

2014), both for the work organisational culture and for the deaf manager themselves, including 

their various forms of additional labour and strategies. Similarly, it would be instructive to 

research deaf people who do not work in deaf-related organisations, and examine how they 

strategically mobilise their social and cultural capital and develop their habitus repertoire 
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depending on the work context. It is hoped that the current study provides a valuable 

springboard from which to launch these further avenues of enquiry. 
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APPENDICES 

Appendix 1: Overview of deaf owned businesses in Denmark 

This overview is created by Palle Christian Klejs Madsen: 

 ”Business på dansk tegnsprog, der er i aktiv i øjeblik. Det er en anerkendelse til dem, der 

knokler.  Det her har været oppe dengang for ca 5 år siden. Mange er ophørt. Så synes jeg at det er 

på tiden at opdatere og tilføje nye selvstændig. Det her er rent dataindsamling og info er på offentlig 

tilgængelig. Vil du ikke lægge dit navn til, så skriv til mig pb, så sletter jeg det straks.  Det handler 

også om anerkendelse til døv selvstændig. Alene det at man er alene og knokler for at tjene nok til 

sig selv er meget hårdt. Det er nok man er selvstændig. Om det er fuldtid, deltid eller hobby er 

ligegyldig for mig.  Kommentar gerne her, hvis jeg skal lægge flere navn, som jeg ikke har lagt 

herinde. ” (Facebook, 29. Maj 2021): 

1. Christina Hausgaard - Socialpædagogiske ydelser , http://blaeksprutten.net/  
2. Svend Marius Slot Tarpgaard - Landmand (Avl af andet kvæg og bøfler)  
3. Malene Melander - Sexolog og coach  
4. Mette Bjørnholdt Bertelsen - Tekstforfatter, wordpress og kommunikation   
5. Gunne Berge - Kæledyrsservice  
6. Nanna Jessen Venøbo - Coach  
7. Lena Haulrig Lorentzen - Smykke og tøj  
8. Troels Madsen - Kommunikationsdesign og grafisk design  
9. Henrik Stuckmann Ladekjær - Tømrer- og bygningssnedker + Landmand (Avl af 

heste og dyr af hestefamilien)  
10. Connie Apitzsch - Fodplejer  
11. Ditte Gaarde - psykolog, skuespiller og underviser   
12. Anne Marie Nielsen - Tegnsprogstolk  
13. Bo Hårdell - Tegnsprogstolk og skuespiller  
14. Filip Bergmann Verhelst - Tegnsprogstolk  
15. Charlotte Brøndum - Tolkefirma og tilbyder undervisning i babytegn  
16. Herluf Veng Juul - Tolkefirma  
17. Andreas Aune Hildrum - Fysioterapi  
18. Anders Kirchheiner - Tolkefirma  
19. Søren Kyu Winkel - Tolkefirma  
20. Bente Wounlund Bust - Fremstilling af andre beklædningsartikler samt tilbehør  
21. Christian Kunz Gylling Andre post- og kurertjenester  
22. Per Rønnow - Murermester   
23. Lotte Lind Rønnow - Tegnsprogstolk  
24. Tomas Kold - Reklamefotografiske og journalistiske firma  
25. Tobias Davidsen - Tømrer- og bygningssnedker  
26. Kris Drud - Tømrer- og bygningssnedker  
27. Kim TN Moesby - Vejgodstranport og bådpleje m.m.  
28. Bettina Rother - salg af håndfarvet garn  
29. Fridolin Warburg - IT support og reparation.  
30. Pierre Bocquet - Andre sociale foranstaltninger uden institutionsophold  
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31. Serhat Dogru - mentor og konsulent opgaver   
32. Line Lerchebo - naturterapi   
33. Solveig Staun - Aktiviteter vedrørende fysisk velvære   
34. Thomas Knapp - freelance IT-konsulent  
35. Tinas rengøringservice af Tina Christensen 
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Appendix 2: Consent Letter and Background questions 

 

 

 

Consent form for participating in the following PhD research: Deaf-led businesses from 
a sociological perspective. 

My name is Mette Sommer Lindsay. I am a deaf sociologist and PhD student at Heriot-Watt 
University in Edinburgh. My PhD project is supervised by Prof. Jemina Napier (Department 
of Intercultural Studies and Languages) and Prof. Kate Sang (Department of Business and 
Management).  

My PhD aims at exploring the emerging work opportunities for deaf people in Denmark, which 
is deaf-led businesses.   

Studies have shown that there are many barriers for deaf people both to enter the labour market, 
to maintain their job, and/or to get promoted. However, few studies have explored how deaf 
people use different strategies of overcoming such barriers and how they experience being deaf 
in employment contexts. The PhD will explore every day experiences in the contexts of deaf-
led businesses aiming at understanding both challenges and opportunities that working in a 
deaf-led, signing work environment has for deaf people in Denmark. 

The aim is to contribute to the understanding of what creates an attractive (accessible) work 
environment for deaf people and to raise awareness of opportunities and challenges to address 
the challenges and barriers that should be removed to better accommodate deaf people in 
employment. 

You have been invited to participate in the research project, because of your experiences as a 
deaf business owner. Your experiences as either deaf business owner or employee (deaf or 
hearing) will be relevant to my PhD which aims at understanding 

- reasons of setting up own businesses and working in a deaf-led business 
- support, issues and challenges around being deaf business owner  
- networking and communication strategies employed  
- Complexities in being deaf in employment contexts. 

 

If you are interested in participating the research project, I will interview you, observe the day-
today interactions at your workplace and talk with the employees at the workplace.  

 

The research will  

- Keep all personal details confidential 
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- Only be seen by the researcher  
- Will give you opportunity to read which of data will probably be published  

 

Please complete the following questions:  

I agree to participate in the research project Yes / No 
I give permission to record and 
analyse my interview 

Yes / No 

I give permission for my contribution to be used 
in your research 

Yes / No 
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I, _______________________ have read and understand the information above and any 
questions I have asked have been answered to my satisfaction.  I agree to participate in this 
research, knowing that I can withdraw from participation in the research at any time without 
consequence.  I have been given a copy of this form to keep.  

  

Participant’s Name:       _________________________________________ 

(block letters)  

  

Participant’s 
Signature: _______________________________ Date: ___________                              

  

Investigator’s Name:     METTE SOMMER LINDSAY. 

 

Investigator’s Signature:                                                            Date:     
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Participant background Information  

(FOR BUSINESS OWNERS) 

PARTICIPANT CONTACT INFORMATION: 

1. Name:       

2. Gender:       Male       Female 

3. If you would like to receive information regarding the outcome of this study,  

    please provide your email address here: 

 

 

BUSINESS BACKGROUND  

4. You are a:  

  Business owner with employe(es) 

  Sole-trader/self employed (no employees) 

 

5. Highest number of employees: _____________________________________________ 

6. Current number of employees: _____________________________________________ 

7. Years of business ownership experiences: _____________________________________ 

8. Which branch is your business? _____________________________________________ 

9. Does your business deliver deaf/sign language related service? ____________________ 

10. Who is the primary funding sources of the business?  

a. individual customers 

b. Private companies/agencies 

c. Government/official  

d. Other:  
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11. Qualifications (educational and professional):  

 

___________________________________________________________ 

 

12: Profession/ job title:  

__________________________________________________________  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 (for employees) 

 

PARTICIPANT CONTACT INFORMATION 

 

1. Name:       

 

2. Gender:       Male       Female 

Researcher use only 

Researcher name: 

Date of interview: 

Participant ID: 
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3. If you would like to receive information regarding the outcome of this study,  

    please provide your email address here: 

 

 

Participant background Information 

4. You are a:  

  Business owner with employe(es) 

  Sole-trader/self employed (no employees) 

5. Highest number of employees: _____________________________________________ 

6. Current number of employees: _____________________________________________ 

7. Years of employment in the business: _____________________________________ 

8. Which branch is the business? _____________________________________________ 

9. Does your business deliver deaf/sign language related service? ____________________ 

10. Who is the primary funding sources of the business?  

a. individual customers 

b. Private companies/agencies 

c. Government/official  

d. Other:  

11. Qualifications (educational and professional): 

__________________________________________ 
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12: Profession/ job title: 

__________________________________________________________  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Researcher use only 

Researcher name: 

Date of interview: 

Participant ID: 
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Appendix 3: Semi-structured interview guides with deaf owners and employees 

The following interview guide was modified in august 2018 after pilot interview with Peter 
(see interview 1 below) and applied to all interviews as an overall guideline. In total I 
completed 14 different formal interviews with nine business owners and three employees.  

As a part of my preparation before each interview, I always made sure to adapt and modify this 
guide in relation to the coming interview. Sometimes, because it was a different kind of 
business (e.g. selling to mainstream market), and at other situations I modified the guide 
because it was second time I interviewed the owner, and I had evolved some knowledge based 
on observation/visits which I wanted to follow up on. I also created different kind of questions 
when I interviewed the employees, for example based on our previous informal talk during my 
visits at the businesses (see e.g. Interview guide # 1-14 below).  

 

Introducing (information about the business):  

1. What does the business aim ?  
2. Reasons of setting up own businesses and working in a deaf-led business  
3. Why did you start the business? With who?  
4. Number of employees? Deaf/Hearing?   

  

Experiences/Attitude/behaviour  

1. How do you see yourself as deaf business owner/manager?   
2. What are your experiences with your deaf and hearing employees?   
3. support, issues and challenges around being deaf business owner   

  

   

Networking and communications strategies?  

1. How do you network (deaf and hearing people)   
2. What strategies do you use in networking/communicating?   
3. Do you experience challenges in networking/communicating?   
4. Differences in communicating/networking with hearing vs deaf people?   

  

Barriers: 

1. Which challenges/barriers do you generally experience as deaf owner? 
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Interview guide #1 Peter, 9. August 2018 (Pilot interview) 

 

The business 

Why start your own business? 

Your partners - are they friends, or why did you start with them? 

How many deaf / hearing employees are there now / compared to before?  
 

Attitudes 

What are your experiences with deaf and hard of hearing employees? 

Is there a difference between deaf and hearing employees? 

Do you use different strategies to lead / inspire them? 

What does it mean for you to be a deaf business owner (in relation to just being a business 
owner)? 

Do you think that deaf business owners have a special role for the deaf community in DK? 

 

Networking 

How much contact do you have with the ‘outside world’? 

How do you communicate with them? 

Is there a difference in how you communicate / work with the deaf and hearing outside world? 

Have you developed any special strategies? 

 

Barriers 

What barriers do you experience as a deaf owner? 
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Interview guide # 2 13. September 2018 (Jens) 

Business 

Tell about your business, how did you start it?  

How many employees?  

 

Attitudes 

Tell me about your experiences as deaf owner 

Tell about what you think about such a deaf-led business as workplace?  

Are there difference between deaf and hearing employees?  

 

Network 

How about network – do you network outside deaf world?  

How do you communicate with surrounding world?  

 

Barriers: 

Which challenges/barriers do you experience as deaf owner? 
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Interview guide #3 – with employee 1, 20. September 2018, Skype interview  

Questions for clarification to the employee, after informal talk during my observation of the 
office on September 10, where she told about experiences with both working in deaf-led 
businesses and what challenges she sees in such a workplace culture:  
 

• Deaf owners have challenges, which ones? 

• The tone of communication with authorities, can you tell us more about it? 

• Why are the authorities suspicious? (Ask directly about due to the house interpreter? Does 
she think other companies make exchange agreements regarding house interpreters?) 

• The house interpreter: until when did she get a grant (TALK about her own grant as it 
otherwise creates confusion) When did the company have to pay itself? Used his own 
interpreter or another company? 

• Jobs via deaf networks? How did she get her first job? 

• Experience with other deaf-owned companies, eg friendship with the owner and problems, 
why?  

• How about rumors, talk about deaf interpreting companies via facebook, friends? 

• The office in the building (how big was it before you moved down?) 

• Language policy in the office: tell more about it (do deaf people have different perspectives 
on it?) 

• job opportunities for the deaf in general 
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Interview guide # 4 John 8 October 2018 

(Very open ended – as I started to meet him before a business meeting, then we hav some 
conversation, he gave many accounts on how he sees himself in business context. I observed 
his business meeting (2 hours before this interview – more formalised, semistructured guide, 
video recorded) 

 

Business 

how long have you had your own business? 

Why did you start your own business? 

Employees (before / now)? 

 

When you started who were your first customers? 

how many hours do you work per week? 

what type of tasks 

 

Network and communication 

 you told a little about your network this morning 

how do you get in touch with them? 

What strategies do you use? 

Interpreter? 

Networking with the deaf? Hearing? 

Relationships with the deaf (do you sometimes spar with the deaf about your work?) 
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Interview guide # 5  Allan (SLI agency owner) Tirsdag d. 9 Oktober 2018 

 

The company 

Why choose to create this business? 

How many employees? Corner or deaf? 

 

Who are your Customers? This Market? 

 

Networking and communication 

The communication with the municipalities / authorities? 

 

Attitude 

Employed deaf? Why deaf? Difference between deaf and hearing? 

Experienced deaf and hearing applicants? 

 

Barrier and future 

As an owner - what career opportunities? Challenges? Advantage? 

 Experiences with  having jobs in the hearing world? 

 

Experiences with the interpreting crisis? how does it affect you? (rumors of fraud/scams) 
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Interview guide# 6 (employee II) Wednesday 10 October 2018 

 

Work experience 

Tell us about your experiences with the labor market 

How did you start a deaf led business? 

What are your experiences with differences between workplaces? 

 

Where do you see your biggest challenges in everyday life at work? 

Where do you see your challenges in the labor market in general? 

Is this the first time she has a deaf boss, does that mean anything special? 

 

Job center and interpreting license / attitude towards the deaf 

Tell us about what has happened since the meeting with JC? What about the situation with the 
house interpreter? (after the meeting with the job center) 

Why does she think the authorities have such behavior? 

How did she experience the job centre's views on the deaf? 

 

Work for deaf owner 

Deaf owners - what challenges do they have? 

How do you experience being an employee under a deaf owner? 

Language / communication in the office? 

How about rumors / talk about deaf companies - how does she experience them? 
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Interview guide #7  – Employee III (hearing) 11. October 2018 

(it should be noted that before the interview I have had several conversations with her: 2 x 
skype talk, observation of staff meeting where she was one of the leaders together  with the 
deaf owner. She has sent me 3 x reflection notes via email about her experiences working in 
deaf-led business - very focused on language dilemmas as hearing) 

 

Work experience 

Tell your story in connection with working life 

Why choose to become an interpreter 

When did you start at the business? 

Did you experience a difference in working for a deaf-owned company? (compared to working 
in a hearing workplace (difference is, among other things, mutual acquaintances)  

What do you think are deaf / hearing problems? Concrete examples (she used the terms in her 
email to me) 

  What did you experience as a culture clash? (cf. her note that she might do things differently 
than the deaf would, whether it was due to deaf-hearing or just personality) 

Phone calls: something you have experienced dilemmas with - can you tell more? 

 

Sign language conversations with voice on - why do you change whether you use voice or not? 
do you feel it is a dilemma (see her note) 

Why do you use signs, what does it mean? 

Also when deaf people are not present? 

Language policy? Not talking about it? 

 

You said hearing often would take control if hearing and deaf were equal - how do you know 
this?  
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Interview guide # 8  Sam  11 October 2018 

(Since I now have some knowledge of the company, via interview with the other deaf owner, 
the staff and more observations, informal talk with them, I go more directly to reflective 
questions): 

 Motivation 

Tell us about why you became a business owner? How did you find your partners? 

 

Attitude 

Experiences with deaf and hearing staff? 

Are there differences between deaf and hearing staff? 

How do you experience being a deaf owner? 

How do you experience if a hearing person takes over the management of, for example, a 
meeting (cf. hearing employee's comment - she did not know how deaf people experience when 
she as a hearing person took over the management) 

How is the collaboration with the other two deaf owners? 

 

Interpreting grants/funding 

What about interpreting grants right now? 

Do you employ deaf people due to interpreting grants? 

How about now - with the reduction of grants, no grant for a house interpreter (eg deaf 
employee) 

 

Network? 

Do you network with hearing people? Deaf? (in connection with the business area) 

 

Barriers 

Where does he experience barriers as a deaf owner? 
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Interview guide # 9  Mads Tuesday, 14 Oct 

Interview with the first deaf SLI owner, the man who broke the monopoly of the SLI service. 

 

Work experience 

Tell us about your experiences with working life (education, first jobs, etc.) 

 

Motivation (business) 

When did you start the business 

Why did you start the business? 

Employees? Deaf or hearing? 

 

Attitudes / opinions 

Did you experience differences between deaf and hearing employees? 

 

How was the attitude of other deaf people towards your company when you started it? 

Did you get support? 

 

Network 

How about your network? 

Hearing? 

  deaf? 

 

Barriers 

 

What did you experience your barrier was as a deaf owner? 
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Interview guide #10 Kim, 26. Nov 2018 (Previous sole trader/previous employee at one of the 
deaf owned businesses) 

 
(My aims in meeting with him are: meeting someone who has worked for a deaf owned 
business, someone who is out of the business, someone who also has tried to be self-
employed. ) 
 
  
Bagground:  
age, CPH? Gym? Network? Educational training?  
why this education? Networking from there?  
 
Work experience:  
which jobs (Hvor har han arbejdet/i hørende miljø?) 
 
Why self-employed? Which experience?  
How did he network with oher people as self-employed?  
Customers who/how get them?  
Which barriers as self-employed? 
 
 
How started at the business  (as employee)?  
Headhunted?  
Experiences from there? Fagligt/social?  
Who was his manager? 
Who did he spar with? How was his job tasks? Full time? 
 
attitudes 
His perception and experience of deaf led businesses 
Could he develop professionally? 
 
 
Networking: Who did he network during his work for a deaf led business? Challenges in 
networking as business owner ?  
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Interview guide # 11 Robert (Sole trader) 28 November 2018 

 

Background: 

Why choose this education (within service provision) 

Network from there today? 

What jobs? Internship? 

 

Tell us about when you decided to become self-employed? 

Who did you spar with? Other deaf owners? Hearing? 

Who supported you? 

 

The company 

How did you start your business / how did you get customers? 

Deaf or hearing customers? 

How were / are his tasks? 

How did the company develop? 

Deaf / hearing employees? 

Did he experience differences? 

 

Barriers: 

What challenges does he experience as a deaf owner? 

 

Communication / network 

Communication with customers? Networking with the outside world? 

(interpreter? Speech / Sign Language?) 

 

Attitude to him as deaf 

How does he experience customers / networks in the outside world's attitude towards him? 
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Interview guide # 12 Jens Onsdag 28 November 2018  (2. Interview, this time interviewed 
him after observing staff meeting at his company) 

 

I note that I would like to talk to him about: 

• How is the municipality doing since the last time? 

• Network (eco mapping - I would encourage him to draw his network) 

 

• You mentioned you have a large network, can you draw this? Friends / family / other 
companies / investments / parties 

• Experienced changes in relation to others? What do you do? 

 

• Network with hearing self-employed? 

 

• Use the network capital to hire? How does he hire them? 

 

• Talked about easier with deaf employees - is it because they are deaf, or is it because they are 
friends? Are he and his values similar? 

  

• Can he tell more about why he hoped employees did not choose work for him because he is 
deaf? 

• Does he experience a difference between deaf people and their opportunities to get an 
interpreter ( Who uses an interpreter / gets the best interpreters / best service?) He mentioned 
he can argue for his rights 

 

• Collaboration with a deaf woman who is independent, who? Tell more?  
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Interview guide #13 John (2. Interview, this time follow-up, in-depth questions) 

You told me about your network last time - I was wondering if you could draw your network 
here so I can get a visual overview 

DRAWING: draw the following, for example 

Who supported you / your company? 

Who do you support other / other companies you support? (friends, families, other 
organizations?) 

Does anyone you sense stress you out? (negative influence? Strained?) 

Changes in relationships? 

 

You talked about "pointed elbows" - where you have to prove that you are better than hearing, 
or as a woman - be better than a man, etc.). Do you have concrete examples of you having to 
work extra hard to be able to prove you were good enough? 

How about professional sparring in photography? (quality of your product / new methods?) 

 

What does you think SMALL TALK means to you? You have mentioned that you have to ask 
and ask like a deaf person to get knowledge and information that is immediately obvious to the 
hearing person 

 

You have mentioned that the business world provides several barriers for the deaf: because as 
a deaf person, you really have to get involved in communicating and marketing yourself among 
the hearing. Are they some of the biggest challenges for the deaf? 

 

You mentioned that you also fight prejudice against deafness and that it is extra hard mentally? 

 

How do you build resilience? 

What do you think your family background means for resilience? 

 

You are deaf, but have you thought about your privileges (charming, performativity, male, 
white?) Can he feel these privileges? 

 

Do not use videophone (you mentioned you used the house interpreter, but what about VRS?) 
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Difference between the business world and work In the deaf world? 

 

You talked about parties, social gatherings where you come without an interpreter, but that you 
still got benefits out of it. More examples? 

 

You mentioned that interpreting companies can not be compared to you who work with the 
mainstream market - interpreting companies are "nasser", you said, what differences do you 
perceive between your industries? 
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Interview guide# 14 Catherine (previous self-employed) 

(the interview was not busy, we were sitting in a tiny container café, very informal talk – and 
I prepared my keywords. This interview was noted down and I wrote immediately after this 
interview more details and I confirmed with this participant afterwards, whether what the thing 
I wrote was correct) 

 

Background: 

Education, age 

 

Can you tell us about what jobs you have had? 

 

When did you first become self-employed? 

How did you start the business? Support? What purpose did the company have? 

 

How has it been since? 
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Appendix 4: Overview of data collection in Denmark 

This appendix consists of an overview of my timeplan of the fieldwork in Denmark (see figure 
below), including visits at the different deaf owned businesses, observation and interviews over 
a period from August 2018 to November 2019. 

 

Overview of the data collection in Denmark 

Fieldwork 
stages 

What to do Aim 

August 2018 (1 
-2 weeks) 

Nordic Deaf Cultural Festival 

Informal conversation with people in DK, 
pilot interview with a deaf owner/visit at 
his business (Deaf business 1) 

Initial pilot observation, is the 
field still feasible?  

Establish contact to 
gatekeepers 

September 
2018 (1 week) 

Visit at deaf businesses in two different 
cities (Deaf businesses 1,2,3), observation 
of a staff meeting and a meeting between 
an employee and Job center advisor . 

Observation, understanding 
their challenges in deaf-led 
business contexts 

 

How do they communicate, 
network, sit in their office?  

Which recurring 
themes/topics found during 
the observation/informal 
conversation will be discussed 
with the employees, and their 
reasons/experience of 
working in deaf-led 
businesses. 

Establish contact to 
gatekeepers 

October 2018 
(2 weeks) 

Visit a deaf entrepreneur working in 
mainstream context (deaf business 4). 
Observe a working day (formal business 
network and informal business 
networking with a potential partner).  

Semi-structured interview with this self-
employed deaf person. 

Visit at a deaf-led business and 
semistructured interview with the owner 
(deaf business 5). 

Broad the understanding  of 
deaf entrepreneurship which 
aims at mainstream market 

More focused 
observation/conversations 
(semi-structured observation 
guide) in order to get more 
perspectives on the deaf-led 
businesses which aims at 
deaf-related markets 
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Re-visit a business office semi-structured 
interviews with one of the co-owners and 
the hearing employee (deaf business 2). 

Semi-structured interview with the first 
deaf person who set up a SLI agency in 
Denmark (deaf business 6)  

November 
2018 (1 week) 

Observation of a staff meeting (deaf 
business 3) 

Second semi-structured interview with 
the owner (deaf business 3). 

Semi-structured interview with a deaf 
selfemployed person (within health 
industry, deaf business 7)  

Interview with a previous self-employed 
in media industry (deaf business 8)/he is 
also a previous employee at deaf-led 
business 

Second semi-strucutred interview with 
the self-eployed deaf person (deaf 
business 4) 

Broad the understanding  of 
deaf entrepreneurship which 
aims at mainstream market 

 

And get more perspectives on 
the deaf-led businesses which 
aims at deaf-related markets 

February 2019 
(2 weeks) 

Re-Visit/sitting at Deaf business 2. Interviews: to get a bigger 
picture of deaf experience of   
self-employment (also as 
failures) 

Re-visits: in order to see how 
things is going, get more 
observation of everyday at the 
office 

November 
2019 (2 days) 

Giving workshop in cooperation with one 
of the deaf businesses (SLI agency) on my 
preliminary findings  

Following up informal talk 
about how their businesses 
have been going – informing 
them about my 
findings/discussing and inputs 
from people. 
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Appendix 5: Observation (guide, reflexivity, and notes) 

The following extractions are some examples of how I prepared my observation and visits to 
the deaf owned businesses by writing some notes before this visit (in Danish/and a bit in 
English, see below), I mixed both my own imagination of how the situation will be, wrote 
spontaneously what I already knew, and some good tips from methodology literature. I also 
wrote a reminder of taking photos of the place. After the visit I also wrote down some key 
themes.   

My original fieldnotes are not added here due to the protection of the research participants 
and the deaf businesses (anonymity). 

  

Observation #1 Deaf business 1  Mandag 10 september (kl 9.30-14)  

Jeg skal fx være obs på alt imorgen, fra godmorgen til medarbejderen. ved indgangen. Evt an
komme kl 9.15.  

 observer hvordan hun går ind, hilser på receotionen?  

Godmorgen til den anden medarbejder (som har sidste dag i dag), og snak med 
ham? Være obs på min position som gæst, insider I kraft af vores bekendtskab, youth camp, 
shared background.  

Private small talks would be natural – like how are you, pregnancy, well? Last day today? 
Ok? I will not disturb you more today, but maybe we could arrange a meeting where I could 
interview you about your experience of working in deaf-led businesses?  

Ask them about diary (blev droppet! De havde sidste dage)  

   
  
Husk: fotografere bygningen, receptionen, kontoret, når de taler I 
skype!! Hjælpe på hukommelse. Filme evt nogle af øjeblikke? Frokost med dem, filme vores 
samtaler?   
 

Temaer efter 1. observationer:  
Deaf owners and challenges  
Deaf employees in deaf-led businesses disabled  
Increasing isolated in this building which is surrounded by hearing employees  
Something happening, they don’t know what (a man coming into their office)  
Smell from laborium next to them  
Authoritites suspicious  
Difficult to talk to them  
Job network through deaf network: tillid, gode forhold, stoler på hende  
Social interaction/sociality at workplace  
Crisis   
Job opportunities  
Future (insecurity)  
Stress, many tasks, lot of thing to be done  
No time for sociality/small talk  
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Telephone  
Deaf people cannot self, have to depend on hearing people, if we had hearing employees we 
would probably survive  
Language politics  
Relationship to interpreters (attitude toward deaf manager)   
 
  
Observation # 2 Deaf business 2 Tirsdag 11. Sept. (kl 10-15) 

Location? Deaf organisations: local deaf club, on of Deaf Association’s project leader, this 
de-fled business: more deaf space? How is the connections?  

Communication (phone? It was a big issue in CPH: no optional, as no hearing person in the 
office) 

How do they receive me? Informal conversation? Who will guide me? Explain me the 
business? Do they have in house SLi?  

 

This gatekeeper (HR) was sick, so I was a bit confused, but both employees were very kind. 
The deaf employee guided me. Both made me feeling welcomed.   
   
Conversations with the two employees who were there (1 deaf, 1 hearing) and 2 SLIs.   
Observed the deaf employee’s meeting with Job Centre on her “AtW” (in Danish JCB)  
Talked to her and the SLI about the meeting afterwards.  By observing the meeting I realized 
the vilkår for deaf employees in deaf led businesses are very difficult. The JC is very 
controlling and detailed in how many minutes the deaf employee used the sign language 
interpreter (SLI). Before the meeting the deaf employee told me she imagined to use SLI 15 
hours a week , but after the meeting the consultant had cutted the hours down to 50 minutes 
per day. And she had no really any chance to discuss the “need” for SLI.   

 

Observeret møde med kommunen/vedr tolkebevillingen 

Frokost med døveforeningens medlemmer ved siden af kontoret, small talk med andre døve , 
mange tolke komind og hilste på. 

 

Recurring themes: 

Challenges with authorities 

Attitude toward deaf owned SLI businesses 

Deaf people’s workplace 

Networking (defa eco system) 

(want to observe more meeting, coping startegies in dialogues with authorities?)  

Dialogue with each others in the business 
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Very talk on BARSEL, family balance, many mothers (interpreting is feminised profession) 

Deaf network/bio sociality concept? Circulation of deaf jobs? 

Deaf people barriers, even in deaf led businesses, because of hearing peole as majority 

Fatique in communication with non signing hearing, but also some of signing hearing people 
due to attitudes, startegies as ignore,  

Oplevelse af lokaler/bygning (different experiences from observation1: deaf people walking 
around, meeting older deaf people who come into the building. People tell how this deaf 
business is “motor” room- people WORK hard, never takes lunch breaks…Work work..  
Tilgængelighed/space her er tegnsproget.  Også det samme igen og igen… The same again 
and again.. Sameness – ambivalence? (mine egne observationer under frokost, hvor de ældre 
døve og malene drøfter om event for døveforeningen, 150 års fødselsdag) – jeg finder det 
lidt trivelt. Forstår ejerens point om inspiration udefra)  

 
 

Observation #3 Staff meeting, deaf business 1 (“Krise møde”) 

Ejer og en HR holder møde med de få resterende tegnsprogstolke omkring situationen nu 
hvor en døv medarbejder er stoppet. A co-owner er sygemeldt. To andre medarbejdere er gået 
på barsel. 

Første gang jeg møder ejeren – fornemmer gode info fra ham , andre vinkler. Besluttet mig 
interviewe ham:  

 

Observed the ‘crisis meeting’ 13.00-14.00 (only first part – as it was getting personal and 
emotional.  I decided to leave them under the break).   
  
It was interesting, because I could see the business had a lot of pressure, anxiety 
and uforudsigeligheder due to changes in the tender, but also due to the 3 owners, where one 
of them is on sick leave (where none knew why) and the second had stopped but had to return 
to help the business to close down some of the sister company.   
The meeting itself was also interesting regarding to language code and ways of 
communicating to each other. I was told by the HR after the meeting that the SLI switched 
from using SL to mixed SL and voice after the first part of the meeting. I was left, and there 
was only the one deaf owner which remained.  
 
Got reflective notes from the hearing HR, who led the meeting with the deaf owner. She was 
very concerned about the language attitude/code among the SLIs.  
 
 

Observation # 4 John Mandag  8. October 2018  10.30-16.00 (business network meetings) 

Visit a deaf entrepreneur/selfemployed (media industry). Observe a working day.  

Semi-structured interview. 
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Aim: Broad the understanding  of deaf entrepreneurship which aims at mainstream market 

 

Hvem kommer til Business networking mødet? hvilke type businesses? Mænd? Kvinder? 
Aldersmæssigt?  

Er der større vriksomheder eller selvstændige?  

Hvordan er det at have tolken med? H 

vordan fungerer det med tolken?  

Smalltalk? Gør han det? Via tolken eller uden tolken?  

Bruger han humor  

Giver de hinanden opgaver? Denne ejer fortalte dette kort under kulturfestivalen/feltwork 1. 
Stage) hvad snakkes der om? 

Jeg ved intet, spørg løs efter the meeting. Be openminded! 

 

Observation # 5 Second Visit at deaf business 2, torsdag d.11 October 2018 

Re-visit business 2 and  semi-structured interviews with one of the co-owners and the hearing 
HR manager.) 

Notes:  
Second visit at the same business, this day the office was full bemandet: xx hearing , xx deaf 
employees (included the deaf owners). They were busy in moving stuff/computers they had 
brought from another office… 
Interview with hearing employee, the gate keeper, hearing. Interesting points on how she 
as hearing , working closed to deaf people experience different workplaces, attitudes towards 
deaf people. Power. Positions as hearing employee and deaf manager, feels equally to 
her. Some times she feels she takes over, behaves different, but so does she when it is hearing 
employees so she tells it can be difficult to decide whether it is deaf-hearing issues or general 
issues between different persons.  
Language policies  
Cultural differences  
Workplace size and WHO leads the workplace (also a important contextuality): less 
bureaucracy, less rules, less square (interesting: CFD, CBG DØVEFILM “big 
workplaces”??)  
 

Observation # 6 Deaf business (not included in this data as they have rejected being 
involved, Friday 19 October 2018) 

Uden aftale, havde sendt dem flere FB beskeder, mail. Aldrig svaret. Så sagde til en af dem 
jeg kom ud denne fredag og så ikke denne medarbejder svarede det ikkepassede dem godt . 
Jeg kom ind i deres butik.  

Se butikken.  
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Møde nogle af de folk og snakke lidt med dem.  
Få en hurtig fornemmelse af stedet. Interessant hordan de har 6 døve ansatta, fra 
vidt forskellige kommuner. Slog mig kort at de måske blev mistænksomme da 
jeg spurgte hvor de boede? For så kunne jeg mistænke dem for at have tolkebevillinger 
fra forskellige kommuner!! Det tror jeg de har. Hvordan ellers har de råd til pæn butik og 6 
døve ansatte?   
Det var også godt at se hvem der er der. (wrote names of the deaf people) En er ude på 
”kundebesøg”. Interessant hvad de laver… ? 
 

 

Observation # 7 Staffmeeting, Deaf Business 3 Tuesday 27 November 2018 (Jens) 

Jeg skal være obs på følgende under personalemødet:  
Hvordan er hverdagen på kontoret? Interaktioner? Samtaler? Emner der tages op? Giver 
billede af deaf led businesses, hvordan døve og hørende interagerer og postionerer i sdåan et 
felt?   
Tænk på jeg vil møde folk jeg kender: (names employees’ names here – both deaf and 
hearing)...  
Hvordan hilser vi på hiannden? Er de stressede? (nej de var søde, imødekommende, hislte på 
mig, påbær one of the deaf employees)Er de lige så frustrerede som dem inde paa den anden 
business? (overhovedet ikke??)..Snakkes der om TS poltik? Eller rent fokus 
på tolekopgaver (meget af det er fokuseret på tolkeopgaver, profesionelle og kommunikation 
i hveragen) .  
Jeg har den der føelsle: hvad får jeg ud af det? Det ved jeg ikke, men det kan hjælpe mig til at 
afgrænse, fokusere, at det er fx forholdet mellemvirksomheden og omgivelserne/strukturer!! 
Hvordan døve konstruerer døvheden i busienss kontekst, sprog , køn, klasse, positons?   
Jeg tænker på obs fra døv medarbejderen: kunne være fedt observere lidt flere af den slags, 
mødet med hørende...  
NB er tolkene alene eller med babyer? Som på den anden business??   
 

Points/findings:  

 Kommunikation (forskel mellem møde og under pausen)  
 Indhold (fokusere på koordination, kommunikationen – mange huller i viden om 
hvordan det fungerer i praksis. Tegn på voksende virksomhed)  
 Talerzonen (fysisk space, deaf space, eller “kontor space”?) : hvordan døve bruger 
talerzonen gentagende. En døv medarbejder brugte det i starten men efterhånden blev han 
siddende i nogle situationer (han forklarer senere at det afhænger af vigtigheden i det han 
siger, er det noget meget vigtigt noget de skal forstå/huske, bruger han talerzonen)   
 Udfordringer med voksende virksomhed, døv-hørende , hørende/tolkene er 
majoriteten  
 Informationer om maskulin arbejdsplads (kontoret), tolkene (perferie) er kvindelige 
(kun 2 mandlige tolke, og 15 kvindelige)  
 The owner definerede one of his male employees som femin.  
 Arebjdstider karakteriseret som anderledes end det på tradiitonelle fabrikker.   
 Kommunikation og sprogkoder , handler også om small talk, hvordan folk 
kommenterer til hinanden. Owner and an employee taler lidt sammen. An employee siger 
boget til en af tolkene. Lidt 2-2 snak af og til.   
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 Hvordan he som owner, forklarer om principper hos virksomheden: at det er ok med 
tab af penge, men at den døve er vigtigere, den døve skal få dækket sine tolkebehv.   
 Hensyn til døv kunde. 

 

 

Observation #8 Ons 13 feb 2019 (3. Besøg hos business 2) 11-14 ca 

Re-visits: in order to see how things is going, get more observation of everyday at the office 
How goes? 

 

Hvem er der stadig?  

Holder de hovedet over vandet (a hearing employee’s udtryk til mig via mail). Fungerer det?  

Notet nyt omkring regeringens plan indenfor området?  
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Appendix 6: Announce in Danish Deaf Magasine 
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Appendix 7: Newspaper articles from Politiken  

Politiken, 30 July 2018 (Front page)
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Politiken, 30. July 2018 
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Politiken 31 July 2018: 
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Politiken 31 July 2018 (Front page) 
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Politiken, Friday 3 August 2018 
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Politiken (August 2018, n.d.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


